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CHAPTER I

PRESENTATION OF THE STUDY

A. Statement of Purpose

The aim of this dissertation is to examine the possible rela-

tionships between a 'national' ideology and ideological statements

of a 'tribal' group. More specifically, this study describes Zam-

bian Humanism, presents a collection of Bemba proverbs and inves-

tigates the similarities and links between these two ideological

forms.

This dissertation originates from an intuitive perception:

humanistic pronouncements appeared to be similar in content to

some Bemba sayings; the Zambian ideology, which has its roots in

the world-views of local groups, represents fundamental beliefs

and values which can function to unify the people and make them

proud of their personality as Zambians. If indeed, there is con-

tinuation, Humanism could be more agreeable and acceptable to the

people, and might be more successful than a completely new ideol-

ogy.

Zambian Humanism is made up of affirmations proposed by Pres-

ident Kaunda as early as 1964. The doctrine arose as a reaction

against colonialism, fereign influence and exploitation, and from

the need to create a united nation and improve the spiritual and

moral conditions of Zambians. It stresses the primacy of the

'Man-centred society', promotes collective work, sharing, self-

sufficiency and equality. It states the rights and duties of

every Zambian in an accepting society where individual interests

are set aside for the well-being of the community. (Cf. Kaunda
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:L96733—7; Kandeke 1977:10-15, 25-29).

Proverbs and sayings contain direct and concrete information

Tabout people and their world, along with their thoughts, feelings,

comments and opinions about every facet of daily life. A fairly

complete presentation of Bemba proverbs is necessary to give an

objective knowledge of their content as a whole.

Behind all the discussions, lie questions about ideologies,

what they are, how they are created and how they could be made

successful.

B. Rationale of Study

The problems raised in this research are discussed in such

varied disciplines as political science, linguistics, oral tradi-

tion and history, but mostly in cognitive anthropology. Exam-

ining and relating one form of orality to a national ideology is

fundamentally a study of the system of cognition of a people. So-

cieties have given themselves cultural features which character-

ise their social institutions and which must be perceived as sen-

sible and acceptable by the majority of the members. People's

ideas are expressed not only in artifacts, political organisations

and economic productions, but also in predictions, plans, ideol-

ogies and priorities; in fact, there must be some kind of order

as "tout classement est supérieur au chaos" (Levi-Strauss 1962:

24). When 'chaos' and disorder exist, they are often caused by

conflicting forces from inside or outside; most of the timew

they arise as reactions to powers which invade and destroy. Op-

position to conquests or political domination may assume such dif-

ferent forms of rebellion as war, new religions, passive resist-

ance, amorphy and even disparition. Zambia. had been a colony gov»

erned from and, in many ways, exploited by Cape Town, London and

Salisbury for nearly a century. Consequently, one of the goals

of Humanism is a search for national identity and the need for
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:re-establishing control and order over their cognitive and affect-

:ive worlds. (Cf. Spindler 1968:332-347; wallace 1966:25-51).

Proverbs are a reliable source of information in the study of

cognition systems; they are not theoretical after-thoughts or eye-

tematisations, but like myths and legends, they are collective un-

derstanding and knowledge about the proper manner of conducting hu-

man affairs. Their general meanings are not influenced by circump

stantial.emotions like shyness, fear or mistrust, and the possible

biases of the observers; they can be heard, asked about and ana-

lysed. Proverbs are not easily identified as such by foreigners;

that is, proverbs said in a language other than one's mother tongue

are difficult to recognise. On the other hand, native speakers

have this ability of identifying a proverb qua proverb and, most

of the time, making some sense of it. This 'as-innate' knowledge

of proverbs is similar to the 'as innate' comprehension of the cog-

nitive system that most members of a community have. The study of

proverbs might help us to describe cognitive and affective systems

of societies fairly objectively, if only by quoting their stereo-

typed remarks about living, loving and believing.

C. Limitations of Study

This dissertation is concerned only about the Bemba speaking

groups of Zambia and excludes the Bemba speakers of Zaire even

though they are closely related to the Lunda of chief Kazembe and

the Risa of the Mansa region, because I have never lived among them.

Many other groups of Zambians are not considered directly. Bemp

be is only one of several languages in Zambia, and even though it is

important and the mother tongue of President Kaunda, it is not the

only national language of Zambia and should not be equated with

Zambia. (Cf. Kay 1967:45; Kaunda 1962:6).

This is not a comparative study because I do not speak any

other African languages and the many important collections of
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proverbs would be approached in a very different perspective. (Cf.

Jahn 1968).

I am not a Bemba speaker by birth and although I lived in

Zkunbia fer eleven years and spent a few hours a day learning the

language, I am still a student. It is quite possible to question

‘the validity of some of the explanations and interpretations I pro-

pose. Many other peeple have been collecting and writing about Bem-

ba proverbs—Labrecque, Guillerme, Hoch, Mpashi, Paul, Mushindo—

and nobody can claim a superior collection and exhaustive cemen-

‘tary on meanings.

I am mainly concerned about the theoretical aspects of Zamp

‘bian Humanism as the essential part of the ideology. Discussions

about the success or failure of the practical implementations of

,programmes which are presented as the material application of Hu-

manism are not developed to any degree; technical and economic

programmes and implimentations are not seen as belonging to the

ideal-spiritual-normative which is the domain of ideology.

D. Motivation and Interest

My interest in Bemba proverbs goes back as far as 1958. While

visiting teachers in the Samfya district on Lake Bangweulu and

trying to learn Bemba, I could notice that on occasion something

was said with special effect, causing laughter, the clapping of

hands, or a more spirited conversation. A teacher at Mundubi's

told me that proverbs were the cause of such animation. In one

instance, a young boy had fallen off his bicycle; his right leg

was bleeding and he was bent over blowing on the wound. A fisherman

saw him and casually said: umulume wa mbwa /’tafwa ku kulu (male
 

of dog does not die at leg), meaning that a strong young man would

recover pretty fast from a leg wound and should ignore it. It

took me long explanations before I could understand. In that case,

the proverb had been used literally, but it could be utilised for

many other instances. (Cf. no. 395). That was my first contact
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or should I say, conscious contact with proverbs. From then on, I

collected and studied proverbial expressions from people as well as

from books at every Opportunity. In 1965, I published a mimeo-

graphed booklet containing 800 proverbs for students of the Bemba

. language. There were no references to the socio-cultural system of

the Bemba peoples. It was a translation with grammatical explana-

tions.

Around 1964 to 1966, the theory of Humanism was being developed

and some ideas were mentioned during the campaign for independence

that later became expressed in tenets and policies which were adopted

as the national philosophy of Zambia in April 1967 (Kaunda 1967;

Kandeke 1977:1, 10-16). A person acquainted with Bemba proverbs

can perceive similarities to several assertions of Humanism, without

being able to enumerate a series of proverbs to confirm the ideas.

Proverbs are used individually in response to a circumstance; they

are not known globally as a treatise on special topics, that is,

people would not cite proverbs about marriage; they would quote

one at a certain behaviour of a son-in-law. The comparison between

proverbs and Humanism requires a collection and classification of

proverbs to combine several of them under certain headings. My in-

tention is to present Zambian Humanism as accurately as possible

comparing and relating it to topics under which proverbs are clas-

sified. The chapter on Bemba proverbs could be of use and interest

to Bemba speakers themselves. The general discussion on proverbs

and ideologies is an attempt at elucidating the making, functions

and success of national ideologies in the hope of finding out ele-

ments which contribute to make them more acceptable and successful.

E. Methodology

During the first ten years I lived nIZambia, from 1958 to

.1968, I collected proverbs at every occasion from school meetings,

1finnily reunions, catechists' training, political meetings to beer

Ilarties. At the same time, I tried to obtain collections of sayings
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:in.order to inquire about them. Father Labrecque prepared a col-

llection called Neoselo (sayings) which was ready for publication

in.1946 but never published. By chance, in the boxes of Father

Marsan, I found a copy-book with some 500 proverbs explained by

an elder from Malole's, Marcello Cangwa (circa 1940). Mpashi's

Icibemba cesu na mano zaciko (1964) contains about 600 expressions

listed alphabetically; it is a most valuable and interesting book.

The White Fathers Bemba-English Dictionary (Chilubula 1947: Lusaka

1954) gives translations and explanations of many proverbs and

sayings. In chapter IV, I refer frequently to the last two books

fer further or different explanations. I have discussed the mean-

ings of all the proverbs I quote with people old and young, and I

used many of them in conversation and speeches. From September

1972 to August 1973 on a return trip to Zambia, I tried to discover

more information about the knowledge and use of proverbs. There is

no scientific or standard manner to study proverbs. One cannot

start with a diagramme as in inquiring about a person's relatives;

one cannot visit a village and ask people to quote proverbs. Either

one lives with the people for several years and hears proverbs on

occasion, or one initiates proverb use by quoting an appropriate

saying. In ordinary conversations, days and weeks can pass without

hearing proverbs. Moreover, there are instances, like garden chores,

intimate conversations, fishing at night, arguments between close

relatives which are rarely witnessed by missionaries, linguists and

anthropologists. To elicit those expressions, direct questioning

is necessary. On the other hand, there are legal argumentations,

political gatherings, chief's visits and other assemblies which

are a fecund source of proverbs. However, in order to know how

much people knew about proverbs, I asked them directly. I termed

groups of discussants in three villages and in the Manse and Ndola

.secondary schools. There were about forty sessions during which

proverbs were elicited and discussed. Fer instance, the Ndola school

girls recognised these OXpressions as proverbs, grinned or smiled

at everyone of them, and gave some very strange explanations.
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‘0n the contrary, teachers and catechists at Mbabala Island and Lu-

‘bushi's would often answer with other sayings which often confused

the; I had to start writing and questioning. In most places, there

are local proverb 'specialists' and there is the temptation of

spending lots of time with them; but other people have also some

Iknowledge and might represent the 'normal' general attitude towards

.proverbs. I also tried to follow Arrewa and Dundee' recommendation

about situations and circumstances (1964). It proved impractical

and nnfeasible because I was dealing with a few hundreds proverbs,

and because there were too many opportunities and Occasions for

‘using them. Furthermore, I came to be known as the man of proverbs

(uwa mapinda) and there is no doubt that several people cited

proverbs to impress me, please me or see if I knew them. In spite

of that, I am convinced that I was able to obtain a good number of

proverbial expressions with their meanings and the extent of their

influence on the people's world-views and values.

InfOrmation about Zambian Humanism was gathered through Gov-

ernment publications, books and articles, in short newspaper edi-

torials, posters and leaflets, and in conversation with ordinary

citizens. I did not use interviews or questionnaires which might

have been interpreted as meddling with politics. I attended rallies

and political meetings especially during Humanism week and other

holidays like Heroes and Unity day and Independence Day. There were

frequent reminders of what a humanist is,on television, the radio

and during public speeches and meetings. Many people are wary about

speaking on Humanism; I was not doing any missionary work; I was

s.little suspect, because people did not know exactly what I was

trying to do. With strangers, my fluency in Bemba would surprise;

they would asked if I was an informer. In spite of all that, I

think that there is general agreement about theoretical values such

as cooperation, sharing, honesty, hard work, unity of Zambians and

equality. Everybody I talked with spoke very highly of President

Kaunda, even in Barotseland. However, many people would criticise
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bitterly the uneven application Of 'sharing', because some Zambians

are much better off than other; miners think that they are the on-

ly ones doing the sharing. Some political leaders use the ideas

about national unity and the pride of being Zambians to arise the

people against 'enemies', mostly some unidentified Whites and South

Africa; but they cannot motivate for the important and necessary

changes required in the internal development of Zambia. Zambians

seem united against 'outsiders' and divided 'against' one another.

Material and technical plans are announced with fanfare nearly every

year. But the same problems continue and will endure unless there

is some significant Spiritual and moral reconstruction.



CHAPTER II

TER‘IS AND CONCEPTS

This chapter deals with five subjects which are treated in or-

der to facilitate the understanding of the main issues at stake.

First, there is a short paragraph on the geography and prehis-

tcry of Zambia. Secondly, the Bemba speaking peoples are intro-

duced mainly in relation to beliefs and customs referred to in

proverbs. For instance, some sayings mention chiefs and council-

lors (w and bakabilo) whose positions and roles depend now on

decisions of the Government and/or the Party. They may be given

authority, relegated to figure-heads, eliminated, or glorified ac-

cording to the political climate. The selection of officers is

manipulated in several cases. However, at times, the candidate

is nominated according to the traditional system of succession

and appointment. The ethnographic descriptions presented here

come from personal notes and from books written by White Fathers

Since 1910. I am not sure of the sources of my assertions, since

most of them belong to some common knowledge from study, observa-

tion and discussions over a period of several years. It is a

description of 'what used to be' or 'what should be'. Presently,

it would be very difficult to generalise about any of those customs.

In the third and fourth paragraphs, the definitions, structures,

and roles of orality (oral literature) and proverbs are presented.

The last paragraph consists of a short discussion on ideology simply

to reach conclusions—which are only propositions or suggestions—-

concerning its origin, functions and purposes, in order to indicate

the value and importance of a doctrine like Zambian Humanism; it

is not a critique of any theory, hypothesis or ideology in particular.
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A. Zambia

Zambia with an area of 288,139 Square miles (732,514 kmz;

France: 212,659 sq. mi.; Texas: 267,339 sq. mi.) is situated in

the centre of the Great Central African Plateau, at a height of

about 3,500 to 5,000 feet (1,200 to 1,600 m.),with a few exceptional

mountains of over 7,000 feet (2,300 m.). The country lies between

latitudes 8° and 18° South and between longitudes 22° and 34° East.

Rivers form natural borders of Zambia in four places; the

Zambezi flows between Zambia, South West Africa (the Caprivi Strip)

and Zimbabwe; the Lwangwa separates Zambia from Mozambique for

some 55 miles; the Lwapula divides Zambia and Zaire from the 'ped-

icle' to lake Mweru; to the South West, the Cuando flows between

Zambia and Angola for about 150 miles. However, the geography of

Zambia is largely the result of European colonial policies at the

time of the 'scramble for Africa'. Involved in the conflict about

Central Africa were the Belgians in the East, the Portuguese in the

West and East, the British in the South, and finally the Germans to

the North. In 1894, Cecil Rhodes and the British South Africa Com-

pany were granted, from Whitehall itself, the power to administer

the territories north of the Zambezi, with the exception of Barot-

Beland, and this without the consultation of the African peoples.

In 1911, Northern Rhodesia became a political entity under the

aauthority Of the British South Africa Company; in 1924, it was

declared a British Territory. From 1953 to 1963, Northern Rhodesia

‘nas an integral part of the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland

‘flhich was abrogated at the end of 1963. Zambia officially became

‘31: independent country on the 24th of October 1964. Kenneth David

I{caunda was elected Prime Minister, later on President, a position

lice has filled until the present, that is, 1981. In December 1972,

2-’--Eiunbia became a 'One-Party Participatory Democracy', and the

u'lzlited National Independent Party was established as the only of-

1:=Lcia1 political party.
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Zambia is placed across the main South-North migration routes

and the West-East trading directions. Migrations from Zaire and pos-

sibly Angola, as well as from the South, are fairly well ascertained.

Trade routes from the East are also being discovered from archeolo-

gical findings and northern influences are being traced with the study

of ancient pottery. (Cf. Fagan 1968: 1-10).

As far as we know from oral tradition and some recent archeo-

logical discoveries, the Bemba-speaking peoples came from the Luba

and Lunda empires of Zaire and possibly from Angola. The Lunda re-

mained in close contact with their eastern cousins and never cut

themselves off from the great Mwata Yambo and his successors. 0n the

countrary, the Bemba, Bias and other peoples who had settled in and

around the Bangweulu lake and swamps seceded from their Luban rela-

tives in order to start on their own. There are many statements from

several authors about the migrations of these peoples from legendary

and historical sources which are not yet firmly established. (Cf.

Tweedie, A. in Stokes and Brown 1966:197-224). Among those disputed

‘ Questions, the following can be recalled: (I) the common origin of

Bemba speakers from Mwata Yambo (Brelsford 1965:23), (2) the presence

or absence of inhabitants prior to the Lunda-Luba occupation, and

(3) the dispersion of the Lube group after some quarreling. (Cf.

Richards in Colson and Gluckman 1969:1615 and 167). Extensive lin-

matic and archeological studies and researches would no doubt

b1“-118 light to these issues.

What is of interest and quite certain is that peeples who came

from a fairly homogeneous environment known as Kola country (cf. di-

m“. in Brelsford 1965:5) arrived in Zambia, established dif-

ferent political entities especially in the North-Western regions

and beSéln to share a language which is called Cibemba and is now

spoleen by several ethnic groups, with different political systems

and diverse modes of adaptation according to varied environments,

33 is explained in the following section.
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B. Bemba Speaking Peoples

Bemba speaking peoples occupy the Northern and North-Western

regions of Zambia and South-Eastern parts of Zaire; there are also

many Bemba speakers who live and work in the Copperbelt area. Brels-

ford Joins the area linguistically in what he called the "Bemba, La-

la and Lamba group" (1965: Tribal and Linguistic Map of Zambia; at

the end of book). Bemba speakers are divided into three groups: the

Bemba of Chitimukulu, the Lwapula peoples, and the Bisha, Ushi-Kap

bends, Nghumbo-Unga groups. These peoples differ historically and

in some cultural practices such as the importance and succession of

chiefs, village organisation and means of subsistence.

The Bemba of Chitimukulu

These people lived in a strong centralised form of 'chiefdom':

"The main feature of Bemba rule is a strongly organised chief-

tainship involving a common allegiance to the Paramount... Where

there was a Bemba chief there was effective rule. The polit-

ical system is highly complex, there is a definite series of

lines, one of them leading to the Paramouncy. A newly ap-

pointed chief knows in which direction lies his line of advance-

ment to bigger chieftainships and equally clearly in what direc-

tion he cannot go" (Brelsford 1965:41).

In fact, the territory is divided into a number of chieftainships

Bone of which are ruled by sons of previous paramount chiefs and

their matrilineal descendants. Close kinsmen of the Paramount chief

move through the minor chieftainships on the way to paramouncy. Chi-

timmmmlu is chosen between Mwamba, Nkolemfumu or Shimumbi. Chikwan-

d3 can become Nkula. Mubanga moves on to Makasa. A niece of Chiti-

muknlu or Mwamaba becomes Chandamukulu. Chitimukulu as well as

subordinate chiefs used to possess some religious power and func-

tions; for instance, the productivity of the land depended upon

the tutelary deities of the chief's matrilineal ancestors. In 1973,

it"as reported that some chiefs were offering flour (hangs) to

deities for the fertility of the fields in Lubemba. The beliefs

that the spirits of the chiefs' ancestors were able to control the
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productivity of the land through rainfalls, pests and plagues were

very strong and nobody can ascertain their disappearance.' Moreover,

the chief and the land were one; the chief had the power to grant

cultivation rights, directly or through the village head-men and

the power to withdraw such rights.

There existed also some officials in the administration: the

bakabilo (kabgo, sing.), translated as "councillors". Some people

were bakabilo through heredity, while others were chosen and appointed

because of their knowledge and wisdom. The wore special feather head-

dresses and received marks of respect as the partakers in the chiefs'

authority and duties.

The Bemba in the villages are mixed horticulturists of the

citemege type. Those who cultivate on the subsistence level, that

is not ,comercially, will plant finger millet during the first year;

in the thirdthe second year, they plant beans, maize and pumpkins;

The sowingyear they plant sorghum, sweet potatoes and cassava.

and planting are done on mounds, small and round onss called imputa

Before
 

(sing. luputa) and long ones called bamelwa (sing. molwa).

the exodus of men to the urban centres, both men and women participa-

ted in the agricultural chores in a rather rigid division of labour:

the women would put
 

the lapping of trees was done by men (ukutema);

before the rains, the menthe branches into heaps (W);

then, the men hadwould burn the heaps of branches (ukoca makula);

to make bush fences around the gardens (ukupindila);

Men and women, with their alternap

 

reaping (uku-

223) was and is a woman's job.

1331-115 Jobs, were held in a situation of cooperation through which

neither men nor women could live alone. (Cf. Koch 1963:13).

The kinship system of the Bemba is ruled by matrilineal descent

and. by matrilocal marriage residence which must actually take place

at least for some time. There remains a large degree of freedom of

choice in selecting the relatives with whom or around whom to live.

As a last note, the Bemba were slave trading middlemen and

“triers. "In fact, before the coming of the white man at the end

or the century, it seems that the Chitimukulu held sway over the

“Ole of the district between the four great lakes, Tanganyika,
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Nyasa, Bangweulu and Mweru, and South into the present Lala and Lam-

ba country"- (Brelsford 1965:40). Rarely, were there permanent phy-

sical occupations of villages; there were excursions to obtain food

and at times slaves. The Bemba were known as raiders stealing cows

and harvests from their neighbours. There was also the establishment

of small Bemba villages in Cishi Island and in the Lwapula valley;

there are also Bisa villages in Bemba territory. These two facts—-

the Bemba military excursions and the movement of people from region

to region—brought about a homogeneity of language and customs which

gave rise to similar values disseminated throughout the area.

The Bena Lwapula (Bena Lunda or Bena Kazembe)

The Bena Lwapula are living on the shores of the Lwapula river

and on the eastern side of lake Mweru. They include the Bena Lunda

who form the nucleus of authority and are also called Bena Kazembe

(people of chief Kazembe). They comprise the BaShila and the Ba-

Bwilile of lake Mweru who have no other original territory outside

the region and no other allegiance, as opposed to all the others

Who claim to have come from some other places and maintain ties

with chiefs from other regions, such as Bisa, Bemba, Nghumbo, Ci-

shinga and Unga.

The land of the Bena Lwapula is made up of rather good soil

and swamps. The river shores are inundated every year and people

can plant on the same plot year after year. The men spend about

80% of their working time fishing. There is always enough fish for

local consumption. Fish marketing has been variable for the last

‘00 years due to the fluctuation in the amount of fish, rain storms

Which make the roads impassable, political problems with the Zai-

Pean authority and the crossing of the pedicle, and the state of

the ferry boats across the Lwapula river at Mokambo. Cassava is

the stable food of the people who also cultivate maize, ground-

,huts, sweet potatoes, bananas, and some finger-millet to brew

their beer.
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The question of kinship succession and descent is complicated

as can be seen by Cunnison's description:

"The king and most of the aristocratic Lunda names are inher-

ited patrilineally, while everyone else belongs to matrilineal

descent groups...

As there are three main groups present-—Western Lunda, Luala-

bans, and the Eastern peoples-—so there are three kinds of

descent to be reckoned with. Lunda say they themselves were

patrilineal at Kola in the west. The Lualaba peoples whom

they defeated and made Lunda had alternative modes of succes-

sion. The people whom they found on the Lwapula were all mat-

rilineal...

All Lunda take their clans from their mothers, at birth..."

(1967:161-163).

Slaski observed that "the patrilineal reckoning of descent intro-

duced and established by the Lunda, as well as their tribal hetero-

‘geneity, mark the valley peoples off from the matrilineal and eth-

.ndcally homogeneous neighbouring tribes" (1950:78). In fact, the

ILunda of Kazembe are patrilineal as far as the Kazembe's succession

:Ls concerned and in a few Lunda aristocratic families; even then,

'the mother's kin are highly respected and mothers' clan names are

retained for many occasions; the rest of the pepulation has matri-

JLineal descent. The Kazembe is succeeded patrilineally by one of

1113 sons chosen by Lunda aristocrats; but any of the dead Kazemp

loe's brothers could have become chief and still can, along with

111s sons, which makes.that several people are eligible. This often

ccauses rivalry among the Kazembe's brothers and sons as well as

élmong the Lunda aristocrats in charge of the selection.

Although the Lunda have retained some Lunda words and names

:Ln some official ceremonies, cina Lunda of the present is quite

<=lose to the Bemba spoken by the Bemba of Chitimukulu. (Cf. p. 19).

The Bena Lunda are from many regions and share different alle-

Siances, various histories and beliefs about their origin; but they

<=0nsider themselves Bena Lwapula which refers more to a geographical

area than to an ethnic group. However, the central and unifying fig-

Iare remains Kazembe, paramount chief of the Lunda.
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The Bisa, Ushi-Kabende, Nghumbo-Unga Groups

Most people in these groups live on the shores, islands or swamps

of lake Bangweulu. The Be Ushi and some Ba Bisa live in the interior,

on lands similar to those of Bembaland. The great majority live on

fish and cassava, very much like the Bena Lwapula. The shores of

the lake and the islands are quite fertile and suitable for many

different crops:

"The economy of the Bangweulu basin is based upon fishing and

agriculture and most settlements are located so that they may

easily participate in both activities. In most areas, extraor-

dinarily high population densities occur; pressure on favour-

able building sites is intense and villages are crowded one on

to another... Chronic and occasional shortages of essential

commodities in various parts of the area have led to the devel-

opment of an exchange economy in which the export of dried fish

plays a vital role... The flood plains, lakes and swamps all

provide fish but the swamps are the major fishing grounds...

People like living amongst the crowds with their kinsfolk, they

like the open views, they like the water." (Kay 1967:67).

The food shortages are caused by too much or not enough rain

fall. Usually there is enough cassava, but it cannot be eaten alone

and fish is needed. As a consequence of the fairly high population

density, fire-wood, rafters and poles are scarce and people may have

to walk up to five miles to get fire-wood and many more miles to

Obtain or buy poles for the roofs.

All those groups have localised chiefs and no paramount chief

like Chitimukulu or Kazembe. The succession to chieftainships goes

from brother to brother or to sister's son or sister's daughter's son.

GPOups may be organised under a senior chief; for instance, among

the Bena Nghumbo there are five chiefs, Chitembo, Mwewa, Mwansa Kombe,

mmflLu and Mulongwe. At the present, chief’Mwewa is the acknowledged

a”filler chief even if some people maintain that Chitembo should have

that title according to tradition. The senior chief as well as other

chiefs have little power outside land usage, local Justice and some

a'dl'MLnistrative duties. The people are often familiar with their chiefs

and do not show the respect found among the Lunda and among the Bemba.
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All these Bemba speaking groups belong to some forty clans. A

clan is made up of people claiming common descent from some ancestor

(usually mythical) and sharing a clan name. The common bond of

clanship is in reality the clan name called mukowa, and is inher-

ited from the mother. These clan names are names of animals, plants

and such natural phenomena as rain, ant-hills, trees, grass, etc.

Each clan has an opposite or complementary clan with which hospi-

tality, Joking friendliness and special services are exchanged.

The reasons for the relationships between paired clans are not al-

ways understood, but some explanations are offered; for instance,

the bena nkalamo (people of the lion) are paired with the bena nama

(of the animals), because lions can survive only by eating animals;

the bena bowa (people of the mushroom) are linked with the 2232,

gglg,(people of the ant-hill) because mushrooms often grow around

and on ant-hills. Opposite clan peOple are called banungwe (sing.

munungwe) and so the bena nkalamo are banunggg to the bena nama.

There is supposed to be a hierarchy among clans but the system of

precedence has never been established except for the chief's clan

in respective chieftainships. All through the area, the duty of

hospitality is required and offered to people sharing the same clan

names or having opposite clan names even if they come from a dis-

tant region. Where the purification ceremonies at the occasion of

death are still being held, the members of the opposite clan will

be in charge; the banungge are believed to be immune from the re-

venge of the dead person's spirit since during his/her life, these

people could insult one another without any consequence. Names of

clans often use words which are obsolete or of unknown origin, like

pghgggg,(crocodile) for the royal clan of the Chitimukulu (while

the Bemba word is nghwena) and pgg,(leopard; Bemba is mbwili).

(Cf. Hoch 1963:16-20).

Differences exist between urban, Lwapula, Bangweulu and
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Chitimukulu Bemba, in words, expressions, grammar and tonality.

Richardson (1961 and 1963) and Lehmann (1969) published articles

about town or Copperbelt Bemba. I am not aware of any publication

concerning the differences between the spoken Bemba of the Lwapula

valley, the Bangweulu region and the Kasama district or Lubemba.

People themselves will make the distinction between the true or

correct Bemba, the language of the Lubemba (Cibemba nkonko =

true Bemba and Cibemba ca ku Lubemba = Bemba of the Lubemba)

and the other Bemba, the Cina Lunda of the Lwapula valley and

CiBisa, CAnshi and Gina Lungs of lake Banbweulu and Mansa dis-

trict. Copperbelt Bemba includes several English words and expres-

sions which are 'bembaised', especially in the fields of mining,

auto mechanics, electricity and technical sciences. The use of

numerals is disappearing and many people knowomly the first five

digits which take concord prefixes. In towns, English is widely

spoken and since it is the official language of Zambia, it is

used for Government agencies and departments. As soon as they

leave their Job, people speak their own language.

Zambian languages are being given more importance with more

radio stations and T.V. programmes. People desire to hear and

use what they call 'good' Bemba, with the right expressions and

exact words; they complain about the way the young generation

disfigures Bemba with many foreign words mainly from English. Bem-

ba is spoken and understood by about 40 % of the population of Zam-

bia. Whatever is said about different 'dialects' of Bemba, people

speaking some form of Bemba will be understood everywhere, and

most people will know two or three different words for the same

concept or object. Bemba is certainly no more diverse than French

in the different regions of France.

0n the next page, I give a few examples of the differences

between what I call Bemba of Bembaland and some other local vap

rieties, mostly Bisa, Gina Nghumbo and CAushi; many of these

words are understood everywhere except in Bembaland prOper, that

is the Lubemba of Chitimukulu.



cinshi?. finshi?

na ins

ins; iwe

lisabi limo limo

VERBAL EXPRESSIONS:

19

nindo? findo?

nandibo

nebo; webo

lisabi linono

Bemba of Bembaland. Others. ’ English Translation.

mulume mwata husband

hwato bwanJe boat; canoe

lukasu luse hoe

kalundwe tute cassava; manioc

nyanJe mataba maize; corn

fikansa fitala troubles; noises; arguments

mpanga conde forest

matamba maba waves

ADJEOTIVES AND PRONOUNS:

nshi? ndo? nindo? what? which?

ifwe bonse fwense all of us

ni pi? ni kwi? pesa? kwisa? where?

mpanga yonse monse everywhere

what? what's the matter?

me too

I; you

a little fish

nshiishibe ntaishiba, nte- I don't know

ishibile

nshifwaya ntafwaya I don't want

kukanabomba kutabomba not to work

pembelako panono leka ngale wait a little

twali natupwa tulipwile we Just finished

muntu ushibomba muntu utabomba a man who does not work

ndeya ndekuya I am going

tuleya tukoya we are going

ndebomba nkobomba I am working

‘

9

Others that is mainly Rise and the people around lake Bangweulu.

Some of those words and expressions are used or understood in the

Lwapula valley.
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It might be useful to point out that it is very difficult in-

deed to trace the origin of certain words and expressions in order

to discover which group has influenced which other group. For ins-

tance, Cunnison says that the word ggpg,(Cibemba = kalundwe; maize)

is of Lunda origin, and that it is widely used in the Lwapula valley

(1967:16). How could he explain that the same word is used by the

Nghumbo, Unga, Kabende, Ushi and many Bisa who are of Luba descent

and not at all Lunda? Moreover, it is more or less accepted that

even the Lunda of Kazembe were 'lubaised' during their migrations,

because their royal praises and songs are not in Lunda but in Luba

(Chiwala 1962). Before it can be stated where one word like §g§g_

(maize) comes from, and of course many others, many more studies and

comparisons will be required.

The proverb icalo: te ca kwikila meno luse (the country is not

to fix the teeth into as a handle to a hoe; no. 249), uses the word

lggg,which is the word for 'hoe' used by the Bisa, Ushi, Nghumbo and

Kabende, but not by the Bemba of Chitimukulu who use lukasu for hos;

lugg,means mercy for everybody. This does not prove that this proverb

is, for instance, of Kabende origin; it may be that some words seem

to be more ancient and have not followed the changes and develOpments

which occurred in Bemba as spoken in Lubemba of the Chitimukulu.

To sum up, there are several groups among Bemba speakers where

Various social and political systems can be found, slightly different

economies and, in some cases, varieties of words, expressions, tenses

and tonality, which allow for diversities in people sharing the same

language and many traditions.

There are signs that a kind of inter-group Bemba, strongly in-

fluenced by Copperbelt Bemba, is spreading, especially in schools

and businesses as well as on the radio; it might become a fairly

uniform language, a semi-national Bemba, in the years to come.
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c. Orality (Oral Literature)

The term orality is substituted for oral literature as a better

word to describe the verbal arts. "The term 'literature', presup-

posing the use of letters, assumes that verbal works of the imagina-

tion are transmitted by means of writing and reading. The eXpres-

sion 'oral literature' is obviously a contradition in terms" (Levin

in Lord 1960 :zLii). Orality would comprise all the different modes

of verbal communication transmitted vocally and receive aurally,

mythical, historical, moral, mystical or practical in content, in

verse or prose forms, sanctioned by the community, and handed down

with or without adaptation and change from one generation to the next

or accepted as new compositions. (Cf. Vansina 1971:1944).

a. Importance

"In the beginning was 'the Word'" (John 1:1). 'The Word' in

the Gospel according to Saint John refers to the wisdom of God which

ousted at the beginning of time. For Vansina (1971:442), that ex-

pression means that the spoken word is of primordial importance be~

cause of its relation to the gods and their wisdom. The spoken word,

used by humans for thousands of years, has not been supplanted by the

'ritten word, despite wonders of transmission of the latter. Even in

actual usages, the force of the spoken word is not well understood.

The power and influence of speeches of leaders like Hitler, Mussolini,

de Gaulle and President Kennedy are not satisfactorily explained.

The famous 'Ich bin sin Berliner' in front of the crowds could not

have been replaced by a telegramme. Saying that these people un-

derstood mass movements and reactions does not explain the mechanisms

Of the power of the spoken word. Political campaigns are not waged

Primarily by written materials. Studies on oral communication and

arts have not fully analysed the elements which form the cognitive,

emotional and artistic aspects of the spoken word and the relation-

ships between the transmitter, the medium and the receptor. About
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this shortcoming, the EncyclOpaedia Britannica says that "in short, at

present, a communication expert is likely to be oriented to any of a

number of disciplines in a field of inquiry that has, as yet, neither

drawn for itself a conclusive roster of subject matter nor agreed

upon specific methodologies of analysis" (heyclopaedia Britannica 4

197‘31005)e

In the Western world, it is only recently that the written word

has taken precedence over the spoken word; for instance, a written

document will have more legal force than a spoken declaration which

must be supported by some written document or a signature. Testimonies,

declarations and even confessions must be made on some written documents

like the Bible which is supposedly the word of God in the first place.

In many societies of Africa, even though the legal attitudes and proce-

dures of the West are slowly being adopted, the spoken word is still

Primordial in court cases, official declarations and in public and pri-

vate affirmations. In Zambia, many can read and write but few have

access to written materials.

find books and news-papers, but the importance of oral communications

and proclamations at public meetings, official gatherings and ordinary

Many Zambians love to read when they can

°°nversations has not diminished and remains of primary importance.

1" Description and Components

Orality is a form of comunication using spoken words; the trans-

mitter is the human vocal apparatus in conjunction with the whole body;

“1° receiver is first and foremost the ear, with the eyes playing a sec-

021:1eg role. It is not a series of gestures or a mime, although there

18 lll:|.xne in orality. Marcel Marceaux's act is not orality, but orality

0‘?th uses some of Marceaux's gestures and facial expressions. It is

11% an actual performance, the transmission of a creation, or the re-

.nactment of a known piece, with spoken words as the basic medium of

c

on‘m‘unication. It can be a new poem recited for the first time, a well

known funeral song with a few adaptations, an old legend or a public

a

p”¢h. In each case, it is a live» performance, the transmission of

a

InQasage by a person (persons) using primarily the voice and
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secondly the body. For Finnegan, the most basic characteristic of

orality is the actual performance, "the expressiveness of tone, ges-

ture, facial expression, dramatic use of pause and rhythm, the inter-

play of passion, dignity, or humour, receptivity to the reactions of

the audience" (Finnegan l970:3). The face-to-face confrontation

(cf. Finnegan 1970:10), the human physical presence, in an actual

exchange of words, is an essential element of orality, while it is

not required in written communication. There must always be a

listener or an audience whether in a simple conversation or a .rite such

as a funeral, partaking of the ideas and emotions of the speaker (s).

(Cf. Long 1974:68 and 69).

To sum up, the components of orality would comprise the fol-

lowing:

l. The transmission is verbal using spoken words. 'It excludes

technical reproductions in records, cassettes, etc.

2. The message is directly transmitted to an audience present

at the moment of transmission.

3. The transmission or delivery is a performance and not simply

a repetition, utilising the personal thoughts and emotions expressed

in the distinctive characteristics of every human voice and body.

4. The content of the message and its delivery are preserved and

1Ila-:Lmtained by memory for genres already created, and by imagination

for new pieces as well as for adaptations, changes and interpre-

tations. The memory is the most important faculty for mam] genres

°f Orality. (or. Houis 1971:53).

5. The use of the memory should not give the impression that

01-33. performances are repetitive. Even for texts like rituals which

““31: be recited without error, there is always the personal invol-

ve'nert and interpretation of the performer. Shakespeare's Hamlet and

vgrdi's Simon Boccanegra are always the same play and opera, but

there is the distinctive personality of the actors and singers with

(111’1'arent tones of voices, their movements and gestures, comprehen-

3
1°11 and emphasis, etc.
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c. Different Kinds of Orality

Orality assumes different forms according to the recognition

by the group of the form and content of the genre, and also ac-

cording to the persons(s) transmitting the 'message'; orality can be:

1. oral composition; new stories and songs (for weddings, funerals)

are created by talented persons and appreciated by the audience;

2. oral narration; the content is known in its broad outlines and

is approved by the group even though there are different versions

and personal adaptations, as in historical accounts and legends;

3. oral formula; the content and form are sanctioned and conse-

crated with little or no possibility of variation, as in proverbs,

rituals, praises.

As can be seen, the role of the performer passes from being acrea-

tor to a narrator and finally to a simple user, at least in theory.

It does not mean that oral formulae are eternal and unchanging;

creativity is at work everywhere, and new formulae are produced

while older or insignificant ones vanish. It is clear that the hu-

man memory plays an eminent role in retaining and transmitting oral

genres which contain and preserve social customs and ethical values.

‘People are never simple 'repeaters'; they impart their style and

personality; most of the time they are adapters and occasionally

creators:

"A comparatively large proportion of Bantu, men or women, old

or young, are potential creators of literature, a still lar-

ger proportion are adapters or declaimers of it, and the lit-

erature produced and propagated soon becomes the common pos-

session of the people as a whole" (Lestrade 1987:297).

Iflsr Houis, orality is not only fixation or tradition; it is actual

life represented and renewed:

"Il serait donc erroné de croire que la preeminence de la mé-

moire implique l'absence de la creativité et d'inspiration. Le

travail de la memoirs n'est pas qu'une mise en dépat... D'ail-

leurs les thEmes des textes ne sont pas uniquement accrochés

an passe; ils ls sont tout autant aux faits de l'actualité et

11 n'est pas exagéré de voir dans les diseurs africains comme

les agents d'un immense service d'information. A travers les

textes de style oral, c'est toute la vie de la société qui

s'exprime. C'est pourquoi nous voyons une restriction de

leur champ quand on en fait uniquement l'expression de

traditions et d'une histoire passes. Ils sont cela, mais
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aussi beaucoup plus que cel‘a". (Bouis 1971:53).

At this point, it is useful to point out what is meant here by tra-

dition.

d. Orality and Traditionality

As with many other discussions, the lack of definitions of

words like tradition and derivatives like traditional, tradition-

alist and traditionality, may lead to disagreement and incompre-

hension of arguments.

For some, tradition means repetition, stability, passivity,

continuity, even monotony and fossilisation. Traditional societies

are seen as being enmeshed in a tranquil determinism made up of su-

perstitions, mythologies, unchanging values wrapped in the cloud of

the so-called unconscious mind of the group. According to Balandier,

marzists consider tradition like a force slowing down development:

”1a tradition y reste vue comme une grands force retardatrice, elle

occulte st affaiblit les facteurs de changement. Elle n'est pas

roconnue comme pouvant 3tre réactivée, operante et modernisante"

(Balandier 1974:175). French sociologists look for the mental ca-

tegories of the collective unconscious in which stability is va-

lourised: "les permanences et les invariants sont valorisés, et

leur assise recherchée dans les categories fondamentales de l'es-

Prit, et dans l'inconscient collectif operant touJours en longue

durée" (Balandisr 1976:179). Balandier himself understands tradi-

tions like the revitalisation of the past: "la place preponderante

accordée a. la mémorisation et a la transmission orale fait que le

Passe est constamment actualisé, et le present interprets dans ls

langage de la 'tradition' (Balandier 1974:207).

There is no doubt that considering societies in a state of

equi—librium and arrest and calling them traditional is a defama-

t10n not only of reality but of the word traditional. Tradition-

3111;: does not have to be associated with the negative, the illiter-

ate. the under-developed, the pre-technical and so on. It does not

11°¢°Bsarily means antiquated, derelict, passing and 'passé'. In fact,
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it is opposed to modernity in its foreign aspects. "Il faut manier

le terms traditionnel avec prudence car 11 n'a de sens qu'opposé

a celui de moderne. Le moderne en l'occurrence est tout ce qui est

"imports" de l'Occident depuis la technologie Jusqu‘aux systemes

de valeur" (Copans, in Copans and Godelier 1971:165). Traditional

means also specific, distinct, personal, true, authentic, valued.

When one speaks ofa traditional French Canadian dish, it does not

mean stale, old and frozen; on the other hand, it is not a ham-

burger. It could be pork and beans, including all that is special

for that particular dish, the container, the source of energy, the

time of cooking, the ingredients, etc. Morever, that traditional

dish is changing: the amount of lard in the pork has diminished

and more condiments are used. I do not affirm that the traditional

dish is better or worse than a Heinz recipe. What I say is that it

Its a traditional dish which has been handed down from generation to

generation, while being adapted to suit the changing taste and

satisfy the creativity of the cook. Traditional here means par-

ticular, authentic and adapted.

Moreover, traditional often means non-White, non-European, but

local. In Quebec, what is traditional can be French and non-English,

1thile in Guinea it could be 'Guinéen' and non-French. A traditional

<1amce in Zambia will mean an African dance, national or local; in

Jhmerica, a traditional dance could be a square dance or a fox-trot.

ll traditional doctor in Zambia would be one using medicinal herbs

Or someone practising incantations to learn from the spirits. A

traditional doctor in America would be a general practitioner

do:Lng house-calls and offering a diagnosis without blood tests.

“firuaditional in those instances does not mean fixed and unchanging,

but typical, particular, localised and very often more human by

b°1ng nearer to or more concerned with people.

Traditionality means different things when used in a society

ha“ring more or less one and the same common culture; it is quite

Possible then, that tradition will be opposed to modern and will

bfi considered as established values of some time past. On the
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contrary, in multi-cultural societies, traditional will refer to

ethnic, specific, special, different from the 'dominant' culture,

if there is one.

In this study, traditionality means specific, authentic, real,

Zambian, African, (or what is belimnd to be so) as opposed to western,

White and English. Traditional may be old or new. For instance,the

kalela dance of lake Bangweulu is quite recent but is traditional in

the sense that it is not European. That dance changes from island to

island and is also different in the Copper-belt. Traditional is

also related to people, to human presence and personal care as opposed

to modern which appears materialistic, technical, productive at what-

ever cost. (Cf. Balandier’1969:186-Zl7; 1974:215—263).

e. Field work

There are no easy methods of studying, recording, explaining

and appreciating oral arts as Evans-Pritchard remarked:

"He (the anthropologist) learns the language, can say what he

wants to say in it, and can understand what he hears; but then

he begins to wonder whether he has really understood when he

sees how often Azande themselves take it for granted that what

is said means something other than what is said, and when he

cannot be sure, and even they cannot be sure, whether the words

do have a nuance or someone imagines that they do, or wants

to think thay they do. One cannot know what is going on in-

side a man" (.1956:180).

‘“klthout indulging in the complications of'double talk, evasive ans-

"!lrs, comparisons and metaphors, the language of proverbs, rituals,

3LGitgends and myths is often embellished with rare names of animals,

‘ttiards and trees, along with old or borrowed terms used for the ben-

6:11; of rhythm, rhyme and other poetic'reasons. It would normally

r°quire several years of language and culture immersion to be ca-

pable of understanding and transcribing songs, plays, proverbs, etc.

01» course, advances in technology have helped considerably in the

collection of oral arts. Tape recorders of any style, and espe-

<:::-<3JLly battery operated cassette recorders are very useful and at

times indispensable; the voice of the speaker with the intonations,
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pauses, emphasis along with the vocal reactions of the listener(s),

all is there. However, tapes do not capture gestures, facial expres-

sions and the mimicry of certain genres. (Cf. Macdonald 1972:417-

420).

The observer/anthropologist is a member of the audience living

the face-to-face situation, witnessing the reactions of the listeners

who approve, disapprove, correct, add, clap hands, laugh, cry in

an ambiance which is far more emotional than intellectual. And that

is why the reporting is so difficult and incomplete. Studies in

verbal arts are reproduced in written texts which may appeal to the

intelligence and possibly bring knowledge and some emotional res-

ponses. Most verbal arts are meant to interest, motivate, touch

and move the listener(s); they are rarely intended to impress him

(them)intellectually. It is evident that a written text cannot

account for all those subtle suggestions, appeals to sentiments,

and at times efforts to arise passions. The text of an oral per-

formance is comparable to the libretto of an opera: it reproduces

the words, the notes to sing and play and even some indications for

:interpretation; but it cannot communicate the human presence and

«existence of an actual creative performance.

Finally, there will always remain the problem of translations

‘Imich.may limit the proper intellectual transmission and comprehen-

sion of the message, even if the translator is no traitor:

"Traditions should be recorded in the language in which they

were transmitted... In a translation the linguistic "markers",

the exact shadings or nuances, the multiple meanings of the

original narration, the whole literary climate of the perfor-

mance is lost. With that loss, the impact of the language on

the content of the tradition will remain largely undetected"

(vansina 1971:452).

vansina (1971:452) gives, as an example, the translation of the title

of a well-known book: La pensée sauvage, translated into English as

~2E2;3_§gzggg_§ig§, vansina does not suggest any better translation.

.VI‘ensée' in French means a thought as well as the active faculty

‘3'1? thinking; 'sauvage' means savage, but also uncontrolled and

tree. A more realistic translation would be The Wild Mind. This
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exercice will suffice to demonstrate the challenge the translator

must face.

f. Orality and Anthropologists

Some authors have criticised AnthrOpologists for their lack of

interest in the studies of orality: "the interest of anthropologists

was turned away from the systematic collection or analysis of detailed

literary texts and concentrated on generalized theory... The result

is that over the last generation or so, practically no collections

or analyses of oral literature have been made by British scholars"

(Finnegan 1970:37 and 38; cf. Arewa 1971:125). Elsewhere, she

faults the authors who cared for content and disregarded the form:

"Different as the theories are in other respects, they all share

the characteristics of playing down interest in the detailed

study of particular oral literatures and, where such forms are

not ignored altogether, emphasize the bare outline of content

without reference to the more subtle literary and personal

qualities. In many cases, the main stress is on the 'trap

ditional' and supposed static forms, above all on prose rather

than poetry. The detailed and systematic study of oral liter-

ature in its social and literary context has thus languished

for much of this century" (Finnegan 1970:40).

In truth, there are some studies in oral arts and a few good ones

about proverbs (Cf. Bascom in Dundee 1965:25-34; Brandes 1974:167-

186; Evans-Pritchard 1956:161-180; 1963: 4-7 and 190-112; Firth 1928:

184-153 and 245-270; 1966:1-17). Dundee (1965), Dorson (1972) and

Jacobs (1966) have written excellent articles, but that is not enough

13¢) inspire students for more research and our knowledge is limited:

"Jfislklore still tells almost nothing about the riches in non-Western

.lpdsoples'¢nel expressions, available for the asking during a few de-

ches to come. It has not begun to translate these treasures so '

‘tlhuit others can read and understand them. It has shown virtually

11° interest in adding to systematic theory about them " (Jacobs 1966:

(’20). What Jacobs forgets to mention, is that before 'systematic

“;Jbl<eory', there must be some systematic method of research which

‘auzLilnows for comparative studies, which in turn require cooperation

“0x3 scholars. However, that sharing of expertise has been lacking
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for several reasons. First, there is the isolation of researchers:

"But because much of the detailed research of this century

has been carried out by individuals working in isolation, or

at best, by various schools of researchers out of touch with

the work of other groups, the subject as a whole has made lit-

tle progress over the last generation or so, whether in con-

solidating what is already known, in criticizing some of the

earlier limiting preconceptions, or in publicizing the re-

sults to date" (Finnegan 1970:27).

Second, researchers have been following the habitual subjects of their

respective field without feeling compelled to exchange information:

"Although the literary and the anthropological approaches are

both clearly essential and complementary, the two groups of

folklorists have tended to work independently their own sep-

arate courses without becoming familiar with each other'e

concepts, methods, and objectives" (Bascom in Dundee 1965:25).

A third reason might be the question of knowing very well the local

languages which requires,in some cases, several years of study;

then, there is no limit to the learning of a foreign language and

:its art forms like legends, myths, proverbs, etc. Fburthly, oral

‘traditions are verbal arts and arts are a difficult subject for the

social sciences. They appear peripheral to scientific knowledge

tmscause arts are enmeshed with emotions, feelings, spiritual values,

beliefs and passions whichare undefined objects for precise obser-

Vnation and analysis. Finally, oral traditions and folklore seemed

to be marginal studies not clearly allocated in any 'traditional'

Bub-divisions of Anthropology; could it be arts, folklore, lan-

EStaage studies? Anthropologists who prefer solid theories are at

ii. 10s? with those too specialised ethnographic details which are

<>ttten communicated, at least in part, in foreign languages.

t1Infortunately, until better methods for studying verbal arts

‘EIZPe found, anthropologists will have to work with specific research-

°° which, often, lack general theoretical bases.

SUMMARY

Orality comprises all forms of oral arts and traditions with

mythical, historical, moral, legal and ideological contents presen-

‘1:

9d in several genres, transmitted by word of. mouth in face-to-

:-

‘5‘“<=1s situations and which may be new creations, adaptations or
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thematically fixed versions transmitted from generation to generation.

The main elements are the re-enactment or creation of the actual

performance, the reactions of the audience, the role of the human me-

mory and the voice-ear-eyes complex.

It is difficult to report verbal arts in general, because even

with good texts, translations and explanations, the total performance

with the gestures, mimicry, scenery, reactions of audience, in a

word the ambiance, cannot be reproduced.

The term traditional means not only well established practices

and customs originating in the past, but also local, authentic, spe-

cific, ethnic and true as opposed to foreign and imported.

The study of orality must deal with aspects of humanity like the

roles of emotions and passions, intuition, the capacity to move and

motivate, etc., which are not treated easily in social sciences.

D. Proverbs and Sayings

Some Anthropologists have studied proverbs, but, as admits Evans-

Pritchard, far too few in view of the importance of the subject:

"Speaking here only of proverbs, one may say that nothing gives

one, once their meaning has been understood, a better entry into

a people's thought about how things should be and how they are

than this pithy way of speech; yet anthrOpologists have in the

last decades very largely ignored them in the publication of

their researches. This further paper on Zande proverbs is writ-

ten partly in the hope that greater attention may be paid to the

subject, so that comparative studies may be made and some general

conclusions reached" (Evans-Pritchard 1963 b:109; cf. 1964:1).

8Since this dissertation comprises an important section of proverbs, it

51L£3 absolutely necessary to discuss the major problems of definitions,

contents, forms, usages, situations, functions, collections and trans-

lations which surround the subject.

a..- Imprecise Terminology

It is easier to recognise a proverb than to define one. Most

bgcple can identify a proverb when there is one: "an incommunicable
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quality tells us this sentence is proverbial and that one is not"

Taylor 1962:3). For instance, the English proverb out of sight,

out of migd (in French: loin des yeux, loin du occur) is felt

as a proverb by most English speaking persons. Expressions like

far egg: and forgotten and gone away and lost forever are not

proverbs and are not perceived as such.

The terminology about proverbs and related forms is vague.

The Webster's Third New International Dictionary defines a proverb

as "a brief epigrammatic saying that is a popular byword: an oft-

repeated pithy and ingeniously turned maxim; 'marry in haste, repent

at leisure'". In this definition, three terms, that is, saying,

maxim and epigram, are not 'definientia' at all, but near synonymic.

Discourse about proverbs will usually mingle several terms indis-

criminately:

gpigggg: "a terse, sage, or witty often paradoxical saying".

"Aphorism; apophthegm". "It is often satirical".

ggzigg: "a wise or witty statement attributed to a specific usu.

well-known person; a commonly repeated statement; adage,

proverb".

w: "a general truth, fundamental principle or rule of conduct

esp. when expressed in contentious form; a saying of prover-

bial nature".

M: "a saying typically embodying common experience or observa-

tion often in metaphorical form".

sggigg: "a preposition, principle, rule, or maxim that has found gen-

neral acceptance or is thought worthy thereof whether by vir-

tue of a claim to intrinsic merit or on the basis of an appeal

to selfbevidence".

~23-horism: "a terse and often ingenious formulation of a truth or sen-

timent usu. in a single sentence; a concise statement of a

principle".

Wor amphtneg: "a short, pointed, and instructive saying; a

terse aphorism; a short usu. pointedly concise formulation

of a truth or precept".
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sentenge: "a short or pithy saying usu. conveying moral instruction.

Axiom, maxim, saw".

33!: "a traditional saying; maxim, proverb".

(From Webster's Third New International Dictionary, Unabridged, 1971).

It would seem that an epigram is often paradoxical and satirical;

an axiom is a self-evident principle which does not admit discussion;

adage, aphorism, apothegn, maxim and sentence are apparently related

because of their contents which are practical, juridical, philoso-

phical and moral assertions and rules of behaviour. A saw and a

saying would be more general expressions. However, in all those

terms, the same attributes surface: popular, oft-used, common ex-

perience, metaphorical, general acceptance, terse and concise,

instructive, sage, paradoxical and witty.

The French dictionaries are not more precise; for instance

Le Petit Robert (Dictionnaire alphabétique et analogique de la

langue francaise. 1972) confuses "adage, épigramme, maxime, axiome,

sentence, aphorisme, apophtegme, dicton". Only the definition of

"proverbs" is somewhat different: "vérité d'expérience, ou conseil

de sagesse pratique et populaire commun a tout un groupe social, ex-

Prime en une formule elliptique généralement images et figures" (a

truth of experience or a piece of advice based on popular and prac-

tical wisdom, common to a whole social group, expressed in an ellip-

tical form, generally picturesque and figurative).

From the preceding definitions or synonymic descriptions, it

appears that ‘a proverb has a more precise meaning especially as

regards its form which is "ingeniously turned" (Webster's), figur-

ative and elliptical.

b- Definitions

Anthropologists and Folklorists have given definitions and des-

criptions of proverbs. Richard Chenevix Trench and Archer Taylor are

ta"axially referred to as pioneers and authorities on the subject.

Z§~oxich describes a proverb after commenting on the often quoted
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remarks which-states that "three things go to the making of a proverb,

shortness, sense, and salt". Then, he adds that

"a proverb should not only be short, but concise; it must have

sense; it must be pungent, with a sting in it; the most impor-

tant characteristic is popularity, the consent of the people; it

must have wisdom, 'the wit of one, and the wisdom of many';

finally, there must be a certain form, with brevity, rhyme and

alliteration" (1853:15 and 16).

On his part, Taylor who probably wrote the best book on proverbs,

:refuses to give a definition stating that "the definition of a prov-

erb is too difficult to repay the undertaking; and should we fortu-

nately combine in a single definition all the essential elements and

give each the proper emphasis, we should not even then have a touch-

stone" (1962:3) .

As examples, I quote a few of what I consider the best descrip-

tions of a proverb.

Firth :

"A proverb is a concise and expressive, often figurative, saying

in common use, which acts as a conveniently formulated means

of expression, charged with emotional significance, to indicate

and transmit the facts of experience, or to point out by injunc-

tion or prohibition an ideal of social conduct and behaviour"

(1925:265 and 266).

‘Ehwauns-Pritchard:

"I will only say that of the many endeavours to state where are

the defining characteristics of the proverb-brevity, wit,

conciseness, right feeling, wisdom, concreteness, commonsense,

salt, imagination, metaphor, hyperbole, etc.-... the most es-

sential common feature of all true proverbs is their popular-

ity. Through their acceptance by a whole people they have

become a collective expression of that people (although they may

be used differently by different individuals in different situas

tions)"(1964:l).

c>lafiir¢3cidhma:

"Proverbs are the kernels which contain the wisdom of the peOple.

‘They are usually philosophical or moral exposition shrunk to a

few words and form a mnemonic device in societies in which every-

‘thing worth knowing and relevant to the day to day life of the

gpeople has to be committed to memory" (1967:148 and 149).

'L‘alflhqgan:

‘”It is a saying in more or less fixed form marked by 'shortness,

sense and salt' and distinguished by the popular acceptance of
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the truth tersely expressed in it" (1970:393).

McKenna:

"The proverb can be of interest in itself as a literary work,

both for its ideas and its form: novelty, ingeniousness, ar—

chaic flavor, paradox, antithesis, hyperbole, parallel struc-

ture, balance, concision, ellipsis, allusiveness, alliteration,

repetition, geniality, humor, play on words, similes, metaphors,

concreteness, rhyme, and various sentence forms are employed to

achieve its 'shortness, sense and salt'" (1974:377 and 378).

Seitel:

"Proverbs as strategic use of metaphor, that is, as manifestap

tion in traditional, artistic, and relatively short form of

metaphorical reasoning, used in interactional context to serve

certain purposes" (1976:125).

From these authors it is possible to conclude that proverbs are

popular, accepted by the people, made up of commonsense and wisdom,

and in a form which is short, figurative and pithy.

c. Content and Meanings.

From the preceding quotations, it is evident that the content

of proverbs is very important. For Firth, "the essential thing about

a proverb is its meaning... It is by nature not a literary product;

it is a saying of the people, forged by a happy thought, tempered by

everyday use in the intimacy of the home or the contact of work or

play" (1926:134). Trench acknowledges that the contents of some prove

erbs are similar all over the world; but some are made up of "the in-

terior history, the manners, the opinions, the beliefs, the customs

of the people among whom they have had their course" (1962:36 and 51).

Lestrade indicates the wide range of contents "from the most con-

crete to the most abstract" and the most philosophical to "the most

platitudinous truisms" (1937:293). Dua brings a new dimension to

the content of proverbs which would be reflexions on a people's en-

‘Vironment:

“Proverbs... sum up in short and pithy sayings the attributes

and characteristics of the different aspects of the ecological

phenomena that people of a culture have minutely observed in

relation to their relevance for their behaviour" (1974:302).
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The content of proverbs is very important for many authors because it

expresses the common-sense and wisdom of a society as well as reflec-

tions on the feelings, ideas and ideals of its members.

d. Form and Structure

Houis raises the question as to which is more important in oral-

ity, the content or the form; he pretends that both are irrevocably

linked in one existential state: a proverb cannot exist without a

certain content and a special form. He goes on explaining that the

particular form is essential for memorisation:

"La structure rythmée est condition do la mémorisation et de l'au-

dition. Nous sommes persuades qu'il s'agit 1a d'un trait fonda-

mental a toutes lee cultures qui évoluent dans une civilisation

de l'oralité... Le rythme s'inscrit dans une expression sociale

ou ordre, répétition, harmonie sont des references constantes

du langage et les principes d'énergie des mouvements corporels"

(1971:63 and 64).

Several writers stress (1) the form: the phonological features in-

cluding alliteration, assonance, rhyme and repetition; grammatical

constructions like ellipses; figures of speech like metaphors and

hyperbole; (2) the balanced structure.

1e Form

Dua:

"First, the form of proverbs involves such features as rhyme, al-

literation, assonance, etc., which have rarely been studied be-

yond their stylistic implications in poetry. Secondly, such

devices as hyperbole, paradox, irony, etc. which form an essen-

tial feature of the metaphorical and suggestive meanings con-

veyed by proverbs have neither been studied beyond literature

nor have they been adequately treated in semantic theories cur-

rently formulated" (1974:300 and 301; of. page 308).

Finnegan:

"... by similes; by various types of metaphor (often compar-

isons with animals or with one particular case suggesting a

generalization); and by hyperbole and paradox" (1970:399;

cf. Geertz 1973:213 at note 30).
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"The question, therefore, of the actual style of proverbs

appears to demand further research. Whatever the details,

however, it is clear that some sort of heightened speech, in

one form or another, is commonly used in proverbs; and that

this serves to set them apart from ordinary speech" (1970:

403). (or. Firth 1926:263; Dua 1974:301 and cos; Bergsma

1970:152 and 153.).

2. Balanced Structure

Another characteristic of proverbs is their structured form

which is balanced parallelism.

Taylor:

"A rhetorical trait which is found in the simplest proverbs,

even in those simple aphorisms which do not rise to the digu.

gnity of a metaphor, is parallelism of structure with its al-

most inevitable accompaniment, contrast. Parallelism and con-

trast are found in words, structure, and thought" (1962:143).

JFirth:

"In general, they are distinguished by their balanced and anti-

thetical nature"(1926:263).

"This illustrates a typical form of the Maori proverb,-the

distich, the two phrases being similar in grammatical form,

rhythmically balanced, and presenting a certain antithesis in

their meaning" (1926:264).(Cf. Levin 1968:180 and 181).

JLbrahams:

"It is primarily the pronounced effect of balance that produces

the witty effect of the proverb, and this balance arises most

notably from a binary (two-part) composition. The proverb is

generally a sentence that is perceptibly broken in the middle"

(197231”) e

Biilner:

"I want to suggest that the most important characteristic of

a traditional saying is the symmetrical structure of its form

and content... In its most typical (though not necessarily its

statistically most common) forms-a traditional saying consists

of a statement in four parts... The four quarters of a saying

are grouped in two "halves" (major segments) which match and

balance each other, and are selfbcontained" (1969:199 and 200).

Iirom these quotations, it is evident that several writers consider

the form and structural balance of proverbs as being another ex-

tremely important characteristic.
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e. Personal Definition

The lack of precision in defining proverbs and related terms

engenders confusion: "Why do we have so many terms, with so much

overlap and imprecise definition: dictum, adage, saying, slogan,

motto, maxim, idiom, precept, parable, epigram, aphorism, apothegm,

allegory“ (Milner 1969:199)? A definition, in providing for a

clearer terminology, will elucidate the problem, especially if it

accounts for the main characteristics of proverbs.

The core of the question lies in the relationships between

content and form. If some proverbs are witty and philosOphical

(gems, others are ordinary comments which could have been said in

:Ln any friendly conversation. It is probable that profound asser-

'tions are exchanged in daily conversation, and they will not be-

«some proverbial expressions. Whether plain observations, wise

Icemarks or thoughts of wisdom, they must be accepted by the come

munity before being turned into proverbs. Before being received

and popularised, they must be noticed, remembered and repeated,

due to a happy alliance between content and form. As a rule, the

content is opportune and pertinent and expressed in figures of

speech like metaphors and hyperbole to attract attention; the

Special form is then achieved by phonological features such as al-

Jaiteration, assonance, rhymes and correlatives; the structure comes

from two or more segments Which are in balanced symmetry. Milner

13111111“ that the particular structure of proverbs may "throw new

light on the deep structure of the mind... It has long been known

from the writings of Jung that quadripartite structures are of spe-

cidtl interest for the study of the deep structure of the mind" (1969:

199 and 202; cf. Time, March 14, 1969, Language). Before delving

1tho the unconscious, the deep structure and the universality of

the human mind, it would seem easier to study the qualities of

the human ear and the universality of human rhythm. In many soci-

‘ties, the information needed for the continued enstence of the

Eroup had to be entrusted to memory directly. Mnemotechnic devices
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from the relationships of certain sounds co-ordinated in some kind

of symmetry or balance exist throughout the world and are found in

nursery rhymes, children's songs, fables, catechisms, political slo-

gans, etc. What those mnemotechnic devices have in common is a

certain rhythm (particular to each language) which comes from the

ordering and value of the sounds making their emission appear easy,

and their reception in the human ear for memorisation effortless.

For instance, the expression out of sight, out of mind is made up

of two equal parts of three syllables each and beginning by the

same correlative 'out of'. Considering 'out of' as one word, the

quadripartite elements are balanced in a dual pattern, to use Mil-

ner's terminology. The saying absence makes the heart grow fender

lacks the balanced harmony and other phonological features to be

'catchy' and easily memorised. The proverb a stich in time

saves nine is a bi-partite statement which acquires its form

no“ rhyme and an assonance; saying a stitch in time saves

eight would not change the meaning but would destroy the rhyme.

Proverbs like all is well that ends well and there's many a slip

between cup and lip are built in a balance symmetry and often with

assonance.

In summary, it can be said that:

1. the importance of the content and meanings of proverbial expres-

sions can vary considerably from the matter-of-fact to the profound;

many societies use similar ideas and feelings and the differences

stem from their particular environment, history, social organisa-

tions, economic and political conditions, etc.;

2. the content is enveloped in metaphors, hyperbole, alliteration,

rhymes and parallelism of structure;

a. many societies need to memorize what is said and nothing seems

more appropriate and more efficient than mnemonic devices made up

of a special rhythm and value of sounds along with a balanced struc-

ture;

I». it might be useful to distinguish most proverbial expressions

according to sounds and contents; a proverb would be a structured

and balanced statement, a sentence would be a dogmatic or literary
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thought, and a maxim a moral rule, etc. Some more confusion comes

from the fact that many sayings in western societies are literary

gems not really suited for memorisation but appreciated and popular-

.ised for their wisdom, paradox or satire.

I define a proverb as

- a concise statement (comment, assertion, obser-

vation)

- about some moral, philosophical, common-sensical,

emotional fact (situation, idea, feeling)

- having some general or specific value for the

people who have accepted and popularised it

- and tending to be arranged in a certain form

of harmony of sounds and balanced symmetry

which serves as mnemonic devices and makes

the statement immediately perceived as a

communal expression and not a personal phrase.

f. Creation, Acceptance, Re-creation

Because proverbial expressions appear as in a state of complete-

ness, it is difficult to discover their origins. There is no doubt

that in a moment in time, one individual coined the expression, or

a part of it which could be expanded or shortened, corrected, im-

proved upon, repeated again and again, before being accepted by

members of the group as a common phrase. The theory of communal

mind or group authorship cannot be proved. At the beginning of

a proverb there is a person who verbalises a happy sentence which

strikes the audience as remarkable and will be repeated as such or

with corrections or variations. (Cf. Taylor 1962:35). The idea

of the communal authorship is rejected by Finnegan as a stratagem

of the early evolutionist and diffusionist schools of Anthropology;

those non-literate and 'unlike-ours' societies lacked individually

inspired artists and innovators; there was no originality and lit-

tle creation, since everything was "communal" as in some revealed

forms. (Cf. Finnegan 1970:35 and 36). Proverbs were invented by
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individuals who may have been talented artists, singers or 'recitors'

or simply good talkers, but certainly not proverb-makers. People

do not go around with the intention of formulating proverbs. They

are coined unvoluntarily or by chance, possibly after some reflexion.

Still, these expressions must be accepted by the group which must

adopt them as special utterances repeated often and then transmit-

ted to the next generation. (Cf. Trench 1853:16; Evans-Pritchard

196631; Firth 1926:263).

Saying a proverb is not only repeating a proverb; it is a re-

creation, that is the resorbence and assumption for one's purpose

of a fortunate expression which happens to suit the circumstances

and accommodates the intentions of the speaker, or; as Bouis says:

"A vrai dire, de tels textes sont bien au-dela de la mesure des

traditions. Ils les englobent st 1es dépassent, car, meme lore-

qu'ils sont une reference stricte au passé, chaque nouvelle pro-

fération est en quelque sorts une re-recréation... Qu'ils n'aient

plus ou peu de credit n'enleve d'ailleurs rien a la richesse de

leur témoignage et Justifie au contraire qu'on se hate de les

fixer" (1971:68). (Cf. Trench 1853:22).

Moreover, in spite of the progress of writing and the fact that it

is not necessary to entrust to memory customs and rules, new pro-

verbial expressions are constantly being made either under the form

of proverb strictly speaking or under the form of popular sentences.

Taylor gives several examples,from the English language, of newly

created expressions "to show how erroneous is Tyler's notion (Cf.

Primitive Culture, I, ch. III, 89-90) that the age of proverb-

making is past" (Taylor 1962:11). In fact, "folklore has been, is,

and will continue to be a dynamic aspect of African cultures" (Fer-

.nandez 1962:4). Orality, as a technique of communication, has lost

(Stound to writing, but continues to exist in many societies, and

ltight even flourish in others through new electronic techniques

lasing the voice, ear and eye complex. (Cf. Lestrade 1937:297; Tay-

lor 1962:151; Houis 1971:48 and 53).
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g. Situations and Circumstances. Usages-

When are proverbs used, or what are the circumstances surround-

ding the use of proverbs? Some authors maintain that proverbs are

used in particular situations which must be described as accurately

as possible. Others believe that: proverbs may be used by so many

people and in so many different cases, that it would be impossible

to report on them all.

Arewa and Dundee (1964:70-73) argue that Anthropologists should

not only collect and translate proverbs, but should describe the con-

text, situations and other important details surrounding their use.

For Seitel (1976:128 to 132), all the relevant circumstances must

be noted, because the essential element in a proverb is its meaning.

All the circumstantial features must be portrayed, the age, social

status, sex, intention, and of course types of occasion, ceremonial,

formal reception of visitors, village meeting, informal discussion,

etc. dees, according to Seitel, three kinds of situations should

be reported: (1) interaction situation (person, group, status, sex,

etc.); (2) the proverb situation (what word or words brought up that

proverb); (3) the context situation (what was the subject of discus-

sion). There must also be 'correlation', that is "the manner in which

the speaker 'matches up' the terms in the proverb with the people

in the context situation and possibly in the interaction situation"

(1976:1313 cf. also pages 123 to 134; Firth 1926:137).

All these authors assume that the essential characteristic of

proverb is its meaning, the content and message. How would situa.

tions alter the message? Because they would be application or ex-

tension of the meaning? This seems very hard to defend. For ins-

tance, we can examine the Bemba proverb tuli samfwefl tumenena

ukubola (we are little mush-rooms; we grow to rot; no. 504); I

lmeard it said by women and men, young and old, in places like fu-

nerals, beer halls, school meetings, over a putrefied wound, etc.

qflhe fact that a proverb is used by a certain person in such a si-

tuation does not make that proverb different than it was before
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twith a meaning that it did not possess antecedently. In other

veords, the actual usage of a proverb is not a determinant of its

Ixignificance. The proverb precedes the usage as an entity and

:Lts meaning is adapted to many different situations,which only

demonstrates its vast possibility. It is possible to notice

xiew situations in which a proverb is used and this will expand

:Lts meanings, but circumstances of persons, times, places and oc-

casions will not essentially affect its general meaning. The us-

age of proverbs depenamore on the imagination of speakers than

on any circumstance. In fact, it is absolutely impossible to

start imagining all the circumstances in which proverbs can

'be used as confirmed by Finnegan:

"we can, then, sum up the various ways in which proverbs are

used in African societies by saying that they really occur on

all occasions when language is used for communication either as

art or as a tool, i.e. on every sort of occasion imaginable"

(1970:418). Cf. Evans-Pritchard 1956:166).

In fact, the uses of proverbs seem limitless: "in spite of the

‘tremendous number of texts that have been assembled, we still know

ILittle of why and how people use proverbs, or anything of the range

<>f social uses and cultural situations in which they are encoun-

tered" (Abrahams 1972:119). As can be noted in the quotations which

:tollow, proverbs are seen as efficient tools of social control,

capable of removing the hidden tension between individuals, for

solving social conflicts, for face saving, etc.

Bascom:

"Because of the high regard in which they are held, and because

,they are considered especially appropriate to adult life, Afri-

can proverbs are highly effective instruments of social con-

trol. Because they express the morals and ethics of a society,

they are convenient standards for appraising behaviour in terms

of the approved norms. And because they are pungently, sen-

tentiously and wittily stated, they are ideally suited for com-

menting on the behaviour of others. Proverbs are used to express

social approval and disapproval, praise for those who conform

to accepted social conventions and criticism or ridicule for

those who deviate; warning, defiance or derision of a rival or

enemy, and advice, counsel or warning to a friend when either
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contemplates action which may lead to social friction, open

hostilities or direct punishment by society" (1965c:471; same

quotation in 1965c:295).

Issrgsma:

"Proverbs are employed in a variety of situations: to control

activities without the use of force, as devices for shaming,

for getting out of a difficult situation without losing face,

as a means of praise, in prophetic utterances, and as general

explanations for that sphere of Tiv environment which is beyond

comprehension, especially illness or 'acts of God'"(l970:151).

Messenger:

"Proverbs... are used in all manner of situations-as a means

of amusement, in educating the young, to sanction institu-

tionalized behavior, as a method of gaining favor in court, in

performing religious rituals and association ceremonies, and

to give point and add color to ordinary conversation" (1965:

299). (Cf. also Finnegan 1970:412 and 418; McKenna 1974:384;

Seitel 1976:132 and 133).

In general, proverbs are used to make a point, recall a norm,

terminate a discussion, influence people, impress listeners and

bring interest to the discussion. Positively, they are used as gen-

eral statements, fer praise, encouragement, advice, counsel and

warning. Negatively, they are utilised to ridicule, shame and

condemn, as camouflage, save-face, as a way of hiding behind the

group and simply when one does not know what to say. Using proverbs

can be a form of amusement, a verbal game between two or more peo-

ple. This can happen around a calabash of beer, at meetings, during

a meal; a person will cite a proverb which will be answered by

another proverb of similar or opposite meaning, and from then on,

the conversation will become a tissue of proverbs as well as a per-

formance in which speakers try to upstage one another. Finally,

proverbs are also used for their poetic value:

"The thesis I would like to develop is that native speakers

are sensitive to the poetic value of proverbs whether or not

these contain a moral truth. Further, the varied emotional

and intellectual reactions shown by native speakers to proverbs

are conditioned more evidently by the aesthetic value of these

proverbs-the quality of the imagery and of the wit-than by

their moral content or truth value" (Baodi 1972:185; cf.

‘Finnegan 1970:418).
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It can be asked, how proverbs do all those things? Even though

there is no complete answer to that question, it can be suggested that

proverbs, being stereotyped expressions, carry with them to power

of words as in ritualistic formulae. There is the same aura of author-

ity which comes from the words themselves which, of necessity,

must be pronounced correctly to carry automatic results. Of course,

if a person forgets or mispronounces a syllable or a word, the re-

sult is annulled, and ridicule or laughter may ensue. A second

reason is the ambivalence of proverbs towards the individual and

collective, personal and impersonal, and the 'parole' and 'langue'.

Proverbs are both personal and impersonal assuming "a personal cir-

cumstance and embodying it in impersonal and witty form" (Abrahams

.1972:1l9). Abrahams explains further:

"Proverbs work, in other words, because they seem to embody the

wisdom of the past. 'Seem' is emphasized because it is the appear-

ance of collective wisdom that is the most important of the per-

suasive characteristics of proverbs. Proverbs work because they

make the problem seem less personal, by showing that situations

like this have occurred before. This impersonalization is

achieved not only by the casting of the description in witty

and traditional terms, but by using what seems to be an objec-

tive frame of reference" (1972:122).

It is a personal utterance when the words coming to mind are so si-

milar to those of the proverb that the speaker has the impression

that he could have coined the proverb. In that case, proverbs are

'parole'. When a proverb is used to make a general comment, con-

demn someone in the name of the group or get out of an impasse,

it is impersonal and would belong to that aspect of language called

'1angue'.

These two general reasons, that is the power of stereotyped and

exact formulae and also the possibility of expressing the personal

as well as the collective would help explain, to a certain extent,

the numerous uses of proverbs.
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h. Functions of Proverbs

As mentioned earlier, it is probable to imagine remarks, com-

ments, observations, and reflexions said in the middle of conver-

sation which are witty, profound and accurate but which are not

preserved by the listeners because, among several possible reasons,

these sentences lack the proper form which would make them catchy

and more easily transmitted. We don't know why proverbs are made

and accepted in a certain society: "Why did the Incas, the Mayans

and nearly all the Indian tribes of North America produce such a

meager crop of proverbs, when the Spaniards, the Samoans, the Arabs

and the Chinese were minting them by the thousands? (Time, Harch l4,

1969:Language). Societies have different oral genres and while some

Amerindians were composing thousands of legends, Africans of many

societies were producing fables and proverbs. It is not contended

that societies which have few proverbial expressions will be dis-

advantaged in any way; they will have other institutions to per-

form the same and similar roles. Here are some of the roles of

proverbs:

l. The formulation of the group's norms and common values.

A society which possesses hundreds or even thousands of provh

erbs has at its disposal a wealth of statements which have been

received and popularised as true beliefs, correct practices, exact

observations and appropriate comments. That society has given it-

self information and direction which can operate at every level

of social interaction, from conversation to court of Justice. In

that capacity, proverbs are also a source of social control and

cohesion. (Cf. Bascom 1965b:295)

2. To educate and instill cultural values.

There is no better way to transmit precepts and practices than

proverbs which may be used forcefully or casually and with an ap-

proved terminolcg as Dua explains:

"In the study of the function of the proverbs, the educational

value seems to be obviously striking. As the proverbs express
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conventionally acceptable and culturally appropriate truths

about human nature, man's relation to man and environment, they

may be used for the purposes of instruction, guidance, and reg-

ulation of the conduct of Life" (Kua 1974:310; cf. Bascom

1965c:470; Firth 1926:254).

3. To influence people.

People who use proverbs appear knowledgeable and in control of

the situation, probably because of "the sense of verbal stability

that seems to be transferred to the social situation that is being

named and commented upon by the proverb" (Abrahams 1972:121). Nobody

can be entirely indifferent to a proverb; a proverb says what 'all the

‘people are thinking or supposed to think'; so the proverb user has

the community with him or her. The only way of answering a proverb is

‘by quoting another proverb which contradicts the first one, emphasi-

ases another out-look or changes the issue. It is possible to mani-

jpulate situations by using proverbs which can terminate a heated.ar-

gument. Any 'decent' public speaker will use a few proverbs, not

<>n1y to interest and convince people, but also to demonstrate

knowledge and credibility. Peeple will say: "that person knows".

4. When nothing better can be said.

In many cases, a proverb will work better than the speaker's

own words and may help in getting out of a delicate predicament.

IProverbs might not even be totally to the point, but since they have

such wide range of meanings, listeners will be wary in case they

have missed something and do not wish to contradict the whole com-

munity.

5. Using proverbs sounds good and makes one feel good.

Quite often, the person who has Just used a proverb will smile,

nod, make some facial expressions of contentment. It may be the

feeling of having remembered an eXpresseion learned or heard some

time ago, or the pleasant sounds of the words. The listeners will

also react by nodding their agreement and showing pleasure. Proverbs

bring charm, satisfaction and enjoyment. They release tension and

even when directed against someone, they do not cause anger but
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acquiescence if not compliance. Baodi claims that using proverbs is

also a poetic display:

"Yet a speaker often selects a particular proverb or striking

metaphor because he wishes to embellish or elevate his message

with a poetic dimension, or demonstrate to his opponent his

superior sophistication, education, eloquence, or sensitivity

in the use of his language (1972:183).

Bascom summarises some of the important functions of oral arts:

"In addition to the obvious function of entertainment or amu-

sement, folklore serves to sanction the established beliefs,

attitudes, and institutions, both sacred and secular, and it

plays a vital role in education in non-literate societies...

In addition to its role in transmitting culture from one gener-

ation to another, and to providing ready rationalizations when

beliefs or attitudes are called into question, folklore is used

in some societies to apply social pressure to those who would

deviate from the accepted norms" (1965a:33).

1. Collection and Translation.

Gray, in his article on NyanJa proverbs, warned that:

"The collecting of proverbs, however, presents some difficulty.

The ideal way therefore-though it is a very slow oneu-is to be

constantly on the alert for their cropping up in the course of

ordinary conversation, when the circumstances in which they

are used can also be noted" (1944:101).

In fact, there are no precise performance during which proverbs

are recited, like songs and prayers for funerals, initiation rites and

other rituals, like fables and myths. Proverbs 'emerge' often when

least expected. It is also more difficult to 'corner' specialists

in proverbs than other artists, because the fictionalization of provb

erbs, as opposed to initiation songs, prayers and legends, is nearly

impossible. People cannot enumerate proverbs at will or on command;

they need a conversation, a topic, some occasion. All they can do is

explain, give interpretations, and probably quote a few related

proverbs. The "to be constantly on the alert" of Gray is easier said

than done, especially if time is a factor, because weeks can pass by

without hearing one proverb. Proverbs collectors and experts usually

have to spend years with the same people to have as many chances
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as possible to be in proverb situations, become familiarised with

proverb contexts and be acknowledged as interested in proverbs. Bem-

ba speakers either will no use proverbs because they know that most

Whites do not understand them, or they will use lots of proverbs so

that Whites will not understand at all. Native speakers are usually

willing to repeat an expression and explain it in detail, which allows

the observers to write down useful notes for further reference.

Once a few hundred proverbs have been accumulated, the problem

of classification will arise. It is feasible to list a few dozen

proverbs and describe the diverse situations and circumstances of

their use. But as the list expands, some order is needed. Proverbs

could be grouped according to their form or their bi- or tri-par-

tite structure. They could also be categorised according to func-

tions, concepts and usages. Firth proposes a classification by

functions: first, the general aspects of life, religious, social,

moral and economic; second, sub-divisions of these main titles;

social life would comprise kinship, war, games, etc.; finally, these

sub-divisions are again dissected. Most classifications hinge upon

the generic components of a cultural system, from material adaptap

tion to supernatural institutions, with the ever-present danger of

forcing meanings upon a few proverbs to make them agree to the pre-

determined categories (Firth 1926:269-270). An accurate translation

I111 reduce the risk of debatable grouping by rendering the meaning

as affected by and rooted in local conditions; there is, of course,

no adequate manner to reproduce the meaning and feeling transmitted

‘through assonance, alliteration and figures of Speech and no exp

Planation will convey that sensation. The mere comprehension of the

content needs attention and study; for instance, one must know a

«little history, mythology and religion to appreciate that one does

net take "coals to New Castle", "owls to Athens" and "Indulgences

1”-0 Rome". The exact translation would not suffice in these cases,

and explanations will be necessary; the local circumstances convey

the meaning. Proverbs and sayings from various languages may be
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expressed so differently that it is difficult to realise that the

same ideas are conveyed; the proverb once bitten, twice sh; is

also expressed as a scalded dog fears cold water; in French, it

is chat échaudé craint l'eau froide (a scalded cat fears cold

water) and in Italian it is cui serpe mozzica, lucerta teme (he

who has been bitten by a serpent fears a lizard). There is lit-

tle difference between the English and French versions,but the

Italian formulation may confuse people who have never seen ser-

pents and lizards. It is usually impossible to communicate the

form of a proverb in a translation, like the assonance "chat échau-

d6" of the French proverb cited above. But the important meaning(s)

can be provided to make proverbs understandable, by giving expla-

nations of words, practices and beliefs. If the word ngoshe

(p1. banggshe) is used (cf. proverb 350), it is correct to trans—

late it by 'black mamba' and proceed to explain that it is an ex-

tremely dangerous and often deadly snake believed to be solitary,self-

re-productive, and living in or around ant-hills. The feeling

of'fear experienced by most Zambians is not communicable, but

the general meaning will be conveyed to make the proverb compre-

hensible. (Cf. Trench 1853:51-59; Taylor 1962:43; Vansina 1971:

452).

EHIHHARY

1«» The terminology used to define proverbial expressions, sayings,

aPhorisms and other similar terms is uncertain. In this disser-

tation, I-will use two words, proverb and saying; a proverb would

have a more distinctive structure as explained later (cf. p. 51);

3%g includes other proverbial expressions.

2° The content of proverbs comprises witty, wise, matter-of-fact

°°naiderations, observations and pieces of advice related to the

experience of the group and based on its ideal norms.
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3. Proverbs are composed in a typical form which is concise,

'catchy' and often framed in a certain balanced structure to fa-

cilitate enunciation and memorisation.

4. Proverbs are accepted, popularised and made into sanctioned

statements.

5. Proverbs are used for enjoyment, educative purposes, social

control; they condemn, praise, encourage, recall a rule or a prac-

tice, or simply state the right conduct. They are used in daily

conversation, at political and religious gatherings, in courts,

in fact, everywhere people talk.

6. Proverbs express important statements about the thoughts,

feelings, beliefs and customs of a group, and for that reason, they

are constructed in a special language made easier for retention and

transmission. Moreover, in a society where accusations are pros-

cribed, where insults are extremely grave, where harsh talkers are

called witches, approved sayings, by eliminating personal respon-

sibility, fulfil a role of direction and control that individuals

could never assume. It may not be possible 'to throw the book at

someone', but it is rather easy to state the rule, to judge and

condemn by quoting a proverb. At times, the saying will be pre-

ceded by the expression mu Cibemba, balesosa (in Bemba, it is

said). For example, a Bemba person may not be able to criticize

an adulterer Openly in his or hr own words; but it is possible

to affirm: ubucende mafi: tupésa ukutali (adultery is shit: we

throw it far away; no. 110), which is quite clear.

Proverbs are employed as commentators and controllers, checking,

praising, encouraging and making observations in a form which makes

them easily memorised and transmitted.
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j. Proverbs in Bemba

The word for proverb in Bemba is lipinda (pl. mapinda) and

 

agrees with the definition given above (p. 40): it is a concise

statement, about some moral, philosophical, common-sensical or

emotional issue, having general and specific value for the Bemba

who have ratified it; it tends to be arranged in a certain form

of harmony of sounds and balanced symmetry; the form serves as a

mnemonic device and enables the statement to be immediately per-

ceived as a communal eXpression and not a personal phrase. The

word nsoselo would indicate a proverbial expression lacking the

form and structure, or at least not modeled after the bi-partite

symmetry. The differences between mapinda (proverbs) and nsoselo

(sayings) would not come from their meaning and content, but from

their forms. A Bemba proverb would be made up of two parts of

equal or unequal length; quite often, only the first part is said,

while the rest is either completedfiby the interlocutor(s) or

implied. The following expressions would be mapinda (proverbs):

- Isembe talitwa: icitwa mutima (the hoe is not sharp; what is

sharp is the heart; no. 392).

- Cikolwe ne ngale: cikolwe ne milandu (ancestor with the plumes;

ancestor with the cases; no. 360).

On the other hand, a nsoselo (saying) would not have a special struc-
 

ture or the bi-partite balance:

- Umulandu taubola (a case does not rot; no. 183).

- Umuléle ulashisha méno (laziness reddens the teeth; no. 275).

The people questioned about the structural distinction between

mapinda and nsoselo did not formulate that difference theoretically;

but they thought it made sense.

The transcription of the Bemba language poses a few difficulties.

First, the consonant‘[9‘/, a voiced velar nasal (Kakoshi 1967:7), des-

cribed as g or 355’ and found in words line inghwena (crocodile),

will be transcribed here as 252 or £555; it is not very satisfac-

tory, but practical since it can be written on any typewriter.
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Secondly, there is the problem of long and short vowels (Kakoshi

1968:13—17; Sims 1959:11 and 12). Most books written in Bemba do

not indicate the length of vowels because Bemba speakers and readers

know and feel the differences. A practice which is spreading mostly

in language books is to write the same vowel twice when it is long,

as in ukupeepg (to smoke) to distinguish it from ukupepg (to adore).

In the White Fathers' Bemba English Dictionary, the French circump

flex accent (‘) is used on long vowels. In Sims's grammar, a dash

is used over the long vowel as in ukupspa (to smoke). There is no

doubt that writing the vowel twice is confusing; if it makes sense

to write amaano (brains) because it comes from agg,+ 223, it is

misleading to write tukeesha when it is made up of 32,+ kg_+ esha.

 

The expression parkargp£3§,umulandu which is pronounced tuk8mfw6

mulandu could hardly be written as tukoomfwoo mulandu. Should a

long vocoid be analysed and written as a long vowel, with some so-

cent.or as a sequence of identical vowels,or with a mixing of dif-

ferent vowels? In this dissertation, double vowels will be trans-

cribed with the French circumflex accent (‘) on top of the long

vocoid, (1) when the long vowel alters the meaning of the words,

and (2) in contractions. Long vowels will not be indicated in

cases of elisions between words which are very irregular and

depend on the delivery of the sentence, special effects, etc.

Finally, there is the question of tones in Bemba: "In Chibemba

many words are distinguished from each other by tone, but this is

a real difficulty which so far no European has completely mas-

tered" (Lammond 1957:4). Kakoshi who is Zambian concurs:

"Due to the limited nature of the data and consequently the

type of frames used in this study, the following statements

relating to the pitch contrasts in Bemba are only tentative,

pending a more detailed investigation of this aspect of the

phonology of the language" (1968:9 and 10).

The relations between different pitches in Bemba words have been

studied also by Sharman and Meeussen (1955, 1956) and by Oger

(1963). They examine the problem of tone with its pitches or levels

low, middle and high. However, none of their findings and assertions
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are absolutely sure for one area and still less for other regions.

For instance, Oger claims that the tone of verbs starts with the

preposition uk2.(to) which is used for every verb; the 353, is

the infinitive concord or prefix for every verb. How this con-

cord could be different in pitches from one gkg_to the next, un-

less it accounts for the melody or tonality of the whole phrase

is difficult to accept. Oger (1963:21) uses the verbs gkpiimpg

ukwimba (to dig and to sing) as examples and ukwimba with

pitches low - mid - mid would be 'to dig’; while having; with

pitches high - mid - low would mean'to sing& I disagree and think

that the only difference is between the 22; the pg,of 'to dig'

is on a lower pitch, and the pg of 'to sing' is on a higher pitch.

Moreover, as cautions Sims "all natives do not pronounce exactly

alike; different districts have different ways of pronouncing;

much of the difficulty of writing is on account of the slurring that

is heard between two words in rapid speech" (1959:l). Sims could

have added a note concerning the variety of tones and pitches

according to different styles of speech. Before the length of

vowels with the tonality of pitches and stresses can be reproduced

accurately, other studies must be pursued. In this thesis, there

is no indication of these differences.

In this dissertation, the Bemba proverb or saying is given in

full and underlined; then,

a. there is a word-by-word translation;

b. a literal translation is given;

c. meanings and explanations are given when deemed necessary;

d. some lexical and grammatical explanations are added;

e. reference is made to Stephen Mpashi's Icibemba cesu na mane

ya ciko as 'SM' and to The White Fathers' Bemba English

Dictionary as 'WF' , with the page number and in the case of

'WF', the gggg,where the proverb is to be found.

If any of these items is superfluous, it is omitted.
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E. Ideology

Zambian Humanism is regarded as an ideology by Zambians theme

selves and observers (Martin 1972:99—112; Pettman 1974:69—75; Mar-

tin l972:99-120; Shaw 1976a:15-20; Tordoff 1974:385-399; Kaunda

1967:3, 5; 1968:4; Kandeke 1977:11). It is therefore imperative to

try to explain what ideologies are. At the same time, it is diffi-

cult to clarify a topic which is bathed in controversy, for the good

reason that what is a sound hypothesis or a.verifiable theory for some-

one may be seen, by someone else, as another ideology, unfounded and

biased. Ideologies are associated with beliefs, credulity and par-

tisanship more often than with rationalisations. Few people admit

to having ideologies; they are for others. Most people like to

think that their lives and actions are enlightened and directed by

objective principles while Opponents and neighbours grope in ideolo-

gies and prejudices. Still, as Apter points out, scientific theories

and empirical discoveries are rare:

"It is simply not true that we use terms that have exact empir-

ical referents. It is not true that our concepts derive from

bundles of events in which the process of abstraction can be

made explicit, i.e. from events to classes of events, and from

classes to universalized processes. It is not true that our

abstractions lead to many discoveries" (1973:viii).

At the same time, the study of ideologies cannot be brushed

aside as so many elucubrations and mental vagaries unrelated to any

reality. On the contrary, as shown by a special issue of the French

review L'Homme (Tome XVIII, nos 3—4, 1978), the study of ideologies

may help a great deal in a better understanding of society as alluded

to by Terray and Béteille:

"Car comme Maurice Godelier l'a indiqué a plusieurs reprises,

1e problems de l'idéologie, de son statut et de son r619 dans

la totalité sociale, présente dans la conjonctm'e actuelle un

caractere etratégique; c'est sur leur aptitude a le réeoudre

que eeront jugéee en dernier reesort lee diversee tendances

qui s'affrontent au sein de l'anthropologie contemporaine"

(Terray 1978:123).
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"... the preoccupation with ideologies is a characteristic

feature of modern times" (Béteille 1978:48).

This paragraph presents considerations and reflections on ideol-

ogy and related subjects. It is not at all an elaborate study of the

problems surrounding ideologies and the literature about them, which

is outside the scope of the present investigation. It is not a his-

tory or critique of ideologies a la Lichtheim (1967:3-46), nor an at-

tempt at a synthesis of the questions connected with the understand-

ing and explanations of the mechanisms, processes and operations of

the human mind, intelligence and will, in the formulation of ideas

and systems of values. The human intelligence is of course at work

in every cultural action, but the question of ideology deals with

the work of the human mind in creating conceptions, explanations,

comprehensions and representations which can be tied to reality as

well as transcend it. I have been influenced by the writings of

Apter (1964, 1973, 1977), Augé(1978, 1979), Geertz (1973), Godelier

(1973, 1974, 1977, 1978a, 1978b), Althusser (1974), Sahlins (1976),

Salzman (1978) and Shils (1968); it does not ensue that these au-'

there are interpreted correctly here. What follows is a succinct

description of ideologies, their functions and their goals. Connate

concepts and themes like scientific theory, science, knowledge, ra-

tionality, methodology and theory, paradigms and premissse,emotions

and intuition are discussed briefly. The conclusion is that all

human knowledge is based on faith; although the methodology may

differ, all-from scientific doctrine to ideologyh-is molded, in-

fluenced and at times determined by current paradigms and actual

premisees. In other words:

"Culture patterns-religious, philosophical, aesthetic, scien-

tific, ideological-are 'programs'; they provide a template or

blueprint for the organization of social and psychological pro-

cesses, much as genetic systems provide such a template for the

organization of organic processes" (Geertz 1973:216).
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a. Basic Themes

So much is written on ideologies, their descriptions, func-

tion and necessity, that only what seems relevant to this research

is surveyed and quoted here.

1. Descriptions

Ideologies are often treated as scientifically irrelevant

and unreliable; they are regarded as misleading, deformed, contam-

inated, falsified and alienative; they do not explain; they con-

vince through anxiety and fear; they flourish on bias and hate

(Cf. Geertz 1973:195-199). These qualifyers- are applied to

Fascism, Nazism and McCarthyism by those who are not followers of

these movements. It is not asserted that Germans, Italians and

Americans who were (or are) Nazis, Fascists and McCarthyists were

untruthful and dangerous. But, their Opponents will say that these

people were blinded by ideas and programmes of action which de-

rived from distorted theoretical reasoning. In fact, except

for cases of fulgurating evidence and synderesis, most theories

and doctrines are seen as incomplete and misleading by some people

somewhere.

It is also pointed out that the dedicated pursuit of truth is

not among the aims of ideologists: "no ideology has even regarded

the disciplined pursuit of truthp-by scientific procedures and in

the mood characteristic of modern science-as part of its obliga-

tions" (Shils 1968:72). Ideologies could be best defined as

'appearancee', the make believe of truth, acceptability and de-

sirability:

"Touts ideologie systématise (formalise) un ensemble d'illu-

sions, de representations mutilées et déformées, qui conser-

vent cependant avec le 'réel' (la praxie) un rapport suffisant

pour apparaitre vraies, pour s'insérer dans ce réel, pour se

vivre. Faute de quoi, il n'y a pas d'idéologie, mais duperie

grossiere" (Lefebvre 1974:104).
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I; all ideologies were to be treated as 'mutilation and deformation',

there could hardly be any constructive discussion. (Cf. Béteille

1978:51). Moreover, it cannot be demonstrated that there are evil

and deceitful intentions in the presentation of an ideology:

"Ce serait donc toujours a d'autres que les representations

idéologiques apparaitraient comme telles, c'est-d-dire des in-

terprétations fausses mais qui restent méconnuee comme telles.

On peut écarter d'emblée l'idée étroite répandue au XVIIIe

siicle que la religion n'est que mensonges inventés par des

pretree qui n'y ont jamais cru pour tromper 1e bon peuple igno-

rant et le soumettre a as domination (Cf. Condorcet)" (Godelier

1978a:l75). (Cf. Edelman 1964:20; 1971:70).

Positively, ideologies may be seen as summaries of ideas, ideals,

opinions and sentiments, in a word, configurations of thoughts which

present a coherent world of values and a convincing and agreeable

set of arguments, logically and psychologically acceptable because

they promise to fulfil expectations, needs and hepes:

"An ideology is that set of ideas and beliefs which seeks to

articulate the basic values of a group of people-what they

cherish for themselves and for others-—to the distribution of

power in society. An ideology is not a systematic theory al-

though it has systematic properties and it often strives to be

a theory" (Béteille 1978:53). (Cf. Shils 1968:66; Pouillon

1978:? and 10; Gellner 1978:69).

For Althusser, ideologies are systems’of representations of

nostalgia and hepe which may or may not describe reality:

"Una idéologie est un systems (possédant sa logique et sa ri-

gueur propres) de representation (images, mythes, idées ou

concepts selon 1e cas) doué d'une existence at d'un role his-

toriques au sein d'une société donnée... L'idéologie est bien

un syetéme de representations; mais cee representations n'ont

1a plupart du temps des images, parfois dee concepts, mais

c'est avant tout comme structures qu'ellee s'imposent a l'ims

mense majorité des hommes, sans passer par leur conscience...

Dans l'idéologie 1e rapport réel est inévitablement investi dans

le rapport imaginaire: rapport qui exprime plus une volonté

(conservatrice, conformiste, reformiste ou révolutionnaire)

voire une espérance ou une nostalgic, qu'il ne decrit une reap

lite" (Althusser 1973:238, 239-240). (Cf. Converse 1964:207-

210; Bendix 1964:296).

Finally, ideologies are often described as "cognitive and emotive
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maps", blue-prints, directions, programmes in a search "for iden-

tity and the attempt to reestablish cognitive control" (Spindler

1968:326; cf. p. 335):

"An ideology is the product of man's need for imposing intel-

lectual order on the world. The need for an ideology is an

intensification of the need for a cognitive and moral map of

the universe, which in a less intense and more intermittent

form is a fundamental, although unequally distributed, dispo-

sition of man" (Shils 1968:69).

"Whatever else ideologies may be-projections of unacknowl-

edged fears, disguises for ulterior motives, phatic expressions

of group solidarityh-they are, most distinctively, maps of

problematic social reality and matrices for the creation of

collective conscience" (Geertz 1973:220). (Cf. Apter 1973:

191 and 210; Godelier 1978b:766).

2. Functions and Goals

Apter, with several other authors, acknowledges that ideologies

have social and individual functions including building solidarity,

identity and motivation:

"I am inclined to the view that ideology helps to perform two

main functions; one directly social, binding the community to-

gether, and the other individual, organizing the role personal-

ities of the maturing individual. These functions combine to

legitimize authority" (Apter 1964:18; also 19-20).

Althusser contends that ideologies have primarily practice-social

functions: "l'idéologie comme systems do representation se distin-

gue de la science en ce que la fonction practico-eociale l'emporte

en elle sur la fonction théorique ou fonction de connaissance"

(Althusser 1973:238). Ideologies are mostly made up of represen-

tations which articultate expectations of and needs for better con-

ditions of living and being especially in situations of deprivation

and disorientation (Cf. Geertz 1973:218 and 219). Ideology does

not deal only with stress (anxiety and strain), but also with in-

terest, advantage and motivation. As such, ideologies are 'goal-

oriented'; they are not formed primarily for the sake of having a

composite set of ideas and sentiments offered in an abstract manner

to ho meditated on (although this may be recommended and prescribed);
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they exist with "reference to some political and cultural plans...

Ideology is a type of goal-orientation, a special aspect of the

teleology that is characteristic of all human action" (Bendix 1964:

296 and 297). Béteille is more specific:

"An ideology is more than merely a theory about the relations

between the values of a society and its distribution of power.

It seeks not only to describe or to analyse, but also to inter-

vene. It takes for granted neither the prevailing values nor

the existing distribution of power. Marx spoke for all ide-

ologues when he said: 'philosophers have only interpreted the

world in various ways; the problem is to change it' -or,

for those with a different inclination, to prevent its being

changed" (Beteille 1978:65; no reference of Marx' phrase

given).

Briefly, the finality of ideology is to provide a society with a

structuredsystem of intellectual, emotional and practical consi-

derations and guide-lines which replaces, renews or revives the

former set of beliefs and prepositions in view of spiritual and

material improvements.

3. Necessity

In fact, whether conscious or not, conceded or denied, people

and societies have ideologies:

"No society can exist without a cognitive moral and expressive

culture. Standards of truth, beauty, and goodness are inherent

in the structure of human action... Every society has a complex

set of orientations toward man, society and the universe in

which ethical and metaphysical propositions, aesthetic judgments,

and scientific knowledge will be present... The potentiality

for ideology seems to bee permanent part of the human consti-

tution... As long as there is a discrepancy between the ideal

and the actual, a strong impetus for ideologies will exist"

(Shils 1968:75).

Althusser concurs and states that ideologies are vital for every

society:

"L'idéologie n'est donc pas une aberration ou une excrois-

sance contingente de l'Histoire; elle est une structure es-

sentielle a la vie historique des sociétes. Seules, d'ail-

leurs, l'existence et la reconnaissance de sa necessité

peuvent permettre d'agir eur l'idéologie et de transformer

l'idéologie en instrument d'action réfléchi sur l'Histoire...
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Le materialisme historique ne peut concevoir qu'une société

communists elle-meme puisse jamais se passer d'idéologie,

qu'il s'agisse de morale, d'art, ou de 'représentations

du monde'... L'idéologie comme systems do representations

de masse, est indispensable a toute société pour former 1es

hommes, 1es transformer et les mettre en état de repondre

aux exigences de leurs conditions d'existence" (Althusser

1973:239 and 242).

Having in mind Indonesia, Geertz affirms that newly independent

nations need ideologies as prime inspirational forces to continue

to exist as nations:

"Yet, at the same time, that Indonesia (or, I should imagine,

any new nation) can find her way through this forest of problems

without any ideological guidance at all seems impossible. The

motivation to seek (and, even more important, to use) technical

skill and knowledge, the emotional resilience to support the

necessary patience and resolution, and the moral strength to

sustain selfbsacrifice and incorruptibility must come from

somewhere, from some vision of public purpose anchored in a

compelling image of social reality" (1973:229).

To sum up, it can be said that ideologies are seen as symbolic

representations to nourish the cognitive and expressive faculties in

humans, especially in time of disorganieation, confusion and de-

privation. People cannot live in chaos as in a situation of perv

petual disarray (Levi-Strauss 1962:24), and a system of some co-

herence which brings order in the perception, knowledge and emotions

of the people is absolutely necessary for the continued existence

and development of that society. In spite of occasional declara-

tion to the contrary, every society possesses ideologies which are

nothing else than the particular representations of thoughts, values

and hopes of that society, displayed in a singular pattern of cir-

cumstantial characteristics, which make sense to the people involved

and often attractively so, whether disguised under the polyvalent

cloak of alleged scientific theories, or proposed as flamboyant re-

forms, or again simply existing as subjacent forces to inspire the

motivation and direct the actions of the people (Cf. Salzman 1978:

623; Godelier 1978a:173).
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b. Marxism and Ideology

The debate over ideology has been somewhat exacerbated by the

contention of marxists and communists who maintain that Marx has

discovered a scientific theory or a science of history:

"Le Capital est un systéme harmonieux de categories scienti-

fiques qui refletent avec justesee lee phénoménes visibles ou

cachés du systems économique capitalists... L'esprit de parti

du Capital est synonyms et forms superieure de l'objectivite

scientifique" (L'Institut du Marxisme-Léninisme 1978:459; cf.

468-469).

Marx's writings are believed by marxists to describe a scientific

process based on empirical data. Marxists, in general, will cone

tend that Marx has explicated laws of history, not merely a method

of research: "just as Darwin discovered the law of development of

organic nature, so Marx discovered the law of development of human

history" (Engels quoted in Elliott 1970:46). For non-marxists,

Marxism is regarded either as a method of study, a theory, or an

ideology (Geertz 1973:195; Berger 1974:26 and 27).

1. Marxists and Ideologies

For several marxists, ideologies (and many theories on the

development of societies) are false representations or mis-repre-

eentations of reality which consequently deform or diminish the

truth; they are masks covering what is and should be seen and

known; they are not only interpretations, but extrapolations, i1-

lusione, mystifications, and mutilations (Lefebvrs 1974:57-72). More-

over, ideologies are believed to originate from some dominant group

which wants to foster its interests and concoct that "mise en scene...

un instrument privilégié du pouvoir institutionalisé sous forme

étatique" (Copans 1971:140). Since ideologies are false conscious-

ness, they must be unmasked: "1es elucubrations dee idéologues bour-

geois eont refutées par la marche du développement historique et de

la connaiseance ecientifique" (L'Inetitut du Marxisme-Léninisme 1978:

697). Marxism would be a 'theory of ideology' able to circumscribe

the real behind the apparent, in order to identify and redress false

consciousness. The comprehension of the real, perceived in its true
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being and not under the appearances of perception, would lead to

a theory of meaning and knowledge, through scientific research and

logical necessity. (Cf. Lichtheim 1967:11-22). Lefevre sees in

Marxism the end of ideology, philosophy and moral doctrine; it cul-

minates in the only reality which is action:

"Ls marxisme selon Marx n'est plus une idéologie; 11 en mar-

que et en precipite la fin. Il n'est plus une philosophic,

puisqu'il 1a dépasse et la realise. Il n'est pas une morale,

mais une théorie des morales. Il n'est pas uns esthétique,

mais contient une théorie des oeuvres, de leurs conditions,

de leur naissance et de leur disparition. Il dévoile, non par

1e pouvoir de la pensée 'pure', mais dans l‘action (1a praxis

revolutionnaire) 1es conditions des ideologies et plus généra-

lement dee oeuvres, des cultures, de la civilisation" (Le-

febvrs 1974:77).

If,for Hegel,thought was reality, for Marx reality can become idea.

(Cf. Marx, Capital, Postface. Pléiade I:558; also Introduction Gene-

rale a la critique de l'économie politique. Pléiade 1:254-256).

However, Marx does not show how the movement of thoughts from real-

ity perceived to reality conceived is realised in the mind. Marx's

innovation would lie in the elimination of mysticism in favour of

materialism, later labeled by Engels as 'historical materialism'

(April 1892, in Marx, La Pléiade I:1602).

2. Marxism as Scientific

For several marxist writers, Marxism is a scientific method

which demonstrates the laws of the development of human societies:

"Nous ne connaissons qu'une seule science, la science de l'his-

toire a écrit Marx dans 1‘Idéologie allemande (1845)... Elle

(cette science) affirms que l'histoire est une science fonda-

mentale: la science de l'étre humain... Le terms 'matérialisme

historique' désigne non pas une philosophie de l'histoire, mais

la geneee de l'homme total, objet de toute science de la réalip

té humaine st objectif de l'action" (Lefebvre 1974:18 and 20).

Coletti summarises the position of some marxists in the following

argument: "Marxism is a theory of the laws of deve10pment of human

society"; those laws are economic and objective; but, they have

been discovered by Marx; consequently, Marxism is scientific. Althus-

ser is no less categorical:

"Le marxisme... non seulement est une doctrine politique, une
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'méthode' d'analyse st d'action, mais aussi, en tant que

science, le domaine théorique d'une recherche fondemantale,

indispensable au développement non eeulement de la science des

eociétés et des diversee 'sciences humaines', mais aussi des

sciences de la nature at de la philosophic" (1973:16).

Furthermore, marxism is revolutionary ideology:

"... as well as being a science, Marxism is revolutionary ide-

ology. It is the analysis of reality from the viewpoint of the

working class. This in its turn means that the working class

cannot constitute itself as a class without taking possession

of the scientific analysis of Capital" (Coletti 1973:376-377).

3. Comments on Marxism

For Lichtheim, Marx never attempted to establish scientific

laws, "let alone a universal law"; the "relentless onward march

of civilisation" (Comte), "history as the unfolding of a metaphys-

ical substance" (Hegel), and the "discovery of laws of development

governing the course of human history" (Saint-Simon), are not marx-

ian; what Marx discovered was "a theory of the bourgeois revolu-

tion" (1970: 28-31) .

If Marxism was some form of definitive science, there would be,

in theory, only one School of Marxism with one presentation and one

interpretation. However, one can observe a Marxist wing who call

himself 'scientific' while dubbing the others 'revisionists',

'ideologists', 'mentaliste' and 'metaphysicians'.

First of all, there is the condemnation of the so-called Soviet

official Marxism accused, by many continental Marxists, of being

dogmatic and monolithic in thought:

"Le marxisme official adopts une attitude empiriste et posi-

tiviste, sous couvert d'une phraséologis philosophiqus. Il

accords pleine et entiére confiancs aux sciences et aux tech-

niques (plut6t aux sciences de la nature qu'a celles de la -

réalité humaine). Il risque ainsi de couvrir et de justifier

sous la marxisme ideologies une praxis technocratique" (Le-

febvre 1974:32-33).

Secondly, several authors like Godelier, reject the 'vulgar

and pedestrian' Marxism which is interested in physical and material

objects, at the exclusion of the 'idéel' and ideological:

"Le plus souvent, on a affairs a un materialisme 'réducteur'
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en ce sens qu'il réduit l'économie a la technologie et aux

échanges biologiques et énergétiques des hommes avec la nature

qui les environne et qu'il réduit la signification des rapports

de parenté ou des rapports politico-idéologiques a atre avant

tout celle des moyens fenctionnellement nécessaires a cette

adaptation biologico-écologique et offrant divers avantages

sélectifs... Nous reconnaissons la le materialisme vulgaire,

'l'économisme', qui réduit tous les rapports sociaux au step

tut d'épiphénomenes accompagnant des rapports économiques

eux-memes réduits a une technique d'adaptation a un environne-

ment natural et biologique" (Godelier 1974:315; 319 and 320).

Among marxists themselves, there is a certain amount of squab-

bling and name-calling at the detriment of the search for truth.

For instance, Badiou and Balmés declare that there are three invar-

iants or three sovereign principles of Marxism: (l) egalitarianism,

(2) anti-ownership, and (3) anti-state; in other words they hold (1)

to a supposed absolute 'philosophy' of the party, (2) the supremacy

of the proletariat, and (3) the dictatorship of the party. (1976:

16 and 17). After having condemned and excommunicated Althusser

for his errors and his weak retraction of heresies, they label him

"arrogant, idéaliste, irresponsable, hypocrite et métaphysique" (22).

Capans mentions divergences of ideological, political and theoret-

. ical nature in the writings of Althusser, Godelier, Bettelheim,

Suret-Canale, Torrey and Meillassoux (1974:103). The problem seems

to emerge from Marx himself. He wrote during a period of over for-

ty years, and the many sources utilised and the conditions of the

time are difficult to appreciate and understand. Marx was per-

fecting his works all the time. "Non seulement l'oeuvre de Marx

est inachevee, mais elle est incomplete et les exposes insuffisants

jusque dans les secteurs les plus élaborée. Ce qui n'a pas peu con-

tribué aux malentendus ultérieurs" (Lefebvre 1974:34). But the difb

ficulty remains: are Marx's writings a definite source and an abso-

lute document of the laws of history, or simply a scientific theory

which must be completed and refined at the comprehension of new

events and causes of events? Are there some 'official' commentators

and 'expanders' like Engels, Lenin and Mac, while others would be
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distorters and heretics like Trostky, Kautsky, Sorel, Stalin, etc.?

Who has the power to denounce Stalin as a non-marxist and a monster

whoznconstructed for his profit the passages in Marx which suited his

ambitions? How could a serious philosopher like Merleau-Ponty ab-

solve Stalin in 1947 and condemn him in 1955? New Philosophers

contend that as Marx studied reality, they must do the same and un-

mask every ideology and falsehood. Glucksman for one calls a

goulag,goulag, persecution of dissidents, persecution, and work

camps, prisons:

"3t pourtant I Dieu est Dieu. Rt l'exploitation, l'exploita-

tion. Touts dictature, une dictature. Un camp, un camp. Aprés

cent ans de prouesses spéculatives, il est bon d'en revenir 1:

et de se laisser 'dépasser' définitivement par la dialectiqus.

Tout n'est pas dans tout, on le mérite de specifier ces tauto-

logies meprisées; en meme temps, elles renvoient a des expe-

riences, mais Jamais au monologue du gros malin qui sait tout"

(Glucksman 1977:222).

Since praxis is being and knowing and acting, who will say when actions

and consequently the truth are deformed and used for personal benefit?

Whatever the solution, one thing is certain; since there is no monop-

oly of scientific knowledge and truth in human facts and events,

intolerance will continue to exist; a few powerful people will call

themselves orthodox and declare infallibly, while others will be

termed heretics, revisionists and 'metaphysicians'which resembles

strangely some religion, and demonstrates that all is faith.

In fact, like every other doctrine and body of knowledge, Marx-

ism is in a state of 'inélaboration' and must be developed and per-

fected (Althusser 1973:21). Marx himself wrote and hoped to have

time to demonstrate his dialectical method. (Cf. Lefebvre 1974:

84 and 80). Much remains to be done especially in regards to what

is called the function of the super-structure, which is not only an

appendice, a vague ray or reflection because it is transformed

at the same rhythm as the other organisations. (Cf.W 7

137). Marxists and others must study all the symbolic forms.of
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social institutions and the relationships between one another. (Cf.

Godelier 1974:329).

Marx has established the method of reaching for the reality behind

appearances in every human action and event as Levi-Strauss confirms:

"c'est d'avoir introduit dans les sciences humaines une attitude

d'esprit qui, jusqu'alors, avait été reserves aux sciences phyb

siques et naturelles: cette idée fondamentale que, pour la re-

cherche scientifique, ce qui a valeur explicative n'est pas ce

qui est donne d'emblée a la perception ou ce qu'on croit appre-

hender" (Levi-Strauss, with Godelier and Augé 1975:177; cf.

pp. 178 and 185).

c. Scientific Knowledge

The observation of human actions and events in the hope of dis-

covering their true being by knowing them as they are in themselves

and in what they accomplish in relation to one another, is the cons-

tant quest of the human mind, not only that of the Marxist mind. The

search for meanings, essences and substances in all beings, persons,

facts and events has been pursued by philosophers and social scien-

tists of all tendencies. Merleau-Ponty, for example, explains the

attempts made by phenomenologists:

"One may say indeed that psychological knowledge is reflection

but that it is at the same time an experience. According to

the phenomenologists (Husserl), it is a "material a priori".

Psychological reflection is a 'constatation' (a finding). Its

task is to discover the meaning of behavior through an effec-

tive contact with my own behavior and that of others. Phenome-

nological psychology is therefore a search for essence, or

meaning, but not apart from the facts. Finally this essence

is accessible only in and through the individual situation in

which it appears. When pushed to the limit, eidetic psychology

becomes analytic-existential" (Merleau-Ponty 1964:95).

The first problem centres around the objects to be circumscribed

and studied, whether physical, biological, human personal, or social.

(Cf. White 1949:15). The objects are man, and the products of man,

actions, history, merchandise, government, ideology, in short,

everything which affects man's existence. Studies concerned with

data are also interested in causality and laws; that is, objects
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must be isolated and explained, their causes, if any, analysed and

their relationships, determined.

Differences between human and natural sciences are not only

between methods and experiences, but mostly between the kinds of

data:

"La faculté d'expérimenter, que ce soit a priori ou a poste-

riori, tient essentiellement a la maniere de définir et d'i-

soler ce que l'on sera convenu d'entendre par fait scientifi-

que? Si les sciences physiques définissaient leurs faits

scientifiques avec la mime fantaisie et la meme insouciance

dent font preuve la plupart des sciences humaines, elles aussi

seraient prisonnieres d'un present qui ne se reproduirait

jamais" (Levi-Strauss 1973:345).

The ideal procedure of all social sciences would lie in the rigour

borrowed from natural sciences, particularly physics, where "con-

jectures must be subject to confirmation or at least be deducted

or inducted by confirmed laws and be subject to verification" (Read

and LeBlanc 1978:308). There can be attempts at imitation of the

natural sciences, but differences remain not only because there

are no or very few confirmed laws, but because the ultimate tests

of verification, falsification and confirmation are not possible.

Contrary to many experiments in physics, the same conditions with

the same events producing the same results, at least hypothetically,

cannot be reduplicated with human facts which are historically ir-

reducible as Levi-Strauss remarks:

"Tel evenement s'est produit aurait pu ne pas se produire; c'est

cela que j'appelle la contingence irreductible de l'histoire...

Nous pouvons comprendre apres coup, mais nous ne pouvons pas

découvrir une loi, c'est-apdire nous assurer que, les condi-

tions étant 1es memes, la meme chose se reproduirait ailleurs"

(Levi-Strauss 1975:183 and 184). (Cf. White 1949:11-14 and 230).

Even in the field of physics, it is difficult to determine the reality

of data such as the proton and electron.Th686 traditional simple items

may have no existence of their own, because they may exist only in

relation to others as Michlovic explains:

“These objects owe their existence not so much to constituent

particles as to the relationship between forces; in a sense,

one might say, existence depends on structure... The central
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idea appears to be that in the physical universe particles of

any magnitude exist only as parts of larger wholes, or only

in relation to other objects, yet these other objects are also

relationships. Objects on the subatomic scale will ultimately

be understood in terms of relationships, or in terms of their

positions in larger structures" (1978:380).

Data in the social sciences would resemble those in physics which

might also have to be studied in a structure, in a sort of balance

of forces, and not in their apparent independent existence (Cf.

Toulmin 1967:363 and 864). Still, their specification and deter-

mination remains the major problem:

"On constatera en effet que celles parmi nos disciplines, qui

se rapprochent le plus d'un idéal proprement scientifique, sont

aussi celles qui savent 1e mieux se restreindre a la conside-

ration d'un objet facile a isoler, aux contours bien délimités,

et dont les différents états, révélés par l'observation, peuvent

ttre analyses on recourant a quelques variables seulement"

(Levi-Strauss 1973:3533 also 1974:185).

It is easy to recommend that a researcher work with easily defined

and precise objects, but difficult indeed to find such objects. To

start with, "an object is not a datum, but a form construed by the

sensitive and intelligent organ, a form which is at once an expe-

rienced individual thing and a symbol for the concept of it, for

this sort of thing" (Langer 1951:83). For instance, what is a his-

torical fact? Is it an action, an actor, a result, a form of action,

a phenomenon, the result of an ideology, or a series of events with

intertwined connexions? What is something called 'feudalism'?

Who can define and isolate a historical process like feudalism?

From the very start, the object will be presented and represented

under different symbolic forms dependent on the cognitive and emo-

tive configuration of every observer. Historical facts happen due

to various origins and sources, are acted out by numerous actors

and my have many different effects; they can be whimsical or pre-

meditated, but they are still circumstantial. How, then, can a cir-

cumstantial evemtbecome an essential link in a scientific law? That

law would be constituted of circumstantial and irreducible events

which, by definition, occur without law. Otherwise, it would become
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necessary to admit that those circumstances and haphazard events

possess an internal logic which is akin to a force directing events,

an idea hinted at by Merleau-Ponty:

"A philosophy of history presupposes, in effect, that human

history is not simply a collection of juxtaposed facts-indi-

vidual decisions and happenings, ideas, interests, institu-

tions-but that there is in the present and in the succession

of happenings a totality which is moving toward a privileged

state which gives the whole its meaning... History has a

meaning only if there is, as it were, a logic of human coexist-

ence, which does not make any eXperience impossible but which

at least, as if by natural selection, eliminates in the long

run those experiences which diverge from the permanent needs

of men" (Merleau-Ponty 1964:218 and 214).

The search for internal logic in evolution and history is the

domain of philosophers and theologians. For social scientists,

events come about without any demonstrable plan and organisation:

"1es hommes font la société et l'histoire, mais sans savoir comment

dans un melange ambigu de connaiseance et d'ignorance, d'action

consciente et d'aveuglement" (Marx, in 18 Brumaire de Louis Bona-

parte, quoted in Lefebvre 1974:46). But if those sequential events

which are later called laws are noticeable only a posteriori by the

same humans who live and act in foggish ignorance, whence would be

that capability of deciphering laws of history when it is impos-

sible to live and act with the same conscious knowledge from the

very beginning, unless unknown forces determine and move humans.

Leslie White describes sciencing as "a way of interpreting

reality" (1949:5 and 6). The problem, here, centres around the

existence and essence of reality: before interpreting, one has to

know what is reality and of what kind. White's categories are in

fact mainly about aspects of reality, not reality itself. (Cf.

White 1949:15-20). That reality must be determined in facts.

But, as already mentioned, facts are irreducible in history

(cf. Levi-Strauss 1975:182-185), and they happen, not because they

have to happen, but because they happen to happen. Facts to come

from laws would have to happen necessarily, otherwise, regularity

could not 'be', rather irregularity, chance and chaos would rule.
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Because Capitalism appeared, it is not demonstrated that it had

to come about, or that no other alternative was feasible. (Cf. Go-

delier 1973:106-115; Levi-Strauss 1973:845 and 353). And if it is

only possible to understand the meaning of a series of events when

the last one occurs, then, there is no knowledge of intrinsic regu-

larities but information about stages. If it takes the anatomy of

man to explain the anatomy of the monkey, it is to admit the imp

possibility of foreseeing the following anatomy. (Cf. Marx,

La Pléiade 1:260: "l'anatomie de l'homme est une clé pour l'ana-

tomie du singe". Modern Bourgeoisie may be the key to the under-

standing of Feudalism, but without any demonstration of causality

between the two, nor any necessary relationships. White can

state that "we can predict the course of evolution but not of his-~

tory" (1949:230), because that kind of prediction is more like

prophecy and of no practical consequence. Moreover, those formal

"processes, reversible as well as repetitive" (1949:18) which

can be announced, are anticipated only in the abstract. The ice

which thaws (White 1949:13) cannot be announced as the ice which

will thaw in a certain river in the Ukraine to prevent a certain

conquenn' from moving. This is reality which cannot be foretold.

But ice does not thaw in abstraction; its thawing co-exists with

other circumstances which make it irreversible, non-repetitive,

non causal and unpredictable.

Laws are either (1) regularities of processes or (2) conti-

nuity in origin and development through cause and effect or some

unknown force. Moreover, there must be some other origin or prin-

ciple that makes, produces and reproduces laws. Is it an inner

mechanism in the events themselves or some other force making laws and.

actualising them? Whatever the source of laws, it is either an

inner force or an exterior one. Even then,it is assumed that laws

are immutable and that no source could produce another distinct

set of laws. It is, of course, impossible to demonstrate that laws

cannot be otherwise and that they necessarily exist in an immutable
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system in a ‘fixism' which denies the possibility of changes. Even

if it could be proved that laws of history exist and have been dis-

covered, it would still be necessary to demonstrate that the system

is immutable and cannot be replaced by another system. It is im-

possible to deny the existence of a force capable of generating new

systems of laws. Real dialectic requires the negation of dialectic

which is the dialectic of dialectic. (Cf. Marx, Le Capital. La Ple-

iade 1:1240; also notes pp.l708-l709).

It may be a more humble task to try and relate events to other

events in an association of rapports:

"1a notion de causalité en derniére instance, de primat des

infrastructures, renvoie a l‘existence d'une hiérarchie de

fonctions et non a une hierarchie d'institution... C'est un

systems do rapports entre les hommes, rapports hiérarchisés

selon 1a nature de leurs fonctions, fonctions qui determinent

1e poids respectif de chacune de leurs activités sur la pro-

duction de la société" (Godelier 1978:157).

Function is not cause and can be at best only a part of a cause.

Function refers to actions rather than beings and does not include

finality:

"Pour déjouer les piéges du finalisme en conservant l'idée de

fonction, il suffit alors de caractériser celle-ci de facon

asses générale et abstraite pour qu'on ne puisse pas 1a monay-

er en autant de causes finales qu'il y a d'institutions a ex-

pliquer" (Terray 1978:125).

In most cases, it is not possible to treat directly with causality

which remains unknown; origin, priority, logical and functional

simultaneity which avoid the pretentious of laws and causes, are

really the objects of human studies.

In the written record of humanity, there is evidence that the

scientific method has been pursued since the era of the Greek phi-

losophers. Every method, hypothesis and theory is one more at-

tempt at defining, explaining and understanding reality. From

the earliest philosophers to the empirichfls, marxists and struc-

turalists, it is the same quest for knowledge of the reality,

essence and existence, of human actions and social institutions.
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Those who pretend that the goal has been reached and that they have

attained scientific knowledge are believers: they believe in their

system.

d. Theory and MethodolOgy.

Jarvis believes that Anthropology is in trouble because, among

other things, of the poverty of its methods, the lack of guidance

in the appraisal of its theories, and its scientism; he adds that:

"Moreover, all the examples we have givenr-classical economics,

Marx's theory of society, evolutionism, diffusionism, and func-

tionalism-have it in common that in all precise versions they

are false, known to be false, and have been known to be false

for a long time; in all vague, imprecise, qualified, or other-

wise hedged versions, they are irrefutably metaphysical" (1975:

255).

Jarvie does not demonstrate how these theories are false or believed

to be false and does not say what is wrong with being metaphysical.

Being false could mean that no theory contains and encompasses the

whole reality and complete truth.

Anthropology is constantly looking for new and better methods

and theories. Fabian suggests the utilisation of philosophical and

metaphysical ingredients to discover or re-discover the unity of man-

kind and then, proceed on some well founded bases. (Cf. Fabian 1971,

quoted in Jarvis l975:256-260). That sounds more like philosOphy than

social science. Rubinstein suggests that there should be a "disci-

plined integration of theoretical-empirical considerations and phi-

losophical reflection" (1977:359). Theories come from empirical

observations and explanations made explicit by a bio-psycho-socio-

logical analysis: "when science operates at its optimum, it does so

by the continual refinement of its theoretical models, as we have

said, through an alternation of induction and deduction" (Rubinstein

1977:460). The deduction-induction distinction is, in fact, a du-

bious one. The simple fact of choosing some data instead of others,

presupposes ideas, intentions, hypotheses, and so, data collecting
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is deductive; after collecting data and having noticed charac-

teristics leading the observer to some sort of categorisation or

regularity, the process becomes induction but post deduction.

Another recent method is based on the hermeneutics of Schleierma-

cher (1768-1834) and requires descriptive, contextual, co-associa-

tional, co-variational, causal and predictive statements to begin

the research. It also demands an accurate knowledge of the context

and the use of the right questions, called 'dialectical questioning'.

It seems that someone has to know and understand the people and the

problem exceedingly well before undertaking the study. Fabian

presents another method adopted by Fabian in his study of the Shaban

Jana. (Cf. Jarvis 1975:257 and Fabian 1971:19-47). The study would

proceed with 'intersubjectivity', that is, seeing as the actors see,

being encompassed and subsumed in the acts, language, feelings,

ideals, that is by the reality as it is being enacted by the people

through the language of communicative interaction. This method is

very mentalist because the attainment of intersubjectivity would

presuppose some form of abstraction from oneself and immersion into

the others. The best observer is and remains distinct with his/her

baggage of ideas and impressions. This method could be better

utilised by researchers doing extra-sensory psychic experiments.

Another question which can be raised at this point deals with

the dichotomies such as implicit/explicit, conscious/unconscious,

manifest/latent, intentional/hnintentional, emic/etic, apparent/real,

even if these opposite and antithetical concepts are differentiated

according to the authors who make use of them (Cf. Harris 1975:

454; 1968:568-592). These related and contrasted qualities and

entities may be epistemological postulates or strategies to attain

and describe truthfuuy realities as they are supposed to be, and

not as shown, said, felt, acted out, etc. Personal actions depend

on forces and influences like social pressure, habits, education,

beliefs and even food,and are not the exclusive responsibility

of the actors. But these actions and events exist also in the minds
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and bodies of the actors. To assume and contend that these actions

and passions are really not what the actors think they are and think

they do and have would require a total knowledge of what actually goes on

in the actors'minds. The knowledge of etic entities resides in the

mind of the observer who perceives a reality which is supposed to be

unknown or only unconsciously known by the actors and arrived at

by all possible sources of information. Moreover, what could seem

etic for an observer, could become emic for an observer of the first

observer. Dutton points out that a Zuni dance for rain becomes a

ceremony fostering social cohesion according to some Anthropologists;

it is still supposed to be performed to bring rain for the Zuni.

In fact,there might be many reasons which are not declared and pub-

licised, but certainly recognised as existing by the Zuni, because

their admission would be improper, unimportant, evident or useless.

(It could be established etically that their dance is really a form

of jogging needed to burn up excess calories!) "The difficulty is

that people have many ways of doing what they do, and literally

countless reasons for acting as they do" (Dutton 1977:394). The

whole exercise could become an attempt to demonstrate the special

faculties of observation and distinction with which the anthropol-

ogist is endowed and which, of course, elude the uncritical actor:

"The blundering Yoruba carver, the confused and uncritical Pueblo

potter whose creations arise from unconscious and nonrational

mental processes, or the nameless primitive whose perceptions

of work are so removed from ours that whatever artistic merit

we feel we see is no more 'inherently there' in the object

than it is in pretty driftwood, not to mention the misguided

Hopi rain dancer-all of these characterizations contribute

to an overall picture of the savage as dull, plodding, or

semiconscious" (Button 1977:392 and 393).

No Anthropologist can ascertain that his etic view of other people's

actions is not antecedently emic in the mind of the people, or exist

as a function, a componential cause or a concomitant effect. Then,

the Hopi dance for rain, because there is cohesion and solidarity

in their society. It is possible that the persons who appoint
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themselves independent observers able to qualify and explain human

phenomena in the clarity of a reality distinct from the one of the

actors, may be psychoanalysts of the social or interpreters of their

own ideologies in need of confirmation.

In this study, a theory is seen as a proposition or a set of

statements rationally and empirically established which can serve

as guides in the discussion and analysis of the data and hypotheses

under scrutiny. A method is the procedure made up of the different

stages to examine the hypotheses and data to arrive at some conclu-

sions and determine whether these conclusions conform or not to the

general statements. More simply, "methods are ways of organizing

theories for application to data" (Apter 1977:31).

The assertions and actions of the Zambians will be accepted

as what they are supposed to be and mean for the informants, unless

proofs to the contrary can be established.

e. Rationality

In addition to the suggestion that they lack scientific theo-

ries and methods, ideologies are frequently denounced for their

lack of rationality (Cf. Shils 1968:72; Geertz 1973:196-200). What

is that quality which is believed to be absent from ideologies?

There are few concepts as difficult to define as rationality;

how can rationality be approached 'objectively'? In theory, rap

tionality refers to cognitive processes expressed in discursive lan-

guage; it is associated with the logic of thought and to the science-

oriented modes of thinking. (Cf. Horton-Finnegan 1973:17-20). Ra-

tionality, reasoning, cogitation and thinking are among several

operations of the human intelligence; they are common processus

of the human mind which cannot be appraised rigorously. There seems

to be no consensus about the universality or locality of rationality;

in other words, can it be evaluated universally or only locally?

For instance, Western and Chinese rationalities can confront each
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other explaining their respective rationality concerning surgical

operations and acupuncture as a well known example. Both proce-

dures arose from observation, experimentation and reflection; both

are performed rationally based on different assumptions and deduc-

tions to reach diverse conclusions.

Rationality is associated with logic; still, logic has its

rules because 'free'reasoning is dangerous; every School of Phi-

losophy prescribes rules of logics to differentiate syllogism from

sophism and preserve ‘its truth'. Rationality depends not only on

the rules of logic, but also on the veracity of the premisses, the-

orems, axioms, postulates or simply the ideas a person has. A

conclusion is not truer that its premisees. The ability to deduce

in a certain manner before reaching a conclusion favours discursive

logic and the proper use of words, so that it can be affirmed that

rules of logic as well as the use of words influence rationality.

In fact, one's culture determines one's rationality:

"They (Nuer) reason excellently in the idiom of their beliefs,

but they cannot reason outside, or against, their beliefs be-

cause they have no other idiom in which to express their thoughts"

(Evans-Pritchard 1937:337-338).

This observation is valid for all humans who are coralled in their

idiom and in the beliefs contained and expressed in their idiom.

For instance, the rationality of a Jesuit theologian is expressed

differently than the rationality of an atheist-existentialist phi-

losopher.

Furthermore, the same mind which operates rationally and dis-

cursively functions expressively under the influence of emotions,

passions and feelings. There are too many human actions like games,

arts, festivities and rituals, u>restrict mental activities worth

studying to discursive processes only. Whether constructing theo-

ries or planning a ritual, the same mind is at work through symp

bols. Symbols are arranged logically but follow different logical

laws for different mental processes. Philosophers and scientists

choose to structure such a versatile faculty by dividing it into two

parts, the rational-logical-discursive on one side, and the emotive-
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intuitive-expressive on the other, and will usually work with and

use the former part only. This is done more by way of limitation,

where a clear view of one segment will be attained at the expense

of truth in its totality. At the same time, parts of reality and

consequently of truth are left out and forsaken for the sake of

elaborating rational theories.

In reality, the two sides or parts of the human personality,

the rational and emotional, are so entwined that it is hardly im-

possible to separate them except for analytical reasons. Is it

at all possible to find human activities which are based exclu—

sively on rationality? What historic fact could be singled out

as having been rational? What is rational in American, Iranian,

Russian politics? Rational in human affairs can mean calculating,

prudent, wise and heartless according to situations. For instance,

a child who has a rational father may have everything supposedly

good for him with or without love and affection. The position

taken here is that every human action, every theory, every attempt

at rationality is influenced by assumptions and emotions which

impregnate analytical descriptions based on discursive reasoning.

Moreover, it is not certain at all that people mean the same

thing when using the same words like rational, logical, demons-

trated, true, etc. Neodham (1972) needs some 250 pages to explain

that the expressions 'I belive' and 'people believe in' are very

different in meanings not only between societies but even between

persons of the same culture. 'To believe' is an intricate acti-

vity of the intelligence and will which involves inner states, col-

lective representations and cultural institutions, enmeshed in

intuitive apprehension, spiritual and material experiences, infor-

mation, opinions and knowledge, which are all present at one time

or another in the process of believing. Is 'I believe' an intel-

lectual agreement to 'something' or rather a volitive adhesion

to something? To expand on the complexity of belief, Lonergan as-

serts that "'known to be true' and 'believed to be true' are quite
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distinct, and it follows that one will be inviting fallacy if one

ignores the distinction and speaks without qualification of what

is 'true'"(l957:718). Needham, fbr his part, concludes his book

by conceding that "in any event, the overriding conclusion is that

more than two hundred years of masterly philosophical application

have provided no clear and substantial understanding of the notion

of belief" (1972:61). Many other words and expressions are in the

same predicament as 'I believe' and 'I believe it is true' which

may diverge in meaning from people to people and language to lan-

guage.

In spite of the evident tendency in the West to favour ration-

ality over emotivity, the cognitive and discursive over the affective

and expressive, it is certain that there is more to the human mind

that cognition, thinking, conceptualisation, rationalisation and

logical analysis; there is also intuition, insight, volition and

affection. Ideas and emotions cohabit in the same mind without the

possibility of isolation except through fictitious efforts which

expose only certain aspects of reality. Every observer and scien-

tist understand and rationalise facts and events as perceived and

symbolised under a mixed process which does not distinguish between

the rational and the emotional; or, as Geertz explains:

"Whatever their other differences, both so-called 'cognitive'

and so-called 'expressive' symbols or symbol-systems have, then,

at least one thing in common: they are extrinsic sources of

information in terms of which human life can be patterned-extra-

personal mechanism for the perception, understanding, judgment,

and manipulation of the world" (1973:216). (Cf. Langer 1951:49-

50).

f. Intuition.

Firth prefers to use the words intelligence /'sentiment to ex-

press the dichotomies rational /'emotional, thinking‘/ feeling. (1966a:

15). Levi-Strauss distinguishes 'pensee sauvage' from 'pensée ou

esprit scientifique'. Milner compares Levi-Strauss'terminology, to
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Bergson's:

"Where Levi-Strauss sees primitive man as an intense and dedi-

cated observer and experimenter, and the resulting data stored

in mnemonically-designed classification and communication systems,

Bergson sees intuition. Where Levi-Strauss sees the scientific

method applied to an understanding of the physical world, Berg-

son sees intelligence" (Milner l969:9).

Milner goes on saying that in English, intuition has a strange conno-

tation and is used mainly to signify feminine intuition; a better

word would be 'hunch'. Personally, I think that intuition is more

than a hunch; it is not only the feeling or indication that you may

be right, on the verge of discovering something new or about to

comprehend some obscure problem; it includes a participation, an

affiliation with the problem, a perception of reality which seems

intense and personal without being explicit, delineated and clear.

Intuition is an intelligent and emotional indication and sensation

that something is right or wrong, true or false, will work or will

not work which is not based on instinct and feeling alone but on

some previous experience and contact with similar problems or parts

of the question. It is a pro-sentiment of the possession of some

idea or hypothesis not yet organised or systematised and which

cannot be expressed logically or even in clear terminology. Some

intuitions are never made public because no discursive language

is found for them; they seem fixed in a level of reasoning and

feeling before and over words and the structure of logical thought.

Intuition seems to belong to a stage of operation of the mind before

words, where concepts are generated and formalised, but must wait

for symbols to be expressed. As an example of intuition, Milner

presents the case of J.D. Watson in the discovery of the double helix

in the structure of the DNA, which is certainly not a poetical or

sentimental innovation. Milner goes on to suggest that intuition is

somewhat peripheral to intelligence, as occupying a place between

the unconscious and the subconscious, where data, diffuse impressions,

information, ideals, suspicions, all slowly commingle and blend them-

selves as in a churning vat of mental activities. Maybe there has

been too much emphasis on the departmentalisation of the human mind
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into the subconscious, the unconscious, the conscious, the intel-

ligence, insight, intuition, etc. Intuition is a complex human

process which is much richer than the skeletal apprehension of an

empirical truth, because it seems to involve the whole person,

that is the intelligence, the emotions, the passions and some mys-

tic perception which are mixing data, reflexions and sensations,

with the impression that something, a solution, a proposition, a

discovery of some sort will take form and be revealed in compre-

hensible language. Milner understands intuition as both distinct and

integrative of the intellectual and emotional data:

"I wish to suggest with Bergson that intuitional data (as

distinct on the one hand from emotional data and on the other

from intellectual data) make sense aesthetically before, and

apart from the fact that, they are apprehended by the intellect.

Intuitional data, that is to say, are perceived as true because

they achieve a release of tension which is directly attribut-

able to the close integration of emotion and intellect and to

the fact that, whatever belief or conclusion has been reached,

it is acceptable at all levels of the personality, conscious,

subconsious and perhaps unconscious also" (1969:21).

For Levi-Strauss, intuition appears to be that faculty of 'ruminating'

over a problem until some solution is found:

"Cette 'pensee sauvage' qui n'est pas, pour nous, la pensee des

sauvages, ni cells d'une humanité primitive ou archaique, mais

la pensee a l'état sauvage, distincte de la pensée cultivee ou

domestiquee en vue d'obtenir un rendement" (1962:289).

Whatever place it occupies in the mind, between the unconscious,

the subconscious and the conscious, whatever role it has, peripheral,

data-intuitional and intellectual-central, the intuitional process

is not distinguished primarily from the intellectual, but from the

discursive and rational-logical. It is that capacity to feel and

grasp a point without the capability of expressing it adequately;

it is reviewed, thought over again, corrected and perhaps talked

about until it either disappears or becomes clear and expressible.

It is like a confused intellectual impression that there is something

which makes sense about an idea, some observations, a theory, a

solution to a problem, but for lack of information, arrangement

or relationship,(as if the internal circuits were not connected
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to assure a good line of communication), the resolution cannot be

possessed and circumscribed with any precision. Kuhn gives an in-

teresting description of the phenomenon:

"Scientists then often speak of the 'scale falling from the

eyes' or of the 'lightning flash' that 'inundates' a pre-

viously obscure puzzle, enabling its components to be seen

in a new way that for the first time permits its solution.

On other occasions the relevant illumination comes in sleep.

No ordinary sense of the term 'interpretation' fits these

flashes of intuition through which a new paradigm is born.

Though such intuitions depend upon the experience, both anom-

alous and congruent, gained with the old paradigm, they are

not logically or piecemeal linked to particular items of that

experience as an interpretation would be. Instead, they

gather up large portions of that experience and transform

them to the rather different bundle of experience that will

thereafter be linked piecemeal to the new paradigm but not

to the old" (1970:122-123). '

Many scientists must have had that kind of experience where

they are presented with some impression, doubt, inspiration, pre-

sentiment, probability, or a point which appears to make sense

but remains vague, unorganised, unordered and imprecise. Before

it can be formed and expressed, it must be checked and explored.

Not only is it suggested that many 'discoveries' start this way,

but it is probable that it is the normal state of affairs at the

origin of all kinds of creation:

"A great many-perhaps most-of the new ideas about politics

are not the result of scientific inquiry at all. There is

something about the human mind which, when confronted by a

problem, enables it to ruminate onward without being partic-

ularly conscious of the problem" (Apter 1977:35; Cf. Langer

1952:85-91; Read and Leblanc 1978:307-321 on Archeology and

intuition) e

It could even be suggested that Marx, after much reading, research

and personal thinking, intuitively felt his ideas on the histor-

ical evolution of societies which were adumbrated in the Manifesto,

clarified in the General Introduction to Political Economy, before

being fully elaborated in The Capital. Whatever the case with in-

dividual examples, intuition, as a first feeling and apprehension

of a problem or question, with its frequent and persistent returns
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for elucidation and more clarification to arrive at a solution, is

an important mental process in the work of scientists, philos-

ophers, artists and proponents of ideologies.

g. Rational and Emotional

As is the case for scientific and ideological, it is not rare

to brand some writers as unreasonable, illogical and sophistic, while

others are called sentimentalists, intuitional, emotional or 'shovelers

of clouds'. That kind of terminology is illustrated by Lukes:

"In so far as primitive magico-religious beliefs are logical and

follow methodologically sound procedures, they are so far, rational;

in so far as they are, partially or wholly, false, they are not...

In so far as 'mystical' and 'prelogical' can be interpreted as

false and invalid, primitive (and analogous modern) beliefs are

irrational" (1970:210 and 211).

With what ease words are chosen without precision: logical, method-

ological, irrational, false; for whom and when, one could ask. Logic

is like a taxation system, strewed with loopholes which allow the

logician to prove and disprove with the manipulation of the same rules. 7

What is rational for a person is simply worthless for the next as Jar-

vie admits: "my position has been that savage ignorance is just as ra-

tional as civilized knowledge" (1975:61). Rational and logical methods

may be devised and carefully delineated, but their utilisation and ap-

plication will reveal the mixture of rationality and emotivity, reality

and fiction, practicality and dream, fear and hope which is the lot of

every human predicament and situation. Or, as Wilson explains:

"The social sciences seek to order knowledge systematically in

value-free, emotionally-neutral, abstract propositions. Such

value-freedom—-in the degree to which it is ever attainable-

contradicts the value-commitment that an empathic understanding

of society demands. Emotional involvement in and evaluation

of persons, objects and activities are precisely the first or-

der experience common in all societies: they are practically

the totality of experience in most societies" (1970:xii and xiii).

Striving to eliminate one aspect in a human fact will result in a

depletion of its fullness and will diminish the comprehension of real-

ity. Besides, even if theoretically important differences of method,
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form and content exist between scientific doctrines and ideologies,

it might not be easy to distinguish the rational from the emotional,

the 'idéel' from the ideal, not only because of their integration in

human actions and events, but also because the same symbolic language

is used to establish rationally, demonstrate logically and prove co-

gently as well as convince passionately and mislead adroitly.

h. Paradigm, Rationality, Science, Intuition, Methods

Kuhn (1970) has tried to clarify the problems of rationality,

understanding, the science of knowledge and the knowledge of science.

Surprisingly, there is some confusion about the meaning of key terms.

For instance, a paradigm is variously a model (10), a pattern (23),

a theory (77), a disciplinary matrix (182),a.judicial decision (23),

and a world view (111). In any of these capacities, paradigms can be

viewed as accepted achievements (10, 23) which define the legitimate

problems and methods of a research "field for succeeding generations

of practitioners" (10). A paradigm simultaneously solves old problems

(23), defines new ones (76), guarantees that the new problems will

have solutions (37), provides the tools needed to find the solutions

(76) and restricts the range of solutions which will be admissible (6)

and can be provided by intuition (122 and 123). Moreover, preponents

of different paradigms live in different worlds (150), belong to difb

ferent language communities as well (202); if they agree on one par-

adigm, the ensuing conversion experience (150) must be preceded by

translation (202) and by some agreement on a set of values (157).

Often, when there are similar gducational background; (201), it is

possible to convince someone of another paradigm; however, even

after the persuasion and agreement to adopt the new paradigm, there

is no guarantee that the conversion will last (203 and 204). One

may lack "the constellation of mental sets which future members of

the community will acquire through education" (204). It follows

that a change to some new paradigm is a matter of persuasion rather

than proof of its value, and the choice of competing paradigms
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depends on a decision of faith rather than reason (158). (Inspired

from a paper written by Dianne L. Coin, Dept. of Philosophy, M.S.U.

circa 1971). This will suffice to show that the discussion about

rationality, knowledge and ideology is not facilitated by such imp

precision in the terminology.

Actually, it seems that it is not so much the content of scien-

tific knowledge and ideology which differs; it is mostly the method

and the strategy, from the inquiry into empirical data to the con~

clusions: "the differentiae of science and ideology as cultural

system are to be sought in the sorts of symbolic strategy for emcom-

passing situations that they respectively represent" (Geertz 1973:

230). The dialectic of theory and practice is like the staging of

a production, "mise on scene des concepts, des résultats et aussi

mise en scéne, c'est-a-dire processus de production de connaiseances"

(Copans 1974:87 and 88). The differences consist mainly in the

'staging', in the phases of the development of the theory, the em-

phasis on the exactness of the facts reported, the objectivity in

commenting and estimating, and the correct analysis of the relation-

ships. The postulates and premisses which are the foundation of per-

sonal knowledge, depend on social influences, educational training

and personal formation, studies, information and inclination. The

process of edifying a scientific theory is characterised by (1) pre-

cise planning and accurate preparation to find and follow rigorous

ways to observe, collect, classify, evaluate and compare the data,

information, or facts concerning the problem under study, in the most

objective and impartial manner possible; (2) consideration and re-

flection to understand the relationships between the different data,

facts, activities, ideas dealth with; (3) rational analysis to see

if the different parts make sense and can be brought about in some

scheme or series of affirmationsconfirming or negating the initial

hypothesis or topic under study; (4) finally, there can be an at-

tempt at erecting a synthesis which would combine the discoveries

and results, and possibly link the conclusions with other hypotheses
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and theories. Social theories must also be verified constantly by

the original exponent and other researchers who must assess the ve-

racity of their logical assertions and evaluate their validity in

relation to changes and new circumstances. Moreover, many scien-

tists are endowed with imagination and intuition which predispose

them to the apprehension of new situations and problems.

Ideologies may or may not proceed according to the same stages

of development; usually, the emphasis is not on the precise obser-

vation and analysis of facts and events to ream.scientific conclu-

sions. The facts are perceived and compared with objectives to

attain. Scientific theories do not have to be goal-oriented; often

they are not. Ideologies are constructed to achieve certain goals,

at least as some moral and spiritual aims. They do not claim to be

scientific in most cases. However, 'scientific' is a very popular

term which is often abused and is replacing the old epithet ‘in-

fallible'. 'Scientific'means outside any other research and ques-

tioning; it finalises an assertion which is not only true as far

as present conditions are concerned, but in absolute terms akin to

dogma. "The term 'scientific socialism' thus designates the common

ambition to have one's cake and eat it too" (Berger 1974:27; Geertz

1973:195). Social scientists should not try to be theologians of

the social, jurists of the human condition and engineers of a

promised paradise. 'Scientific', as used in the studies of social

facts, refers much more to the exactitude and precision of the»meth~

eds employed than to the establishement of definite and uncondi-

tional proofs as Lonergan explains:

"When it comes to the study of life, of the psychological depths

of human institutions, of the history of nations, cultures, and

religions, then diversity multiplies, differences become ir-

reconcilable, and the name of science can be invoked with plau-

sibility only by introducing methodological conventions that

exclude from scientific consideration the heart of the mat-

ter" (1958:714).

The description of ideology which follows comprises elements

found in the 'proposer' and in the 'receiver', since at a certain

moment, both share similar experiences, privations, and desires.
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i. Ideology

I describe ideology as a system of knowledge and beliefs, about

a 'social fact', which are composed of experiences, ideas, emotions

and solutions, proposed or accepted, in view of achieving certain

goals mostly spiritual and moral.

1. Knowledge and beliefs

It is a collection of thoughts, opinions and values, either re-

ceived more or less unconsciously, or accepted after study, obser-

vation, conviction or propaganda. They form a core of information

and directions which are perceived as correct, true and good. The

propositions which are the object of belief have been 're-vealed',

that is un-covered, unravelled, proven true by someone who could be

a prophet, a genius, a philosopher, a politician, a social scien-

tist, etc. The system is believed to be true:

"Truth is independent of belief, since anything that is be-

lieved can be false. But belief is not independent of truth,

for what is believed must be either true or false, and even if

it happens to be false it is still believed to be true" (Need-

ham 1972:60).

2. About a 'social fact' ('autour d'un fait social')

The object of ideology can be an issue, problem or situation af-

fecting humans, societies and their world in general concerns of

their spiritual, social, economic and political life.

3. Ideas, experiences and emotions

Knowledge and beliefs are the products of intuition, observation,

reflection and emotional involvement, with or without strict methods

of research, reaching conclusions and solutions of general interest.

4. Proposed and accepted, in view of certain goals

Those 'truths', once perceived, expressed, propagated and accepted

become the basis for conviction, motivation and action. Ideologies

are not primarily sources of abstract considerations, but goal-or-

iented; they appeal to reason and passions to accomplish spiritual

and normative changes viewed as essential improvements.
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There are other important points and characteristics of ideologies

in themselves or in relation to theories and scientific methods.

1. Methodology

A scientific theory is a set of assumptions or hypotheses made up

of some conclusions and propositions arrived at after careful thought,

methodical research, logical deduction-induction analysis, in view

of understanding issues and concepts and defining some characteris-

tics of human situations and problems. On the other hand, ideolo-

gies are often arrived at without precise methodology and research;

they are elaborated from reflection and immediate apprehension of

problems; they are then constructed in a body of assertions and

propositions capable of convincing and leading to action. If there

is a logical and precise methodology, it is not primarily for the

sake of rationality or exactness, but to describe more clearly the

situation and the aims in view.

2. The Present

Ideologies do not study the present for itself; the present is per-

ceived and endured as unsatisfactory and in need of change, either by

recourse to what was good in a past which is often embellished, or

by instituting new directions for the betterment of life.

3. Intuition

Ideologies are aften arrived at after experiencing some failure or

deprivation and envisioning solutions to improve the conditions.

(or. Apter 1977:35).

4. Particular Moment in Time

Ideologies are apt to arise during periods of low achievement for

a people; such low achievement is often the result of conquest,

defeat, seizure of land, limitations of rights, and so forth.

5. Goal Directed

Ideologies include some kinds of accomplishment;from spiritual re-

newal to alcohol prohibition and family life restoration, a wide

range of norms and practices are demanded.
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6. Demonstration and Evidence

Ideologies state facts as they are perceived, felt and envisioned.

They are not affected or contradicted by the success and evidence

of scientific demonstrations. They run their course and will

dwindle and disappear, not necessarily because they are proved

false, but because they have ceased to inspire people who do not

need them any longer.

7. Progaganda

Proposals for change originating from considerations about the

conditions of society must be communicated adroitly, so that they

are internalised and assented to wholeheartedly. Attempts are

also made to impose ideologies on people who are indifferent,

recalcitrant or antagonistic, and the propaganda might be logical,

persuasive, subtle and tyrannical.

8. Form

The validity, influence, acceptance and success of an ideology

depend, to a large extent, on its structure, form, style, appeal,

internal force and some captivating symbolic representations. The

language must be convincing and striking. There can be some non-

verbal symbols like posters, clothes (caps, ties, arm-bands), flags,

dances, music and parades. The whole process must be deftly orches-

trated and staged to conquer the mind and control the feelings and

passions of as many people as possible while calming or scaring the

rest.

9. Spiritual and Material

Ideologies, in their totality, are often made up of two unequal

parts: (1) the spiritual-normative aspects which deal with world-

views and values, states of heart and mind, ideas about Man and Na-

ture, morality in society, traditions, etc.; and (2) the material-

physical which consists of applications of particularimplementations

like males participating in agricultural chores, active partici-

pation in industrial development, etc. . With little or no relation-

ship with the spiritual-normative domain.



10. General and Specific

A specific ideology is concerned with one aspect of human life, like

religion for instance; Lutheran and Mennonites views about the Eucha-

rist are specific ideologies even if they could engender strifes and

riots. 0n the other hand, national ideologies are usually general,

because they affect every social institution. The Gaiwiio of Hand-

some Lake may have seemed primarily religious but touched the total-

ity of Iroiquois life (Wallace 1969:239-302).

ll. Ideology and Scientific Theory

Occasionally, proponents of ideologies will believe and try to dem-

onstrate that their ideas are not a simple and temporary aggregate

of reflections and recommendations, but a true scientific theory.

One can recall the attempts made by the Nazis to prove the super-

iority of the Aryans. People who are not convinced by those argu-

ments and do not share in the imposed affirmations and ideals might

be isolated and eliminated; they may also contradict that so-called

scientific ideology by contrary proofs and evidence.

There is no intention of solving all the problems concerning

ideologies, theories false and true, illusions, prejudices and be-

liefs; the dispute between evolutionists and creationists illus-

trates the dilemma and the discussion between Brace, R. Leaky and

Washburn on Origins demonstrates the difficulty (American Anthro-

pologist. Vol. 82, No. 2. June 1980:392-395). Ideologies, hypoth-

eses, theories, illusions, propositions are often crisscrossing the

same paths which are made distinguishable by different positions of

familiarity or antagonism.

To sum up, a national ideology is an endeavour to rehabilitate

a society andimprove its spiritual, moral and material conditions

in a vision for a better life for all; it is often based on the

intuitive comprehension and analysis of the present conditions

which must be changed, and formulated to convince and motivate;

it should build a new consciousness and awareness of local values

by giving meaning to life, where meaning has been lost.



CHAPTER III

ZAMBIAN HUMANISM

. This chapter is made up of two parts; the first one deals with

Zambian Humanism as proposed by Kenneth Kaunda and explained by other

Zambians; the second part contains observations and commentaries

about the Zambian ideology.

A. ZAMBIAN HUMANISM ACCORDING TO KAUNDA AND OTHER ZAMBIANS

Before describing the Zambian doctrine, a few points must be

discussed briefly so as to situate and elucidate the question; they

are historical notes on Zambia, a short profile of Kenneth Kaunda

and constraints facing Zambia.

a. Historical Notes on Zambia

"La 'fabrique' sociale et culturelle africains n'a jamais ete

inactive, elle a constamment en a produire les societes et les

cultures negres en traitant, a la fois, les dynamismes internes

et ceux resultant du rapport a l'environnement" (Balandier 1974:

189).

Countries and regions are always changing, being formed and re-formed,

and enduring inequalities, conquests, competition between groups and

individuals (Balandier 1974:184-189). Zambia is no exception to

that law of dynamic process. Every ethnic group has narratives and

legends about migrations, wars, occupations and the origins of its

institutions and customs. In pre-colonial Zambia, there were some

fairly large groups like the Lozi in the south west, the Ngoni in

the south east, the Bemba in the north and the Lunda of Kazembe in

the north west. These people were centralised sovereign powers in

their area. There were attempts at expansion and conquest. These

91
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larger tribes had some control, though no direct domination, over

the smaller groups adjoining them. For instance, there were cons-

tant interactions between the more powerful Bemba and the Bisa, K8!

bende, Aushi, Chishinga, Mukulu, Nghumbo, Unga and Shils. Further-

more, the Bemba traded with the Arabs who were established on the

East African Coast, and provided them with slaves for economic rea-

sons and to gain technical advantages over their enemies the Ngoni.

The Bemba fought those same Arabs when the reciprocal obligations

were not fulfilled (Tweedie 1966:197 and 219; Gann 1965:49-51).

The frequency and results of wars, conquests, and confrontations

as well as the attempts at alliances and peaceful settlements are

not confirmed conclusively because of the variation in oral his-

tory; what the Bemba narrate differs from the traditions of the

Bisa for instance. (Cf. Fagan 1968).

By the end of the nineteenth century, another force had come

into the area. As a result of wars, threats and promises, the re-

gions inhabited by the Lozi, Tonga, Lunda, Bemba, Ngoni and several

other groups, came under the control of Cecil Rhodes and the British

South Africa Company (B.S.A.C.). The official aim was the estab-

lishment of a series of possessions under the British crown, from

Cape Town to Cairo, in order to curtail the activities of the Por-

tuguese, Belgians and Germans in Africa. A more practical purpose

was the occupation of large territories with anticipated wealth.

Once the Lozi had been bribed, the Ngoni defeated and the Bemba sub-

dued and forced to compromise, small administrative centres sprung

up from Mongu to Chienge; there were 30 of them by 1900. In 1911,

the Territory of Northern Rhodesia was established; its revenues

then, were 395,000 (British pounds) and its expenses £149,000. This

trend continued and, by 1925, the total deficit had grown to about

fll,500,000. The Company's shareholders were not pleased with that

state of affairs because, in spite of the proclaimed purpose of

serving the crown, the Territory was more a company's investment

than a Queen's Protectorate, and deficits were unacceptable. This

might explain the readiness of the B.S.A.Company to hand over the
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responsibility of governing and administering the Territory to the

Colonial Office in 1924. The Company kept all the mineral rights,

revenues and royalties, if any, in perpetuity. That 'perpetuity'

ended in 1964 with compensation of £2,000,000 each from Zambia and

Great Britain. The Company's royalties were then evaluated at

38,500,000. (Cf. Hall 1967:87-116; Dresang 1975:210-211).

It is worth remembering that the operations of the Chartered

Company were strictly economic; there was no intention of govern-

ing a country for the good of its people, or of trying to blend the

different groups into one nation with plans for development. The

few white officers were supposed to ensure law and order. But,

roads were paths; schools and dispensaries were in the hands of mis-

sionaries and not subsidised. A white commissioner would visit a

chief to collect the poll tax and obtain workers for the mines. When

copper was found in exploitative form in 1923, the Company was only

too happy to divest itself of all administrative obligations to de-

vote itself to mining Operations and money making. For many years,

little help came from the Colonial Office outside of providing

workers, and the mining companies had to organise rudimentary social

and political institutions, courts and a police force. (Cf. Hall

1967:139-144).

European farmers started to settle in Northern Rhodesia in

1928; they soon became very important and, in 1936, the Maize Con-

trol Baard was established, to subsidise, market and regulate farm

produce (quota and price), often to the disadvantage of Africans

(Dresang 1975:194 and 195). The protected Europeans expanded great-

ly and by 1941, large commercial farms with numerous African lap

bourers were producing food for local consumption and export.

Around 1930, Asiatics arrived in the Territory and established

retail stores in many villages. In 1964, there were about 10,000

people of Asian descent, mostly traders, businessmen and shop keep-

ers who had put together a network of small stores throughout rural

Zambia which were connected with larger stores and depots in the

mining towns and other centres.
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On the eve of Independence, there were about 70,000 Europeans

in the Government administration and in the direction of the mines,

industries, companies, commercial farming and professions. The Asi-

atics controlled most of the retail business. The 4,000,000 Zambians

had no political control and only minor roles in the civil service

as in the direction of the economy. The Zambian infrastructure was

constituted for the well being of the Whites and for urban life.

Except for a handful of Asians, the professionals were white as were

most of the skilled workers; they had their special schools, hos-

pitals and shops; the roads where they lived and played were all-

season tarred roads. In fact, the white sector, having reaped the

wealth of the mining industry,was modernised and urbanised to a

degree comparable in services, facilities and salaries, to any sim-

ilar area in the world.

Northern Rhodesia, having evolved from a Territory of the Brit-

ish South Africa Company to a Protectorate of the Colonial Office

and finally to an unwilling partner in the Federation of the Rho-

desias and Nyassaland, had never existed as a unified country; it

was an aggregate of some seventy ethnic groups with little polit-

ical representation, a powerful elite of Europeans, several thou-

sand Asians, wealthy urban areas and depressed rural regions. The

different groups coexisted without bonds of common interests and

without shared goals of national belonging and identity. In 1963,

19% of the population was already living in urban areas as compared

to 9% in Kenya, T% in Uganda and only 5% in Tanzania. Africans

were becoming more dependent on urban incomes to supplement their

subsistence or as a way of life. Except for commercial farms owned

and run by Whites, Zambian agriculture was in bad shape. The de-

pendence on cepper was nearly complete, as it constituted 90% of

the country's exports and 60%>of the Government revenues. Machi-

nery, explosives, tools and coal were imported from South Africa

and Southeanhodesia to the tune of 70% of Zambia's needs. The

mines were run by an army of 7,000 Whites who were well experienced,

many of them with ten years or more of service. Only 400 Zambians,
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out of a force of 40,000 miners, could claim ‘white' Jobs. In

1964, only one fully accredited Secondary School could grant

(through London) the Cambridge Leaving Certificate. The 'colour

bar' had Just been officially removed. For instance, Blacks and

Whites could now enter a butcher's shop through the same door; still,

Whites would line up on one side to buy 'European' meat and Blacks

would stay on the other side to buy 'African' meat, because none

could afford the choice cuts; there were a few Blacks in the 'Eu-

ropean’ line buying meat for their 'bwana'. (Cf. Hall 1967:268-

283p Sklar 1973:29-61).

In spite of the lack of official political representation and

power, several organisations to promote the improvement of Zambians

existed. As early as 1923, the Mwenzo Welfare Association was

created, followed by the Livingstone Native Welfare Association in

1930 and by the United African Welfare Association of Northern Rho-

desia in 1933. Moreover, there were various local associations and

societies. In 1946, the Federation of African Societies was founded

by Daudi Yamba and George Kaluwa to counteract the efforts of the

Whites who sought to impose closer links with and dominance by South-

ern Rhodesia. This organisation is cited as the predecessor of the

African National Congress of 1951 with Harry Nkumbula as president;

this political party fought against the Federation, for independence

and, after independence, against the one-party Democracy. In 1958,

Kaunda, Kapwepwe, Sipalo and some other leaders branched off the

African National Congress to form the Zambia African National Con-

‘gress which was more vocal and more active; officially, these

leaders preached non-violence while warning that violencevas unavoid-

able in front of repeated provocations. In 1959, several leaders

were imprisoned and their party banned; an atmosphere of insurrec-

tion was felt everywhere; soldiers, police mobile units would sur-

prise villagers at dawn. The prospect of another Congo-Katanga was

used to scare people and induce them to remain in the Federation.

While Kaunda was in prison, a new party emerged U.N.I.P. the United

National Independence Party with Mainza Chona as interim president.
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As can be seen, Zambia had a tradition of local leaders and re-

gional politicians for nearly forty years before independence. Quite

a few national politicians had learned the liberal arguments about

the rights of the individual, equality and freedom as championed

by Britishers mostly for Britishers. But they could demand the same

privileges for Zambianssince those principles formed the basis of

democracy. (or. Kaunda 1962:98, 88-96, 153-159; Hall 1964:20-41).

The last period of struggle for selfbrule and independence

lasted no more than three years. Disturbances under the form of

strikes and destructions of public properties were few; they were

called cha cha cha. They occurred in three provinces: Northern, Lwa-

pula and Copperbelt; they reached their climax in the summer of

1961. Schools, dispensaries, post offices, bridges and roads in the

Northern and Lwapula Provinces were burnt, destroyed or damaged. There

were no assaults on life by the activits. It is true that a few

British officers were wounded while arresting African leaders; several

Africans were killed or wounded and one European woman was killed

near Ndola. In the Mansa-Samfya-Lubwe area of the Lwapula Province,

at least fourteen people were shot. The police had in mind to kill

one person from every village "to teach them a lesson". The burning

and damaging of Government properties were termed 'violence', but

salaries below the poverty line, restriction of movement and rights

because of colour, the absence of health services are not termed

'violence' but 'administrative failures'. The British Colonial Sec-

retary called up a Conference for October of 1962; from then on,

independence was assured and declared officially on October the

24th, 1964. (Cf. Hall 1967:191-227; Dresang 1975:196-204; Mac-

Pherson 1974:228-262).

If Zambia, at Independence, profited by the experience of sev-

eral leaders in the political field, it was not the case in the econ-

omic arena. Very few Africans could occupy important administrative

and technical positions. Several other problems were crucial; na-

tional unity, man-power shortage, dependence on expatriate experts,
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unreliability of some Europeans, colonial institutions, segregated

policies in the mining and private sectors, "ill-feeling between

certain ministers", "rising eXpectations of urban dwellers", the

absence of an efficient and devoted bureaucracy, and the enmity of

the southern neighbours (Tordoff 1974:14 and 15; cf. 14-19). In-

dependence was probably achieved sooner than expected because of

the chaI cha, cha. The Lwapula and Northern Provinces were dis-

rupted and would have been in a state of rebellion with the coming

of the rains; the central Government either did not want to or

could not pursue its former policies of repression and killings.

(Cf. Harvey 1976:136-141; MacPherson 1974:340-351).

b. Kaunda

It is impossible to know what Zambia would have accomplished

with a president other than Kenneth Kaunda; determinists would

argue that similar conditions would exist without him, since the

man was and is of his time and the product of historical circum-

stances. In order to understand Zambian Humanism better, it is

important to consider the life and thoughts of its principal author

and propagandist, who influenced the character of Zambia's policies.

Kaunda received a Christian education and was trained as a

teacher at Munali. Like most youngsters, he was confronted with

racial discrimination and injustices. In his early twenties (around

1945), he was associated with politicians, was Jailed a few times,

and greatly influenced by Gandhi's non-violence and respect for man.

It is in prison that he became convinced that no humiliation and sufb

fering could impede the march towards freedom and indepence. During

the last years of the struggle for Independence (1958-1964), the doc-

trinal foundation of Humanism appeared with the importance of Man in

society, the rejection of all forms of exploitation, and the belief

in the possibility of achieving spiritual and moral development

through dedication and hard work. In 1962, Kaunda was elected Pri-

me Minister of Northern Rhodesia and in 1964, became President of

Zambia.
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Fundamentally, Kaunda rejects both the inequity of the cap-

italists and the coercion of the marxists and favours the building

of a new society based on the traditional values of cooperation and

sharing to bring about growth with equity and development with equal-

ity:

"Kaunda himself has been putting his faith in the power of

common humanity against technology and accumulated wealth

Operating in what he sees as a profoundly unjust society. The

faith has been capable, at times, of providing inspirations"

(Martin 1973:13; cf. Apter 1977:461).

Hatch sees Kaunda as a 'charismatic leader'; "one man, more or

less in charge of a large share of the well-being of people", "in-

mersed in party and international problems", working "by trial and

error", desiring "social justice and moral behaviour amongst his

people", and finally "preaching for a belief in his beliefs" (1976:

208-217). Whether charisma is a desirable quality in a political

leader or not is an open question related to symbolic power, moral

influence, and efficiency in governing. Balandier affirms that pres-

idents in Africa should represent the image of the traditional chief,

who is (or was) charismatic and revered by being chief:

"Le chef charismatique, disposant d'une relation privilégiée

avec le peuple, 1e pays, le systems des forces qui régissent la

fécondité et la prospérité. Le pouvoir est encore concu sous

ce triple aspect de la puissance, de l'arbitrage et du sacré"

(1969:207-208).

On the other hand, welch questions the utility of charisma:

"Charisma may indeed facilitate the establishment of unity at

the level of the state; ... structures on the transient nature

of charisma... should make clear that national unity requires

more than the emergence of a messianic leader... The utility of

charisma in modernization still remains open to scholarly skep-

ticism" (1967:86).

Nobody holds that charisma alone would suffice in re-building a nation;

but it may be an essential quality in a leader. For many people in

Zambia, in spite of failures like shortages of food and lack of jobs,

Kaunda is the leader to trust and most problems are blamed on other

politicians, foreign profiteers and enemies of the country. Obser-

vers consider him an honest persons doing a good job in very difficult

circumstances:
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"Its executive president, Dr Kenneth Kaunda, was a remarkable

persons-sensitive, humane, hard-working, committed to change,

and politically skilful" (Tordoff 1974:14).

"He (Kaunda) continually stresses the need to compromise,.the

role of the party, the top priority of organisation in politics.

His conception of his own key position as the unifying focus

for national unity leads him to regard his continuance in office

as essential for the good of the nation... A less widespread

image of Kaunda, but one shared by many of those closest to him,

is that of the superpolitician who is Zambia, who is the govern-

ment and the power of the country. There is much evidence for

this view... Something akin to a personality cult of Kaunda has

developed among some sections of the Zambian public“ (Pettman:

1974:41).

There are also other views of Kaunda. It has been suggested

that he is only a pawn in the hands of manipulators, a figurehead

behind some powerful advisors of the mining and industrial sectors.

On the contrary, others contend that Kaunda is a strict discipli-

narian and a dictator who will not stand opposition in any form and

will use power whenever needed for his own good or the good of the

country. They recall the brutal quelling of the Lumps Church dis-

turbances, and the imprisonment of former Vice-President and child-

hood friend Simon Kapwepwe. (Cf. Tordoff 1974:234; Hall 1967:230).

Shaw is rather critical of Haunda's political ability:

"President Kaunda has evolved from an advocate of tradition-

alists, consensual Humanism to a more radical variety. He has

abandoned pluralism in his quest for social order, development

and justice. He maintains a distance from the ruling class to

enhance his status and to insure his political longevity through

ethnic bargaining and reshuffles within the elite" (1976b:47-48).

The real character of Kaunda is difficult to discern; judging his

motivation and purposes might become a subjective appreciation. For

nearly twenty years, Kaunda has been the undisputed leader of Zambia.

He is the principal creator of the ideals of Humanism which are based

on Christian teachings, inspired by Gandhi's writings and influenced

by many friends and advisors, Colin Morris, John Papworth, J. B. Zu-

lu, Henry Meebelo, Timothy Kandeke and Simon Kapwepwe. Kaunda hopes

to improve the total condition of Man in Zambia by convincing argu-

ments, encouragement and personal devotion to the ideals of Humanism.

It is possible that Kaunda will have to become more coercive to force

the implementation of Humanism on some people, particularly the elite.
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In that case, Kaunda would have to use methods repudiated by Humanism

to bring about Humanism.

c. Constraints.

National independence can be achieved through different pro-

cesses like rebellion, revolution, political confrontation and elec-

tion. Forces and motives like national unity, solidarity, human

dignity, the end of exploitation and the right to be a nation can

spur the movement and maintain the intensity of emotions during the

struggle. Zambians wanted to be able to run their own affairs and

the Whites from London or Southern Rhodesia could go or stay and

obey Kaunda. Spiritual, intellectual and aesthetic motivations do

not appear to have had a prime influence in Zambia's pursuit of in-

dependence as it is for Zionists and Quebecois. It was a general

feeling and strong desire: Zambia for Zambians. The energy to

endure and suffer is maintained as long as there is a positive ob-

jective like fighting the enemies and expecting immediate results.

Independence was acquired (not given) and Whites could go away. The

objective had been reached. But the euphoria of the first months of

freedom and the elation of being in charge passed quickly. Soon,

Zambians were faced with many problems requiring sacrifices and

radical changes to turn their dreams of wealth and well-being into

reality. Indeed, the obstacles on the road to prosperity were very

serious indeed.

l. A shortage of trained Zambians to run an efficient civil ser-

vice. Once the political positions such as cabinet ministers, am-

bassadors and governors were filled, there were too few skilled

Zambians to take charge of the direction and operation of Government

agencies, private and semi-private commercial enterprises. There

was an insufficient knowledgeable, devoted, adaptable and creative

bureaucracy responsible to the country's leaders and the nation's

ideals.

2. The lack of integration among tribes; there was little national

consciousness, no unifying norms, common beliefs and symbols. Instead,
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tribalism, regionalism and sectionalism predominated.

3. The infrastructure based on copper was controlled by two large

foreign companies. Even if the old royalties were no longer paid to

the British South Africa Company, the anticipated revenues did not

increase as expected; the production and price of copper along with

the development of new mines depended on the same two companies and

other multinationals. Still, copper remains the main export and,

on occasion, the sole source of government revenues.

4. The need to keep expatriate miners and other experts, at inter-

national salaries and benefits, fer the mines and other industries.

The dependence on South Africa for machinery, spare parts, explo-

sives and chemicals, on Rhodesia for coal and electricity, and on

Europe for luxury goods for these expatriates and Zambian elite.

5. The debility of the agricultural sector which was not corrected;

getting rid of several huge commercial farming establishments, con-

trolled by Whites, was easy. All the efforts to help small commer-

cial and cash farmers with loans, fertilisers, implements, cooper-

atives, proved to be a near total failure due to ignorance, indif-

ference and cupidity. Since the humiliation of 1971, when 1,500,000

bags of maize had to be imported from Southern Rhodesia, hardly a

year has passed without the threat of starvation and the necessity

of importing food.

6. The demands for jobs, houses, running water, electricity, bridg-

es, roads, health cares and higher pay for all workers never abated.

Instead, people had to continue paying taxes, digging latrines and

being unemployed. Independence was touted as the starting point for

a better life with good clothes, cars, motor-boats, brick houses, hos-

pitals and schools, tar-roads, even tennis courts.

7. The urbanisation of Zambia increased rapidly during the years

following independence and should attain 40% of the population in

1980. No dissuasion or threat could step the flow. The new comers

prefer hope in town to deepair in the bush.

8. The lack of reality in the planning and implementation of the

selfbhelp and self-reliance schemes for the rural areas. Self-
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sufficiency has not been and is not possible, except for villages

close to the line of rail; the absence of markets and year round

roads aggravated by the exodus of nearly 50% of the male population

in many places cause additional difficulties. The self-reliance

of rural dwellers became a bureaucratic strategy promising imme-

diate results; it was not only impossible to accomplish but proved

to be detrimental to the good-will and hOpes of many.

9. The geography of Zambia was not favourable. The country was sur-

rounded by enemies and unreliable friends; only President Nyerere

of Tanzania could be called a trusted ally. Zambia had to find new

means of transport for her exports and imports. The economy had

been dependent on the south and changes were slow and expensive.

10. Finally, there was a diminution of the importance of tribal

identity by the destruction of many beliefs, customs and ceremonies

during the colonial experience. Christian beliefs, British laws

with political and economic power were imposed and suppressed the

local institutions and values. At independence, a mwina Nghumbo

was only partially what he/she claimed to be; but he/she could

not know what should be a mwina Zambia, even if it is what they

claim to be. (Mwina = person from, of, or belonging to a tribe
 

or group).

Many other constraints could be listed, including the behap

viour of the elite and the pervasive idea that Zambia is rich and

can live on copper. People are not convinced that agriculture is

important and that they have to work hard. Many Zambians suffer

from what was called the 'copper mentality', the belief that mines

can be Opened everywhere and that everybody could find a job and

receive a salary at the end of the month. The Zambianisation of

the economic sector was erratic and not always conducted with efb

ficiency in mind. It appears that if Zambian Humanism did not

exist, similar principles would have to be invented to inspire,

encourage and motivate all Zambians.
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d. Zambian Humanism of Kaunda and Other Zambians

This section is concerned with Zambian Humanism as created

and presented by Kenneth Kaunda, commented upon and expanded by

Zambians. There is no questioning of the accuracy of their sta-

tements, and no detailed critique of the veracity of their affir-

mations or the validity of their propositions.

This dissertation studies primarily the ideal-spiritual-nor-

mative elements of ideology; that is, the observations, reflec-

tions, rules, moral Obligations, ideals and beliefs about Man,

Man in his relations with other men, society and nature, Man and

the supra-natural and his economic and political institutions.

It is in the domain Of rules, customs and values. There is no

detailed description of the physical applications of those rules.

When the technical-material is mentioned, it is by way of con-

comitant applications or corollaries and not as essential re-

lationships. Fer instance, proverbs advise to work hard (gpg;;_

umunwe: e Bali ibala; where there is a finger, there is a garden;

proverb 246); they do not indicate what to do in the specific

and material circumstances of the daily life of a certain person.

Zambian Humanism proclaims: "Humanists declare that a willingness

to work hard is of prime importance. Without it nothing can be

done anywhere" (Kaunda 1974:80). With its idealistic norms, Zamp

bian Humanism links guidelines, instructions and practical appli-

cations, such as "an egg a day by 1980" (Kaunda 1968:33) and the

planting of rice in Samfya (Kaunda 1967:45). I believe that log-

ical relationships do not necessarily exist between ideological-

normative pronouncements and practical applications. Nor can it

be demonstrated that spiritual-normative propositions are the conse-

quences of practical realisations which must be sanctioned and ac-

credited by some idealistic configuration. The "guide to the imp

plementation" of Zambian Humanism is really a series Of technical

and physical recommendations to improve the economic and material
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life of Zambians. (Cf. Kaunda 1967:36-48; 1968a; 1974:89-95).

Again, the ideal-normative assertion of 'hard work' may be asso-

ciated with the obligation to produce forty bags of ground-nuts per

person in the Mwansa Kombe area; however, this is a conclusion

which has no essential logical relationship between principle and

application. It follows that the lack of accomplishments will not

invalidate the value of the idealistic declarations. In truth,

the 'economic-material' and the 'idcal-spiritual-normative should

develop concomitantly in a society through the same dynamic process

which causes continuity and change.

Generally speaking, Zambian Humanism is an ideology made up

of reflexions and propositions which originated in traditional

values and customs, evolved from the colonial experience and were

elaborated with the resolute desire Of building a nation based on

the dignity and preeminence of Man as a member of a mutual-aid

society.

1. Zambian Humanism is a body of ideas and beliefs about Man, na-

ture and society; "it is a doctrine, a cause, a theory, practice

or process regarding an all-round development of 'MAN' in Zambia"

(Kandeke 1977:1); "it is basically a social ideological philoso-

phy" (Kandeke 1977:xi); "it is a statement of philosophical theory

in the meaning Of human existence" (Kaunda 1974:l).

2. Zambian Humanism may be a reaction "to a colonialist and oppres-

sive government" (Kaunda 1974:x); but it is more than that; it is

trying to establish an egalitarian society based on past values as

inspiration and encouragement for actual obligations and accom-

plishments:

"The ideology of nationalism has undone much Of the harm caused

by the ambiguities Of colonialism; it has restored our people's

selfhrespect and given them a sense of identification with the

new nation" (Kaunda 1966:52).

"Humanism preserves selected values from the past, embodies

convictions which grew up during the nationalist struggle and

adapts these principles to the problems of the present in
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order to give direction for the future" (Kandeke 1977:212).

Zambian Humanism does not return to traditional customs and beliefs

to imitate or copy them, but to help find solutions which corres-

pond to the 'spirit' of the people; they are inspirations for the

strategies to be implemented in order that the nation may success-

fully face new challenges:

"Culturally we are rich and now we must revive what we have

inherited from the past and with our political mould adapt it

as part of our general planning" (Kaunda 1967:30).

"... this is not, repeat not, to glorify the past but rather

to humbly try to learn from it for the good of the present

and the future" (Kaunda 1967:8).

"Zambian Humanism's interest in traditional way of life is not

merely for historical purposes. It is rather for utilising the

best elements of traditional way of life for future development

of the Nation... The emphasis on the preservation Of tradition

is related only to such cultural traits or customs that res-

pond favourably to the practical realities of contemporary Zams

bia" (Kandeke 1977:57).

It would appear that referring to traditional worldviews and values

would be the best way to assure that the present which changes rap-

idly will be in accordance with the specific beliefs of the Zambians.

(Cf. Meebelo 1973:12; Kaunda 1966:24; 1973:16—18; 56-58; Zulu 1970:

9 and 20; Kandeke 1977:172).

3. The essential theme of Zambian Humanism is twofold; first, it

states that the tribal groups were Man-centred and that the Zambian

society of to-day must be Man-centred also, which means that all the

works and products of everyone are for the benefit of all; and sec-

ond, the present society, like the communities of old, must be ac-

cepting, inclusive and based on mutual aid, where everybody shares

his joys, pains and work with everybody else, where egotistic comp

petition is condemned, and where everyone is accepted and appre-

ciated for what he or she is and not only for what he or she can

do:

"Whatever changes take place in our society, whatever sacrifices

are made or are urged on individuals to make, by the Party and
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Government, in our task of fighting to preserve the Man—centred

society, we must remember that it is people above ideology; Man

above institutions. We must continuously refuse to slavishly tie

men to anything. Society is there because of Man“ (Kaunda 1967:

4).

"We all believe in a co-operative way of life, but we misunder-

standthe past if we think that a co-operative approach to life

is new to our peOple. To be blunt, a mutual aid society, that

is, one which from the cradle to the grave is based not on a

profit motive, but service to each other as human beings, is

quite honestly more and more creative than anything we can

think of now” (Kaunda 1967:34).

"It is this equitable distribution of the products of Man's la-

bour which is the basis of a Man-centred society. The task of

Zambian Humanism is to see that people, regardless of their so-

cial positions, enjoy the fruits of their interdependent labour

activities as members of one social being. They all share the

nature of belonging to a common humanness. This is the most

vital characteristic of Zambian Humanism as a Philosophical

ideology for building a Man-centred society" (Kandeke 1977:38).

(Cf. Kaunda 1967:17; 1973:104-106; Meebelo 1978:108).

4. Zambian Humanism is prOposed, spread and preached because it is

believed that its acceptance and general practice will bring a bet-

ter life:

"In all this that we are discussing now, we are aiming at organ-

ising ourselves politically, economically, socially, scientific-

ally and culturally to such a point that we will make it possible

for every person in Zambia to live a fuller and happier life"

(Kandeke 1967:33).

"It (Zambian Humanism) is really an interpretation of the road

to a fuller life in economic and social terms, as well as a way

of life itself, which the common man is to live once the goal

is achieved... The goal itself is a society in which a man is

able to develop his ability in an atmosphere of co-Operation

between one member of society and another "(Kaunda 1968, quoted

in Meebelo 1973:28).

That Man-centred, mutual-aid society which evolved from traditional

practices and as a reaction to the exploitative nature of colonialism

is the core of Zambian Humanism which is seen here as Operating in

the ideal-spiritual-normative:

"Humanism Operates on the boundary between religion and politics

as a channel for the best gifts of all true faith: compassion, ser-

vice, and love-to be lavished on the nation's people" (Kaunda

1973:23).
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To reach deeper into its content and messages, a more de-

tailed study of Zambian Humanism is necessary and will comprise six

content areas which will be used later in the thematic classifi-

cation of proverbs. They are: (l) the supra-natural, (2) family

life, (3) social life, (4) economic life, (5) political life and

(6) moral values and traditional thoughts.

1. The Supra-Natural

President Kaunda describes himself as a Christian humanist:

"I must be a Christian humanist! By Christian humanism, I mean

that we discover all that is worth knowing about God through

our fellow men and unconditional service of our fellow men is

the purest form of the service of God. I believe that Man must

be the servant of a vision which is bigger than himself" (Kaun-

da 1966:39).

Zambian Humanism calls itself religious and theistic; it is based

on the idea that Man is the centre of the creation:

"The basic premise in Zambian Humanism is that man is the centre

of God's creation on earth; in the Christian tradition and indeed

in that Of other faiths, man is regarded as the highest expres-

sion of God's image and likeness" (Kaunda in Foreword in Meebelo

1973:“) e

"Man in traditional society regarded himself as the highest

being on earth created by a Higher Being-God. Indeed, religion,

which made man see himself as having the status of highest being

in God's creationn-hence his importance-permeated the entire

traditional African society" (Meebelo 1973:11; also p. 21).

Humanism calls upon believers Of all faiths to come together and coor-

dinate their efforts to realise the aims of serving Man and improving

his condition:

"So Zambian Humanism which makes the welfare of Man the central

aim of national policy invites all religious believers to har-

ness the power inherent in their faith for socially desirable

ends" (Kaunda 1973:23).

In his latest book, Kaunda emphasises the spiritual and religious

perspective in the ideology of Humanism. Nearly every aspect of

Humanism is connected in some manner to religious beliefs and prac-

tices. (Cf. Kaunda 1974:xi, xvi, 2, 15, 16, 19, 21, 33, 53-55, 67-70,

74, 82, 104, 117-125, 127-129).
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2., Family Life.

The principle enunciated by Kaunda that "our Humanism must be

understood against the background of what we know to have been the

way of life enjoyed by our forefathers" (1967:5) is probably best

applied in the efforts made to continue the obligations, services,

and attitudes practised in the traditional extended family, into the

customs of the actual urban families. ‘As it is well known, the old

family was not only the nuclear family, but a community of relatives

with many ties and reciprocal, if unequal, rights and duties. (Cf.

Kaunda 1963. Africa Report of May 1963:20 as quoted in Meebelo 1973:

7). President Kaunda describes those traditional features:

"The traditional community was a mutual aid society. It was or-

ganised to satisfy the basic human needs of all its members and

therefore, individualism was discouraged... If, for example, a

villager required a new hut, all the men would turn to forests

and fetch poles to erect the frame and bring grass for thatching.

The women might be responsible for making the mud-plaster for the

walls and two or three of them would undoubtedly brew some beer

so that all the workers would be refreshed after a hot but sat-

isfying day's work. In the same spirit, the able-bodied would

accept responsibility for tending and harvesting the gardens of

th. 3101! and infirm...

In traditional societies, Old peOple are venerated and it is re-

garded as a privilege to look after them. Their counsel is sought

on many matters and, however infirm they might be, they have a

valued and constructive role to play in teaching and instructing

their grandchildren... We cannot do enough to repay them for all

they have done for us. They are the embodiment of wisdom: living

symbols of our continuity with the past...

No child in a traditional society is likely to be orphaned.

Should his literal parents die then others automatically assume

the responsibility for his upbringing" (Kaunda 1967:5,6 and 7).

The purpose of describing local values is to participate into their

continued application and effectiveness:

"The principle of mutual aid is, indeed the basis of the extended

family, whose members share their wealth, sorrow, afflictions,

successes and joys. In the extended family, no one is supposed

to be very poor or wretched, while his kinsmen are affluent; no

one is supposed to be indolent while the rest of the family are

hard-working and selfbreliant; each one cares for everybody

else. This mutual aid, this inclusiveness must, in Zambian hu-

manist thought, extend to the whole of the Zambian society"

(Meebelo 1973:37).
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There are instances where customs encouraged in the extended family

and continued at present may run counter to Western customs regard-

ing nepotism:

"... there is a longstanding tradition in many tribes that showb

ing partiality towards one's relatives is in no way to be con-

demned as favouritism. It is one of those privileges which is

the other coin to the network of obligations into which one

enters as a member of the extended family" (Kaunda 1973:95).

If traditional society can consider the treatment of the old as a

sign of high civilisation, it is because the elderly people were

not judged by their actual material performance, but by the simple

fact that they were human beings (Kaunda 1967:6); however, modern

urban conditions with fixed salary and stricter housing capacity

strain the concept of the extended family and the tenets of Hu-

manism:

"We have witnessed some of our otherwise promising young men

and women denying their Own parents, close relatives or indeed

friends, the opportunity of staying with them in their homes

because these humble people were 'uncivilised'" (Kaunda 1974:

113).

Zambian Humanism demands that the reciprocal obligations of the ex-

tended family be transposed at the level of the village, the town

and even the whole country. Zambia should become one large extend-

ed family where all people are true relatives with the duties and

obligations of kinship. (Cf. Kaunda 1973:118-119).

3. Social Life

Included here are the activities, beliefs and customs which re-

late individuals, families and clans to each other. Social life

deals with the roles of ancestors, the duties of leaders and other

people in authority, cooperation and hospitality. The chiefs and

traditional leaders had authority and power; they could "adjudicate

between conflicting parties, admonish the quarrelsome and anti-social

and take whatever action necessary to strengthen the fabric of social

life" (Kaunda 1967:5). This power, now in the hands of the state, is

regarded as absolute. (Cf. Kaunda 1973:70-71; 1966:86-87).
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Generosity, sharing and hospitality are often evoked as practices

which were fundamental in tribal life and must be transferred in a

humanistic society:

"Generosity or hospitality was, however, never a one-sided social

transaction. Fer, if it were, the traditional society would have

become fertile ground for indolence, social parasiticism and all

other forms of exploitation of one man by another-vices which

were always condemned by a society which put a high premium on

selfbreliance and hard-work. But selfbreliance did not mean selfb

ishness, fer hospitality and generosity were part of a wider web

of reciprocal or mutual-aid social relations and were instrumen-

tal in the promotion of an egalitarian society"_(ueebelo 1973:8).

Zambians are constantly warned about the danger Of egotism, of one

group of people, either because of their favourable location on the

line-ofbrail (Kaunda 1968:13) or because Of their jobs as mine workers

(Kaunda 1969:46 and 47). Zambia could be divided into two classes:

"Here in Zambia we also face the danger of creating two nations

within one. But not along the capitalist pattern... But between

the urban and rural areas" (Kaunda 1969:44).

"Not only have the economic and social gaps between the urban and

rural areas been widened over the past four years, but the dis-

tribution Of personal wealth have exhibited an alarming trend"

(Kaunda 1974:109).

The traditional has no capacity to institute a class society:

"Since no individual or group of individuals had an exclusive right

to the means of livelihood, it was not possible for one person to

exploit the labour of another, and the traditional society was

classless, although it accommodated the concept of rank and status"

(Meebelo 1973:6).

This is no longer the case and there are many instances of egotism and

selfbinterest:

"We have allowed the capitalist system to influence us so much

that a tiny minority of us centres along the line Of rail and in

beter-paid jobs continue to demand more and more, apparently un-

concerned about the lot of the masses of our fellowhmen both in

urban and rural areas" (Kaunda 1974:113).

Elsewhere, Kaunda (1974:98) refers to some "arrogant elitists" and "those

who have placed themselves in upper and middle classes" in spite of the

often repeated goals of Humanism:

"Humanism seeks to create an egalitarian societyb-that is, a

society in which there is equal Opportunity for self-development
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for all. Equal Opportunity cannot come about without society

organising itself on a humanist basis. Unfortunately the human

personality has certain weaknesses that manifest themselves in

many forms... The greedy plan their lives in such a way that

they begin to use their talents not for the benefit of all mem-

bers Of the society to which they belong, but fer themselves

alone" (Kaunda 1974:xiii and xiv).

Zambian Humanism discusses many other subjects like the love of con-

versation, the Obligation of greeting and asking about relatives

(Cf. Kaunda 1966:32; 1973:46-48 and 115), the duties of hospitality

(Cf. Meebelo 1973:7-9) and the care and reverence for old people al-

ready mentioned (p. 103). (or. Kaunda 1966:26; 1969:15).

The society of old was "a society in which people worked cooper-

atively without losing the identity of the individual for whose ben-

efit and in whose name all was done" (Kaunda 1967:3). WOrk and rec-

reation, rejoicing and mournixg were done in a spirit Of solidarity

and sharing which made the village a community of friends and part-

ners. Zambian Humanism proposes to make the whole nation a large

village where Man's suspicions and fears are alleviated by the to-

getherness of community living:

"In a village where a state of advanced harmony between indivi-

duals is reached, the village citizens ... Operate individually

as well as collectively, as a teamp-as members of one familyb-

the 'Human Family'. What the world needs is to see how this

type of harmony between individuals can be realised at the city-

state level as well as at the nation-state level..." (Kaunda

1974:15; cf. pp. 14 and 10).

4e monouc 1012.0

With the one-man-one-vote elections and Independence, came

political freedom and equality; however "political emancipation is

not in any way synonymous with industrial emancipation" (Kaunda 1974:

97). Moreover, Zambians are well aware that the economy is primordial

in the advancement of the people:

"As is well known, the present-day ideological differences are

based on certain economic and political theories and practices.

Putting it very simply, one could say it was a question of who

owned or controlled the means of creating and distributing wealth

in any given nation" (Kaunda 1967:3).
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At every step of development or lack of develOpment, Zambia is faced

with the same dilemma which is both ideological and economical:

"How does an individual in Zambia today remain mutual aid society-

minded and at the same time function in a society that is emerging

from a so-called modern economy which has been born out Of capi-

talism? On the other hand, how does he meet this challenge without

going to the excesses of the ultra-left where Manis equally 'de-

humanised'-and remains as an instrument rather than the master of

institutions? (Kaunda 1967:12).

There is no doubt at all that the mutual aid society way Of life

is peculiarly African both in origin and pattern. Be this as it

may, it borders on the one hand on capitalism, and on the other on

communism.

Just to recap, our ancestors worked collectively and co-Operatively

from start to finish. One might say this was a communist way of

doing things and yet these gardens remained strongly the prOperty

of individuals. One might say here that this was capitalism. Col-

lectively and co-Operatively they harvested but when it came to

storing and selling their produce they became strongly individ-

ualistic. They did not finish at that. When it came to sharing

the fruits Of their labour like meals, for instance, they shared

them communally. Indeed, one is compelled to say a strange mix-

ture of nineteenth-century capitalism with communism. Yet, as is

said above, this was original and the pattern essentially African.

This is what makes us realise the importance attached to Man in

that society. All was done for the good of Man as a Person. It

could be done collectively, it could be held individuallyh-Man was

central. Hence the strange mixture which gives the present gener-

ation the right to claim that our socialism is humanism" (Kaunda

1967:12 and 13). (Cf. Meebelo 1973:39; Kaunda 1970 in Meebelo p.73).

That last sentence which is often quoted represents the core of the

ideal-normative content of Humanism about the economic life. As pointed

out before (p. 103) in several publications, there are practical ap-

plications concerning agriculture, the industrial and commercial sec-

tors, village regreuping, fights against starvation, the need for good

houses, decent clothes and sufficient fOOd, decentralisation, State-own-

ership, public ownership, industrial participatory democracy which are

treated with some modifications according to time and the needs of the

people. (Of. Kaunda 1967:16-18; 35-40; 45-49; 1969:6-10; 26-36; 1974:

33-42; 43-50; 51-66; 73-95; Kandeke 1977:63-136. However, the ideal-

spiritual-normative content is the same; what is important is not main-

ly' material and technological development; it is the betterment of
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Man, the absence Of exploitation. Zambians must be self-reliant,

they must work hard and co-Operatively; lazy persons and profiteers

must be eliminated; Man does not live Of bread alone. These are the

permanent ideas behind the practical applications and explications.

(or. Kaunda 1974:8 and 117).

Self-sufficiency means primarily that rural people can feed them-

selves and must become better farmers to produce a surplus which would

liberate them from Government subsidies, at least to some extent:

"If the Zambian Humanist Revolution is to succeed it must find an

answer to the development problems of the small producer. This

is one reason why each district needs to upgrade the agricul-

tural activities of its small farmers to a point at least where

each district is self-sufficient in the production of its basic

foodstuffs" (Kaunda 1974:64).

"Even so, localised self-sufficiency must be regarded as only a

a primary Objective. From there we need to encourage the prO-

duction of a surplus, however modest, which each district can

dispose of in wider markets" (Kaunda 1974:65). (Cf..Kaunda 1967:

23; 1968:42 and 43).

The way to achieve self-reliance is through hard work, perseverance

and sacrifice:

"To reach our cherished goal there will be need for total dedi-

cation and hard work. New sacrifices will have to be made. Suc-

cess, Of course, will also depend on the contribution which each

one of the four million people in Zambia is prepared to make"

(Kaunda 1967 :27) e

"Workers themselves must take up the challenge and spend at least

ten hours a day working and thinking. They should not be con-

tented to work one hour a day or three months a year and call

that participation. Workers must drastically change their at-

titudes towards work" (Kaunda 1974:108).

Laziness as a form of exploitation is repeatedly condemned:

"Very often it is not realised that a lazy person is an exploiter

and should not be tolerated anywhere in any decent society. It

is this sort of fellow who tries to find an easy way of life and

very often takes to begging and stealing from some other peOple.

He is exploiting the hard work of a decent fellow man. He is

just as much a post as a stalk-borer. The only reason why he is

not given the stalk-borer treatment is that he is human" (Kaunda

1967:50; 1974:xiv and 80, 75, 106, 108 and 129; 1969:46 and 47;

1968:42; Zulu 1970:15 and 16; Meebelo 1973:104-108).
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Another important point, is the need to establish co-operatives. In

traditional life, the society was based on cooperation and mutual aid,

with work performed cooperatively and collectively with the products

possessed individually and shared in time of need. (Cf. Kaunda 1967:5

and 13). In fact, the success, or failure, of co-Operatives could

be a determinant in the general acceptance of Humanism:

"While dealing with the issue of co-operatives it should be

pointed out that in many ways the development of humanism in Zam-

bia will depend on how successful we are in organising people's

co-operatives. We must avoid the pitfalls into which others

have fallen. We must never allow co-operatives to grow into

just another group of exploiters. Co-Operators have got to

work themselves and not to employ other people" (Kaunda 1967:17).

Co-operation is a fundamental principle which is repeated in every pub-

lication, not only to curb individualistic and egotistic tendencies,

but to impress in all the obligations to work hard, help and share

with fellow human beings as humanists should:

"We all believe in a co-Operative way Of life, but we misun-

derstand the past if we think that a co-Operative approach to,

life is new to our peOple. To be blunt, a mutual aid society,

that is, one which from the cradle to the grave is based not

on a profit motive, but service to each other as human beings,

is quite honestly more and more creative than anything we can

think of now " (Kaunda 1967:34; cf. 17, 25, 23, and 28;

1968:49; 1969:25-26; 1974:66; Meebelo 1973:91-93; Kandeke

5. Political Life.

Among the pricipal aspects Of politics prepounded in the ideol-

ogy of Zamhmm.Humanism are the transition from tribe to nation, par-

ticipatory democracy, the one-party State and the elimination of all

forms of segregation.

In fermer times,even if the position of chief was hereditary,

that is, chosen from a certain clan or among certain families, the

actual selection was done democratically and deposition was possible

because of injustices or general antagonism:

"In thaurresearches modern social scientists have established

that politically our peOple enjoyed what was essentially a

democratic way of life in that either the people themselves
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were allowed to choose their Chief or they chose the Elders

who, in turn, chose their Chief. In most tribal groups these

Elders controlled the Chief and if he misbehaved then he was

displaced. There were, of course, many qualities which our

people looked for in their rulers-courage, determination, brav-

ery, discipline and self-discipline, to mention but a few. This

is something of which we may well be proud and indeed is some-

thing which we should emulate" (Kaunda 1967:28 and 29).

"All that has happened is that we have a money economy, the na-

tional identity has grown and now we are a nation. Instead

of a tribe considering itself to a certain extent as a nation,

now we have the whole of Zambia as a state and a nation. This

is the only difference" (Kaunda 1968 in Zambia Mail, quoted in

Meebelo 1973:45).

Officially, everybody can and must play an active r61e in the

political life of the nation, whether on the village, section, prov-

incial or national level. The term 'participatory democracy‘ means

that everybody can and should get involved not only in the selection '

of Officials and leaders, but also in the making of decisions and

their implementation; moreover, all have the duty to keep an eye

on leaders and their actions. Participatory democracy does not consist

merely in electing representatives who should grant benefits; it also

demands regular attendance at meetings, cooperation from the mem-

bers who should bring proposals and suggestions:

"Humanists believe that political stability can only come about

if there is a full and unfettered system of participatory democ-

racy both in theory as well as in practice" (Kaunda 1974:xv).

"Having attained independence, the people, through their Party,

have proclaimed participatory democracy as the only political

system that could safeguard it" (Kaunda 1974:9).

"We have therefore decided to have the type of democracy in which

citizens participate not only through their freely elected repre-

sentatives but also by their own direct involvement in the deci-

sion-making process. As a consequence of this historic decision,

the Party has begun to decentralise all political institutions.

This is why we are now organising the village as the most impor-

tant and effective unit for self-expression by the people and

for the people" (Kaunda 1974:10).

"Participatory democracy postulates respect for human dignity,

Observance of individual liberties, equality‘of all citizens

and affOrds equal opportunity for each citizen to develop his

potential to the full. It postulates free elections at
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village/hection, ward as well as at district and national

levels; postulates government in accordance with the will of

the people with a corollary that a government can be removed

from power if it loses the support of the country" (Meebelo

1973:47 and 48). (Of. Kaunda 1971, quoted in Mbebelo 1973:

50; Kaunda 1974:23, 25, 106 to 108; Kandeke 1977:111, 139,

and 188).

Zambia inherited at Independence two parties which vied for

the support of the people; those parties divided the country geo-

graphically and ethnically much more than ideologically. It soon

became evident that the constructive work had only started and that

the support of all was needed to unite the nation; there was no

place for an institutionalised Opposition. Zambian Humanism claims

that traditionally, there could be only one party, that is, one set

of beliefs, customs and laws, one chieftainship and one clan system.

People could be Opposed to a chief, but they could not form an of-

ficial Opposition whose main duty was to criticise, attack and try

to displace the leader to take his/her place, which is the princi-

pal function and goal of the Opposition in the British system of

parliament and government:

"Although there is nothing written about Parties in the past,

it must be clear to all of us that every King, or Paramount

Chief, had what you might call today for lack of a better defi-

nition, a one-Party State, which was organised through the sub-

chiefs, village headmen and their supportenr'(Kaunda 1968b:13).

"The idea of an institutional Opposition is foreign to the Af-

rican tradition. In our original society we Operated by con-

sensus. An issue was talked out in solemn conclave until such

time as general agreement could be achieved. The decision was

then binding upon all the parties and it was a major sin

against society for any of those who were privy to the decision

to continue their agitation against it" (Kaunda 1966:108).

Zambia could not afford the luxury of a group of people whose main

function was to Oppose and often divide the country. At stake was the

building of a unified nation where the common person could partici-

pate, criticise and Oppose, but not form factions whose duty was to

destroy. (Cf. Meebelo 1973:50-55; Kandeke 1977:202-207).

Another political aim of Zambian Humanism was and is to root out
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religious, racial and tribal discrimination:

"To abolish all forms of discrimination and segregation based

on colour, tribe, clan and creed and to maintain, protect and

promote understanding and unity among the people of Zambia by

removing individualism, tribalism and provincialism" (Kaunda

1967:11).

"With some seventy-three ethnic or sub-ethnic indigenous groups

speaking about thirty dialects, in addition to several immigrant

racial communities, Zambia has experienced a history of racial and

tribal incidents... The Zambian humanist view, is that such pre-

Judices will finally disappear-once 'One Zambia, One Nation' is

truly achieved-when all the people, regardless of race or tribe,

receive and are seen to receive rights and opportunities in

equal measure" (Meebelo 1973:58 and 59; cf. Kandeke 1977:168-170).

There are occasional practical applications of Zambian Humanism

concerning politics like the descriptions of the Central Government,

the District Administration, and the Provicial Development committees

(Kaunda 1974:35-41; 1967:41-43). However, the basic argumentation

is ideological, as the following quotation indicates:

"We are merely reminding ourselves that State control of the

economy, socialism or common ownership, are all very important

phases in our long march towards the creation of a humanist so-

ciety. The heart of the matter is, therefore, not that the

people have elected the various levels of their Government,

which have rightly taken over control of the economy on their

behalf. Rather it is that when the machinery of government has

been transcended by Man's reaching the stage of perfection,

then the economy, like anything else, is being run through the

forces of love. In other words, the State and all its bureau-

cratic institutions will not be transcended until the stage is

reached in Man's development when he is loving the Lord his God

with all his heart, soul, mind and strength, and is also loving

his neighbour as he loves himself and is doing unto others as

he would have them do unto him" (Kaunda 1974:53).

6. Moral Values and Traditional Thoughts

It is often repeated that Man cannot live by bread alone (Kaun-

da 1974:8 and 117; Berger 1974:43); morality and spirituality have

a place in people's lives:

"Materialism has taken over control to such an extent that reli-

gion is being strangled, as it were,and is now gasping for a

breath of fresh air. The Party cannot, therefore, continue to

think in terms of material development only, leaving moral and

spiritual development to religious leaders alone" (Kaunda 1974:

119).
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Zambian Humanism should be a way of being and existing, where

the goal is "a society in which a man is able to develop his ability

in an atmosphere of co-operation between one member of society and

another" (Kaunda 1968; Zambia Mail of Jan. the 5th; quote in Meebelo

1973:28). One of the basic principles of Humanism is that man is the

"centre of God's creation on earth" and "the highest expression of

God's image and likeness" (Kaunda 1969; After Mulungushi; Foreword:vi).

All the efforts of the State are directed towards the selfhrealisation

of Man in a community based on sharing (Kaunda 1967:3-5) and on his

spiritual well-being:

"The tragedy of the twentieth century is that in the blind race

for development and higher standards of material well-being,

moral values and the riches of spirituality have been forgotten.

We in Zambia still have time to turn our quest for development

into a positive good if we recognise the need for our own per-

sonal moral and spiritual responsibility through Humanism.

Man is not Just a machine nor is he Just a higher animal. Man

was created by God in His own image and likeness. So Man has a

hunur destiny than Just living well. Man pursues that higher

destiny best when he is guided by spiritual values. Humanism

can provide that spiritual need in Zambia" (Kaunda 1974:12‘ and

125).

Kaunda mentions "many qualities which our people looked for in their

rulers, courage, deurmination, bravery, discipline and self-disci-

pline" (Kaunda 1967:28). During Humanism week, slogans are printed

in newspapers, read over the radio and on television; they are in the

form of moral sentences like 'be a humanist', 'be polite', 'a humanist

is kind', a humanist works hard', 'a humanist is honest‘, etc. Zulu

summarises the moral values of Humanism:

"It is far from being a simple or comfortable task to crystallise

into everyday functional relevance something as unquantifiable as

Humanism. Since we live in a world of classification of human

experience, it may suffice to give Humanism one breakdown. A

sample list of the essential characteristics of the humanist would

probably go like this: magnanimity; an inclusive vision of life;

sympathy; goodwill; remembering the underprivileged; a sense of

tragedy; kindness and love; integrity; social Justice; an in-

tense sense of human purpose. The 'realist‘ may dismiss these as

ideal qualities, never perfectly realisable by any one. The cynic

may find the ideal and preoccupation with Humanism depressing

and pointless" (1970:? and 8).
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Other moral qualities, which are supposed to be based on tra-

ditional life, are praised and recommended: the mutual-aid society

with sharing and cooperation (Kaunda 1966:24; 1967:3, 5, 7, 28-29;

Heebelo 1973:101-102); the accepting society respectful and care-

ful towards all, especially the weak, the old, the orphans and the

sick (Kaunda 1966325; 1967:6); the inclusive society in which mem-

bers share mutual responsibility based on the extended family (Kaun-

da 1966:24; Meebelo 1973:4 and 35); selfhhelp and hard work (Kaun-

da 1967:84; 1974:108, 128 and 129); sacrifice and devotion (Kaun-

da 1974:110); hospitality and generosity (Meebelo 1973:7); res-

pect for authority and elders (Meebelo 1973:9). Kaunda adds a few

other attributes like patience, availability for communal work and

help, forgiveness and optimism (Kaunda 1966:38-36). The love of

conversation and personal communication is said to be inherent in

the African value system (Kaunda 1966:32-33; 1973:45-49).

Zambian Humanism deals with the quality of life and the spir-

itual realisations of Man not gauged by wealth and physical pos-

sessions (Cf. Zulu 1970:6-9). Basic needs like food, shelter,

clothes, education, medical services and Jobs can be fulfilled

without incessant craving for and constant pursuit of material

wealth (Kaunda 1967:26-38). For instance, co-operatives in farm-

ing, fishing and transport are started in view of fostering the

togetherness and mutual-aid so important for all: "Zambian Hu-

manism... does not countenance unhumanistic sacrifice that devel-

oped countries make in the name of science but at the disadvantage

of Man" (Heebelo 1973:96).

A humanist society of the Zambian model wants to consider all

the members as important persons, the successful and the unsuc-

cessful, the strong and the weak, because the obJective is "to

ensure easier and better life for all without distinction"

(Kaunda 1969:38; 1974:l). That better life is not necessarily a

more abundant or more glamorous one, but a life where people are

truly important, with sharing and caring as essential traits. Above
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all, equality among members will remain a preoccupation of the

leaders of a humanist Zambia, until it has been satisfactorily

achieved: '

"Humanism seeks to create an egalitarian society-that is a

society in which there is equal opportunity for selfbdevelOp-

ment for all. Equal opportunity cannot come about without

society organising itself on a humanist basis" (Kaunda 1974:

xiii).

In fact, the traditional family life is supposed to be trans-

planted to the whole nation, where everyone is a parent, a rela-

tive, a friend or a stranger who is offered hospitality. It is

an ideal community similar to those which existed in some Monas-

teries and persists in some Hutterite colonies; it is propounded

as an ideal to unite the country and provide the people with moral

and spiritual strength to improve their conditions.

B. CRITIQUE OF ZAMBIAN HUMANISM

This section contains (a) a review of the material and phys-

ical problems being faced personally and socially in Zambia,

(b) suggestions and alternatives to solve them and alleviate the

hardship and privation endured by the people, and (c) a presen-

tation of the aims and roles of the Zambian ideology with their

extent and limitations.

a. Problems

Practical issues such as equality, the emergent social elite,

the middle class workers and bureaucrats looking for higher wages

are referred to in humanistic publications and speeches and can be

examined. Then,there are questions surrounding agriculture, indus-

trialisation, urbanisation, develOpment and growth, underdevelop-

ment and stagnation, dependence on multi-nationals, shortages of

food, clothes and houses, greed, and exploitation which affect

every Zambian and are, as such, obJects of study and analysis for
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social scientists. Observers may attribute the material plight of

the peeple to the official ideology, they may neglect the value of

its spiritual-normative elements, or they may try to compare the

material situations with the spiritual doctrine and explain their

relationships.

Several social scientists have been interested in focusing on

both politics and economics to deal with African situations. (Cf.

Arrighi and Saul 1973: Gutkind and Wallerstein 1976; Shaw 1976a

and 1976b; Copans 1975). In Zambia, as in other countries, po-

litical independence did not always bring about economic inde-

pendence (Benet I, 1975:5-86). The dynamic forces for development

are enmeshed in local conditions, in institutions put in place by

the colonial power, and in economic links with foreign countries

and multisnatnnwia. It is difficult to have an integrated picture

of a situation likemmderdevelopment which has global implications.

Isolated elements cannot provide adequate explanations of the si-

tuation as Cecconi affirms:

"Sans prétendre 1e moins du monde contester l'utilité et la

valeur des analyses d'esprit technique, empirique ou écono-

mique, i1 nous parait cependant impossible d'élaborer une ve-

ritable théorie scientifique des situations de sous-develop-

pement sans la determination préalable des coordonnées socio-

politiques internationales, puis nationales, dans leurs comp

plexes rapports de dominations, et cette base d'analyse est

Justement 1a seule qui puisse permettre aux techniques écono-

miques, et autres, de signifier et de valoir" (1975:256).

The complexity of these conditions helps understand the different

theoretical attempts to explain the problems of new African nations.

Copans (1974) and other French Anthropologists (Godelier 1974:

Meillassoux 1964; Rey 1971; Terray 1969) favour a marxian approach

to explicate the politico-economic situations of African countries:

"... les caractéristiques prepres a la situation du néo-colo-

nialisme conduisent a rechercher 1es racines économiques de

l'exploitation et les solutions politiques et revolutionnaires

du renversement de l'exploitation, donc a adopter explicitement

une perspective marxiste" (1974:101).

The argument would develOp as follows: many former colonies are

still very poor and demonstrate very little growth, at least in
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comparison with Western countries; their poverty and stagnation are

mainly the result of exploitation by foreign countries, large com-

panies and multi-nationals which profit by cheap labour and raw

materials; that exploitation is the life blood of capitalism and

nee-colonialism; but Marxism shows how to supplant capitalism and

replace it with socialism to reduce or eliminate exploitation and

poverty. However, Copans does not delineate the relationships

between a marxist perspective of analysis and the effective termi-

nation of exploitation which is not adequately defined. The ar-

gumentation falls short of a serious description of all the problems

facing a developing country and ignores some universal human ten-

dencies like competitiveness and unequivocal greed which have never

been solved by materialistic programmes.

Other analyses describe the material problems in Zambia (Shaw

1976a and 1976b; Sklar 1975; Pettman 1974). The same themes are

repeated: underdevelopment exists in Zambia because of her de-

pendence on multi-nationals, her one export product, copper, the

lack of diversification in industry, the reliance on experts and

eXpatriates; moreover, there are problems like stratification,

urbanisation, a profiteering local elite with links with inter-

national elites, the indifference towards the national ideology,

a materialistic ethos, greed, poor agricultural planning, underpaid

workers and the army of unemployed. (Cf. Shaw 1976a:4, 9, 14, 20;

Tordoff 1974:8, 35-36; Sklar 1975:179-216). Rarely do these authors

attempt to evaluate how useful or detrimental supra-nationals and

their subsidiaries are in Zambia. For instance, it would be pos-

sible to specify the roles of a company like Procter and Gamble

and detail its exploitative methods towards Zambians; if items

like toilet soaps, detergents and tooth-paste should be banned,

some kind of soap may be useful on occasion. Similarly, a company

like The Nitrogen Chemicals of Zambia produces nitrogenous fer-

tilisers which are essentials for the Zambian soils; should it

be declared exploitative and under which criteria? does it prevent

the use of compost and local selfbsufficiency? It seems that some
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multi-nationals and large companies are in Zambia to stay and, as

is the case all over the world, most companies which are effective

are competitive, and to be competitive they are often exploitative.

Moreover, questions such as work ethic, lack of interest and moti-

vation, family obligations, religious beliefs which may slow pro-

ductivity and cause stagnation are ignored. Analytical economic

theories cannot deal effectively with such causes; they are the

obJect of ideological studies (Time, August 7, 1978:44). Finally,

practical suggestions and solutions are often absent from obser-

vers' writing. If a situation is so bad that it deserves so many

long statements, it is because something is not going well; if

so, realistic changes, improvements and precisions about their

costs, spiritual and material, should be presented, keeping in

mind Berger's remark about human suffering:

"But there are two facets of 'cost accounting' that, we would

contend, have been neglected in the largely 'technical' anal-

yses of development policies. One is the facet of human sufb

fering: How much sacrifice, and by whom, does a particular

development model presume to either inflict or accept? The

other is the facet of values: Human beings do not live by

bread alone-how much destruction of the values by which men

must live does a particular development model imply? And

further: What new values does the model have to offer in

exchange for those it is about to destroy? (Berger 1974:

131; cf. Papworth 1973:5, 8 and 31).

Some of those problems affect the Zambians so directly and pro-

foundly, that they must be surveyed in a study on Zambia; they

are development-underdevelopment, the multi-nationals and agri-

culture. These topics are touched only briefly, mainly because

of their complexity which encompasses not only the political and

economic but the historical and cultural. (Cf. Cecconi 1975:

Frank 1970; Rey 1971). These issues can be viewed as the nor-

mal conditions inherent in post-colonial African nations, as

Davidson suggests:

"This is because what already exists, in the sense of socio-

economic system or articulated national structure, is not cap

pable of develOpment, cannot become a viable means of general

progress, offers no reliable foundation for a better future.
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"Since independence, African governments have been able to reduce

the rate of dividend export, and begin the accumulation of cap-

ital for develOpment, as well as greatly enlarging their social

services... They have begun to educate their peoples, cut down

the flow of profits overseas, acquire possession or part-pos-

session of their natural resources. Yet even the most effective

of these governments is still enmeshed, through no fault of its

own, in the constricting economic relationships taken over from

the past. They remain dependent on world markets in which they

have little or no say on prices; and the terms of trade have

continued (with some exceptions) to move against them" (1974:4

1. Development-Underdevelopment; Dependence-Independence; Growth

and Modernization.

With independence, Zambians expected to improve their total

life, not only politically, but economically and culturally. Po-

litically, they were officially in charge in a short time; cultur-

ally, there have been more and more art productions, performances

by dance groups and choirs, publications of newspapers and books

in several language. (Cf. Zulu 1970:32 and 56). Even economically,

steps were taken to make the country not only independent but rich-

2 er. Efforts were made to help the farmers, to build new roads and

bridges, to open clinics and to diversify commercial production and

markets. There were attempts to zambianise the economic sectors

with more Zambians in managerial Jobs, as summarised by Tordoff:

"There was rapid economic expansion... The most rapidly growb

ing sector was manufacturing, which almost doubled its output

in the same period (1964-1970)... Average annual earnings of

Africans rose 97% between 1964 and 1968, while the consumer

price index rose only 37 per cent. Another maJor achievement

has been the expansion of the country's economic infrastruc-

ture; an oil pipe-line was completed... coal deposits mined...

self-sufficiency in electric power achieved... roads tarred...

the Tanzam railway completed... Another important development

in the economic sphere has been the localisation of manpower...

In the long term the most significant economic changes have

been in the field of ownership... the second leg of the econom-

ic reforms has been a series of measures to increase partic-

ipation of Zambians in the remaining private sector" (1974:

363-366; cf. Martin 1974:222-251; Bates 1974:30).

Terms like growth, development and modernisation exist in states

of relationships; growth, develOpment and modernity, in comparison
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to what, to whom and at what period of time? How much do people

need and how much can they bear?

Lefebvre writes that for Marx (no reference given) growth and

development are double aspects of matter and time: growth would be

quantitative, continuous and measurable; development would be qual-

itative, discontinued and evaluated only in its diversities (1974:

26-27). Growth is described by Apter as the "increasing of the net

contributions Of society that give people the ability to enJoy more

choices and alternatives and so improve the conditions of their

lives (1977:456). For Berger, develOpment is "the process by which

a poor country is to become richer" and includes "a general improve-

ment in the well-being of the population" (1974:10 and 34-35). As

can be observed, both development and growth imply improvement in the

living conditions of the people as well as more production. It would

be more precise to reserve the use of the term 'economic growth' to

refer to "modern technological production", "primacy of industrial-

ization" and "a rise in the per capita output" (Berger 1974:34-36).

DevelOpment would mean the general improvement in the well-being of

the population, with better services, diversity in food and clothes

and more Opportunity in the choices Of Jobs, professions and places

to live and work. Economic growth which would cause more inequali-

ties, less personal liberty and more coercion might raise the eco-

nomic output of a country, but would not be called development.

Gutkind and wallerstein see the lack of both growth and devel-

opment as the consequences of capitalism:

"A condition resulting from externally imposed capitalist eco-

nomic development strategies which seek to freeze, as it were,

traditional forms Of production and technology" (1976:24; 26-27).

Apter concurs and adds that "developmentalism produces a fundamental

(though ironic) contradiction, namely, its converse, underdevelOp-

ment"; because growth in recently independent nations is usually ex-

'ternally provoked and sustained by foreign aids: the more aid given,

the greater growth (at times) and the stronger dependency, so that

overseas aid becomes "as a way to promote hegemony of the powerful

industrial metrOpole over the weak periphery, maintaining dependence
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rather than encouraging interdependence" (Apter 1977:491). Fer

Dumont, growth and development are linked with progress, in what

he calls "obJective progress" which includes a greater production

Of goods and services and more variation in choices (1969:110).

Progress, like development, should not be reckoned in figures and

statistics alone, since human liberties and values cannot be

measured quantitatively, an ideal which Balandnm'expresses by

alluding to "Gross National Happiness" instead of the more famil-

iar "Gross National Product" (1974:243).

The concept of modernisation and its obJective modernity are

Often found in conJunction with growth and development. It would be

the condition of advanced economy and technology where human choices

and possibilities are varied and numerous. Modernisation is a move-

ment forward, a process towards the betterment of human conditions,

with realisations concerning the quality of life, ecological claims,

equal treatment for all and equal opportunities (Balandier 1974:252).

Berger defines the three terms develOpment, growth and modernisation

as follows:

"Growth will be understood as an economic category only, in

accordance with the conventional usage of economists. Modernp

ization will be understood as the institutional and cultural

accompaniment of growth, again following a widespread conven-

tion among social scientists... Development, on the other hand,

will be understood as a political category, and thus as not

value-free. Development will then refer to such instances

(actual or proJected) of economic growth and sociocultural

modernization as are deemed desirable in the contexts Of moral

Judgment and public policy" (1974:35).

Turning to the situation in Zambia, Sklar indicates that the

peeple have expectations which would bring about development:

"Development, itself, is a value-laden idea, connoting prog-

ress toward the achievement of desired goals. Zambian opin-

ion does appear to reflect a fairly wide agreement on the values

of develOpment, to wit, improvement in the quality of life, max-

imized equality of opportunity, progress toward substantive

social equality, and a high degree of democratic or popular

participation in the conduct of public affairs" (1975:179).

Kaunda, as late as 1974, admits that the practical steps towards

any form of development must include minimal growth and the
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satisfaction Of basic needs:

"If society is going to afford its citizens an Opportunity to

think clearly about things that really matter, then the Party

programme through societya-individually or/and collectively-

must see tO it that every Zambian has adequate food, clothing

and shelter. This means we must defeat poverty, hunger, igno-

rance, disease, crime and the exploitation of man by man sys-

tematically. One cannot expect a half-starved, ignorant, un-

der-privileged and exploited person to have the physical or

mental stamina to concentrate on important spiritual matters"

(Kaunda 1974:11; cf. pp. 5 and 128).

Whatever the formula and programmes, from basic improvements

in living standards to the revamping of industrial and commercial

enterprises, the question will remain: how can growth and dev-

elopment be achieved, at what speed, and at what cost? How much

force, coercion, propaganda, motivation, inequity and suffering

can and should be imposed to realise rapid modernisation? Is it

possible to maximise growth with equity and balance individual

needs with the collective good? Kaunda is very much aware of

the dilemma:

"We are not so much concerned here with the speed of develop-

ment, important though it is, as with its direction. Far

too much so-called development in post-independent Zambia has

been taking us not towards full economic independence and hu-

manist equality, but towards greater dependence on foreign

capital, imports of foreign goods, and above all, imports of

foreign skills and expertise, as well as greater inequality.

There is little point in worrying about the speed of progress

if one is going in the wrong direction" (1974:59). (Cf.

Apter 1977:526 and Berger 1974:36).

There seems to be no proven efficient theoretical and practical

solution which would allow rapid economic growth and modernisa-

tion, along with development, that is freedom Of choice, mobility,

equality, the well-being of individuals and the good of the col-

lectivity. (Cf. Apter 1977:455-461; Balandier 1974:243-263).

2. Supra-Nationals and Parastatals

Zambian Humanism reJects Capitalism which "breeds seeds of

suspicion, fear, dissension, hatred, and violence; it is devoid

of the human touch-the need of love for humanity" (Kaunda 1974:
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1041. Zambia is supposed to have moved towards a "mixed economy from

an entirely private-enterprise one" (Kaunda 1974:87). But, "our

system of management and administration has been extremely tardy"...

and "we have not yet done away with management in the traditional

sense“ (Kaunda 1974:88). In its movement away from Capitalism, Zam-

bia has adopted a state-controlled economy with a total or partial

state ownership of industries, factories and other financial ins-

titutions. But it is only one intermediate step towards a socialist

state with a "common ownership economy" (Kaunda 1974:52-53). The

terminology is vague and pompous: state controlled enterprises, state

controlled private mining Operations, state Capitalism, maximisation

of profits; the fact remains that multi-nationals and parastatals

industries are very important in Zambia. In two articles, Shaw

describe the dominance and control Of the supra-nationals which

create international relationships with bureaucratic elites who

pile up privileges and neglect the urgent problems of the country

(1976a:4-8; 15-18). It would seem that some unholy alliance exists

between leaders, the elites and some foreign economic powers:

"The relationship between an African ruling class and the multi-

national corporation usually occurs within parastatal institu-

tions and is legitimized by reference to 'African socialism'.

There are, of course, several varieties of state capitalism;

in Zambia, for example, the ideology of Humanism has facili-

tated the development of a dominant state sector which large-

ly consists of collaborative agreements between the interests

Of the state and of foreign capital" (1976a:6).

"Parastatals still apply orthodox profitability criteria to

their performance; at best they have some welfare concerns,

but they are in no sense operated along socialist lines"

(1976a:16).

”The dominant symbiotic relationship between the state and

multi-nationals has been attacked by the radical critics of

a permissive and traditionalist interpretation of Humanism.

Instead they advocate a socialist definition of the national

ideology" (1976a:17).

Sklar adds a consequential comments:

"Among the distinctive institutions Of international capi-

talism, the multinational corporation is preeminently signif-

icant as a repository Of values and interests that might

transcend the existing political order of sovereign states...
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It is also concerned with the capability Of transnational

business groups to alter the ideological configurations of

newly developing countries in accordance with the long term

interests of such groups" (1974:viii; cf. Apter 1973:204:

1977:499-500; Benet 1975:79; Gutkind and Wallerstein 1976:

12).

Parastatals are organisations or agencies "wholly or mainly fi-

nanced or owned by the Government" (Sklar 1975:194) more or less

like Crown Corporationsin Canada; their roles and power are com-

plex and relatively unknown (Shaw 1976b:lO). Indeed, they may

serve the interests of both the multi-nationals and Zambia at the

same time. Arrighi and Saul explain that while the parastatals re-

quire more responsibilitiy from the leaders of the Government, they

liberate the suprapnationals from the obligation to make unpopular

decisions, political or economic (1973:51). Martin points out that

some para-statals which grow from small organisations to large state

corporations satisfy the nationalistic appetite fer 'national' comp

panies with Zambian names and Zambian directors and managers. These

corporations are not business firms whose existence is determined

by efficiency and profits; at the same time, they are not directly

responsible to the country, because they are created to be profit-

able. Often, they are both indifferent to the people's needs and

inefficient (Martin 1973:216). Kaunda affirms that Zambia needs

para-statals in that intermediate period of development and growth:

"The para-statal bodies must be regarded in many respects as

interim structures. Zambia at present is desperately short of

skilled entrepreneurial managers, accountants and other trained

executives. Yet, there is a pressing need to go ahead with dif-

ferent schemes for economic development and at present, to ac-

complish this, there is a need to concentrate the services Of

those trained executives we have where their work can be most

effective in meeting our current needs" (1974:66).

Whatever the ideological explanation, most Observers conclude that,

in the present development of Zambia, the Government relations with

multi-nationals and the state controlled parastatals provide a sat-

isfactory arrangement which safeguards the nationalistic sentiments,

maintains some possibility of control, and ensures efficiency and

profit making (most of the time in favour of the multi-nationals).

(or. Sklar 1975:208-209; Meebelo 1973:65-81; Kandeke 1977:230—233).
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3. Agriculture.

It is now common to speak of the failures in planning and the

lack of concern in the agricultural sector:

"The biggest domestic disappointment has been rural develop-

ment, especially in the five provinces Off the line Of rail.

With the exception only of cotton, sugar and poultry, most

agricultural production has stagnated or fallen... Specific

strategies to raise output failed... The tens of millions of

kwacha distributed annually to villagers in the form of Cred-

it Organisation 1oans have by and large not been repaid, nor

have they had any impact on agricultural output... The result

is that the cash incomes of Zambia's rural pOpulation today

are probably no larger than they were at independence, and the

average farmer is probably only half as well off in 1973 in

relation to the urban worker as he‘was in 1964" (Tordoff 1974:

377; cf. Martin 1972:240, Damont 1980:56-77), .

It is laborious to try to explain Zambia's going from exporting

some 1.5 million bags of maize in 1963, to having to import the

same amount in 1971 and more since (Martin 1972, footnote of p.

239; Bates 1974:37-47). The fact that most of the exported grain

was subsidisedcbes not give a full account of the situation.

There are several factors which can explain the shortcomings

in the develOpment of agriculture. First, there are the blunders

and mismanagement of NAMBOARD (National Agricultural Marketing

Board, the fusion of two previous companies: The Agricultural Ru-

ral Marketing Board and The Grain Marketing Board). There are

reports of seeds arriving too late for sowing, fertilisers dis-

tributed when the grains were two feet high, ground-nuts rotting

in villages for lack of transport and market coordination: "some

co-Operatives had their potato crop rot in their hands for lack of

markets, even though there had been at the same time a country-

wide shortage Of potatoes" (Zulu 1970:43). There were all those

cOOperators who Joined cooperatives for the gamma only; people

could sign for the K30 to clear out one acre of land on sandy

patches, because of lack of supervision. Several people among the

managers of NAMBOARD had very little knowledge of agriculture;
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others were not interested in agriculture. Many Zambians were not

preoccupied by that aspect of economic growth; copper was king.

Second, peOple in the rural areas were not convinced that their

efforts would be rewarded; too Often their products had remained

unsold. Many did not anticipate to have to work that hard to make

a few kwacha. They expected to be like those Ministers and Admin-

istrators being chauffeured around in big cars doing little more

than the Whites had done. Loans were never understood as including

an obligation of return; it was 'their' money in the first place.

Moreover, agriculture has little promise Of advancement; if one

wants to climb in the social ladder, one must live at the mines or

become a politician. There is widespread belief that you cannot

make it in the bush as a farmer; you stay there if you are uned-

ucated and without ambition. Third, there are real environmental

constraints: there is enough rain but its distribution varies a

lot from place to place and from year to year. The soils need plen-

ty Of nitrogen which used to be provided in the 'citemene' system

and must be supplied now by industrial fertilisers, till the people

learn to make and use compost. The cost of transportation is also

prohibitive during the rainy season. However, these problems might

be remedied as they have been in neighbouring Malawi which has a

prosperous agricultural middle-class and exports food.

Most observers recommend the establishment of a strong agri-

cultural basis as the first measure towards growth and develop-

ment in countries like Zambia (Dumont-Mazoyer 1969:18; Benet II,

1976:6). If Zambia could feed in excess of 10,000,000 people, as

members of Dumont's team Of experts are reported to have said, the

leaders and politicians have serious questions to answer about their

administration. (Cf. Dumont-Mazoyer 1969:113-132).

Zambian Humanism as egalitarian and socialist must provide equal-

ity of Opportunities and services to all segments of the population.

This has not been the case at all; if classes existed in any or-

ganised manner, the 'peasants' would be the proletarians. Except

for the urban unemployed (Seidman in Shaw 1976b:26), the poorest
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person in Zambia is the peasant woman who works hard at all times,

having and caring for children, fetching water, getting fire-wood,

gathering roots and other feeds, pounding grain, cooking, washing,

caring for the sick and Old, cleaning the house and court-yard, pre-

paring the fields, fishing and performing other chores. She is the

true proletarian. Whatever can be said about poor town workers,

reflexion must be directed towards the rural woman who is the most

forgetten person in a society which is supposed to be a Man-WOman-

centred society. (Cf. Dumont 1980:58-61; 111).

In Zambian Humanism, there are several general prescriptions

to solve the question of the poor agricultural performances (Kaunda:

1967:14-26; l968b:33-34; 1974:19 and 46). Kaunda goes from the

hOpe of being self-sufficium to the dream of being a world grana-

ry:

"If the Zambian Humanist Revolution is to succeed it must find

an answer to the development problems of the small producer.

This is one reason why each district needs to upgrade the agri-

cultural activities Of its small farmers to a point at least

where each district is self-sufficient in the production of its

own basic foodstuffs.

This is not a difficult task... The fact remains that it has not

yet been accomplished...

Even so, localised self-sufficiency must be regarded as only a

primary obJective. From there we need to encourage the pro-

duction of a surplus, however modest, which each district can

dispose of in wider markets. Conditions in Zambia are such

that this country could well become, in time, an important gna-

nary internationally... "(1974:64-65).

Rene Dumont had observed in 1967 that "Zambia was the only country

he knew where the Government's agriculture budget exceeded the total

value Of farm out-put produced by Africans and sold for cash" (Mar-

tin l972:240). The Government is trying to do something, helping

in many ways with tools, seeds, fertilisers, courses, loans and en-

couragement. Problems are mismanagement, corruption and ignorance,

caused by greed, the lack of interest in agricultural labour and

the absence Of motivation in that kind Of occupation. Zulu declares

that agricultural labour is "both an occupation and a way of life";

"farming is not merely a profession, it is also a calling" (1970:
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41 and 44); in the present conditions in Zambia, few are called to

that way of life which has deteriorated in comparison to all other

occupations and employments, including the often scorned 'boy's'

work. At the bottom of the problem lies a lack Of motivation and

a lack of interest in agricultural chores among many Zambians:

"Despite enthusiastic utterances, a revolutionary zeal has not

yet appeared when scarce resources are distributed... In the

reluctance to improve radically the farmers'terms of trade

vis-a-vis the urban sector, and in the increasing social dis-

tance between the rural and urban populations, one senses a

lack of resolve, perhaps of necessary fanaticism, to solve

almost insoluble problems. Agricultural revolutions do not

happen: they are created" (Roberts and Elliott 1971:297).

4. Urbanisation

Agriculture is in a worse state that it would need to be, be-

cause of the number of young men and women leaving the rural areas

to go find work in towns. Many explanations are given for the ex-

odus. The first reason, historically, is the imposition of the poll-

tax, also called hut-tax, head tax, or simply chitupa from the card

indicating the payments. The head-tax was first decreed to alleviate

the labor shortage of the British South Africa Company; people were

forced to work for salaries which existed in the mines. It was an

effective way to Obtain 'voluntary' mine workers and servants. From

1909 to 1928, the number Of Northern Rhodesians working in the mines

of Southern Rhodesia increased from 7,000 to 23,000. With the advent

of cepper profitability, many Northern Rhodesians migrated to the

Copperbelt and the mining towns of Katanga (now Shaba). (Cf. Gann

1958:76-81; Hall 1967:97, 112; Bates 1974:17; Heisler 1976:6).

Colonial Administrators have contended that the Africans alwa

loved to travel, and that going to work in towns for four O six

months was no trouble at all, more like a pleasure-trip or a sort Of

initiation rite into adulthood. It may be true that some Africans

like to travel, but this does not explain the working conditions

which included tiny and dirty huts, prohibition of marriage for

many years and low salaries. Still, urbanisation was rapid in
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Zambia; the population of ten urban centres was 22.3% of the pop-

pulation in 1963 and about 40% in 1980. In spite of plans tO prevent

the flow of rural people to the towns, they still leave the bush for

the mines. If there is a good carpenter, cook, gardener in a village,

he/she will leave for the mines sooner or later. The reasons given

for the migration are many: money for a bride-price, new clothes,

tools, a bicycle or a power engine; as escape from the monotony of

village life; reunion with a husband or other relatives; adventure

and preference; hepes of advancement. There is the myth of the

bright life in towns where there are good houses, Jobs, plenty of

food, cars, cinema-houses, hospitals, good roads, beer-halls, foot-

ball teams, and many peOple. The dream of many is to have a Job

with a monthly salary or at least some cash for clothes, canned

foods, gifts and an occasional beer with friends. Bates explains

the problem Of urbanisation in Zambia mainly in economic terms:

"Proto-migrants decide whether to move on the basis of earnings

differentials. Investments in the industrial and manufacturing

areas have increased both the number of Jobs and the level of

wages in the urban sector. Both effects can only have enhanced

the attractiveness of the urban sector to those who were con-

templating the prospects of departing from their villages"

(1975:45; also pp. 30-31).

According to Heisler, rural poverty becomes unbearable and drives

people away with the following consequences: (1) many cannot find

Jobs in towns and Join the unemployed; (2) the rural exodus makes

rural poverty worse; (3) some'parasites'go back to their rural vil-

lages but, having done nothing in terms Of producing food, they be-

come other mouths to feed (1974:4).

Zambian Humanism which gets much of its inspiration from rural

life has been unsuccessful in re-transmitting those values to its

creators and original possessors. It is a serious problem acknowl-

edged by Kaunda:

"The attraction of town life, especially where large industries

set social patterns, have been such that urban areas continue

to grow at the expense of rural areas. The time has come to

deliberately put a brake on this growth of urban areas so that

the rural areas can have their fair share of national amenities.
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This is a serious matter, and one poised like a dagger at the

heart of the entire Zambian Revolution. It is the exploitation

of man by man that we fought to eliminate and replace by an

order in which the masses of our people controlled all impor-

tant commanding heights of the economy. We must proceed now

to change the situation for time is not on our side" (Kaunda

1974:115; cf. p. 44).

The idealisation of rural life with its independence and self-suf-

ficiency, the beauty of tilling the soil and the abundance of food

stuff, has a long way to go. At present, there are few choices and

few hepes in the village compared to town life. If there is a short-

age of any kind, from cooking oil to beer, it is felt first and last

in rural areas. Where are the impassable roads? Where do peOple

die for lack of medical care? The solutions to the growing problems

of urbanisation will come with genuine improvements in the material

conditions in rural areas which will diminish the discrepancy between

town life and village life, and with the diversification of industries

and their geographical distribution. (Cf. Dumont 1980:72-74; 80-82).

5. Stratification

This paragraph deals with a cluster of issues like the emergence

Of classes, rural backwardness, unequal distribution of wealth and

lack of Jobs as presented by Sklar:

"Kaunda's humanism is bound to create ideological strain within

the bourgeoisie. But it is not incompatible with the developa

ment of that class under existing conditions; moreover, it is

directly relevant to the great national problem of rural retar-

dation, which threatens to undermine the emergent social order.

Kaunda has said that "humanism in Zambia is a decision in fa-

vor of rural areas" (1969:14). In practice, this implies a re-

distribution of national wealth away from urban areas to the

needier rural districts. Thus far, the redistributive poli-

cies of the Zambian government have appeared to make far great-

er demands upon the wage earning class than the bourgeoisie.

The urban workers may wonder why they alone (from their view

point) should be called upon to sacrifice for the sake of ru-

ral development, while the bourgeoisie appears to be enriching

itself" (1975:211-212).

The problem of stratification is compounded by the divergent state-

ment concerning the existence of classes. Gutkind, Wallerstein,
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Jackson and Chotax do not recognise the presence of classes in new-

ly independent states of sub-Saharan Africa, while Tordoff and Shaw

do so, or at least they do for Zambia.' Fer instance:

"Class is a real actor only to the extent that it becomes class-

conscious, which means to the extent that it is organized as a

political actor" (Wallerstein 1973:377).

"Explicit class divisions among the elites, the bourgeoisie,

the proletariat, and the peasantry, have yet to reveal them-

selves, and when they do they might well take different forms

from that we may daringly predict" (Gutkind and Wallerstein

1976:13).

"For this purpose a system of social stratification must be

more than a mere ranking of groups according to some exter-

nally imposed criterion such as, for instance, the possession

of wealth. In the tropical African case, the great disparity

between urban and rural incomes cannot be taken to signify

class differences unless they are so recognized by the pop-

ulations themselves... "(Jackson 1973:381-382; cf. Chotax

1973:406).

"Nevertheless, classes obviously do exist in Zambia, both ob-

Jectively and as subJectively conscious groups" (Tordoff 1973:

394).

"Internal and international inequalities are interrelated;

domestic class formation is one result of Zambia's status as

a part of the periphery of the world capitalist economy..."

"... in addition to ethnic, regional and spatial distinctions,

class distinctions, class divisions are an integral part of

Zambian society and politics" (Shaw 1976a:4 and 12).

These authors do not specify sufficiently what they mean by class,

by internal and international elites, by economic and political

powers and their respective privileges. (Cf. Augé 1979:16-18; Ba-

landier 1969:92-116; 1974:118-122). Furthermore, particular Af-

rican stratifications may exist, according to Balandier:

"Des stratifications propres aux sociétés dites traditionnelles

se maintiennent, et s'articulent aux stratifications cons-

truites durant la période de dependance et a celles qui se

forment sous la conduite modernisante de nouveaux gouverne-

ments (1974:122).

Technical and ideological descriptions and specifications about

class would not be very useful here. The concern is with the Ob-

servation and analysis of differences and inequalities (Balandier

1974:118). SO, class, sector and stratification will signify that
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there are segments of the population which are markedly differen-

tiated by their standards of living; in Zambia, there are people

and groups of people who do not share equally in the benefits and

services of the country, whether physical (roads, bridges, elec-

tricity, running vater, availability of certain foods, etc), social

(medical care, schools), or cultural-recreational (beer-halls, cin-

ema houses and Sports facilities). In other words, there are in-

dividuals who can be grouped because of differences and lack Of

Opportunities; there are inequalities which are regional, spatial

and economic; there are distinctions in access to Jobs, houses and

social privileges. There are groups of Zambians like most mine-

workers who enJoy a relatively good living standard; then, there are

the urban unemployed who are poor. Jackson argues that the inequal-

ities are more ethnic than economic:

"Ethnicity, expressed both in ethnocentrism and ethnic conflict

has been a primary theme in African politics. In the struggle

for political advantage rich and poor 'tribesmen' are usually

more cohesive than the poor or the rich among two or more eth-

nic groups" (1973:384).

It is certain that there are ethnic links which are strong and last-

ing; politicians and leaders depend on their own people's support

for their election, stay in power and re-election. However, a Lozi

bank manager living in Ndola belongs to a group of people enJoying

a life that the relatives in Mongu cannot dream to experience unless

they obtain a similar position in a similar town. Jackson brings

another dimension to the question of stratification with the rela-

tionship between town and rural village:

"True 'proletarians' with only their labour to exchange for

income and security are still practically unknown in tropical

Africa. Most wage-earners are not solely dependent upon the

demand for labour but maintain a hedge against unemployment

and insecurity by retaining strong kinship links with both

urban and rural relatives in their rights to land in the

countryside" (1973:387).

This may be true for no more than half of the population of the

towns in Zambia. People were already settling in the mines by

1931; their children have been born there (Heisler 1974:15-16).

Those who went to the mines recently could have maintained ties
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with their original villages, if they kept on writing and sending

gifts to their parents and relatives. If they have not done so, it

is probable that they will not have the courage to face their rela-

tives; while they had 'plenty', they did not share.

In Zambia, it would be possible to speak of six important groups

according to salaries, kind of houses, possibility Of choices and Op-

portunities, influence and power (Shaw 1976b:7-9; Sklar 1975:22-27):

l. the ruling elite: political and bureaucratic elites made up

Of ministers, members Of Parliament, senior civil servants, man-

agers and directors of state corporations, a few commercial farmers,

professionals, owners of large businesses.

2. the labour aristocracy: workers in skilled Jobs or in crucial

sectors like technical engineers, highly trained mechanics, senior

miners.

3. middle class salaried workers: mine workers, teachers, store

managers, soldiers, policemen, etc.

4. poorly paid salaried workers: cooks and gardeners; unskilled

public workers.

5. subsistence farmers.

6. urban unemployed living on their own.

Although this is a rather crude classification, I believe it would be

understood in Zambia. It is not comprehensive nor exclusive, be-

cause differences exist in the same group and many people are not

included in any segment. Fbr instance, chiefs differ greatly; some

are hardly better off than subsistence farmers; others could be as-

similated to the labour aristocracy. In every village, there are

some farmers who do well and could be considered middle class; they

have good houses, bicycles, a sewing machines and produce surplus

maize, millet, ground-nuts, etc. Their success can be attributed

to their being helped by relatives at the mines, to their own money

saved while working in towns, to having more relatives, or simply to

better health, luck, effort and motivation. 'Parasites' and '1oafers'

are not listed here because the terms attribute an economic situation

to the character of the person; 'parasites' are usually urban
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unemployed scrounging around the periphery of towns and living in

shanties; 'loafers' are people who seem to be doing nothing, hang

around beer-halls, schools, foot-ball fields, and sit by the wayside.

These peJorative labels are used nearly exclusively for men, may-be

because women seem to be always working. (Cf. Dumont 1980:89-92).

Zambian Humanism recognises the existence, danger and evil of

a powerful elite which is greedy and which profits from some human-

istic reforms of the economy and is in league with international

experts:

"... These trends signal the rapid emergence of a powerful

Zambian elite whose thoughts and actions are couched in terms

of the very rapine system which Humanism in Zambia was meant

to combat. What makes this develOpment so dangerous is the

fact that this new class has the means, and is, by its very

nature determined, to prevent Humanism from becoming that force

which will decisively shape the pattern of the nation's policies

and institutions. It is ironical that some of our economic

reforms, intended to further the cause Of Humanism, have pro-

vided the basis for the entrenchment of an elitist/bapitalist

attitudae e O

... The reforms have created a form of State capitalism where

tremendous power is thus concentrated in the hands of a small

managerial group who have their hands on the important switches

and whose elitist attitudes set social patterns far beyond

their immediate realm of command...

... The power which these technicians hold (international ex-

perts) especially since they and the Zambian elite mutually

reinforce each other, can scarcely be over-estimated. The

relationship is that of an invading army to its bridgehead"

(Kaunda 1974:110 and 111).

Kaunda refers directly to classes in relation to the rich and the

poor:

"Little has also been said or heard of the haves-that is,

the upper and middle classes-—putting a halt to their claims

for more and more, so that the gap between themselves and the

have-nets can be bridged" (1974:19; also pp. 21 and 44).

Humanism may acknowledge the existence Of privileged classes, es-

pecially the managerial elite; it does not condone the situation

which is in direct Opposition to the ideal of equality:

“Humanism seeks to create an egalitarian societya-that is, a

society in which there is equal opportunity for self-develop-

ment for all" (Kaunda 1974:xiii; also pp. xiv and 21).
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Zambian Humanism is very harsh with people who are called 'lazy':

"It is not right in any way at all for some lazy person who

has a good brain but is unwilling to exert himself, to sit

far away in some foreign city, or indeed in some Zambian city,

to get easy money which he has not worked for" (Kaunda 1974:

75; cf. pp. 76, 80, 106-108; 1967:50).

'Lazy' means a person who does not work,and rarely refers to a per-

son who is slow, indolent, fearful of any effort and rests before

starting work and during work. Reasons and excuses concerning the

absence of work are not welcome. In Zambia, you can call 'lazy'

anybody (except the infirm) who is not working in some capacity

somewhere. That person, usually a man, could, or so it is believed,

go to the fields, return to the bush, cultivate, clear the land,

prepare a garden, etc. It is the general belief that anyone who

wants to work can do so at least by tilling the soil; and there is

plenty of soil. Laziness is blamed on the lack of initiative Of the

individual, never on the government and the State.

6. Tribalism

In many countries, especially formerly colonised nations, in-

equalities and differences may stem from economic, ethnical and re-

gional causes. Tribalism in Zambia would refer to strong affil-

liation to a language and a region. Sub-tribes like the Nghumbo,

Chishinga, Aushi and Kabende may bicker among themselves; they will

unite and Join in with the Bemba, and possibly with the Lunda of Ka-

zembe, to form a larger and stronger group bound together by related

dialects and two provinces. People of the Eastern Province, like

the Tumbuka, Senga, Nsenga, Chewa, Ngoni and others, may or may not

speak a NyanJa or Chewa language, but will make common cause to de—

mand strong representation in the Government, with a few ministers

and a certain number of directors of important corporations.

If all the tribes and all the regions enJoyed similar economic

and social conditions, the sources of competition and rivalry might

dry out or at least diminish, because, as Sklar explains, "these

conflicts are frequently manifested in 'tribalist' ferns, although
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their root causes are really embedded in the dismal conditions of

underdevelopment rather than ethnic diversity" (1975:22). But Mar-

tin contends that "the president faced an increasingly tough fight

against tribalism;... the tasks of development seemed likely to be

hampered by a growing factionalism and unproductive bickering" (1972:

112 and 114). "Tribalism was endemic and historically inevitable"

says Hall (quoted in Pettman 1974354) while Rotberg affirms that

there was "no history of tribal conflict in Zambia" (1967:40), es-

pecially between tribes like the Lozi and Bemba who were hardly ever

in contact. There were, however, tribal clashes between Bombs and

Ngoni, and between Bemba and smaller tribes like the Mambwe. Some

tribal conflicts arose from recent events. For instance, the Lozi

of Barotseland are accused of having done nothing during the 'rev-

Olution' (cha cha cha) leading to independence, while Bemba speakers

Of the Lwapula and Northern Provinces were burning Government build-

ings and being killed for it. The Lozi were going to university and

prospering. For instance, Ar’thur Wina was studying in California and

came back Just in time to be given a ministerial position. On the

other hand, the 'Ngoni' of the Eastern Province are regarded as the

new Basungg (Europeans) because they occupy many key Jobs in govern-

ment and business administration. There were more and better schools

in their area and it was easier for them to study at Munali's, the

first secondary school in Northern Rhodesia. Nearly everyone in the

country will accuse Bemba speakers, and more so the Bemba of Chiti-

mukulu, of being political manipulators, trouble makers, and to tap

it all, very lazy, expecting gifts and privileges instead of working

for them. In the political arena, ethnic groups will make alliances

unpredictably to avoid isolation or to Obtain a maJority; the Bemba

will form a coalition with the Valley Tonga in the hope of control-

ling the government.

One should not conclude that tribes or ethnic groups are mono-

lithic; there have been splits among Bemba speakers at the occasion

of the Lumpa Church revolt, about Nkumbula's leadership and during

Hapwepwe's defection from U.N.I.P. It is a complex situation
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summarised by Pettman:

"Tribal alliances shift, not simply on the basis of cultural

identity, but also on the basis of regional, economic, and

personal interests. While these interests may exploit tribal

loyalty and use local channels of communication, the causes of

intra-UNIP conflicts are more complicated" (1974:54-55).

It might be more accurate to describe the problem Of tribalism Of

being one Of self-care and welfare; that is, every group is for it-

self and not so much against others; every group wants more Jobs,

roads, schools and hospitals; if there is running water and elec-

tricity in all Tonga villages, the Unga want them also, not because

they hate the Tonga, but because it is 'One Zambia, One Nation't

Tribal differences may also be an asset: "to this day, eth-

nicity continues to serve as a useful and meaningful principle of

social organization for dealing with such problems as employment,

housing, recreation and other welfare matters arising in the urban

context" (Jackson 1973:385). Tribal links are essential, especially

for newcomers to the mines as well as in cases of sickness, unem-

ployment, house location, etc. Tribal diversity can be of some ben-

efit to a country with cultural pluralism, variety, vitality, pos-

sible exchanges and also tensions which may encourage creativity and

excellence. Kaunda sums up the question as follows:

"There are good and bad aspects of tribalism and when the des-

tructive and divisive aspects of tribalism are reduced we can

expect a renaissance of those aspects which constitute such

an important feature of our cultural identity. In this way

Zambia will move away from the artificial unity based on a

precarious uniformity and move towards a real unity based on

a frank and positive acceptance of the diversity of its

peoples" (1974:40; cf. HountondJi 1977:233-237).

However, to contend that the forces of regionalism and tribalism are

positive or have disappeared would be a pretense; they are still

at work and possibly dangerous as examplified by the election of

U.N.I.P. officials in 1967:

"... We have canvassed so strongly and indeed, viciously, along

tribal, racial and provincial lines, that one wonders whether

we really have national or tribal and provincial leadership.

I must admit publicly that I have never experienced in the

life of this young nation, such a spate of hate, based en-

tirely on tribe, province, race, colour and religion, which
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is the negation of all that we stand for in this Party and

Government" (Kaunda 1967:52; Mulungushi Conference; cf.

Rotberg 1967:29-35).

The dangers are echoed by Kandeke (1977:54-55) and Meebelo (1973)

58-61). One of the goals of Zambian Humanism is "to unite tribes

and other sections in the tolerance for common interests, common

values, common attitudes and common reactions" (1977:55); it will

not be attained without effort and much good will.

7. Materialistic Ethos and Greed

Several authors stress the materialist ethos and greed of Zam-

bians who are accused of being very egotistic. Material well-being

would be an obsession: "Materialism is everywhere, from members of

parliament to miners" (Hatch 1976:213); "the prevalence of the cap-

italist and consumer ethic" (Shaw 1976a:20); for Zambians, "prin-

ciple and profit coincide" (Shaw 1976b:15); "the problem of insti-

tutionalising Humanism is compounded by the fact that its values run

counter to the dominant values in Zambian society. Among all classes

materialism is more firmly entrenched than ever before as the supreme

ethic" (Tordoff 1974:395). Kaunda is quoted as lashing out at the

"luxuriousness, lavishness... found in today's Zambia...; society

is sick and the Zambian economy cannot be more sick than the people

who run it" (1975, Zambia Daily Mail, July lst, quoted in Shaw 1976b:

49).

It is no secret that Zambia has had her share of cases of cor-

ruption, thefts, peddling of interest and bribes. Kaunda could ad-

monish about the tendency to amass wealth and exploit others:

"Unfortunately the human personality has certain weaknesses

that manifest themselves in many forms. There is, for example,

greed for wealth; the desire to accumulate more and more. The

greedy plan their lives in such a way that they begin to use

their talents not for the benefit of all members of the soci-

ety to which they belong, but for themselves alone... Greed,

selfishness and laziness must all constantly be checked and

fought if we are going to attain a humanist society" (1974:

xiii-xiv; cf. pp. 13, 14, 20, 23, 31).
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The desire to satisfy needs is universal; however, human needs,

except for basic needs of survival like food, water, and shelter, are

not easily enumerated. What is a need for some, may be luxury for

others. Running water is probably a basic need in large cities, but

luxury in arctic settlements. The craving for material goods may

have been spurred by the abundance of possessions that every White

(or so it appeared to Zambians) used to have and still has in most

cases. Zambians want more and may be tempted to use devious ways

to acquire material items. Furthermore, comparing the greed and

materialistic values of Zambians with those of Western experts, po-

litical scientists and economists might be revealing. The material-

istic comfort Of the so-called middle-class miners with an average

salary of K1,500 a year (about 82,200 0.5.) is somewhat distorted.

Europeans could try to survive in the copperbelt on a 83,000 a year

budget for six to fifteen members. Still, it is true that these

miners are well-off compared with most rural peasants and want more.

The materialistic greed exists mainly among politicians, corporation

directors and managers who have succeeded the Whites and expect to

emulate their standard Of living. But those Whites were not supposed

to know about or follow Zambian Humanism; they never publicised

egalitarian policies and sharing as their official philosophy.

(Cf. Kaunda 1974:111, 119 and 124).

8. Hard Work and Cheap Labour

"Humanists declare that a willingness to work hard is of prime

importance. Without it nothing can be done anywhere" (Kaunda 1974:

80). Zambian Humanism requires Zambians to work hard in order to

produce more. But, what is hard work? (Cf. Apter 1977:467). Kaun-

da suggests long days: "WOrkers themselves must take up the chal-

lenge and spend at least ten hours a day working and thinking"

(Kaunda 1974:108). May-be that would mean five hours of working and

five of thinking. What kind Of Jobs would be regarded as hard?
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For instance, for men around Lake Bangweulu, chopping down branches,

clearing the bush, building mounds, making bricks, making canoes and

making a new road are called hard work; fishing, hunting, and new

Jobs such as teaching, working in an office and being a politician

are considered light and easy. Most women’s tasks like fetching

water and fire-wood, pounding cassava roots, plastering walls are

considered arduous, while washing and feeding children, caring for

the sick, sweeping and cooking are light chores. There is no con-

sensus as to the length of time in relation to hard work; is it

working long hours or a couple of hours strenuously? The problem

is that in many cases people do not know what to do and how much

hard work will be needed to obtain a certain reward. As already

mentioned, there is the common belief that anyone could work and

work hard in Zambia simply by going back to the village of origin

and starting a new field of maize or cassava. If it is true that

the bush is nearly limitless, such is not the case for transport

facilities and markets; too many farmers have had bad experiences

that few will exert themselves without the vision of a certain

reward. The point to be made here is that people who do not work

hard either have no work to do, or are not assured of a reward. Go-

delier suggests that in many societies, people could work harder

and produce more surplus but do not do so because the goal of their

production is simply their needs and not a profit; that sur-work to

bring about a surplus is not perceived as necessary at all (1971:215).

Surpluses were produced in case Of hardship, for family receptions,

feasts, offerings and tributes, but not for the sake of producing

more, because there was no reward attached to that effort (Godelier:

1974:225-227). What Humanism preaches is in fact initiative to find

work and the courage to accept Jobs which are not very pleasant and

interesting and do the best one can, even if it means going back to

one's village and start a garden.

The term 'cheap labour' is often employed to describe low sal-

aries Of workers in underdeveloped countries in relation to the value

of their labour. Shaw contends that the multi-nationals use Zambia
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because of the availability Of a large contingent of cheap labour;

a willing labor force is waiting to be tapped (Shaw 1976b:19-22).

Kay disagrees and asserts that "in terms of value it is more than

likely that wages in the developed countries are lower than those in

the underdeveloped countries" (1975:116). The contradiction may arise

from the different perspective Of looking at what salaries can buy

in relation to the needs of the people, that is what salaries can do

in different cultural conditions. Arrighi and Saul concur with

Kay; for them

"the exploitation of cheap labor overseas has lost much of its

significance; instead, the factor of overwhelming contemporary

importance is the existence of a relatively developed and rap-

idly expanding industrial structure,... a favorable political

climate, and possibility to export profits... (1973:46).

The question of the multi-nationals using cheap labour to exploit

the people, make huge profits and control a country must be exam-

ined very closely, in relation with the possibility Of being without

work at all. (Of. Dumont 1980:85).

Lastly, there is the issue of the one export product, copper,

which has brought wealth and development to some people and some sec-

tors, and also poverty and dependence to others:

"... it is dangerous for any single industry to grow so power-

ful as to lord itself over all sections of our economy. In Zam-

bia such a situation prevails. The copper industry dominates

all other sections of our economic endeavour. Obviously this sit-

uation is unhealthy from many points of view" (Kaunda 1974:45)

Kaunda explains that copper, in spite of the immense benefits it

brought to the country as a whole, occasioned, directly or indirect-

ly, dependence on multi-nationals and foreign markets, urbanisation,

the neglect of rural areas and agriculture, the spirit of capitalism,

indifference towards new ventures in industry and commerce, in general

a false state of somnolent reliance on an economically unstable prod-

uct (1974:45-46). To replace dependence on copper, there are propo-

sals for 'decentralisation' of industrial and commercial power with

the instauration Of a much broader infra-structure with primary con-

cerns about small business and industries. (Cf. Kaunda 1974:43-50;

87-95; Kandeke 1977:79-102).
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b. Suggestions and Alternatives

With a review of the problems facing Zambia, it becomes evident

that there are no easy and immediate remedies to the difficulties.

Even if alternatives for change are suggested, it does not mean that

they are valid and would be successful. When some realistic solu-

tions are discovered, their application and pursuit will require hard

work, courage, and motivation which will need the support and encour-

agement of clear and strong ideological prepositions and doctrinal

directions.

With independence, Zambia has tried to re-possess and re-or-

ganise a few national institutions and some agencies to serve the

needs of the people better, which is the primary duty of any newly

independent country. However, the process of change was laborious,

too slow and too limited for many. (Cf. Martin 1972:3-17; Sklar

1974:29). Describing the problems of Zambia is not too difficult;

for instance, the situations described by Shaw (1976a and b) have

been recognised by Kaunda (1974). But Observers must try to expli-

cate the conditions and develop a critique. A critique can be sug-

gested only in relation to points of comparison, theoretical and prac-

tical. Social scientists have a lot of experience, knowledge and

information on the development and modernisation Of the West; this

may be transposed to Africa, but there is very little theory On the

process of growth and development in Africa, and the comparisons and

relationshis exist in two different realities, one as historic event,

and the other as projected possibility.

There is also the temptation of telling Zambians what to do,

from models which influence the Observers and experts: more work-

ers' control; revolution; more small industries; more big business

and corporations; state commercial farms; only huge state farms;

capitalist development from the base with competitive entrepreneurs;

more fereign aid; no more aid and no more experts; break all ties
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with multi-nationals, etc. All these suggestions are entwined with

theoretical and ideological premisses. It is difficult to find, in

the history of mankind, so many instances of experts knowing what

others should know and dO, forgetting that "every human being knows

his own world better than any outsider (including the expert who

makes policy)" (Berger 1974:xii). Since, so many 'experts' have

been Judging and gauging Zambia and Zambian Humanism, it is inter-

esting to report what Zambia thinks of 'experts':

"But with each of these 'tools' (machinery, patterns of admin-

istration, of education, of medical services, etc.) something

else is being imported like a hidden virus, namely, the whole

set Of attitudes which are born in and sustain the rapine sys-

tems from which they have evolved. (The new modern missionary,

i.e. the international 'expert', sees to it that the lesson is

being learnt in the quickest possible time.) While it brings

in a profit for the developed countries, this exercise aims

primarily at selling to the poorer countries a technology

which economically and otherwise keeps them dependent on their

former masters. What is often misunderstood as aid towards

self-reliance on the receiving end is in fact an instrument for

further enslavement" (Kaunda 1974:112).

Puthermore, since that dissertation is fundamentally related to de-

velopment, it must be remembered that whatever form of growth and

modernisation may be explicated and demonstrated, the first and last

word will be left to the people of Zambia themselves who not only

participate but decide;

"Development is not what the economic and other experts pro-

claim it to be, no matter how elegant their language. Devel-

Opment is not something to be decided by experts, simply be-

cause there are no experts on the desirable goals of human

life. Development is the desirable course to be taken by hu-

man beings in a particular situation. As far as possible,

therefOre, they ought to participate in the fundamental choices

to be made, choices that hinge not on technical expertise but

on moral Judgments" (Berger 1974:56; cf. pp. 57 and 119).

The paucity of positive and realistic suggestions not tied with

ideological theory is discouragins. For instance, Shaw identi-

fies the problems of Zambia in descriptions which would fit also

Chili and Quebec. Similar difficulties are repeated: inequities

inherited from the conquest and the colonial past; the one-
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product economy; bureaucratic and political profiteering elite;

aristocratic workers; dependence on foreign capital and multi-

nationals; over-urbanisation; regional differences; consumer's

materialistic ethic; dependence on expatriates and experts. Shaw

seems to suggest some kind of revolution whereby the whole system

would be drastically renovated to allow a new team of Zambians to

run their own affairs and live according to their means based on

agriculture and small local industries. But, the amount of violence,

confrontation and coercion is not predicted:

"The underdevelopment of Zambia will continue, therefore, until

domestic inequalities compel a revolution in both Zambia's inter-

nal and international relationships. Because the class struc-

ture of Zambia is largely a function of its subordinate r61e

in the global economy, any progress towards socialism and self-

reliance would necessitate confronting both internal and ex-

ternal inequalities" (Shaw 1976a:5).

In the same vein, Benot states that the minimal requirements for

political and economic improvements in Third World countries of

Africa, include nationalisation and a total struggle against impe-

rialist monopoly; the final moment would come with the overtaking

of the government by the exploited workers, which is the essence of

a true socialist revolution (Benot II 1975:90). It is possible to

envisage some form of revolution in Zambia brought about by the great

discrepancies in standards of living between people and regions, or

by different ideolog1es. For instance, underpaid workers could Join

the unemployed and the rural peasants in a national gee-cha cha cha.

(Cf. Ake 1976:205-210). Zambia might be influenced by neighbours

like Angola, Zimbabwe and Mozambique and their marxist ideologies.

However, up to the present, revolutions in Africa have not produced

the desired results and quite often, what began with good reasons

and exoellent intentions desintegrated into little more than the

're-emergence' of the same deposed elite (if they survived) in

shifted responsibilities. "A revolution which is not more tech-

nically proficient and more effective than the regime which it sup-

plants is lost" (Revel 1971:13). Important and drastic changes in

economics, administration and moral values would have to accompany
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the revolution. Martin argues that drastic overhaul in the copper

mines and other large corporations is "at best irrelevant and at

worst pernicious" (1972:219). His solutions would be "rapid rural

develOpment, ... compulsory return of the urban unemployed to the

land and very rigorous wage restraint for the fortunate few in paid

employment" (1972:220).

Short of a violent revolution, there could be 'mini-revolutions'

in many fields to improve Zambia's predicament. Reformation of the

elite, diversification of industries and markets, and re-organisa-

tion of agriculture would be preliminary and fundamental accomplish-

ments in the domain of the material-physical, while further explic-

itation, individual acceptance and actual living Of the principles

of Zambian Humanism (or correspondant ideological directions) would

constitute elementary preparations in the sphere of the ideal-spir-

itual. (Cf. Dumont 1980:98-101; 104-106).

1. Reformation of the Ruling and Bureaucratic Elites

The transmission of political power in October 1964 meant the

transfer of good Jobs from Whites to Zambians with concomitant sal-

aries, houses, secretaries, and numerous prerogatives. Many Zambians

accepted the transition as a succession which included the emulation

of privileges and profits to insure power and status. Independence

was not a rebirth, but a substitution where the material frills were

preconditions for moral and social responsibilities. Zambian leaders,

in general, were not adequately prepared to deal with foreign exec-

utives, company representatives and lobbyists who were ready to compro-

mise fer further considerations. There were also those many poor rel-

atives who kept visiting or writing. The temptation to be influenced

in decision.making by immediate advantages was overpowering. The

elites must place the rights and interest of the people before their _

own and the benefits of foreign missions and enterprises:

"Zambia is likely to confront its dependence and to construct

a national economy only when the ruling class places the in-

terests of its internal constituency above those Of its external
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associations" (Shaw 1976a:16).

The whole process is really a 're-formation', a changing of form,

a metamorphosis of mind and heart and consequently a 'correction' of

attitudes, beliefs and behaviours. Welch gives, as one reason of the

successful modernisation of Japan in the last century, the commitment

and devotion of the bureaucratic class which decided to abandon its

privileges to become totally dedicated to the country, the leaders and

the people. (1967:51). The political and economic climates of Zambia

will be altered and improved when the leaders forsake their own well-

being and become servants of the people, ‘and accept the tenets Of

Humanism to become hard workers,willing to share their wealth and

benefits in an egalitarian society.

2. Diversification of Industries and Markets

As long as Zambia remains tied to the export of one product and

its price fluctuation, the country will vacillate. The introduction

of new measures to assure more control over all corporations was the

beginning of serious efforts to diversify and stabilise the economy.

But, that must be pursued to reach the desired goals:

"However, the actual, concrete financial results will depend upon

the long-term Operational effectiveness of the new system, invol-

ving such factors as the expansion of mine capacity, the stabi-

lisation of copper prices, the efficiency of marketing methods,

and the establishment Of cOpper-related industries" (Sklar

1975:29-30).

Mostly, the Government must encourage small businesses with their

programme of decentralisation and the creation of localised commu-

nities with a new type of village and sector economic structure

based on local production and consumption. (Cf. Papworth 1973:76

and 108). To give a rather sad example, there must be something

very wrong with the basic economy of a country, when villages which

used to produce hundreds of bags of ground-nuts have to import pea-

nut butter and cooking oil. The problem of the dependence on cOpper,

the emerging and thriving elites and the neglect of small industries

and local development by lack of decentralisation have been iden-

tified correctly:
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"In terms of strict adherence to the Philosophy of Humanism this

has been, in the main, a false start. It is a false start in the

sense that we have been unable to establish our own standards and

our own values and tastes, largely because of the powerful influ-

ence of the giant mining industry on Zambian life...

Not only have the economic and social gaps between the urban and

rural areas been widened over the past four years, but the dis-

tribution of personal wealth has exhibited an alarming trend. A

sizeable proportion of personal wealth is concentrated more and

more in the hands of a relatively small group, another large slice

goes to the emerging middle class, and what is left over finds its

way in small fragments to the maJority, i.e. to the masses of our

people...

It rather lies in the fact that these trends signal the rapid emer-

gence Of a powerful Zambian elite whose thoughts and actions are

couched in terms of the very rapine system which Humanism in Zam-

bia was meant to combat...

By the same token, there is always strong resistance to the imple-

mentation Of the national policy for the location of industry which

is based on decentralisation" (Kaunda 1974:109-111).

3. Agriculture

Dumont after his study of agriculture in Zambia in 1967 (which

he was asked not to publish; Dumont et Mazoyer 1969:127) concluded

that a completely revamped organisation was needed with: (l) educa-

tion, instruction and demonstration (teams going around showing bet-

ter methods of planting, harvesting new crops, the use of_fertilisers,

etc.), (2) the surfacing of roads to make them all season roads,

and (3) the establishment of small industries all over the rural areas~

(Dumont et Mazoyer 1969:118-127). New and different programmes of

production of export crops and crops for home consumption must be

devised for the large scale commercial farmers, the emergent far-

mers and the subsistence farmers. The latter should receive cons-

tant help and advice, and little success should be expected until they

have received and put into practice educational and technical in-

formation. (Cf. Roberts 1971:275-297). Above all, emergent and sub-

sistence farmers will require motivation not only to start a new

garden or a field, but to persevere for a few years without imme-

diate rewards. Cooperatives put together with loans and free ma-

chinery proved to be unsuccessful. (Cf. Dumontand Mazoyer 1969:

117-119; Hatch 1976:218). Zambians are Often immersed in grandiose
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achievements, probably from the presence Of huge smelters at the

mines and powerful tractors on commercial farms. The development

of local agriculture by the rural peasants must be accomplished in

humble beginnings and pursued in modest 'continuations' with the

acceptance of realistic rewards. (Cf. Kaunda 1966:33).

4. Values and Meanings

It is easier to point out failures and contradictions than of-

fer alternatives and choices for change. Moreover, suggestions and

plans are only probabilities, often untried under concrete circum-

stances. The limitations on drastic innovations come from all sides:

lack of resources and manpower, rising popular demands for more ser-

vices, pressure from regions and tribes, demands by civil service

employees, party organisers and elites. Few would be ready to risk

a "thoroughgoing revolution" (Apter 1976:210). Probably, it would

be more of the same, not only new wine in Old bottles but 'Old wine

in Old bottles:

"they circulate the elites, change the ideological symbols and

recreate the Old system in a new image. Few developing coun-

tries in Africa have the inner resources, human or material,

for such drastic overhaul of the community" (Apter 1973:134).

It becomes easier to recognise the need for some principles of men-

tal and affective organisation framed in an ideology. People have

simply lost the values "that used to give meaning to life" (Berger

1974:11). This does not deny the urgency and necessity of obJec-

tive appraisals Of the situation and realistic descriptions Of ap-

plications Of programmes. But determinate policies for concrete

situations are not enough for people. There must be some recognition

of themselves, their belonging to a new nation, the comprehension of

the descriptions of who they are, what they are doing and why. They

must participate in values which give meaning to themselves and

their world:

"The need for meaning is almost certainly grounded in the cons-

titution of man. Man is the animal that proJects meaning into

the universe. Man names things, attaches values to them, and

constructs vastorders of significance (languages, symbol sys-

tems, institutions) that serve as the indispensable guideposts

for his existence...
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The need for meaning has both cognitive and normative dimen-

sions. Put differently, human beings must know both what is

and what ought to be. Every society thus provides for its

members both a 'cognitive map' of reality and an applicable

morality... The right to meaning thus necessarily extends to

'philosophy' as well as morality-peOple have a right to live

in a world 'as they see it to be'. Respect for the 'con-

science' of others necessarily implies respect for their 'def-

inition of reality'" (Berger 1974:166-167).

Kaunda's appraisal of Zambia and the lack Of meaning Of Zambians

coincide with Berger's views:

"Fer in spite of various important reforms, something basic

seems to have gone wrong. Irrespective of socially significant

changes, Zambia today is in a state of acute unease. were the

causes of this unease merely such technical problems as fiscal

difficulties or a shortage of foreign exchange, there would

not be too much reason for worry. Serious as these are, such

matters are of transitory nature and can usually be handled by

the application of the right kind Of expertise, as indeed is

being done. The unease in Zambia has much deeper roots. It

revolves on a crisis of meaning. Even the most sympathetic

observers cannot but ask whether Humanism is indeed the driv-

ing and directing force in Zambia's development" (1974:2-3).

It might have been more precise to admit that there has been little

development and blame the situation on the fact that Zambian Hu-

manism, as representation of the beliefs and values Of the people,

has been accepted only but not interiorised, not lived: "Indeed

few of us now disagree with the need fer a Humanistic approach to

our problems. But many of us still only pay lip-service to the

philosophy" (Kaunda 1974:130). People may have in front of their

eyes limpid programmes of develOpment and rich rewards; if they do

not understand the relationships between themselves and those ac-

tivities, if their own values do not dictate the desirability of

those actions, nothing will be done. In other words: "Man does not

live by bread alone. He also needs the life-giving and meaning-

giving sustenance that no 'materialist' view of the world can pro-

vide" (Berger 1974:43; cf. p. 53); "a humanist believes that it is

impossible for Man to live by bread alone" (Kaunda 1974:8; cf. p.

117; also Tordoff 1974:396; Roberts 1971:279; Pettman 1974: 69-

70; Martin 1972:108-111).

But people do not live by 'meaning' alone; they need 'bread';
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the union Of 'meaning' and 'bread' is not a symbiosis of two dis-

tinguishable elements, buta mcnophysitic union of the spiritual and

the material which negates the existence Of both parts in the ab-

sence of one. It may be asked whether Zambian Humanism and its im-

plementation will succeed in solving the problems of Zambia by pro-

paganda, explication, motivation, renewed pride and identity, pro-

grammes of actions and rewards, or if physical coercion will be re-

quired. Some believe that force should be used to reduce the ben-

efits and profits Of the elite, to curb the power of foreign cor-

poration and to compel villagers to stay where they are and force

the unemployed in towns either to return to rural areas or be en-

rolled in forced work camps:

"Because of the prevalence of the capitalist and consumer

ethic in Zambia, it is unlikely that the institutionalization

of a socialist Humanism can be achieved single-handed by the

President; a greater degree of political education and coer-

cion may be necessary" (Shaw 1976a:20).

"We are forced to the conclusion that Humanism cannot be taken

much further unless the level of coercion is increased. Hu-

manism involves a revolution in the values of Zambian society

and, therefbre, a frontal attack on the interests of the mid-

dle class" (Tordoff 1974:398).

These authors do not mention how much coercion and under what form.

Kaunda admits that force would be used only as a last resort, after

education and persuasion and only for the people's good and "if the

very existence Of the nation is threatened; if there is real danger

of national unity fragmenting into tribal and regional anarchy" (1973:

82-83). This is, of course, what every politician says; even Tru-

deau of Canada proclaimed those 'high ideas' during the Quebec crisis

of October 1970. Still, Humanism condoms all forms of exploitation

by thieves, able-bodied beggars, lazy people and 'parasites' (Haun-

da 1967:50 and 35; 1968a:7; 1974:xiv, 13 and 80). It is certainly

possible to classify profiteering elite with thieves and punish them

according to their evil deeds, especially when these peOple, who have

received an education financed by the people, refuse to share their

talents, benefits and privileges with their fellow country-men.
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In spite of efforts at control and regulation, there is an indolent

attitude of laissez-faire which cannot last indefinitely; some

changes of mind and heart should occur before physical reaction,

coercion or force under any form appear in an attempt to establish

what Humanism propagates which is egalitarianism, sharing and the

end of all exploitation.

c. Zambian Humanism as Ideology. Extent and Limitation

Several African leaders have felt the necessity of formulating

or adapting some form of ideology; they include Nkrumah, Senghor,

Touré, Mobutu Sese-Seko, Nyerere and Kaunda among others. It is dif-

ficult to assess the place the different ideologies play as realities

of the African world. In the theoretical approach of several obser-

vers, ideologies are mirrors, images and representations; but the

mirror exists before the reflection and the image has an existence in

potentiality. If ideologies can be described as romantic idealism,

grandiose dreams or pious reflections, their frequency must be ex-

plained as well as their r61e and utility. It is true to assert that

it will take more than Humanism to solve Zambia's problems; it will

also take much more than economic plans, especially programmes drawn

from European and American models.

The urgency of ideologies may be increased by the pressure Of

satisfying certain needs. In third World countries, people are faced

with the possibility of being unable to fulfil basic necessities for

survival, a cause of anxiety and despair. Needs can be graded as

essential, necessary, important, useful, superfluous and luxurious

according to their relation to survival and the comfort of human

life. water is essential, while 'clean' water is necessary or es-

sential in some cases; then, there can be well water and running

water with different degrees of necessity, usefulness and super-

fluity according to circumstances. When a North American middle

class woman declares that she badly need a new pair of shoes, it
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might not be at all because her only other pair is worn—out; in-

stead, it could be that she has no shoes to match her new dress.

Westerners, in general, would have difficulty to imagine the per-

petual state of hand-to-mouth existence, because most of our es-

sential needs are amply satisfied. Our consumer's ethic and the

well orchestrated prepaganda which sustains it, create many ar-

tificial needs for more comfort or the demonstrated obligation to

conform to mass standards of consumption. But people in periods of

crisis, whether it be unemployment or a serious disease, will need

more specific direction to give meaning to their existence. Some

nations seem to be in'a state of continual crisis. A newly inde-

pendent state composed of Juxtaposed groups of people, without nap

tional identity, with flagrant inequalities in standards of living,

opportunities and choices, with a general stifling impression of

hapelessness, may need some ideas and ideals, some organisations

and directions which offer a new comprehension and vision of them-

selves and the world, with the hope of better days ahead. Africans

construct ideologies which fundamentally concern the essential and

necessary needs of the people. The ideologies of Western countries

are interested in the obtention of more goods, more energy and more

technical inventions to insure the comfort of the peeple and main-

tain their high standards of living. It is not surprising to see

that several African nations are not impressed either by Capitalism

or Marxism as practised in Socialist democracies. Both systems

abuse people in some ways, either as tools for the aggrandisement

of the state or for the benefit of the few. New systems are needed

and proposed, resting on humanitarian principles, on the company of

Man. "Let the west have its Technology and Asia its Mysticism!

Africa's gift to world culture must be in the realm of Human Rela-

tionships" (Kaunda 1966:22). Or in more ideological terms:

"The tragedy of the twentieth century is that in the blind race

for development and higher standards of material wall-being,

moral values and the riches of spirituality have been for-

gotten. We in Zambia still have time to turn our quest for

develOpment into a positive good if we recognise the need for
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our own personal moral and spiritual responsibility through

Humanism" (Kaunda 1974:124-125).

Berber expresses the same ideas:

"Whatever else may be said about the contents of 'Indian so-

cialism', 'African socialism', or 'Arab socialism', they have

in common an explicit, often virulent rejection of the 'mate-

rialism' of both the capitalist and the Soviet models of de-

velopment. These ideologies have been dismissed (not least by

Western Marxists) as intellectually vague and unsophisticated.

Such dismissal side-steps the crucial point that they express

a profound search for alternatives to the theoretical assump-

tions and practical consequences of the myth of growth"

(1974:62).

Zambian Humanism, like several other African ideologies, fulfils

mostly intellectual, moral and psychological functions which can

be grouped as follows: national unity and solidarity, selfbde-

termination, equality, rejection of the colonial past and expe-

rience, rehabilitation of the personality with a new identity, re-

turn to the traditional past.

1. National Unity. Solidarity.

Zambia is really an agglomerate of distinct ethnic and sub-

ethnic groups speaking some ten languages and another twenty diap

lects (Meebelo 1973:58-59). The first task of a national ideology

is to give a sense of belonging and cohesion which will promote

national unity. Zambians are Zambians mostly because of external

factors like the British conquest and decisions made in Europe, and

not because of some intrinsic characteristics like cognate languages,

common origin or related customs and beliefs. The merging of the

Zambian peoples was imposed by colonial rule and intensified lately

under the pressure of the struggle for independence. A national

ideology has as primary r61e to 'make' Zambians and unite them.

As Benot contends, national unity is the fundamental element of the

African ideological thought:

"Done et en dépit de leurs prétentions déclarées, 1es ideologies

ne sent-elles pas d'abord des instruments pour l'édification de

la nation, avant d'étre un instrument du socialisme scientifique
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cu africain, ou de l'humanisme... Ainsi, la nation, l'unité

nationals, sont la hantise premiere derriere toute pensée

politique africaine" (I, 1975:81-82).

The responsibility of articulating ideals which will aid in achieving

national unity rests with the leaders. Politicians, as members of

the same colonised group as the rest of the people, have shared the

same experiences. They are responsible for abstracting guidelines

from the past, adapting them to present conditions and needs, and

presenting them in forms acceptable for the people:

"So it was resolved that certain ideological guidelines were

essential to provide... a concept of national identity (which)

would be promoted and a cultural frame-work as a co-ordinating

factor... (Kandeke 1977:10).

Politicians may appear like the creators or innovators of ideol-

ogies; but, as involved citizens, they have endured like the others,

and may have sensed more acutely the injustices and the destruction

of their culture and the need for some collective representations.

The leaders of Zambia are responsible for the renewed and continued

existence of their people like the prophets of ancient Israel who

were the keepers and proselytisers of the faith and culture, espe-

cially in times of crisis:

"For it was the prophets and the cult that preserved and carried

the national identity, and by doing so provided the basis for

popular unity and collective response in times of crisis” (Salz-

man 1978:618).

Zambian politicians and other leaders share the same traditions and

aspirations of all citizens and should translate them in ideological

statements and directives; however, it is conceivable that certain

leaders would formulate ideologies which would be more the products

of their own imagination and personal idealisation than the inter-

pretation of the collective thought and will. In that case, the

ideological doctrine would be imposed on the people who could ac-

cept or reject it. (Of. Saul 1973:153-155). The aim of such ideol-

ogy would still be "to establish solidarity for society and iden-

tity for individuals within it" (Apter 1964:36; cf. p. 44; Davide

son 1974:159; Martin l972:llz; Dresang 1975:189; Pettman 1974:70).
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2. Self-Determination

Colonised and dominated people can hardly express and develop

values and purposes outside the limitation imposed by the colo-

nialists who control, direct and decide. One of the prime func-

tions of independent countries is to establish new priorities and

designs "which do not lie within the reach of the inherited situa-

tion, but which turn away in new directions" (Davidson 1974:154).

The ideology should develop and introduce new behaviours and objec-

tives like selfbsufficiency, perseverant work, sharing, cooperative

efforts, control of the land, new balance between the urban and

rural sectors, leadership code, etc. (Martin 1972:108-111). The

colonialists had previously decided and implemented every avenue

of expression and every programme of activities. The leaders must

now determine and prescribe what they want the nation to become and

the methods to reach their goals. (Cf. Ake 1976:202-204; Apter

1973:210-212).

3. Equality

"As humanists we accept the equality of Man before God our

Creator as well as before the law of the land. In many walks

of life we have planned our society in such a way as to intro-

duce equality both in theory and in practice" (Kaunda 1974:21).

"To ensure acceptance of the principles of equal opportunity

fer all races in all aspects of life including wages of workers,

social and educational facilities and to protect trade union

rights" (Kaunda 1967:10).

"To abolish all forms of discrimination and segregation based

on colour, tribe, clan and creed and to maintain, protect and

promote understanding and unity among the people of Zambia by

removing individualism, tribalism and provincialism" (Kaunda

1957:11)e

From liberal democracy and the philosophical ideals of Great Britain

and other European countries, came the theory of the dignity of Man,

the 'persona' with inalienable rights. This 'nobility' of Man and

the belief that all men are 'created equal' lead to the supremacy
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of Man as the centre of the universe and the centre of all human

efforts (Mazrui 1967:121; Ake 1976:204). Unfortunately, the 'col-

ony' was a perfect example of discrepancy between theory and prac-

tice with human inequalities entrenched and defended. The ideal of

the newly independent country is as much a reaction against the hy-

pocrisy and abuses of the former government as it is a determined

intent to treat all persons as equal.

4. Rejection of the Colonial Past.

Colonialism had the effect of magnifying the efficacy and va-

lidity of imposed foreign values and institutions while slowly elimp

inating traditional systems, religious and moral beliefs and local

economic organisations. The process of de-colonisation can be a long

and arduous one:

"The colonial hangover which beset a lot of our developments

in the last five years should be removed and eliminated as we

Zambianise posts and institutions as well as procedures and

practices in the period up to 1980" (Kaunda 1968b:43).

"Over ten years ago we succeeded as a people in removing a co-

lonialist and Oppressive government... We now have to use this

power... to bring about a new social order-an order based on

the noble principle of egalitarianism" (Kaunda 1974:x).

In fact, the formation and formulation of many ideologies is a pro-

found improvement on the principles according to which people were

treated following segregated laws, different opportunities and in-

justices. Or, as Benot explains:

"Il reste que le soubassement des ideologies... est bien :

rechercher du cate des consequences du colonialisme direct.

Elles se sont constituées avant meme les independances, comme

une reaction en esprit a la négation coloniale de l'histoire

africains, a la negation des cultures africaines, a la néga-

tion des capacités humaines de l‘Afrique qui a été la regle

au temps du colonialisme direct" (I, 1975:49).

5. Rehabilitation of the Personality

It is impossible to evaluate the damage done to personalities
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by invasion, conquest, occupation and forced imposition of foreign

rules and systems of beliefs; the personality of the exploited

becomes like the one of a battered child or of a defeated compet-

itor who can be either submissive and servile, or rebellious and

revengeful. Some studies indicate that most people with low goal-

achievement have been from conquered or dominated groups; "for them

neither the goals of the traditional or the new culture are meaning-

ful" (Spindler 1968:329; cf. McLelland 1968:362 and LeVine 1966:13).

An ideology must present specific purposes and new motivations to at-

tain these goals, new attitudes towards fellowbmen and society with

the restoration or establishement of a particular and "unique way

of viewing, sorting, and synthesizing the things and events be-

lieved to exist in the world" (Spindler 1968:338). The ideology

must give directions to reestablish cognitive and emotional controls

without which humans cannot understand, plan, choose, live and love.

"The attempt to establish and maintain cognitive control is a uni-

versal and constant process in human life" (Spindler 1968:341); it

is also an important function of any ideology as Apter observes:

"Confronted with a desintegration of the old authority sys-

tems, both traditional and colonial, developing man is in a

state of conceptual confusion. Ideology provides a map to

help him evaluate and perceive the meaning of complex, un-

familiar changes" (1973:191).

Zambian Humanism must shape the Zambian personality by "condition-

ing people's thinking and moulding their value system" (Kaunda 1969:

62), in an effort to regain "personal integrity, autonomy and dig-

nity" (Okonji 1974:39).

6. Traditional values, Adopted and Adapted

Kaunda in his first official presentation of 'Humanism in

Zambia' devoted several pages to establish unequivocally the de-

pendence of the Zambian ideology on the traditional community.

As the local society was based on mutual aid, acceptance of all

people as persons, and inclusivity, so would the modern humanistic

community (1967:5-9). Recalling and reviving the past does not
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entail a regression or a blind imitation of the old days; it is not

an idealisation of vestiges; it is the recognition that things were

done differently before colonisation and what made that society work

can be revived and adapted to conform to the constraints of the pres-

ent time. (Cf. Ange 1979:19l-193). As Kandeke commented:

"Past tradition is like a car's rear-view mirror. A Nation

that keeps its mind fixed on past traditional ways of life

without looking 'in front' is committing a crime against 'prog-

ress' and is more than likely to end up in a 'crash'... Zambian

Humanism's interest in traditional way of life is not merely

for historical purposes. It is rather for utilising the best

elements of traditional way of life for the future develOpment

of the Nation" (1977:56-57; cf. Kaunda 1967:8).

Newly independent nations shape their ideologies in a 'mélange' of

old and new, borrowed ideas and new creations:

"L'étude des processus de modernisation opérant en Afrique de-

puis la decolonisation révéle—-apres une courts periods d'im-

portation des modeles d'organisation-une reprise d'initiative

et le recours a des modeles 'autochtones'. La tradition in-

tervient dans le faconnage du present, elle contribue a la

realisation des nouvelles combinatoires sociales et culturelles.

Ce qui conduit a constater que toute modernité fait apparaitre

des configurations associant des 'traits' modernes st tradi-

tionnels; la relation entre ceux-oi n'est pas dichotomique,

mais dialectique" (Balandier 1974:210).

For Kandeke, the traditional values which should be revived and

adapted concern the "respect for Man, the centrality of Man in a

society based on co-operative labour and mutual-aid living"...

"The emphasis of Zambian Humanism on the traditional way of life...

involves the notion of continuity, gives people a feeling of national

pride,... dispels the feeling of inferiority,... provides a refuge

against the onslaught of adverse foreign cultures,... and provides

a common cognitive orientation" (1977:29; cf. pp. 30-34).

Zambian Humanism is attempting to achieve a new socialisation

through motivation, with convincing explanation and exhortation to

affect and direct personal conduct. Humanistic values must be spread,

discussed and improved upon to fashion the Zambian who must be pre-

pare for hard work, cooperation and sacrifice. In short, based on

traditional values, Zambian Humanism is presented as possessing the
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solutions to the problems, and is expressed in arguments to con-

vince and motivate in order to build a new and strong nation. (Cf.

Pouillon 1978:10). Martin sums up how Zambian Humanism is perceived

and appraised:

"Regarded as an economic blueprint, humanism mensd few sign-

posts other than those already implicit in the notion of eco-

nomic nationalism along moderately socialist lines with some

allowance for moderate capitalism. Regarded as an attempt to

reconcile traditional African values with the demands of a

rapidly changing and modernizing economy, it served some pur-

pose in fecusing attention on the dangers of social disruption

that might result from the wholesale abandonment of old family

and communal institutions and their replacement by an ethic of

individual selfbadvancement" (1972:111; cf. Pettman 1974:40;

Tordoff 1974:24; Sklar 1975:20).

d. Zambian Humanism: must not be Capitalism; should be Socialism;

could be Humanism

Martin in a chapter entitled "State Capitalism: Hyena or Hy-

brid?" (1972:203-221) tries to bring light on the economic philos-

ophy of Zambian Humanism; for him, the difficulty lies in the fact

that it does not concord with the usual unambiguous Western cate-

gories. First, Humanism rejects all forms of exploitation of man

by man, all forms of profit for personal aims, and all competition

between people for the sake of exclusive advantages, social and ma-

terial. At the same time, Zambian Humanism encourages profits made

for the group, self-reliance, hard work and initiative.

The Zambian ideology defines Capitalism as "the exploitation

of one by another... making selfbinterest the driving force of one's

life at whatever costs to others" (Kaunda 1974:13); the accumula-

tion of capital comes from this exploitation:

"Our Humanism will not allow us to use our superior skills to

exploit the less-endowed by organising them into a labour force

which does not get a fair return for its work. A humanist ac-

cepts that capital must be rewarded, but capital alone, without

labour, land and management, cannot produce anything. And

since such capital is barren without these factors it must be

treated accordingly" (Kaunda 1974:77).
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It seems that it is not the profit motive and the accumulation of

wealth which are condemned, but the excess in both; "a profit mo-

tive in the interest of society" is correct; but a "profit motive

in the interest of an individual" is unacceptable in a humanist so-

ciety (Kaunda 1974:77). Moreover, hard work is everywhere extolled

as basic to Humanism (Kaunda 1967:17 and 27; 1974:48, 80-83, 108,

119, 128-129). But hard work produces material results and more hard

work will produce more goods; it must be more work 'in society':

"The accumulated property, whether in the form of houses, food-

stuffs, cattls, goats, pigs, etc. through the framework of a

mutual aid organisation was completely Man-centred. Today,

however, we need to extend this field further because of the

introduction of a money economy.

Humanism in Zambia welcomes ownership of property. In other

words, there is nothing wrong for a man to own a house, a car,

or anything else that will bring security and stability to his

mind, home or family...

The question is how does one accumulate that prOperty? Does

it come through exploiting one's fellow men or by being de-

ceitful? Either way, a humanitarian approach to life does not

condone this. In fact, it condemns this completely" (Kaunda

1967:49).

Consequently, Humanism accepts 'social' profits and controlled pri-

vate enterprise. "Capitalism is regarded as objectionable by Zamp

bian Humanism mainly because it is so individualistic that it be-

comes money-centred and not man-centred as Zambia's philosophy is"

(Meebelo 1973:77). Martin argues that this distinction is nothing

less than an excuse or a spurious device to harmonise doctrine with

facts:

"(Controlled enterprises are) devices for reconciling the eco-

nomic nationalism of Zambia, its political wish to have more

control over the forces that determine its wealth, with the

realities of business life and the necessity of maintaining

efficiency" (1972:212).

Some commentators have used the expression 'State Capitalism' to

describe the economic system of Zambia (Meebelo 1973:66-71), but

"if it is capitalistic, it certainly is not all that unsocialistic

or unhumanistic" (Meebelo 1973:68); the chosen terms are 'State

Participation' and 'mixed economy': "Our present situation is

one where the public sector is quite strong and where the private
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sector survives-in some areas-it is also quite strong" (Kaunda

1974:87; also 88-95). In other words:

"State participation in industry, state land-ownership, co-

operatives and price control are, it must by now be clear,

important instruments for preventing incipient capitalism and

exploitation in Zambian humanism" (Meebelo 1973:95).

After this short discussion, it is evident that (l) the word Ca-

pitalism must be banned and (2) that the uncontrolled accumulation

of wealth in the hands of one individual is condemned. Moreover,

Humanism being an ideology, it describes situations as they should

be. There is a multiplicity of exploiters from the lazy people,

the thieves, the drunkards, the able-bodied beggars, the greedy

materialists, the unscrupulous self-seekers, the pluaderous elites,

the managers with the capitalist attitude (Kaunda 1974:xiii-xv;

l-6;.13, 44, 47, 52, 55, 73-76, 98, 104, 106, 108). The system may

be strewn with abuses and failures but "we must stand together to

fight against the animal in Man so that we can establish a better

society-that is in keeping with the philosophy we prepound"

(Kaunda 1974:116). If it seems that the terminology used by the

proponents of Zambian Humanism is little more than semantic map

noeuvre, in real Zambian life, the disparate elements arrange them!

selves in orderly symmetry which represents the apparent contra.

dictions. For instance, a person may work hard and accumulate,

possess a large house, cattle, a store, a car, even a motor boat;

that person may get some voluntary help from relatives and friends,

but must share by feeding relatives, friends and helping them in

every occasion; the key to the situation is sharing: how much,

with whom and when. That person may become rich, be rich with

several others, and quite often, does not remain rich for very long.

Either that person will be ostracised with his/her wealth, or the

goods and well-being will be shared. What appears confused and con-

confusing in the combination of theoretically opposite elements,

becomes a simple amalgam of concrete situations under the force of

local customs and beliefs. But, the conditions are different and

far more complicated in urban areas with the erosion of the extended
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family in favour of the nuclear family, where the choice of goods

and their accumulation are nearly limitless, then the state has

to articulate policies even with apparent or real contradictions.

(Cf. Benot I 1975:66-72; Tordoff 1974:388-389; Berger 1974:58,

61-63) .

Zambian Humanism should be Socialism, like most ideologies

in Africa attempt to be: "Ideology... is defined by three political

components of our liberation movement-namely, Pan-Africanism, Na-

tionalism and Socialism (Ochieng 1973:68). As integral parts of

their ideologies, Africans include the unity of the nation, values

like cohesion, cOOperation and sharing, and ideals like "democracy,

equality and the dignity of man" (Ake 1976:204). The nations must

not grow only in economic production but must develop according to

social and family needs and obligations and with respect to moral

values and customs. Adrain sums up the main characteristics of

African Socialism:

"African society embodies the humanistic essence of socialism-

community welfare, concern for the peOple's needs, respect for

human dignity, equality, and social justice. The economic as-

pects of African socialism include various forms, although

there is a widespread preference for a mixed system of public

and private sectors. All leaders reject the class struggle,

which is relevant to Europe, and total nationalization, which

characterized the Soviet Union's economy" (1964:198).

Under its economic aspects, Socialism is conventionally defined as

"a system in which the basic means of production are under public

ownership and administration... The basic means of production are

not in the hands of private enterprise" (Berger 1974:73). At the

same time, Socialism can exist with so many forms that a great

deal of tolerance must be exercised in labeling the different

types:

"Il n'existe aucune ferme privilégiée du socialisme" (Du-

mont-Mazoyer 1969:81).

"L'exigence de plusieurs voies socialiStes, au depart d'une

meme situation, de plus en plus divergentes, entre lesquelles

aucun critere rigoureusement scientifique ne permet de choisir

la meilleure, était un phenomene inéluctable" (Dumont-Mazoyer

1969: 58) e
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The temptation of copying or imposing one form of Socialism prac-

tised under one particular model without taking into account his-

torical and geographical conditions can be very strong and should

be avoided. All models are historical, known a posteriori and 'éve-

nementiel'; if certain regularities are found, they are embedded

in local, geographical and temporal circumstances which are often

entangled with ideological theories and material concerns of local

interest.

Zambian Humanism is said to be Socialism because (1) it is

against the accumulation of wealth and the exploitation of Man by

Man, (2) it has a mixed economy, that is state controlled and par-

tially private and (3) it is against workers' alienation and tends

towards workers' participation and ownership (Kaunda 1974:1-3, 52-

53, 87, 128). Moreover, like Socialism, Humanism fights all cap-

italist influences, rejects the emergence of classes, the differ-

ences of wealth and the control of power in the hands of a few priv-

ileged people (Kaunda 1974:109-117; also 1967:10-12, 19; Meebelo

1973:72, 78-80 and 116-118; Kandeke 1977323, 213 and 221).

Still, Zambian Humanism could be both Communism and Capitalism

by its aspects of working and sharing collectively while storing and

selling privately: "Indeed, one in compelled to say a strange mixh

ture of nineteenth-century capitalism with communism" (Kaunda 1967:

13). Nevertheless, Zambian Humanism rejects both Capitalism and

orthodox Socialism: "Zambia‘s destination is neither capitalism nor

orthodox socialism... we are an independent country and we do not

have to make a choice between one or the other " (Kaunda 1969:49);

or as Meebelo explains:

"It is in defence of this principle of man-centredness that

Zambian humanism rejects capitalism, because in the latter

system there is organised exploitation of man by man, rele-

gating man to a mere apparatus. Similarly, Zambian humanism

deprecates communism or so-called orthodox socialism, because

in a communist society ideology is not a servant of man but

his master. Society, therefore, does not exist for man but

man for society" (1973:39; cf. pp. 73 and 117).

However, it is not enough to condemn Capitalism and Communism
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to establish a socialist society; Sklar doubts that Humanism can

bring about Socialism:

"Experience elsewhere teaches that a non-doctrinaire strategy

of development, which relies upon a combination of private,

cooperative, and state enterprise, under the auspices of a man-

agerial bourgeoisie and in partnership with multinational cor-

poration, is unlikely to build socialism" (1975:213; cf. Be-

not I, 1975:63—65).

In fact, the Zambian ideology wantsto be nothing else but

Humanism:

"There is no doubt at all that the mutual aid society way of

life is peculiarly African both in origin and pattern. Be

this as it may, it borders on the one hand on capitalism, and

on the other on communism... This is what makes us realise the

importance attached to Man in that society. All was done for

the good of Man as a Person. It could be done collectively,

it could be held individuallyh-Man was central. Hence the

strange mixture which gives the present generation the right

to claim that our socialism is humanism" (Kaunda 1967:12-13).

The essence of Humanism can be reproduced most precisely by a sum-

mary of the main statements of the book of Kaunda, Humanism in

Zambia of 1974:

1. Humanism is a charter for the common Man, who is the centre

of the universe and society; Man should never be used as a means

to achieve social and economic goals; Man is appreciated for him-

self, because he is a human being, and not on account of success,

efficiency, merit and status (pp. 1 and 3).

2. Humanism is a radical revolutionary programme to liberate Man

from external domination and from internal abuse due to the animal

nature of Man; Humanism tries to eliminate the 'parasites', the

lazy, the greedy and the powerful elites (pp. xiii, 3, 5, 13, 15,

28, 31, 108, 113, 115).

3. Humanism combats external enemies like capitalism, imperialism,

colonialism, neo-colonialism, fascism and racism. It also attacks

internal problems like ignorance, poverty, hunger, disease, crime

and the possible divisive aspects of tribalism (pp. 5, 11, 20, 40,

48, 80, 128-129).

4. In its first stage of develOpment, Humanism is similar to
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Socialism: it promotes a mixed economy with the private and public

sectors under government control; it condemns all forms of exploi-

tation; it establishes an egalitarian society (pp. xiii, 7, 15,

21, 52-55, 87). In a second phase, Humanism will be fully realised

with the people's participation in and control of all political, so-

cial and economic institutions, with society being one large family

and the actual practice of the mottos "do unto others as you want them

to do unto you" and "love thy neighbour as thyself" (pp. 15-16).

5. Since Man is the centre of society, ideology is only a servant,

although the first servant in importance for the success of Humanism

(pp. 5, 8, l7, and 35).

6. Humanism constructs a political system which is a participatory

democracy and a one party state in which everybody contributes; it

is not a dictatorship since it is from and by the people; it encour-

ages decentralisation of all sectors with emphasis on village life

(pp. 8-10, 14-16, 23, 79, 97, 104, 106, 111).

7. Economic and material achievements are not the primary objectives,

since the goal and end of Humanism is the betterment of Man who

cannot live with bread alone (pp. 8, 52, ll7-118). Man works and

produces, but for the commonwealth (20). All must work hard to be

self-sufficient (pp. 41, 65, 83, 108). The state controlled econ-

omy or the common ownership will be transformed into a workers' con-

trolled economy (pp. 52-53).

8. The goal of Humanism is perfection and the total liberation of

Man. At the moment, it is only the beginning in a long march towards

the attainment of God's Grand Design for Man (pp. 5, 52-54 and 128).

"Humanism is looking at Man in global terms. Universally Man

wants to love, to be loved, to seek truth and to create; he

also wants peace, stability and progress, which translated

into reality means, among other things, good food, good shel-

ter, clean clothes and clean water, and he wants these things

on the basis of freedom and justice" (Kaunda 1974:xii).

"In other words, the State and all its bureaucratic institu-

tions will not be transcended until the stage is reached in

Man's development when he is loving the Lord his God with all

his heart, soul, mind and strength, and is also loving his

neighbour as he loves himself and is doing unto others as he

would have them do unto him. Then the teaching or prephesy
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that 'Thy Kingdom come, thy will be done on earth as it is in

Heaven' will have been fulfilled. All institutions, including

the State which binds Man, are transcended" (Kaunda 1974:53).

Most commentators' critiques centre upon the inhability of

Humanism to solve practical and physical problems. In such critiques,

Humanism is not examined as an ideal-spiritual-normative ideology

with moral and psychological goals and only incidental applications,

as the last two pages confirm. Only a moral and spiritual pers-

pective will allow a correct evaluation of the statements, intents

and purposes of Zambian Humanism.



CHAPTER IV

BEMBA PROVERBS CLASSIFIED AND EXPLAINED

The proverbs contained in the present chapter have been col-

lected over a period of about fifteen years (of. pp. 4-6). Out of

a personal collection of some 2,200 proverbs, 510 were retained,

mainly bscuse they are used more frequently, and not at all in view

of trying to prove a point. I am convinced that these proverbial

expressions represent correctly and adequately the attitudes, be-

liefs and values of the Bemba speakers as expressed in their prov-

erbs. The content classification should help to understand the gen-

eral message of a proverb; it is not intented to demonstrate def-

initively the exclusive meaning and usage of an expression in par-

ticular. There are seven categories which are in turn sub-divided

into more specific tapics. These general subjects cover most of

the themes discussed in cultural Anthropology; they are (A) the

spiritual life, (B) the family life, (C) the social life, (D) the

economic life, (E) the political life, (F) moral values and (G)

traditional expressions. It might be useful to refer to pages

51 to 53 for the mechanics of quoting, translating and explicing

which functions as follows: (a) word by word translation; (b)

literal translation; (c) some explanations; (d) lexical and

grammatical explanations; (d) references as SM to Mpashi's book,

Icibemba cesu na mane ya ciko, and as W? to The White Fathers'

Bemba English Dictionary.

A. THE SPIRITUAL LIFE.

From the proverbs and sayings, one cannot elaborate a Bemba

theology. All that can be said is that proverbs refer to a knowl-

edge of and belief in Lesa, a superior or supreme being, force or

172
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principle which has made humans, care for them and will judge them.

The same word is used by the mmbo (Stefaniszyn 1964:134-136) and the

Plateau Tonga (Colson 1954:60). As far as is known, there is no

official national, regional or sten familial cult to L395. There is

no mention of personal ceremonies in honour of £252” but there are

personal 'invocations' or recoursss in instances like grave acci-

dents, diseases and death. The word lg§§_means also 'thunder‘ and

signifies the actual noise produced in the sky. Thunder was seen

as a direct effect of nggfs power and an evident manifestation of

supreme might. Catholic missionaries fearing the god-thunder meton-

ymy adopted the word mulungg for Supreme Being, God, heping to

isolate the word lggg,with one meaning only, thunder. Mulungg never

meant a supreme principle or one powerful transcendent being, but

signifies divinities linked with natural phenomena. Mulungg is used

as Supreme God in Nyanja (Ci Cewa) and under the form of Mungg,in

Swahili. Intermediary gods, divinities or spirits have different

terms: milungg (sing. mulungu) are either divinities with myste-

rious origins or spirits of famous ancestors and chiefs incarnated

in natural phenomena and forces like epidemics, scourges, falls, etc.;

25312 are spirits of chiefs and kings incarnated in trees, hills,

rivers, etc. not far from their burial mounds; and mipashi (sing.

mupgshi) are manes or spirits of recently departed people and may

be floating around former residences and fields. Mipashi are also

protecting spirits inhabiting people. §g§g|is good for all, cares

for every life and will judge with absolute justice because he/she

knows every human heart. Lg§g_is not associated directly in the

unfolding of human events and actions; these are the domains of

the mipashi, ngulg,and milungg.

Since every event and action was or could be linked with some

supernatural power or influence, there was place for several clas-

ses of religious specialists. The bashimapepo (sing. shimapepo)

are called in English 'priests'; etymologically, they are the 'fa-

there of worship'; they were performing for the chiefs and offering

to the Milungu for important occasions and scourges. The bakasesema
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(sing. kasessma) can be called 'prophets' because they predict, de-

nounce and threaten. They mumble words which are interpreted as val-

uable information coming from the spirits who possess them. The Egg-

mu sha mipgshi are persons temporarily possessed who communicate some

information or simply utter sounds which are unintelligible; still,

everybody listens attentively in case some names of evil-doers would

be recognised. The bashinghanga (sing. shinggnga) or nghanga can be

described as the medicine men who deal with all forms or ailments with

or without recourse to spirits. They are consulted for all sorts of

reasons like accidents, human failures and deaths. The term shinghgg-

55 can also be used for 'priest', meaning anyone associated with the

supernatural; he is the religious specialist for all occasions.

Even if there are no sanctuaries properly speaking, there are

places of worship built in honor of divinities and spirits, espe-

cially the 3531!; those small huts or elevations are called mfuba

(sing. lufuba). People will deposit offerings like flour to placate

the spirits. (Cf. Labrecque 1946).

 

 

There is no indication of gender in the word Lesa, except that

it belongs to the first class which contains nouns related to per-

sons as a rule. For instance, it is Lesa Mukulu, Lesa great or
 

supreme; the pronoun 'it' is used to refer to neuter rather than to

a thing. This section includes only proverbs about Lesa and spir-
 

its; moral values are discussed in sections H and I.

1. Apgtebeta Lesa: tapaffika cushi.

a. There/book God: not/there/rise smoke.

b. Where God cooks: no smoke rises.

c. God is like a fire without smoke, and therefore cannot be

seen. God‘s works and ways are hidden and unknown; so it

is impossible to know what God is preparing for people.

God acts without warning.

e. SM:9. WF:l42-ggghi.
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4.

5.
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be

do
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Icipg Lesa: tacishibwa. 0r: Igikupg Lesa: teti ushishibg.

That/give God: not/it/be-known. 0r: That/you/kive God:

it-is-impossible you/mey-know.

What God gives cannot be known.

The future cannot be predicted and one never can be sure

of what is in store for oneself.

wr: 204-9332.

In bwito bwe 251a g; kws Lgsa: e kupgila gilandu zogsg.

At end of baldness it/is at God: it/is to-end cases all.

The last tribunal is at God's where all cases end.

God's tribunal is the last one. Whatever happens to cases

here, at last one just settlement will take place in front

of God. There is always a final judgment in front of God

whatever happens to human decisions and conde-nations.

glito bwe 251a. End of baldness; a court of justice in

appeal. nggggg old age manifested by baldness.

3 71-hE1t0e

W-

God it/you/hay-unmake.

May God unmake you.

May God who has made you, destroy you. (A malediction and

a form of cursing).

"3588‘We

sa ushin a : us tuka.

God bow-string my: which/hot/is-broken.

God is my bow-string which is not broken.

God is my defense and never breaks down. God is my constant

protector and does not fail in time of needs.

"3388‘Me
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Less mufushi: tafulila 232.

God blacksmith: not/it/forge-for one.

God is the blacksmith who does not forge for only one.

God is the powerful worker and deer who works and cares for

all. God cares for all without exception.

SM:35. st:“hm.

esa:- mu bwe m tu.

God: the-one/is-covered with dry-leaves.

God is like a person covered with dry leaves.

God is hidden and cannot be seen but its presence is no less

true. nobody can see God who is not seen and even if near-

by is hidden to human eyes.

mm. mm: m 1......

Lesa a; gglzgtgla: e ukangyotwgla.

God it-is avenger: it-is who/hill/he/avenge-for.

God is the avenger who will avenge me.

Whatever happens now, here on earth, God will avenge me

and rectify every wrong done to me. (Expression often

used as a curse).

smas. WF:403-g§z_o_t_olg.

sa: abs c e.

God: not/it/forget which/is-standing up.

God does not forget what stands up.

God helps those who help themselves. As long as a person

does something, God will do its share and help.

SM:35. ”$23-93”.

W0

God: not/it/destroy thing/its.

God does not destroy its own.
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God does not destroy what it made and is its. God conser-

ves what it has done.

SM:35. Ir:323-;gggp

ea bo: m t ebe e.

God: full-of-riches: heart let/it/tell/to.

God is rich and independent and does what it likes with it.

God is the possessor of everything and does what it_likes

with it. Nobody tells God how to dispose of its riches.

SM:35. :323-333:,

H; Lesa tfila: uwatdlile ggloggglogda egg alipgtgikg.

It-is God help: it/hho/has-helped wasp when it/iould-

have-been-burst.

It is God the helper who helped the wasp which would

have burst.

God is the helper who helps all creatures. God cares even

for a little wasp and certainly far more for men.

W<Ws amd ern-p.

SM:35. Incas-nu.

Ub bwe sa: bu we.

Riddle which/bustle God: not/it/is-unpuzmled.

A riddle made by God is not solved.

The things that God has made are not explainable. God's

mysteries are incomprehensible.

Irzaza-ngg.

Uk be kat : s a com.

To/dig root: to/mix with God.

To dig up medicinal root, one must mix it with God.

To make a good medicine, one needs God's help. Whatever
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the value of the medicine, the cure comes from God.

”3SZG-Esa.

U _ : we a we.

Spirit nice: not/it/travel with bad-spirit.

A nice guarding spirit does not go along with an evil spirit.

A spirit cannot be both good and bad, favourable and unfe-

vourable. A spirit will protect you or will harm you.

WP:481-§gpgghi.

U u we: ta e .

Spirit who/is-known: not/it/bat man.

A known spirit does not eat a man. .

The remembered and revered spirit does not harm a person.

If someone prays to the protecting spirit, that person is

well cared for.

Heal-w.

Ugweo we nkoko: uli 53 me gmhitan.

Soul of hens: it/is at owner he/hho/them/keep.

The souls of the hens belong to their owner.

The lives of the hens are the responsibility of their

keeper who may decide to kill one as he pleases. Man's life

is in God's hand as the lives of hens in the owner's hands.

SM:71. W!:5l4-g:gg.

web wekwe: cif as .

Who/honsult spirit his: itching-sensation.

He who evokes his spirit feels itchy at the most.

The person who cares about his spirit may have some small

diseases or accidents, but nothing'very serious will happen

to him/her.
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B. FAMILY LIFE

This section is sub-divided into eight categories which outline

the primary relationships, rights and duties among people. They are

a. family life in general; home; clan; b. marriage; husband-wife;

c. mothers; d. parents; children; e. elders; f. orphans; g. af-

finee. h. family duties; 1. diverse customs.

B. - a. Family Life in General. Home. Clan.

The word lgpgg_ is used to translate the European concept and

institution of 'family'. Clan is mukowa. The clan (mukowa) is com-

posed of peeple related to a common ancestor and through a clanpname;

the clan-name is not only a name; it is the symbolic reality of clanp

ship and the bond between members. With the introduction of christian

and European practises, the word family lgpgg,began to be used to sig-

nify the nuclear family or the extended family with members of both

sides; however, as a rule, a married woman refering to her 'lgngf

will not include her husband; if she wants to refer to her husband

and children, the English 'family' will be used. Lgp!§,would be a

portion of closely related members of a mukowg. Obligations of hos-

pitality and cooperation exist between members of the same mukowa,even
 

from different groups and are, of course, more rigorous in the lgng,

(Cf. p. 17). flzggg,(rarely used in sing. £3222) refers to 'home' not

only as a house or residence, but as a village, section of village,

island or area.

Proverbs extol the beauty, comfort and security of the native

village, where people eat well and could do no wrong. For migrants,

the famines and hard times are forgotten and the return Journey will

be easy. People may travel and wander around; the souvenir of the

native homeland perdures.
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Akac a ka mbus : ha a a e e.

Little/tail of goat: it/hweep where it/is-laid.

The little tail of the goat sweeps the place where it lies.

The goat starts by cleaning the place where it lies. Home

and the family must be the first place one keeps clean and

cares about.

sn:2. IF:ZlZ-kagi;a.

fume at a: o' a. we ka a: o' a.

Little/htomach it/twitch: where you/bat. Little/heath...

The little stomach (or mouth) twitches where it eats.

The stomach and the mouth are activated where they eat.

Home is the place to eat well and feel good.

-ma-; applicative of -_t_g._ka_; twitch, twinge.

suzs. '13214-kafumo.

535513;.1. pa mwabo: kaba no busgipg.

Little/hnt at its/place: it/be with courage.

The little ant at its hole is full of courage.

When one is at home, one is courageous.

Busgipa, from -ggipg; be courageous, strong.

WF:60-bush;pg.

Akash; gglililg: takalabwa.

Little/tillage you/hte-in: not/it/is forgotten.

The little village you ate in well is not forgotten.

One always remembers the small village where one ate to

one's fill. That little village where your mother and

grand-mother prepared for and gave you so much food is

never forgotten.

wr: 250-5933;.
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5351a glabo: tagelilwg.

He/iill/to his/places: not/he/iill/be-dusked upon.

The person going home is not stepped by the dusk.

'hen one is on one's way home, one is not prevented from

walking on in spite of the dangers (wild animals) of

being out at night. Nothing prevents a person who is

going home.

$ng; an applicative of -i_l;; fall (for the night).

c s ° c o a.

Abode nice: it/hsed-to/intoxicate.

A nice residence makes one drunk.

A nice place to live in is as good as being drunk. A

good residence intoxicates, that is it makes you very hap-

py and makes you forget your obligations of working and

providing for your family.

W?:89-cifg;o.

WEA-

Tour/places: they/long-for and bad.

Your home; they long for it even if it is bad.

There is no place like home. However poor or bad may be

your home, it is yours and you will always miss it.

s a e: s bwe a to .

Beasts they/hunt only: they/bome-back to/lair.

Beasts go out for hunting and come back to their lairs.

One leaves home for urgent needs and then comes back home.

One may drift from place to place but always comes back

home some day.

"3377'Me
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0b o busuma: b aka a.

Residence good: it/usedpto/hake drunk.

and c. (same as in proverb 24).

saws. "no-m.

Ulwabipa gakgza; 3 waga lwawama.

It/be-bad at to/go: it to/bome-back it/is-good.

To go away is bad; to come back is good.

It is always hard to leave home and go on a Journey, but

it is nice to come back.

at: 33,34-132.

Umw a as obe: tako s a .

Child he/hot/be yours: not/he/is-lured mush and meat.

The child who is not yours is not seduced by food.

The child which does not belong to you is not seduced and

charmed by food. It takes more than food to replace fami-

ly ties.

-§ggg§; lure, entice, seduce.

sn: ea. wr: 270-335;.

U be: shibi wa .

Child at/them: who/hot¢is-made-bad dance.

The child of the village whose dancing is not seen as

being bad.

In one's own village, nothing is really bad, not even a

bad dancer. Whatever happens in one's village, one is

always condoned and forgiven, even something as easy as

dancing.

VIP: 610-593.
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B. - b. Marriage. Husband-Wife Relationships.

The initiation ceremonies for girls, the betrothal and marriage

'rites vary a let, not only in importance, but in length, obligation to

perform them and complexitxrfrom region to region. Only a few impor-

tant points are brought up here.

Marriage negotiations can be initiated by the young man, at times

the young girl and even the parents; but the future married pair must

like the idea and agree to the marriage. Residence rules, work duties,

financial obligations and gifts differ from place to place. For ins-

tance, the gdalama ya cisungg (money for mensturation that is inter-

course) and the lupgggo (present, dowry), could never be eluded, but

the time of remittance, the amounts and forms of gifts depend on the

partners' education, status, standard of living and also generosity.

Even a finance Minister would have to sit down personally or through

a representative (shibukombe) to listen to and comply with the mate-

rial arrangements negotiated with the girl's parents. In rural areas,

young men will try to go and find work in order to fulfil their obli-

gations; this can be done at any time from the betrothal to the final

ceremonies. Before any official ceremony, the couple will live to-

gether which is known as ggwishibana, to know each other. The mar-

riage ceremonies proper could be celebrated several months or even

a few years after betrothal. The word uku-u a, to get married, is

not used.exclusively for formally married people only; it is used for

all persons living as married people. Divorce often causes trouble

for families and clans, with intricacies as to what is kept or re-

turned among the gifts, the dowry and direct payments; the question

of keeping and caring for the children does not arise since the chil-

dren belong to or rather are the mother's clan; the mother's brothers

often advise and help.

For the wife, faithfulness, love and child-bearing are praised,

while the husband is exhorted to love and respect his wife, and to

work hard. The recommendations contained in proverbs are only broad

statements about married life in general, without any provision for
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the legal aspects distinguishing different degrees of marital
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Cazggsha: ashile paganda.

It/he/bvercome: he/left house.

'It overcomes me' left the house.

The man who cannot stand it any longer must leave. When

there is too much trouble with.one's wife and relatives,

one must leave the place. (This is applied to a man's si-

tuation; a woman may also leave the house and run to her

mother or other relatives, bringing along the children; but

since she usually lived with other relatives in her parents'

village, the man was the one who went away, leaving wife

and in-laws).

SM:lO. Vitae-9393;.

Ic temenwe a: me a.

What/liked mother: and children.

What liked the mother must also liked her children.

If a man wants to marry a woman who has children he must

accept the children and love them too.

814317.

glygghi lza nsaka: ggligginwa mukasgi.

Conversation of rest-hut: not/it/hause-to-be-beaten wife.

The words said in the rest hut are not sufficient to give

one's wife a beating.

What one hears at the rest hut is not a sufficient proof

to condemn a wife and beat her. People must not rely on

gossip to Judge people, especially wives, without further

evidence. Before beating one's wife, there must be evidence.

ongigwa; applicative passive of -355; beat.

WF:820-gpiggg.
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ame : t b a a n wema

Trees they/be-near: not/they/lack tc/kry squeaks.

Trees which are near to one another do not fail to scratch

one another.

People who live together must expect differences and occap

sional arguments. Harried life is not without troubles.

SH:23. l!:582-pglgggg§,

m u : is o o .

Whistle new: it/peel lip.

A new whistle peels off the lip.

A person who has a new whistle uses it all the time and

gets sore lips. People at times abuse a new marriage and

become tired of it. New things like a new marriage should

not be abused because this might bring tiredness and sorrow.

SM:24.

ube ab 0 mu a: cane ne nkashi e mwi .

Wild-pig it/lack.cousin: it/play and sister and niece.

The wild pig which has no cousin plays with members of

its own family.

The person who has no cross-cousin will marry a parallel

cousin, and a maternal uncle will marry a niece. People

who have very small families may be forced to break laws

and rules to be able to marry.

Mufzgla (22l2313l3)3 child of the father's sister or the

mother's brother to whom one can get married;

cross-cousin.

Hwipwa (abgpwa ; a nephew or niece, the son or daughter of

a man's sister to whom no marriage is allowed. That

is, the maternal uncle calls his niece or nephew

EEEBEEalfiaéls

53535;; sister; used by a man talking of his sister.

SM: 25. IF: 533-399,”.
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u da a m b o: tamub wa buo be.

In house of youryTriend: not/in/het-for hot-meal.

In the house of your friend, they do not set a hot meal for

you.

In the house where your wife is not, there is nobody to wait

and cook for you. A person should not expect to be treated

elsewhere as he/hhe is at home. A man's wife is not replaced.

Buombg; night Egali,(mush, meal) prepared for husband .

coming back at night after a hunt.

SM:37; wrzao-pggg,

M o ' bel es .

First-wife; who/hsked little/bwinging-piece.

The first wife who asked for the little dangling piece

of meat.

The first wife (mukolo, opposed to ggiggg, second wife)

who asked for the little piece of meat; that piece of meat

would have most probably been given to her anyhow. The first

wife was bold enough to ask for a favour, knowing how her

husband loved her. The greedy first wife who wants a piece

of meat before it is divided and given away.

-x.1,.g;.; from -s a; swing, oscillate, dangle.

83:58. WF3451quk010e

Mothers.

It is not surprising to find proverbs describing the devotion,

hard work and courage of the Bemba mothers as well as the filial

love and affection they deserve. Several years ago, A. Richards

wrote: "Bemba women seem to have high status. Daughters become

founders of new lines since the succession passes through them"

(Richards 1956:‘9).
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Among Bemba speakers, the responsibility of caring for infants

and young children rests with the mother who is helped by a grand-

mother, an aunt and even a sister. The child uses the word 'gezgf

mother, not only for his natural mother, but also for his maternal

aunt (gaze mggige) younger than his mother, and gaze mgkalamba for

a person older than his mother. Mayo segge is the maternal uncle.

Mothers, grand-mothers and adult women in general work very

hard from morning to evening, caring for their husbands and children,

going to the fields, fetching water, getting fire-wood, pounding

grains or cassava, keeping the house clean, washing the clothes,

looking after the sick, fishing, planting gardens, plastering the

interior of the house, and doing many more tasks. They also give

the impression that they are happy when they are in good health.

They do not seem to go fast, whether walking or pounding grain, but

their constancy would tire anyone because they never stop. One may

pass by for a chat, and they will talk and laugh while carrying on

with their Job. Any description of a Bemba mother would seem poetic,

and it more prudent to let the proverbs speak for themselves.

39. Akin; ks mfubu gggibila: ni nziga agglanga.

a. Little-child of hippopotamus to-dive: it-is its-mother

she/it/hhow.

b. It is the mother hippopotamus which shows the little one

how to dive.

c. The children's education is provided by the mother. It is

the mother's duty to instruct the children in the customs

and ways of her people.

Ce 3143‘s

‘0 Q . 3 t a “t ‘ e

a. Little/bne of duiker: not/it/forget tree its/bother

she/ate/from.

b. The little duiker does not forget the tree from which its

mother ate.
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One does not forget the place where a mother found food for

the children. What the mother has taught, like how to get

food, is not forgotten, especially in time of hardship and

famine.

314:3,» whose-m.

m ggogbe: pa mwana tg_k_az§.

Little/child cow: at child not/will/it go.

The little cow at her offspring does not go.

A young cow will not abandon its calf. A mother will never

abandon her child whatever the danger may be.

Wo

Frog and water of itself: not/it/go.

A frog does not go from its water-hole.

A mother will not abandon her child and her rights.

“Ella-cg»

Lubemba o o: swab a oko bemb a.

Lubemba and your/mother: you/are/without your/hother it/

you/repulse.

The Lubemba country with your mother; without her it re-

pulses you.

The Lubemba country is a good place as long as your mother

lives there; without your mother it means nothing to you.

-Bemb3la; reversive of ~23233, entice, seduce. Pun on

the words Lubggba and -bembula.

Ir:27,28-bembgla.

W-

Mother/elephant at child: not/she/go.

and c. same as proverb 41.

umsee-m.
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No o o a t : ta bele b u.

Your-mother she/growbold not/hay: not/hhe/has-endowed beauty.

Your mother is growing old; don't say she never had any

beauty. ‘

Your mother is not beautiful any more due to hard work;

but do not think that she was not pretty. Beauty is short-

lived and old age comes soon for everyone.

-§!bg, or -zg!§§; be pretty, be beautiful.

M muti-

N930: 21y». Else

Tour-mother: not/bhe/is-black fingers.

Iour mother has not dirty hands.

Tour mother's hands are always clean whatever she does.

What your mother does is always perfect.

SM:42.

N 0 ea ub o: u t we 0.

Tour-mother of your-friend: who/hot/is-touched on self.

Your friend's mother is not treated with familiarity.

Your friend's mother cannot replace your own.mother. If your

mother is replaced by a step mother, it will not be the same.

-§§g§g_p§_;gigg; hold at self; be familiar; have sexual re-

lations.

anus. ”aw-mg.

Ta a oko: a as b .

lot/there/hhe/die your mother: she/there/bome another.

At your mother's death another one will not come.

when your mother is dead, nobody will ever take her place.

SM:47. WP:184-13§, '

a a usha: na oko wa kuo .

To/refuse of slave: except you/are and your/bother of

tO/IQCR/tOe
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To refuse the breast of the slave only when you have a mother.

One can be proud and difficult as long as one's mother is

alive. As long as one's mother is alive, one can be inde-

pendent and fussy, knowing that someone is there to turn

to for understanding and help.

snzss. Wr:579-gn§§.

Umggga ashggda: atashg 31in; 2533313.

Child he/hot/travel: he/thank his/bother to/hook.

The child who has not traveled thanks his mother's cooking.

The child who has not been away from home, loves his mother's

cooking. The person who has never eaten anything else, thanks

every bit of food cooked and given by his mother.

SM:68. Irx7sa-ggghg,

Uggaga nub}: taluba nziga.

Child wicked: not/he/forget his-mother.

The wicked child does not forget his mother.

However bad a person may be or become, he/hhe will not

forget his/her mother.

Wr:508-533g§,

U u: c na a.

Child big: nearly and his-mother.

A big child is nearly a mother.

A big daughter often replaces the mother. In a large fa»

mily the grown up daughters often take the place of the

mother and help in nearly everything. In a family the

daughters help their mother in all the tasks that must be

done, especially carrying younger children who will remember

the devotion and care of their sisters.

Ir:508-ggagg.
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Us o : uto a u mba .

lbo/hot/is your-mother: she/you/Teel in ribs.

She who is not your mother can feel your ribs.

The person who is not your mother can do nothing more

but touch your ribs and see how thin you have become from

lack.of food and care. Nobody knows how to care for a child

as a mother. Nobody replaces a mother.

SM:74. WP:787-§ggz§.

Us no : o a t e.

lho/hot/is yourcmother: not/hhe/you/Teel head.

She who is not your mother does not feel your head.

The person who is not your mother will not feel your head

and see if you have a fever and are sick.

SM:74. wr:787-gggzg.

Uul ' e a amba e so.

Who/is and his-mother: it-is and tears in eyes.

He who is with a mother has tears in his eyes.

As long as one's mother is alive, one can cry about her; when

she is dead there are no tears left. When one's mother is

dead, there is nobody to care for one's tears and sorrows.

'r:569-gzigg.

d. Parents. - Children.

Children have a different up-bringing depending on their being

male or female. The little girls will stay with their mothers or

woman relatives and share in all the chores while learning how to

become wives and mothers; they also eat with the other women. The

little boys stay with their parents until about 4 or 5 years of age

when they usually Join other boys, spending a lot of time with them,

sharing a hut, and eating with them or with the adult men. Parents

seem to care more for girls who often get better and more food and
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stay with their mothers and other female relatives, learning how to

work and about the customs and practices of the group.

As in many other matrilineal peoples, it is difficult to ascer-

tain the role of the natural father towards his children, at least in

practice; many duties concerning education and up-bringing belong

to the mother's family, grand-mother, sisters and brothers. However,

when the children are small and live around the father's house, the

father is the master, has authority, and commands respect, partic-

ularly when he gets along well with his wife's relatives. In urban

areas, the fathers' roles are expanding, and they are the ones who

usually care for the material well being of their children by paying

for schoel fees, clothes, etc. They may also help their sisters'

children, but to a lesser extent.

Like everywhere else, parents are admonished to care for their

children and keep an eye on them. Children are expected to resemble

their parents morally, even though it is known that the contrary is

also frequent, as in proverb 66.

56. A a be mbwa: tabs han men .

a. Children of dog: not/they/bite/bach-other teeth.

b. Children of one dog don’t bite their teeth at each other.

c. Pups from the same mother do not fight seriously. Brothers

and sisters may disagree and quarrel, but big trouble should

never arise among them.

d. -Pishggla: reciprocative causative of -pi§3; pass, intro-

duce.

e. 3M:l. WP:4l7-§bwa.

57. Abfiga lubagga: abasha mimena, ilggggg.

a. Children courtyard; slaves germinated-grain, it/go-away.

b. Children are like the courtyard; slaves are like the grains

which are blown away.

c. Children stay around the house a long time while servants go.
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One may rely on children who will stay around while servants

are unreliable and may go away like grain at the first wind.

wag: so any quickly. '

”3w-

Little/goat it-is the-other-side: they/it/hesire skin.

They desire the skin of the little goat which is on the other

side of the river.

Eros far away a goat appears a good game, and it is only after

having killed it that it is realized that it was your own.

One must keep the children near if one wants to avoid mis-

fortunes.

SM: 2. II:le-M.

o e nsuka: m omo mu m .

Little/bird it/grew tail: lip on side of eye.

The little bird grew a large tail; the lip is in the wrong

place.

That person had a large family but a wicked tongue which

drove away all the children. It is not enough to beget

children, one must be kind and care for them. A wicked

tongue will destroy the best of things.

SM: 6. '1': 270-533;.

“ a w' fwasa: a u.

Brains they/bome-out of/hmall-ant-hill: they/go to ant-hill.

Intelligence comes out of the small ant-hill and goes into

the large one.

Ideas and new plans come from young people to enlighten

elders.

gifgggg,- gggggggg small ant-hill of only one or a few feet

high. Used here to signify young people.

92;_,- gzgig, large ant-hill which can be from a few feet to
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some twenty feet. Here, means older people.

SM:7. WP: 407-5539,.

Bat a we : tabat a an .

They/say let/you/be-born: notflhey/say let/resemble/each-

other.

They can say to be born but cannot say to be or look alike.

Parents have children who do not always take after them.

Children of the same parents are not always alike; some

may be good, others bad.

SM:9.

£11255 gilggonkwa: abina tabanogkgg.

Goods they/usedpto/be-acquired: children-not/theyybe-

acquired.

Goods can be acquired, not children.

If one has no children, nothing can be done to acquire

them. No amount of money or trade can make up for the lack

of children.

IF:547-ggg§g.

Imbwa fwa uli s u .

Dog not/it/Bie from owner his.

A dog does not die at the hand of its owner.

A dog which has been living with a person is not killed by

that person. (The owner of the dog will at times take the

dog in the bush and tie it to a tree or will give the dog to

someone who will dispose of it). Parents can punish their

children, but to a limit.

SM:22. WP:4l7-g§33.

t a: e .

Trees they/grow: it-is forest.

The trees which are growing are to-morrow's forest.
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c. The growing generation will assure the survival and conti-

nued strength of the family, clan, and country.

a. SM: 23. II: 501-395;.

65. o a ama: a ata ‘ .

a. Little/rat and mybmaternal-uncle: he/be it-is mybfather

when hefile/would-have-given.

b. The little rat of my maternal uncle; my father would have

given it to as.

c. The maternal uncle keeps all the relish for himself while

my father would give some.(The maternal uncle has the duty

to bring up and scold his sisters' children; the natural

father can spoil his own children).

d. ggkgkggpg; small rat; more used are the words gp§§3,and 553353.

.. mas-W.

66. Mamba taifzgla gagba I $13.

a. Blackpmamba not/it/beget blackpmamba another.

b. The black.mamba does not beget another black samba.

c. Parents do not have children who take after them, physic-

ally or morally. (It is believed that black mambas do not

beget other mambas).

e. I!:404-!§g§§.

67 e K b. 3 “a

a. Be/leave/to child axe: when he/himself/hit he/is-going/

1tM's

b. Leave the young child with the axe; after hitting himself

he will throw it away.

c. Young people must be left to learn by experience and not

be told everything.

es. W-

a. Civet resemblance: he/resemble children.
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The civet and the ”look alike"; he looks like the children.

Children and parents look.alike and often behave similarly.

mm. m- am. menu--

SM:48.

I2222_2E22!:.!!£2E2££.2§.2§_12!20

Small—mouse to/hit small-track: of on family.

The small mouse to hit the small track; it is in the family.

The children follow the habits and traits of their parents.

Like the small rat who hits the family path by instinct,

so children take after their parents in many ways.

SM:48.

Ubgkota 3:3 mubiyo: tababglesha bangs.

Help of your-neighbour: not/they/it/Torbid hemp.

The helper of your companion; they do not forbid him from

smoking hemp.

One is not entitled to correct the neighbour's children's

faults. One must care for one's own children and leave the

correction of others to their own parents.

SM:SO. 11:45-b2kota.

U b nkoko: s .

Bigness of hen: feathers.

The bigness of a hen comes from its feathers.

The respectability of a mother comes from her children. A

large family brings honour and security.

hleeho - 5525523 feathers, hair.

SM:50. Ir:46-gpkg;§,

gpplglu bwatglile kn 5gp; kg nama.

anity it/bame-from at small-child of animal.

Hard feeling was caused by the small animal.

Hard feelings and hatred between families often come from
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fights of children. Children are often the cause of dispu-

tes among families.

SM:Sl. Ir:40-gg;glg.

Ub a bus 6 e o: o.

Flour which/hot/ground your-mother: ashes.

The flour which is not ground by your mother is like ashes.

There is nothing comparable to the feed your mother gives you.

-Pe a; grind.

SM:51. IP:54-pgpgg,

Ubw m n o: tabubas wa m .

Ihat/bultivate son your-mother: not/it/barved/Tor wooden-

spoon.

What is cultivated by the son of your mother is not worth

making a wooden spoon out of.

From your brother's work you cannot expect much. Don't rely

on your brother or brothers for your eating and living. Child-

ren of the same family must not expect to get much help

from each other.

-Bashi;wa; possessive applicative of -g§gg; carve, plane.

SM:32. Ir:336-;i;§.

Ubwana bwa nsato: bulasatula.

Offspring of pythons: it/hsually/bcatter.

The offspring of pythons scatter away.

Children sooner or later scatter and leave their parents.

Parents must be ready to face the day when their children

will be scattered.

-Sa§gla; send off, scatter. L to, 93532; python. (Pun

between the words -satgla and 3353; .

wr:ohm.

Uk da a: o.

To/teach child: to/reach/there.

To teach a child, to be there.
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If one hopes to teach a child, one must be present where

the child is.

gkgkwata akéga gage: kutggggniga 9a Lesa.

To/have child one: to/btruggle/bne-another and God.

To have only one child is to struggle with God.

Having only one child is dangerous since God can call it

back and the parents are left without posterity. People must

have several children.

'IBREEHIHES applicative reciprocative of -_ggg§; compete.

SM:$6. WF:748-§ggg§gipg,

a s e° a bantuntush .

To/harry fat-spider: and children they/are fat/bpiders.

To get married to a fat spider and the offspring will be

fat spiders.

If one marries a person who is fat or has physical defects,

one may expect that the children will be likewise.

ngtushe - Qgggngggghg; venomous spider with large belly.

Irzaoo-tggtgnghg,

Ugggpg kasegbg: hello kakukoma, wakobeka pg kubea.

Child small/axe: even it/hit/you, you/put on shoulder.

A child is like an axe; even if it hurts you, you still

carry it on your shoulder.

A child is always your child even when it causes trouble;

you still love him/her and care.

oggggkg; hock, hang up, suspend.

SM:68. :240-kasggbg.

bu ha: e us ba kwa wis .

Child he/hot/ask: he/ate large-pggli,of his/father.

The child always inquires before eating a 333;; not to

eat the father's gggli.

The child must inquire in case of uncertainty to avoid big

blunders. (There is a 235;; (mush) with relish reserved
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for the father, and to eat it without permission is a

serious offense).

Musggpg; large Egali, that is, flour mixed with water and

served hot.

smce. "zoo-9mg.

U oko: awama b .

Child your mother: he/is-nice.twice.

The son of your mother is twice over nice.

Your brother is nicer than anyone else, especially if he

is of the same mother. Members of one's family should be

first in affection.

IF:508-ggggg,

Um wa bu : c a a a.

Child of first-born: nearly it-is his-mother.

The first born child is nearly a mother.

The first child (especially if a girl) is like a mother.

ggbgli, abstract noun from libeli, first born child.

IF:38,39-bgbeli.

Uggggg wa gpgggi: ekuga bushiku gyigg apulilg.

Child of beggar: he/eat-fill day his-mother she/has-begged.

The child of a beggar eats when his mother has begged suc-

cessfully.

The child of a beggar is a beggar. The children have the

same fate as their parents. Children depend on their

parents for their food and survival.

gm, from «131323, beg, work for food.

WP: “$22231.-

W-

Child of snake: it-is snake.

The child of a snake is also a snake.
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c. Children take after their parents. The child of your enemy

is also your enemy.

9e 8H367e

85. UubUtilg: e ulgtelgla uggtilg.

a. He/iho is white: it-is who/bring/to who/ias-black.

b. The white one brings trouble to the black one.

o. Young people often bring trouble to old people. Children are

often the cause of trouble for their parents and grand-par-

ents. (To be white means to be young, since many infants

are light-coloured at birth).

e. SM:73. UF:62:2§_t_a,.

86. Uwa a: wa na mbwa.

a. Who/beget: not/he/is-eaten by dogs.

b. He who has children is not eaten by dogs.

c. The person who has children will not be abandoned and will be

cared for.

e. SM:75.

Be " .e mderfle

Bemba society, like others in Zambia (cf. Kaunda 1967:6 and 28),

has great respect for elderly people; they are acknowledged as in-

termediaries in the transmission of life and the embodiment of wisdom

and experience. Elderly persons are usually well taken care of, un-

less they have lost all their close relatives; then, they may suffer

physically and mentally. Old people depend on their children and

grand-children for the building and up-keep of their huts, for food,

clothes, water and fire-wood; if they can, they share in the commu-

nal chores; others are simply at the mercy of their children, and

occasionally of relatives and neighbours. It is rare to find elders

who are completely satisfied with the way in which they are treated
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even if their people do their best. They spend a lot of time toge-

ther talking about past achievements and the good old times. Old

men may have developed skills like weaving fish nets, making axe

handles, drums, etc.; otherwise, they may be idle most of the time.

Old women will try to help with all kinds of home chores like

pounding grain, cleaning the house, washing clothes,and playing with

infants and small children. Elderly women are also very important

persons to be consulted on many issues like teaching the young,

treating diseases, planning girls' initiations, and advising on

about every issue related to customs and traditional life.

87. e akote: ta a.

a. Little/basket it-little/bld: not/they/it/reJect.

b. They do not reJect the little old basket.

c. People do not discard or despise old people; rather they

keep and cherish them.

88. A22 lusenggleke: tgluputgkg.

a. Where it/is-thin: not/Bit/break.

b. Where the bowstring is weak, it does not break.

c. Old people may appear weak, but they are not the first to die.

c. -_gggglg§g; be thin, slim; ;g_ stands for lgghiggg, bowe

string.

.e ”367hme

89. 591-. wakgga: asabilwa 3a bays.

a. Monkey who/is-grown old: he/is-gathered/for and children.

b. The old monkey has fruits gathered for him by his children.

c. In a family, older members who can no longer obtain food

are cared for by younger ones.

e. 8M:32. Ir:266-kglgg.
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Nakulu wakota: tabika gkggkg ku bashikglu.

Grand-mother who/iseold: not/ahe/place branches for grand-

children.

The old grand-mother does not put aside branches for her

grand-children.

The grand-mother is now too old to prepare little 'things'

for her grand-children, and she is not expected to do so

because all know of her devotion and work.

@313; branches to be burnt into adios as seasonings.

WP:S‘kMe

o : b .

Help: it/come-out from back.

Help comes from the back.

Help will come later on from the infant carried on the back.

Parents may expect to be helped in their old age by the

children they have carried on their backs.

SM:50. W?:45-bukota.

Ubuta bwa uk amba: bulas a b a.

Bow of old-person: it strike at it/is-lain.

The bow of the old man strikes where it rests.

An old man cannot go hunting any longer, but his experience

of the hunt is still useful. An old man, by his presence,

has the right to share in the kill.

assay; applicative of olgsgg wound, strike.

SM:52. IP:62-pg§g.

Ugggglamba apusa kabwe: tapusa k§bo.

Old-person he/hiss little/btone: not/he/hiss little/law.

An old person may miss at throwing a stone, but does not

break the law.

An old man may not be skilled at hunting, but his advice
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about what is right and wrong is indispensable.

0 e S“: 60 a VP: (0‘9.UQKQMbas

Be " fa Orphans e

For children who have lost their mother, there might be difficult

time, unless there are maternal aunts or a grand-mother alive. There

are no abandoned children, but in cases of shortage of food and pover-

ty, some orphans were not always treated as well as children living with

their mothers.

94. Um a wa n wa: t a e nkulu

ae- Child of orphan: not/he/bat ear-of maize big.

b. The orphan does not eat large ears of maize.

c. An orphan often gets what he can get and is not expected to

be difficult. An orphan must be happy with the food given to

him, usually after the other children are fed.

d. Nshiwa, orphan; a child without relatives.

e. SM:69. W?:554-nshiwa.

B. - g. Affines.

People speak about and refer to the many customs and practices

imposed on inelaws, whether followed or not. Especially stringent,

were the obligations and relationships between the bride-groom and

the mother and father of the bride. The young man was not allowed

to look at or speak to his future mother-in-law even though she could

address him, mainly to scold, rebuke or, at times, insult him. Any angry

retort by the young man would have brought that proposed union to an

early termination, unless a substantial fine could be paid. This situa-

tion can last until after the birth of one child or two. Even then,there

will always be reciprocal avoidance; the mother-inelaw will remain
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bitter at having lost a daughter; the son-inelaw will remember what

he had to go through to obtain a wife.

Towards the father of the bride, the future husband must show

great marks of respect, such as offering a small gift if he must

address him, and being ready to do the tasks at hand. Some time

after the marriage ceremony, this extravagant respectful attitude

and the servitude decrease to be replaced by respect and occasionally

friendship. ‘

Towards the gelggg,(maternal uncle), the same marks of respect

as shown to the bride's father are exacted. All other relatives,

especially on the mother's side, must also be treated with deference

without the obligation of offering gifts.

The bride (future wife) is obliged to show respect to her in-

laws when she meets them, which may be quite rare.

The marriage ceremony and contract are completed with the

kgingighg,(to cause to enter) rite, in which the young man enters

his wife's parents' house with eating, drinking and other cere-

monies. The wife must remain absolutely still while being admo-

nished and rebuked on her past behaviours (real or imaginary) by

every guest who presents a small gift at the same time. In theory,

the obligations of the 3552, (in-laws) are terminated with the

kgiggighg,(cause to enter) ceremony in relation to all in-laws,

except the mother-in-law who will keep her prerogatives and can

carry on rebuking her son-inelaw.

95. o u s ' taka wa ku b .

a. Little/bark you/hot/know: not/it/is-carried to in-laws.

b. The little work that you do not know is not carried to your

inelaws. .

c. The Job that you know nothing about is not done in front of

your inelaws. Don't try to show off in front of your

in-lawa; if you fail, you will be.despised.

d. Eghighi_ for usgisgibe.

e. SM:3. Wr:223-§5;ing,
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e as : a me shine ku muse e.

Owner sister: it/kit with execra on bed.

The sister's brother sits with execra en the bed.

The wife's brother can do all kinds of silly and insulting

things that one has to bear on account of the wife. A man

has to be strong and bear with the antics of the in-laws who

have all kinds of rights.

gigg_g§§ghi; owner of sister, that is, brother of the wife.

SM:16. whim-mm.

Igza ku bake: flatumbgile kgbggdi amense.

Things of in-laws: they/hade/atick/but lemur eyes.

The things with the inelaws made the eyes of the lemur

stick out.

Often the obligations towards the in-laws are very exacting

and tiring to the point of being so fatigued that the eyes

drop out. Be careful with your in-laws who may profit by

you; you must help and serve them but not to the point of

endangering your health.

Kabundi, tubundi; small tree lemur.

-Tum§ilwa, applicative of -§gg§gl§5 reveal, stick out.

SM:19. WP:44-bg§g.

§u egg. 9; gggoeg: betweggo “nag.

At in-laws it-is at/heck: they/aeratch/te twice.

with the in-laws it is as with the neck; they scratch twice.

Before undertaking anything towards the inelaws, one has

better think twice, since one may lose ene's neck.

SM:33. wr:44-gg§g.

Mushebggg gile 3a mashigghi kwa banagzgla.

He/het/is-told: he/hent with execra te-heme his/bother/in-

law.

He who did not listen went with execra to his mother-inelaw.
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The man who would not listen and finished by exceedingly

insulting his mother-in-law. Not listening to advice will

bring the most despicable mistakes which will bring an end

to the marriage.

Maghigghi; filth, execra, from -_higg§, wipe oneself.

SM:39. WP:475-5ggghg2!§.

Uwa a: u a o

He/hho/hit his/hother-in-law: he/her-hit ones.

He who decides to hit his mother-in-law must hit her well.

If one decides on hitting one's mother-in-law, it must be

done throughly, because there will not be another chance,

for the marriage will evidently be broken.

SM:76. '1':”kw.

w a nuke: ta a.

Don't/go/htart in-laws: not/you/yet/bat-in.

Don't provoke your in-laws before sleeping with your wife-

to-be.

Don't insult your in-laws before ratification of the marriage.

He sure that the marriage ceremonies are all completed be-

fore insulting your in-laws.

-§ilg'(cisungg); lit. eat menstruations; that is, to have

first sexual relations with bride.

WF:4SO-451-gg§g‘

Family Duties. Fidelity. Work. Understanding.

What has been said in the introduction of section B. - a (p. 179)

need not be repeated here. Fidelity for the wife and to a lesser

degree for the husband is the rule. A known and provable case of

adultery would ordinarily require a divorce with the ensuing material

complications of returning some of the gifts. The gdglama sha ciggggg
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(money for menstruations) which constitutes the main gift is

never returned. There may be some trouble as to other donations

like clothes, bicycles, radios, etc. Most of the time, there is

a friendly arrangement with a fine paid and a few insults traded,

but the marriage is not broken.

Community work between husband and wife is always recommended;

marriage imposes obligations to two people to live and work together

in duties which must be performed by the two, with perseverance

and understanding.
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Am‘gso 1a mgkggdilwa: 1335i.

Eyes of he/is-fornicated/hgainst: many.

Many are the eyes of the person whose spouse commits adul-

tery.

There are always eyes to see a person committing adultery

and ready to inform the spouse.

-§gggi;33; passive applicative of -§3§g5; fornicate.

SM:8.

c ci wa bab : e uba c we .

Work of two: it-is-not te/be work you/are you/alone.

The work of two is not meant to be done by one alone.

Once married, the work must be done in cooperation and

nothing should be carried on independently.

SMxll. WF:llO-gig§1.

If e bus u: f t a ush .

Those/things/to/bat night: they/hre-pierced in vomits.

What is eaten at night it comes out by throwing up.

lhat you do at night will be known by the effects. Adul-

tery is made known by pregnancy, disease or death.

-Tgli§§; causative of -;313; pierce, come out.

Malgshi, from ~lukg, vomit.

SM:lO. WR:795-§glik§.
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a da a bus en : c utum e we.

House of honey they/haed-to/go/in: wicked to/hip/in finger.

People may enter a house of honey; it is wicked to touch it.

One may get to a bee-hive; what is bad is to eat from it.

One may enter a house with due consideration; what is bad

is to try to be familiar with the people living in it

and to take liberties.

Ir:57l-gghgg__.

utu a u we t a fwa.

Touchiness in family: it/henduct to death.

Irascibility in a family leads to destruction.

Over-sensibility in family relationships leads to destruc-

tion of the family.

SM:26. WF:885-Lgpgg.

u u we u a: ube mb a.

At family it/is at burnt-place; not/in/is-lost piece-ofbwood.

In the family it is as in the burnt place; nothing is lost,

not even a little piece of wood.

In a family nothing is forgotten. With relatives one must

be careful since all is remembered.

332135 a place cleared by bush fire or burnt for sowing.

M; a little piece of weed.

W-

It/is rabbit of mats many.

It is the hare with many mats.

It is the person who has many sleeping places and many part-

ners. (Said of a regular adulterer or fornicator).

gglglg, gglglg; hare, rabbit; cunning person.

WP:22$-§§;glg.
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109. 'gita gkg': te nubile wa nshila.

a. 'Pass there': it-is-not your/companion of road.

b. Pass.over here; this is not your traveling companion.

c. One does not speak brutally to one's marriage partner,

not in the same way as one would talk.to a traveling

companion. Husband and wife must be considerate and talk

to each other kindly.

e. SM: 44. Hula-pita.

llO. Ubucegde gefi; tupgpa gkgggli.

a. Adultery dung: we/throw far.

b. Adultery is like dung; one goes far to do it.

c. To commit adultery one must go far to hide it.

e. SM:49. WP:39-bucegdg.

111. U - ma .

a. To/beget: to/cause/te-eat dung.

b. To beget means to have to deal with dung.

c. To have children entails many difficult and unpleasant

tasks. Parents must be ready to endure a lot to bring

up children.

112. ”at“: 32 EQ‘3§$°

a. Te/ket-trap: and te/keep-watch.

b. To set a trap and watch it.

c. It is easy to beget children, but one must bring them up

with care.

e. WP:755~_t_e.g.

113. Ugucegde: tgpgkg gghggda.

a. Adulterer: not/he/take house.

b. The adulterer does not take the house.

c. The adulterer has no right over the woman or the child

born of him. Adultery gives no right of paternity, and
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the child, especially a girl cannot be claimed at the time

of marriage (to share in the dowry and other gifts).

SM:59. WP:4441§gggggg.

Us to wa: ta .

Sauce of family: not/it-is-spilled.

The family sauce is not spilled.

The family troubles are not to be spread around, should re-

main within and never extended to involve strangers.

-I_i§g; intransitive of -i§il§; spill, pour.

SM:67. WP:385—lgpgg.

1. Customs About women, Marriage, Children, Youth, Polygamy.

The following proverbs are comments, pieces of advice or gene-

ralizations about some aspects of married life, about the fact that

there are many partners to choose from, that returning to a former

partner has little chance of success, that having two or more wives

is a difficult predicament, etc.

115.

b.

cs

Aha : as a be.

Women: dung of duiker.

women are as numerous as duiker dung.

There are many women; if this one-does not want you,

leave her and go choose another one. It is useless to

fight over a marriage partner, since there are many others

who may be as good. (This is said by men whose spouses

have gone home, divorced or even refused them; men have no

power to resume married life unless the women want it;

women are also the ones to agree to a marriage. Often, the

only resort left to men is to dismiss the whole affair

and go somewhere else).

SM:l.
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abwe e o: k e.

Little/return: it/used-to/hat.

What comes back eats up.

To come back to a former wife has very little chance of suc-

cess. Coming back to a former partner eats someone up.

SM:2. 93:212-kgggglglg.

Icu a us : a utwe aba be .

Marriage of loins: of head it/is and owners.

The marriage is of the leins; the head always belongs to

each partner.

In marriage, the right to physical relations exists, but the

right of life and freedom remains. Married life gives phy-

sical rights but no absolute rights to thinking and talking.

52553;; loins, waist.

SM:18. Wr:l42-ggpg.

Impapgz taipape musha.

Skin: not/it/barry slave.

The skin does not carry a slave.

The child, even if born a slave, is not legally a slave if

the father is a free man. The child takes the status of the

father. It can also mean that even if the mother is a slave,

the child is not. Slavery is not transmitted from parents t:

children.

SM:23—24. WF:434-gp§p§.

W-

Cows: they/harry/bach-other in/ktable.

Cows get married in their stable.

People get married in the same ethnic group. It is advi-

sable to marry around ene's village.

SM:ZO.
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Mgkolwe pg kgkgla: e22 afggg pig 2.

Cock in to/grow: there-it-is he/broke wing.

In growing up is when the cock broke its wing.

Young people often get into trouble before they become

.adults. During adolescence it is the time to make mistakes

which should not be repeated during adulthood.

SM:38. UF:348-lipiggg.

utan a b : kwa e e b .

Te/htretch-legs two-ways: it/killed hyena.

To stretch the legs towards two places killed the hyena.

It is dangerous to do two things at the same time. To have

two wives and to care for them and their parents may be

a difficult undertaking.'

-g§§5§;il§; applicative of -tang§;a; stretch legs apart.

Irma-taming.

U w n wena: a ku ete.

Child of crocodile: he/grow in reeds.

The little crocodile grows among the family reeds.

A little crocodile does what crocodiles do in the reeds.

(A way of explaining some possible sexual behaviours during

youth).

smee. When-gm.

Uwaikete fibili: aggile ku megshi.

He/iho/haught two-places: he/hied in water.

He who was busy with two things drowned.

With two interests at the same time, it is very dangerous.

Having to care for two wives may bring hardship.

wr:1s4-£:g,
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SOCIAL LII!

The ancestors are considered as the links between the present and

the past and as the founders of the society. They were the owners of

the land and their spirits protect it. (O.- a). The elders, men and

women who are great-grand- or grand-parents, are respected and lis-

ten to because they have lived long years sharing the Joys and suffer-

ings of all. From their activities and toils, they have acquired ex-

perience in dealing with spirits, in court-cases, marriage practices

and at times in curing diseases. (c.-b).

Persons yielding power command obedience but they have respons

sibilities and must serve the people. Hard work and Justice are re-

quired of chiefs, head-men and other persons in authority, while the

subjects must show loyalty and obedience. (C.-c).

The village life used to be relatively easy-going and free; one

could stay on or move away; it was possible to go away in order to

establish a new village or simply Join in with other peOple. The

establishment of a new village requires the permission of the chief

and of course, a few people must be willing to accompany the founder.

Proverbs mention class distinctions such as those between 'aris-

tocrats' and 'common' people. Except for a few important chiefs and

their immediate families, all shared the same life and were subject

to the same laws. The chiefs and head-men were the administrators of

the land, garden plots, beaches, and had influence and power to decide

in matters of Justice and in the appointments to some positions. Prove

erbs, because they belong to all people, are critical of higher class

persons and remind them of their obligations. (C.-e).

Great importance is attached to conversation, to listening and

sharing ideas which are the source of knowledge, wisdom and under-

standing; whoever does not talk and listen is left in darkness if

not in his/her own stupidity. (C.-g).
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Two aspects of the social life are especially stressed in proVb

erbs: first, solidarity and sharing, and second, the law of hospi-

tality towards visitors and travelers and the corresponding obliga-

tion for guests of not abusing hospitality. (C.-h and i).

Proverbs deal with laws, regulations, treatments of culprits, du-

ties of Judges, behaviour of the accused and injustice towards the poor;

the control of legal practices by 'independent' proverbs could be very

efficient.

c. - a. Ancestors.

The fikolwe (sing. cikolwe)are the ancestors who founded the vil-

lages, owned the land and established the customs. They are also re-

membered as manes when their spirits are incarnated as mentioned in

page 173. The word fikolw , ancestors, refers to people of old, in

general; however, among the ancestors, a few names are still known in

legendary narratives based in part on historical facts.

124. Apabola Bunde: ne micila 1a kwa Bunde.

a. Where/rot Bunde: and tails of Bunde.

b. Where Bunde decays and the tails of Bunde decay there too.

c. Where an ancestor dies, his descendants will also die there.

People expect and hope to die and be buried where their an-

cestors did.

d. guage; name of a legendary person; an ancestor in general.

e. 514:8. WF:53-B£nge_.

125. Ifikolwe: ne calo.

a. Ancestors: and country.

b. The ancestors and the country are one.

o. People of the past and those of the present time are one.

What the ancestors have established and decided upon must

be carried on to-day.

e. WF:93-cikolwe.
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C. - b. Elders' Wisdom and Experience.

There are several words used to mean elders. Mukulu (bakulu)

and mukalamba (bakalamba) imply a person of a certain age who would

be a grand-father or grand-mother with experience and a good name.

Mukote (bakote) refers mainly to age, to persons who are not able to
 

follow the younger generations either physically or mentally. A sen-

tence which starts with the words "fwe bakote", we old-timers, will

be followed, quite often, by statements about the way things should be

done, about how everything has changed and how difficult it is to live

with the people of to-day. 'As indicated in the preceding page, fiko we

(cikolwe) are ancestors who died a long time ago and were founders

of villages; at times, old people use that term to refer to themselves

as old and very important.

Proverbs mention the knowledge, experience, honesty, foresight,

carefulness, success in consulting spirits and prudence of elders.

They must be listened to and taken care of. However, they must also

show respect to others.

Elders are proud of their people, their land and their achieve-

ments; most of them are skilled conversationalists and will talk at

length about past events and customs which are often embellished for

the benefit of the listeners. However, with the rapid changes occur-

ring, many old peOple are lost and complain about the fact that they

are not consulted any longer.

126. Akakulu kakulu kacinda amasha: kafenenkesha.

a. Little/bld-man little/bld-man he/aance a dance: he/dance/

completely.

b. The old little man when he dances, he dances thoroughly.

c. What an old man undertakes, he does it well. If an elder

decides to dance, it is because he knows that dance and will

perform well. Experience counts in many situations.

d. figgg§;' kind of dance with a lot of bodily motions.
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-_ggg§§gg§§; do until the end; do properly.

swzz-a. WP:2183kakulu.

Akagwa 55 mwefg: takabspg.

Mouth of beard: not/it/lie.

The mouth which has a beard does not lie.

An elder says the truth. Nothing but the truth is eXpected

from elderly people.

SM:‘. WP:Sll-gggfg.

A2311 abakglu: insengo tashipgtama.

Where/hrs elders: horns not/they/get-twisted.

Where there are elders, the horns do not get mixed up.

In the presence of elders, the consultation of spirits is

well done and brings good results. In important endeavours,

one should avail oneself of the knowledge of elders. (To

consult spirits, horns are used).

-Pota ; be twisted, bent, curved.

SM:8. WF3622-pgtama.

Apesgla citgggg: gapesgla lugs.

Where/fill small-basket: not/hhere/fill large-basket.

What fills the small basket does not fill the large one.

A few words might satisfy a young person but it takes a long

explanation to satisfy an elder. It takes a lot to fool

an elder.

Citggdu (fitugdu); small basket. £223,(gg223); big,

round basket.

WP:205-;gg;g,

Icikglwg: tagikglwa bows.

Ancestor: not/he/get-drunk mushroom.

An ancestor does not get intoxicated by a mushroom.

An experienced elder knows the difficulties and is not
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easily taken off-guard or placed in an inextricable po-

sition.

gégg (ggégg); mushroom.

SM:15. WP:93-cikolwe.

a e: t s e olo.

Guinea-fowl old: it/hring-trouble young-ones.

The old guinea-fowl brings trouble to the young ones.

Old people at times bring trouble to their children by

their behaviour and remarks. Younger persons must bear with

the troubles brought upon them by elderly people.

Musolg (misolo); young of birds.

8H:20. WF:330-;ikgggg.

Impggi gkulu: zalombele sembe.

Forehead old: it/hsked/for axe.

The forehead of the old man asked for an axe.

The look of an elder suffices to make known a wish or a need.

Old age is more effective to obtain what is needed than

asking or anything else.

SM:2&. WP:439-§pgli.

Inkwgle ya cilalu: taigwa.

Partridge of old-age: not/it/die.

The old partridge does not die.

An elderly person does not die of hunger and always finds

something to eat. Experience saves from peril.

2115123 old age; from -lgluka, last long.

SH:26. WF:97-gilglg.

Iggglu taikokgla ku bupza: ikokola ku bukote.

Cloth not/it/last-long at newness: it/last at oldness.

A piece of cloth is not new for long; it is old for long.

A garment is new for a few days only. (A warning to young

people to remind them that youth is short-lived and that
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old age comes soon and lasts long).

"3 58-h“El‘e

Kacingigcindi: cigdiko mwana wa gubizo, iwe ng'akucigdike.

Let/he/respect: respect child of your/hompanion; you when'

he/you/hay/respect.

Mutual respect; respect the child of your neighbour and he

will respect you.

Elderly people must respect youngsters if they want to be

respected. Old people who are always scolding and insulting

younger persons may expect to be treated likewise.

sw:1ai.

M be a u: t ub a m a.

In/pocket of elder: not/in/lack little-relish.

In the pocket of an elder there is always a 'leftover'

of food.

Elderly people foresee what is coming up and are prepared

in advance. In time of famine the emperience of elders is

a security.

SM:42. WF:227-§§§§§;g.

Ns wa f a bak u: ene e wefu os .

I/hot/listen things/bf elders: he/grew beard at/heck.

I don't listen to the elders' advice; he grew a beard

around the neck.

Something terrible is likely to happen to someone who does

not heed elders' advice.

SM:43. WP:331-likgghi.

gaggggg gig; mw'ifwasa: tgtgfggda oil; mu cfilg.

We/teach it/is in/hmall-ant-hill: not/we/teach in big-

“t‘hflle

We teach to small ant-hills (children) and not to big
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ant-hills (elders).

One teaches children but not elders. The old people are

often hard-headed and cannot be taught to change their ways.

wrzazs-lifgggg.

omba wa ba: m3 .

To/beg of elders: eyes.

The elders ask with their eyes.

An elder makes known by his eyes what he needs. An elder

does not have to be explicit in what he needs and wants.

5:4: 56. when-1.3;;

use e a: tes a ku e a.

To/hlear-out baldness: to/listen, to/take-care.

To become bald means to listen and be careful.

With old age a person has learned to listen and be careful.

SM:57. wr:342-;;p§;g,

Umgkglggbg: talanggg cigtelelwg.

Elder not/he/is-shown shade.

One does not indicate the shade to an elder.

An elderly person knows what he or she wants and can get

it. Old people must not be pushed around and forced to

get or do things against their will.

SH:61. WP:116-gigtelelwe.

U uc e aba amba: taoca.

Fire which/hereon elders: not/it/burn.

The fire which is screened by elders is not dangerous.

If one is protected by elders, even a bad case will be

dealt with advantageously. With the elders on your side,

whatever wrong was done will be overlooked.

-giagg; screen, shelter, protect from.

SM:63. WF:661-gulilg.
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143. U a : t ta.

a. He/hho/refuse/to elder: not/he/growbold.

b. He who refuses an elder dies young.

c. Persons who are stingy and harsh towards elders die young.

e. SM:73. WP:465-gg§glg.

C. - 6. Authority, Respect for Authority. Duties of Persons

in Power.

There is no technical word to translate authority. Ubufggg

means chieftainship, the fact of being a chief, being in power;

ukuba 3a EEEQ: to be with force, to have authority, is applied to

persons who have personal or delegated power; pkgggkg, means to

govern,to be in charge. The concept of 'being in charge', of having

responsibility for governing, of having power for the better good

of all, is found everywhere in Bembaland. The idea of a dicta-

torship, of absolute power, does not exist. Persons must be in

authority and they must be respected; on the other hand they must

work for and serve the people under them.

144. Bu embe e: n bul .

a. It/treat-well: when it/hat-from.

b. Treat it well if you want to eat from it.

c. Treat authority well if you want to get something from it.

Respect the chiefs if you want favours from them.

(1. Butggbele; 3‘; stands for bgfggu, chieftainship. ~23L‘Ig,

treat well.

e. SM:lO. IF:700-£gggg.

145. Icikglu: tagglulglwa.

a. Greatness: not/it/is-changed.

b. Greatness is not changed.
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What is great stays great. Greatness and authority remain

all the time whatever happens. A born leader stays that way.

-Alglggg; passive applicative of a' change, turn over.

314:15. VEGA-gm.

: a b e.

Chief: not/it/beget chief his/hompanion.

A chief does not beget another chief.

A chief is not succeeded by his children. (A chief, except

among the Lwapula people of Kazembe, is succeeded by a ne-

phew, a brother or a sister). A chief is not responsible

for the blunders and mistakes of his successor.

«at-mm.

W-

To/hubdue important-man: to/be meek.

To win an important person over requires meekness.

Heekness and kindness may overcome greatness and night.

To obtain something from an important person one has to be

humble.

SH: 55. WP:182-futula.

ub : b e b eba.

Where/is greatness: itself it/hay.

Where there is greatness, it shows itself.

Greatness is evident and one should not have to mention it.

If a person is an aristocrat and is really great, that per-

son's actions and behaviours will be great too.

It:‘O-me

0335; 33313: tabggina Eu gabgla.

Tree big: not/it/hlimb-in at leaves.

A big tree is not climbed by the leaves.

To approach an important person, one must proceed with
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cars and civility. To reach an important man, the right

steps must be followed; just as one must use the big branp

ches to reach the top of a large tree.

e. WP: 501-9351.

cs - do VmaSOe Clue

The village, giggg; (igighi), is a unit of a few families at

its founding, led by a head-man. It can develop into a large agglo-

meration of a few hundreds, rarely into the thousands like Kazembe's;

the average village would be between 50 to 300 persons.

Villages can be isolated as in the Northern Province or connec-

ted one to the other as on the shores of lake Bangweulu and along

the Lwapula river.

There are many ties of kinship and friendship in a village but

none which determines how a village is initially established and

on what lines it will develop and for how long. Some villages are

permanent, some last only a few years, some move from place to

place e

The clan, umukowa (igigggg) (cf. pp. 16 and 17) contains the

people related to a common ancestor (often lost in the distant past)

and belonging to the one group possessing the same emblem or clan-

name which is transmitted matrilineally.

150. 5353i gaggle ggt; katemengg.

a. Little/bird it/htay tree it/loved.

b. The little bird rests where it likes.

c. A person is free to go and live in the village he/hhe

chooses. Like a bird free to stay in the tree of its

chaise, everybody is free to go and live in the village

which pleases. Nobody can be forced to stay and live
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in a Village

. e S“: 6. WP: 270-393e

151. Shacepg gghigu: shingila lupgko 1292.

a. They/hre-few honeybbees: they/inter hole one.

b. The bees are few they enter in the one hole.

c. When the bees are too few to make a hive they join in with

another bee-hive. When a village becomes too small, its

people join in with another one. The minority follows

the majority.

d. Lushigu, nshigu; honey bee.

e. SM:29. WP:381-;gp§kg.

152. muk we we mu bwalwa e: asa uka.

a. Clan of in beer small-basket: it/used-to/be-worn-out.

b. A clan made up of beer will soon be worn out.

c. Family relationships based on beer drinking or other similar

advantages are soon destroyed. Family ties should not be

based on material privileges alone.

0- ":663-_2ak_ua» 01- SW51.W-

22%-

III. - E. Social Ranks and Statuses.

In Bemba traditional society, there were and still are diffe-

rences in authority, privileges and wealth. These people in 'high'

positions acted as individuals, and not as a group which would have

exploited the other groups. For instance, it is common to find a

chief's brother or other relatives in small villages working like

everyone else.

It is an open question as to whether the village head-man

(g3igg_agghi) is an aristocrat with some privileges or status;

it is indeed very difficult in the ordinary daily life to notice
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any difference at all between the head-man and other villagers; he

may work harder and must see to the general well-being of everyone;

he must organise some communal chores such as repairing bridges and

roads, thatching public building roofs, without personal benefit.

Bemba speakers use several expressions to designate those in

authority like chiefs and now people in Government positions; aba

butéko (those of the governing) are people running the country on

whatever capacity; mfumu, bamfumu, bashamfumu (chief - chiefs) are
  

terms used for chiefs and polite expressions employed towards govb

ernment people.

The word mupabi (bapabi) means commoner, ordinary village people

who have to work without privilege or honour, obeying orders. It is

a selfbapplied term for everyone who is not in a position of author-

ity, follows commands and performs menial jobs; fwe bapabi means

we the commoners, the lowly, we who work, in opposition to the others

who order people around as supervisors or leaders who are believed to

do very little work.

As pointed out earlier (pp. 136-139), differences exist between

rich and poor; some peeple have salaried jobs while others live on

a subsistence level, or are unemployed. It is not always precise to

speak of the people who live in urban areas as richer than the rural

people, although there are more Opportunities for work in towns;

there are also more chances of exploitation and failure. Proverbs

are at times critical of people in authority and the rich (cf. 387-

389).

The common people may not have much prOperty and real influence,

but they still form the mass of the country which cannot exist with-

out their work and support. Common village people may be poor and

have little power; but they have the right to speak, and often they

get very vocal and persistent in their demands wm.ch may go as far as

getting rid of some inefficient and corrupt leaders.

153. Apasimikila umutali: umwipi teti asamune.

a. Where/place-high tall-man: short-man cannot he/put-low.
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Where a tall man puts up a thing, a short one cannot get

it down.

A commoner cannot make a person in higher rank change a de-

cision. When decisions are made by the authority, it is final.

-§§gi§ilg: -g§mik§; place up high; place on top.

-sdmgg§; take down.

SH:9. WF:653-g§gik§.

Pwe bapgbi tuli 3bgle: tatubipilwa pg bugs.

We commonppeople we/be arrow-heads: not/he/hre-bad at how.

We common people are like arrowbheads which are good on a bow.

Common people are of little importance in daily affairs except

when it comes to war. Don't disregard ordinary people who are

of great importance in cases of necessity.

WF:416-mbgla.

u: c a ku c b e.

Greatness: it/htay at its/bompanion.

Greatness stays with greatness.

Important people stick together and stay that way. Aristo-

crats and important leaders do not mix with commoners.

0:94-2:52};-

H we we usumba: tan a we mf a.

Cock of capital: not/he/play and of rain.

The cock of the capital does not play with commoners.

An important person from the capital does not associate or

become familiar with commoners.

fifglg; rain; village in the bush with an unimportant

head-man.

su:as. VP:£21-gfglg.

M o e we mus ba: u e .

Cock of capital: who/hot/peck sand.
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The rooster of the capital who does not peck the sand.

People living in the capital enjoy the good life of the

chief. Rich people do not share in the same hardships

as the poor.

-_J32§5 peck, look for food. gusgngg (gggngg); sand.

NF:26am.

N e e e: s an a l o ba.

It's/T small-bird: I/hot/play on of big-bird.

It's me the small bird who do not need the wings of the

big bird.

I am a small person, but I do not need the help of a big

one. I am a commoner and I can fend for myself. I may look

weak and unimportant but I don't need the help of anyone.

233g, batetg; very small bird. E15, stands for lipiggg,

wing; Munghomba, ginghgggg; hornbill; large bird.

WP:12-gggilg,

Um : taf da .

Short-man: not/he/teach tall-man.

A short man does not teach a tall man.

A commoner does not rebuke a person of high rank.

SH:72. WP:5l7-g!;pi.

C. - f. Legal life. Court Cases. Justice. Punishments. The Poor.

Since there was no written legal code in Bembaland, many sayings

regarding laws and regulations were stereotyped and transmitted oral-

ly. There are rules and laws known by the people who work with the

chiefs and the councilors at the court; they are specialists in

court procedures.

The word gilzg,(£ilzg) meeting, court, is most often used; the

word 5333 from English is also heard.

A case of whatever form is called a gglgggg_(milandu , which
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means having done something wrong, illegal, a reprehensible action.

One must notice that the poor people often seem to be presented

as having little chance to win a court case; a poor person is not

only materially deprived but also without social status and power.

160. we b ta: a .

a. Mouth helper: it/used-to/redeem/bf.

b. The mouth is the helper and can redeem.

c. The mouth is a good advocate which can save. In a court

case, a convincing argument will win the case.

e. SH:4. WP:260-§gpgg.

161. we d : a .

a. Mouth it/be cases: it/used-to/itselfbprovoks.

b. The mouth with cases provokes itself.

c. The person who is guilty will be very touchy and will talk

a lot. Guilt is soon discovered by the contradictions and

the many words uttered by the accused.

d. -;§glgg§l§; reflexive reduplicative of - a, provoke,start.

e. 314:4. nae-m.

162. mm : om wa uku .

a. Mouth one: not/it/hear peas to/be-cooked.

b. Only one mouth cannot feel if the peas are cooked.

c. It takes more than one mouth to appreciate good food. It

takes more than one mouth in a court case and the judge must

be ready to listen to several testimonies to decide impar-

tially.

d. Egghggg, 33355;; ground-peas (word used mainly by the Bisa).

e. 3N:6. WP:260-§§ggg.

163. Aka o a: em 0 t 3 e.

a. Little/piece-wood new: it/put-upright and little-ones/

slept.
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The new little piece of wood causes the pieces which were

sleeping to stand up.

A new case brings in the open other cases which were for-

gotten. A new mistake might bring to life all the other

mistakes and can make a big affair. One mistake is condoned,

but there is a limit to forgiveness.

ggpfigg, diminutive of 132153, 92:32; piece of wood.

-;52gg; reversive of -;gi§§; remove what is placed up-

right, revive.

sun. 5:: has -m§ instead of -imuna. wanna-1993.

Akatansh; takalisha: agglegelesha gagglishg.

First-one not/it/ring: last-one it/hlways/ring.

The first one does not ring; but the last one will ring

for a long time.

A first mistake is not noticed, but a series of faults will

raise suspicion. There is a certain amount of offenses

which can be tolerated, but there comes a point when it is

just too much.

SN:5. WP:254-§gtans§i.

A u : sosa t e.

Hutilated-one: not/he/hay why they/himyhutilated.

The mutilated one does not say why he has been mutilated.

A mutilated person does not have to explain his mutilation

and narrate his faults; it is evident for all to see. (Con-

demned criminals had a limb amputated).

Amegghi ayaitike: tabakusa.

Water that/is-spilled: not/they/pick-up.

Spilled water is not picked up again.

An affair which is divulged cannot be hidden and forgotten.

Once a case is made known, it cannot be denied. It is use-

less to try and hide a wrongdoing.
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IF: 418-93231.

16 C b e

What/catch rat: not/it/hpring twice.

What catches a rat springs only once.

A snare springs only once. A punishment is administered

only once for the same offense.

-__§g§§; spring (for snare).

“nu-mm.

e mo 0 ca n ube: a e e .

Big-lip (big-nose) of wild-pig: it/itself/hurl-up.

The snout of the wild pig curls itself up.

Some cases cannot be hidden and will reveal themselves. Guilt

is often self-admitting as in the case of pregnancy.

-;pgpg§§; reflexive of -pggg§§; curl back, turn up.

“2139-9933.

a° e .

Those/lie-down: it-is those/wake-up.

The animals which sleep, they also wake up.

Wild animals may be sleeping but may rise up quickly. A

case may seem to be buried, but it is never totally fi-

nished and may come to light any time like a fierce animal.

NF:305-1§Lg.

- a a c .

Chief: not/he/bat vomit.

A chief does not eat vomitus.

A chief does not call back the same case twice. Once a

case is heard and judged by a chief, it will have to go to

another chief to be heard again, or simply be dismissed.

m, from 4,33%, vomit; figuratively, a man acquitted.

"310“We
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b : is s e ube.

Axe-handles two: they/hade-squeak wild-pig.

Two axe-handles made the wild pig squeal.

Too much punishment will only make the punished person seek

revenge. Punishments must be just and adequate, not overdone.

-___g§, causative of - a; squeal, cry.

NF:346-;igh§.

: e a at we.

To/he-docile: he/went with ears his.

To be meek went home with his ears.

The meek person went home without mutilation. Meekness

and docility are the rule in a case.

5):: 33. VIP: 521‘EB0

Lu e be: iwa t .

Chameleon: it/is-eaten at something.

The chameleon is eaten for a reason.

The person forced to eat a chameleon has a case where he

must show his/her innocence. (Allusion to the custom of

forcing an accused to eat a chameleon to prove his/her

innocence).

WF:365-1uf3igzemba.

Ubgshikg bggg: tabgbosha nsofu.

Night one: not/it/hake-rot.elephant.

One night does not suffice to make an elephant rot.

It takes more than one day to settle a court case. A case

takes a long time before being forgotten completely.

SM:51. WP:37-pgghg.

Ubus u o mwa : e 0 one s m .

Day you/bee child: then you/see and skin.

The day you see the child then you find a skin for it.
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One must wait and have evidence before making a case. If

one is accused of adultery, one must wait to see the child

before providing for the skin; that is, paying the fine.

WF:508-ggggg.

o e n ube: e bu.

Iou/Tbllow wild-pig: it/hte/you/bf potatoes.

Follow the wild pig which ate your potatoes.

Before accusing anyone of theft, make sure that it was not

caused by something or somebody else.

WF:534-ggglg§g.

us a we : amaboko .

To/bonvince of troubles: arms they/hrs at back.

To convince a trouble-maker, his/her arms must be tied

in the back.

To overcome a troublesome person, force must be used. To

have to deal with a troublesome person, ways and means must

be used which will prevent retaliation.

mess-ama:.

Ukus kwa wa m a: kut a.

To/hgree of insolence: to/hhut-up.

The way of admitting of the insolent is to shut up.

An insolent or proud person often admits his/her guilt by

not talking and refusing to answer the questions.

E1125 insolence, contempt, pride.

3N:57. WP:423-!iz§.

Ulub : web a a.

Fight: not/it/cross river.

A fight does not cross a river.

A fight like another case must not be carried away to

other peoples' families or villages. A case must be kept
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small limited to the people immediately involved.

SM:59. WF:363-;gpgli,

0 b 1 a a° .

Fame of poor: to/be-dissolute.

The fame of the poor is that he is dissolute.

Poor persons are often accused of all kinds of vices. The

poor cannot defend themselves and are easily accused and

condemned.

-K£kAta; be dissolute, vicious.

Umulanda: afwa 3e fzebo mu kggwa.

Poor: he/die and commandments in mouth.

The poor dies with the laws in his mouth.

The poor man is condemned because he had no means of proving

his innocence, and nobody would believe him. The poor is

condemned though he could have given the evidence to prove

his innocence.

NE: 240-5993.

Umglandu lip; 11a gkoko: ugggigg mubili.

Case egg of hen: it/is-nice on/both.

A case is like an egg which looks nice all around.

A case at first sight looks good from both sides. In a

case, one must always listen to both parties.

SM:61. WF:458-mulagdu.

Ugglgngug ggubola.

Case: not/it/rot.

A case does not rot.

An affair is never forgotten completely.

SM:62.
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Um d u fula: o a ku us ba.

Case it/be to rain: same and to capital.

A case is the same at the rain and at the capital.

A case has the same importance for commoners and aristo-

crats. Commoners and aristocrats are judged the same way

for the same kind of offence.

§53;_; rain. Here means ordinary villagers, commoners.

NF:421-gfg;§.

Ugglggdu wa betcha: Ego.

Case of they/gather: one.

The case of the wood-gatherers is one.

The case involving people who were together in an affair

must be the same case for all. People involved in one and

the same case get the same treatment.

SM:62. wr:458-gglgpgg.

Ugglagdu wa abushi: bafute mbushi.

Case of sheep: they/compensate sheep.

The case involving a sheep is paid back by a sheep.

The punishment for an offense must correspond to the ofb

fense. Any crime requires a just and equivalent punishment.

SN:62.

Uglugambile: e ululgilg.

He/iho/it/hatched: it-is who/it/fought.

He who watched the fight, fought it.

The person who remained to watch the fight is also involved

in the fight and will later be accused of having fought.

If an affair does not concern you, go away and do not get

involved; otherwise you could be called as a witness or

an offender.

8M:73.
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C. - g. Conversation. Talking. Listening.

Conversing is a very significant aspect of life among Bemba

people. It is never considered a useless or idle activity, but a

social necessity. There were tasks done in common like cultiva-

ting the fields, building a hut or making a dug-out canoe, during

which conversation never stopped. There were rainy days and cele-

brations during which people would sit around a calabash of beer

to discuss and argue. Conversing is more than a pastime; it is an

obligation which forces people to share ideas and emotions, describe

events and recall past incidents, make predictions, tell stories, etc.

Talking with people often implies a certain friendship which existed

or is in the making; it creates an atmosphere of closeness. Meeting

with people who do not talk, refuse to talk, or have no time for

that, may be a cause of dissension, or a sign, if not a proof, of hos-

tility. The excuse 'I have no time, I am busy' is not a good reason.

President Kaunda summarised the practice accurately:

"Eirst on the list I would place the African's enjoyment of people

for their own sake. Our love of conversation is a good example

of this. We will talk for hours with any stranger who crosses

our path, and by the time we part there will be little we do

not know about each other... Our curiosity does not stem from a

desire to interfere in someone else's business but is an expres-

sion of our belief that we are all wrapped up together in this

bundle of life and thereforea bond already exists between my-

self and a stranger before we open our mouths to speak" (1966:

32; cf. 1973:47).

One has only to listen to the many varied ways of greeting and

saluting to realise the personal implications of the words used to

wish good health, good hunting, happiness in having a child, joy

after a success, compassion in suffering and death, hope for a safe

return home, etc. A foreigner may need several months to be able to

understand the greetings and learn to answer correctly. There is

nothing like the stereotyped 'how do you do - how do you do', or

the'how are you' in which the greeter does not even expect an answer

and certainly does not wait for one.
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Conversation is still an important part of Bemba life and even

in urban areas people will take time to stop working to greet and

talk; they will visit beer halls and markets not only to drink and

buy vegetables but also to talk. Conversation is partaking of and

sharing wisdom, and he who does not talk and listen is a fool.

188. s : f e mwifunda.

a. Little shyness: it/died in/bundle.

b. The little shy man died with the bundle.

c. The man who was too shy to talk died, though he had all

the evidence for him. Timidity is not recommended and one

must speak up.

e. SM:4. Aka so : af e u a. WF:328-li£gggg.

189. Agang: gQQbfilwa.-

a. Brains: things/hre-received.

b. Brains are made to receive things in.

c. Brains need information to function. One must listen all

the time to get new knowledge and know what is going on.

d. (.301... passive of -bula; receive, take, fetch.

e. 514:7. WP: 407-mg.

190. t ma : a a a e.

a. Ears beggars: they/beg/beg only.

b. The ears are beggars; they beg all the time.

c. The ears are like beggars who get all they have from out-

side. One must keep on listening to learn.

e. SH:8. NF:400-ggpgli.

191. o wa: to a ku .

a. Who/het/listen: not/he/htay at council.

b. He who does not listen does not sit at the council.

c. The person who cannot listen will not sit at the council

of elders. To be an elder or a leader one must be able
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to listen to the people.

WF:ll7-cigtomfwa.

citondo ca wa: e okolo a twebo.

Big/calabash of beer: it-is revealer small/words.

From the calabash of beer come out many words.

Out of the beer pot come out many truthful statements.

Kabushag gagglelwe bowa.

The-one/hsk: not/he/got-poisoned mushroom.

The one who asked did not get poisoned with a mushroom.

The person who inquires in times of uncertainty might save

his life. (There are many kinds of mushrooms and in doubt

one must ask whether they are comestible or poisonous).

VI?3 59-2”.

Mwapglegi: egglile mushi.

' Good-morning ' : he[built village .

Greeting people built a village.

The person who always greeted others, was polite and consid-

erate, succeeded in building his own village. Greeting and

speaking with people can achieve great things.

smu. WP: SlO-mwapoleg.

Pa gabg; betapg uo :ishibe.

At ford: they/ball/ht whom who/know/hay.

At the ford, they call someone who knows about it.

In a difficult situation, one must call upon people with

eXperience and know how. Asking and getting information

is important in a difficult undertaking.

SM: 46. was-393.

Uulggga na baggu: e wishiba gano.

Who/talk.with people: it/is who/know brains.
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Be who talks with people has brains.

It is by talking and listening that a person gets to be

well informed and obtains knowledge.

WF:407-w.

Ulebuusha mbwa: ings ifwelg.

You/hre-asking dog: as-if it/dress-be.

You are asking the sex of a dog as if it was dressed.

Don't ask stupid questions especially when you can ob-

serve and find the answer yourself. Some questions are

not asked since the evidence is there for all to have.

WF:59-buusg§.

Umukutu ali ska: taikgtulula.

Lion he/is alone: not/he/see-mistakes.

The lion which is alone cannot see his own mistakes.

A person living alone, cannot see his/her mistakes.

The person who lives alone without talking and listening,

cannot hear about his/her failures and shortcomings.

Hgkutu; one of the many names for lien.

-Ikutglula; reflexive of -kutulula; enlighten, remind.

SH:39. Wrzzso-kutulgla.

U waume ashi a saka: akumbwe ns ima ku a we.

Han he/hot/stay rest-hut: he/bovet meal to his/companions.

The man who does not listen in the rest hut, will soon

covet the food of his companions.

Be who does not listen and be informed will soon suffer

from famine and other disasters.

Eghigg; food in general. Now, the specific word for

Zambian national food.

SK:69.
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U weo wa m u: waba u ut .

Spirit of man: it/is in ear.

The spirit of a man lies in his ears.

The soul of a man resides in his listening. By listening,

a person can save his life.

SM:7l. VF:299-kgtgi.

Uwat a sake: to a.

Be/iho/take at rest-hut: not/hs/Bestroy.

Be who takes his troubles to the rest hut saves himself.

If you consult others for advice, you will be saved and suc-

cesd. The rest hut is the place where one must take his pro-

blems and projects as well as his intentions of court-cases

and revenge.

suz7o. wr:547-ggg§g.

Uws da 0 w t : b we.

Be/who/travsl with who/is-sick.in heart: hs/usually/is-

infected.

Be who travels with a mentally sick person, catches the di-

sease.

By the company of friends you have, one may determine what

kind of person you are. One must choose people one asso-

ciates with. If you are with mentally sick persons, what

you will hear are nothing but silly things.

-§g§gki;!g, passive of -ambg§i1a; spread; communicate, infect.

0'. - h s “lidujfity - SharinSs

For people living in rather small villages of some 50 to 100

P.0P1.e there is a continued life and work in common, even though

the benefits of the work are personal. For instance, several men

would make bricks while the women would bring water; the women

would get the grass and the men would make the roof of the hut.
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But the house belonged to that one person who had decided to build

it. Be or she had to obtain beer and food for all who helped. Sharing

was done all the time even though people were expected to be self-

sufficient for most things such as food, fire-wood, water, clothes

and shelter. But there are always emergencies, sickness, death,

accidents, too many visitors, a bad crop, etc. during which help

would come from relatives, friends and neighbours.

m(all together), We. (to be together), 35;-

bomba 2329 (to work together), are expressions often used to indi-

cate that people are expected to continue working together and help-

ing one another.

gkggggglg’and 3:35533;g_ (to divide, to share, to portion among)

are expressions used to indicate how people must share and give to

those in necessity. People in urban areas may have material supe-

riority over their rural relatives; however, in case of disease,

unemployment, old age or even after a few years, they may return to

the villages where they will be housed and fed,without having con-

tributed directly to the benefits received, except through gifts.

In a village, there is a constant sharing, asking, giving,

taking more or less as in a household in the Western world; people

will ask for tobacco, will take fruits from a neighbour, will help

himself to a cassava root, etc. This may at times cause some hard

words, but nothing serious will develop. Only taking more that

the immediate needs is unanimously condemned. The philosophy behind

this state of affairs seems to be the following: if you are a

brother, an aunt, a relative of some sort, a neighbour or a friend,

you are a part of me and I as yours, your orange tree is yours

and mine and my cassava field is yours too, so that there is nothing

to prevent me from taking a few oranges or a cassava root, nothing

to prevent you from helping yourself. In fact, we have things that

we share, from ground-nuts to dug-out canoes. But if one never

works, never has anything to share because of laziness, then, he/

she will have trouble eating, having a hut, getting married, etc.,

because all must reciprocate some way or other.
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In the proverbs as in the Bemba society, the situations and

problems arising from having to work hard, ambition, personal pro-

perty, accumulating goods, sharing, giving, begging, are not solved

to the satisfaction of all..
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we aba : bi ana ab .

Monkeys who/know/bne-another: they/give/bne-another fruits.

The monkeys who know one another share fruits.

Members of the same group support one another. Reciprocal

assistance is needed among people of a family or village.

Lime. (manna): a kind or fruit-

": ZOO-kolwe.

Icuma gs mushi; babika no muk813.

wealth of village: they/deposit with villager.

The wealth of a village is entrusted to a villager.

Peeple entrust their property and possession to a person

from the village and not to a stranger.

Urdu-w.

I a o: af ba.

House one: not/it/is-hard to/hvoid.

It is not difficult to avoid one house.

It is easy to overcome one house or one family, but several

families linked together make a forceful opponent. To suc-

ceed and be strong people must be together.

n:coo-gag.

o b : u.

Elephant at many: rabbit.

The elephant in front of many becomes like a rabbit.

In front of a crowd, might disappears. Strength and
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power come from togetherness.

SH:28.

Kolge gli eke: tateza nghgnso pg bliggi.

Monkey he/is alone: not/he/play ball at many.

The monkey who is alone does not amuse himself in front of

many.

The lone monkey will not fool around in front of a crowd.

The fact of being many will overpower anyone and anything.

SM:32. Wr:266-kg;3g.

x;;gg; 5;; e55; asoggela aggl; abengi.

Rat he/is alone: he/bring/trouble those/iho/are many.

One rat alone can bring trouble to many.

It takes only one person to bring trouble to a village.

One misdeed is sufficient to harm a whole community.

SH:3‘. WF:715-songela.

ume e u e: aso es is file.

Buck which/is-stood-up: he/trouble/cause those/bhich/lie-down.

The buck which stands up can trouble those which lie down.

The mistake of one animal may bring disaster to the herd. One

member of the group may cause trouble to all by thoughtless

actions.

Mumegbe (bamumegbe ; buck of the lechwe antelope variety.

SM:39. WF:465-mggembe.

M : taub tu.

Staying/together: not/it/is-bad man.

Staying together is not bad for a man.

Life and work in common are good.

"'3515m-
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Ub bu uma: bwab f kus o .

Crowd nice: it/is-bad at to/bat relish.

A crowd is good; it gets bad at the time of eating

relish.

A crowd of people is good and helps a lot, but they have

to be fed a good meal in which relish can be scarce.

-§§;g§§; eat relish.

SM:53. IF:7l-_giggi.

Ub bus : asan a ukashi.na kafumo.

Crowd nice: I/Tind wife and little/belly.

A crowd is nice; I Just found my wife with a little belly.

It is good to live with many friends, because in my absenp

ce they cared for my wife so well that she is a little fat.

SM:54. WF:53-bgiggi.

Utumishi utupglggegg: tupza tubili.

Little/Villages which/hre-near-eachpother: they/burn

littIO/t'Oe

The little villages which are close, burn together.

People living together share the same lot, good and bad.

wr:231-§§§gghi.

1. Hospitality. Travelers. Guests. Visitors.

The customs concerning hospitality were quite strict and it

was an obligation and often an honour to receive visitors. The

guests and travelers had customs of their own, such as accepting

what was at hand and offered by the people of the place, of not

staying too long, of behaving well and minding their own buy

siness.
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It is said by some observers that Zambian hospitality con-

cerns itself mainly with receiving parents and relatives. This is

quite normal since it is rare that a complete stranger drops by in

a village and comes to a villager without visiting the head-man

or the chief first. It is also mentioned that hospitality is renp

dersd because the same treatment is expected some later day. This

may be true also and it is very human; not many people do things

without expecting any mutual sharing, any reward or gratitude.

Abe ;weggg are those on a Journey; 2332;; (2333;) is a stranp

ger, a traveler, but also a visitor and guest. gkusegglela means

to be very hospitable, to receive very well, to host with cordial-

ity; gggggngglg,means to welcome someone.

214. Abegda: e bale}; makasa la nkalamo.

a. They/iho/travel: it/is they/bring spoors of lien.

b. The travelers are the people who bring news about the

spoors of lions.

c. The travelers are the people bringing news and informa-

tion, often about some imminent danger. Travelers are

people who see things, and their knowledge is very va-

luable to all.

e . ”:145—146-2m.

215. W-

a. Strangers germinated-grains: it/always/go-away.

b. Strangers are like germinated grains which go away.

0. Strangers do not stay around for long, but sooner or later

they go away.

d. -__g§§; intransitive of -§gg§§; go away soon; depart.

e. 514:1. WEB-93%.
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Abzgi pi ngpa: bgkakilwa page.

Strangers it-is bark-cloth: they/hre-tied together.

The strangers are like bark cloth which is tied up in a

bundle.

Strangers must stick together and protect each other's

interests. People who are strangers in a foreign land

must stay together like a bundle.

§g§g§,(g§gg); slab of bark cloth; a piece of cloth.

SH:l. WP:37O-l3§!;.

osho e e if e: u e e e we .

Little/hent-around it/reached-to: little-thing/ient-

straight it-is it/died.

What went around reached the place; what went straight,

died.

In traveling, the straighter way is not always the safer.

-§hg§§; take a roundabout way.

-ngg§g§; go straight, be straight.

WP: 704-93;_.

A a: a ma.

Where you/bleep: there/bleep barkpcloth.

Where you sleep there also must sleep your barkpcloth.

Hospitality demands that you give your sleeping place and

also your barkpcloth to a visitor. The best place must be

given to a visitor.

”woe-1,33.

ce e : s e ka a l mus .

Thing/Toreign foreign: it-is it/ate guinea-fowl of nice.

The ugly foreigner ate the nice guinea-fowl.

The visitor got to eat the nice guinea-fowl even if he/khe

was not a welcome visitor. The best food must be given to

visitors whatever they may be.
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smia. wanes-m.

c u e a° e .

Thing/you/visit: it-is thing/you/hat.

What visits you eats you up.

Too much hospitality may be bad. Constant visitors may

ruin you. There is a limit to hospitality.

SM:15. WF:GOO-pggpglg,

Igitgla 'ligda': gili kg bwegi.

What/bay 'wait': it/is a fact-of-visiting.

What says 'wait' depends on the visitor.

The welcome and hospitality a visitor gets depend on his/

her behaviour.

WP:69-bgg§i.

K e e e o a: we mwe es s a.

Blacksant it/bite resident: you foreigner be-wise.

The black.ant bites the resident and so the alien must

beware.

Troubles, accidents and misfortunes happen to residents

and a fortiori to strangers who have none of their people

to protect them.

"nu-amass.

o w cush : ul amen .

Show stranger to smoke: he/is-going-to/you/bhow/to

teeth.

Show smoke to a stranger and he/bhe will show you his/

her teeth.

If you are inconsiderate to a stranger or a visitor (by

giving him/her a place full of smoke) he/hhe will show

discontent and anger. Strangers expect good treatments
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and have the right to react strongly if they are not

treated according to customs.

135: 3535;: kg cglo gs begs tab3nda 33 gsgkg.

Cut tail: in country of others not/they/go-around and

tail.

Cut your tails; in a foreign place people don't go about

with tail.

There should be no impudence or showing off in a foreign

region. Foreigners should behave with simplicity in a

strange land and so avoid provoking local people.

£5355; tail of bird; impudence.

Shaka. wr:557-§ggk§.

Ub : bumwes calo

Vagrancy: not/it/poesess/hause country.

vagrancy does not cause to possess a country.

A traveler has no right to the places he goes through.

Too much traveling makes one to become homeless and

landless.

”dz-mama.

b 31a: t no a be ‘ a.

Fishing-weir mine sleep: we/hee/let eatings of residents.

Fishing weirs of mine sleep; first let us see the ways

of eatings of the residents.

In a foreign land, one must see what the people eat and

if they loathe or do not eat fish, it is useless to bring

fishing apparatus. In a foreign place, do as the resi-

dents do and do not try to impose your ways and habits.

Baggba (agggg); fishing weir.
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0 e wa: uf b .

Abuse-of-hospitality: it/hreak bridge.

Abuse of hospitality breaks the bridge.

Constant visiting and begging will break friendship.

Hospitality must not be abused.

M d we; abuse of hospitality; constant begging.

'1': 4"$239192-

Umwe as s be wi w ata t we.

Stranger he/hot/knew at/hpring: he/draw-water at muddy-

hole.

The stranger who does not know where the spring is will

draw water in a dirty pool.

In a foreign place, one should inquire about customs. A

foreigner should be forgiven mistakes since he cannot have

all the information of the residents. (In a village, it

is often impossible to know where is the source or place

of drinking water; there may be several paths leading to

the river or lake for washing, obtaining 'some kind' of

water, but only one place, often difficult to find, for

drinking water).

Cigtigpwe; pool of stagnant water.

SM:70. WF:Sla-mwegi.

Umweg; lifgpg: bamwipika kasuba kaciligo gga 21235!“-

Stranger bone: they/him/book sun it/htill/is/there when

he/is-tender.

A stranger is like a bone; they cook it when the sun is

still up.

A visitor, especially an important one, should some rather

early to allow his host plenty of time to prepare suffi-

cient food.

WH:70. WF:513-ggggi.
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“I'lg 32“]. 2: 1;3h20 s

Stranger important: fire-place.

An important stranger makes the fire-place.

A visitor of importance is always a Joy since everyone

will Join in and share in the good meal prepared in his/

her honour.

Lighikg,(ggg§i§g): fireplace, hearth, kitchen.

sn: 70. WP:eta-m.

Umwegi wa kolwe: glyg 'to kolwe glzgkg.

Stranger of monkey: he/bat little-things monkey he/

eat/to. '

A stranger of monkey eats the same little things that men-

keys eat.

A visitor shares in the food of the residents without de-

manding or expecting special treatment.

SH:7l. WF:533-gggni.

Umwe wa m tal : ass .

Visitor of skin long: he/hleep on skin his.

The visitor who needs a large skin sleeps on his own.

The visitor in need of a large bark cloth or requiring

special treatment should travel prepared with his/her

own equipment which must not be expected from his hosts.

SM:7l. wr:513-ggggi.
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D. ECONOMIC LIFE

There is no theory of economic, not even economic programmes in

Bemba culture. Proverbs, without being specific, advise and comment

about the production and distribution of all the things necessary to

live in society and survive as individuals. Proverbs emphasise and

praise the selfbreliance and independence which come from perseverant

hard work, early work and foresight to anticipate natural disasters

and human mishaps, and cooperation. Begging is strongly condemned.

D. - a. SelfbHelp. Self-Reliance.

Every family (lupwa) should produce enough food to feed every memp

ber, visitors and for feasts and celebrations. The first law of a comp

munity, is that everyone must contribute according to one's ability.

233. Akafumbe: kantu kali bw .

a. Little/rat: little/thing it/is at 'mush'.

b. The little rat is what is with the mush.

c. Even if you have only a little meat to eat with the mush.

d. Even if you have only a little meat to eat with your mush,

it is better than dreaming about a big piece of meat that you

cannot have. One must be happy with what is at hand.

e. SM: 4. WF:214-kafumbe.

234. Akalimba ka kwashima: takapwa gisgggo.

a. Little/guitar of to/borrow: not/it/Tinish ways.

b. The little borrowed guitar does not have all the ways.

c. With a borrowed guitar one cannot play all the tunes one knows.

What one borrows is never like what one owns and it cannot ful-

fil allone's desires. To perform well, one should get and pos-

sess personally what is needed.

d. Kalimba: diminutive of gilim ; a musical instrument,
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especially a guitar.

311:3. WP:22am.

0 e e: e be bwa.

Little/thing you/holding/be: it—is/Trom they/hit/to dog.

It is the little thing you hold that will hit the dog.

It is with the stick.you are holding that you can defend

yourself. It is better to rely on what one has at hand

than dream about better things which are impossible to get.

Sfl:6.

f a we .

Soldiers of to/ball: not/they/fight war.

Soldiers that are called for, do not fight a war.

Mercenary soldiers are not good fighters. If one has to

force people into doing something, the results are poor.

People must not be forced to work or fight and must be

able to fend for themselves without relying on others.

":137-3135.

s: s ha 3 .

Cows in Ilala: they/be and owners.

The cows in Ilala country have their owners.

If one wants cattle, it is useless to dream of getting

someone else's cattle. If you want to enJoy something,

get it yourself.

"3$73'ms

bwe a e ° s u ba.

Jackal he/halled red-ants: and to/him/bover they/him/

cover.

The Jackal called the red ants and they covered his.

The Jackal which called the red ants for help found
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himself covered by them. If you call for help, make sure

it is help which will not turn against you. One must be

self sufficient to be secure.

smae. wr:tee-m.

N s ° b a .

I/km house-fly: I/iash.at back.

I am the house fly which washes its back.

Like the house fly which cares for its own back, I can fend

for myself. A way of saying that a person is independent

and does not need unsolicited help.

Langni,(§§133ghi); common house-fly.

m380-me-

0 3 0 C e

Hawk to/be-fat: only-if the/bne you/killed.

The hawk which is fat is the one you killed.

One can speak only about what one has, without dreaming

about the impossible. One must profit by what one has.

m(swam): black mk-

WP: 5‘6’Ms

Sembe as wete wa k : .

He-goat who/hot/had of to/him/get—tied: he/used-to/himself/

get-tied.

The he-goat which has nobody to tie him, ties himself.

If you cannot find help, do it yourself. If your rela-

tives do not want to help you pay a fine, find other means.

Spay: (baselbe); he-goat; same as 5532'(basawe).

IF:670-ggggg.

3 3 “lb e

Father/kho/sat little/his/bwn: not/he/be-hit legal-

proclamation.
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He who eats his own stuff; is not affected by the law.

The person who has his own food is not laughed at by the

drum calling for some obligation to give food. The person

who has his/her own food is independent whatever happens.

fibilg, from -§ilg, proclaim, shout proclamations.

WP: 61km.

W

Father/kho/bat his/own: not/he/he-Jeered at drum.

The man who sets his own food is not poked fun at by the

drums.

One must have one's own food and necessities of life. One

who is self-sufficient is never affected by emergencies.

-§igb!3, passive of -lig§g; make fun at; Jeer.

SM:40.

Ugglggg wa lbwa; taggila gubize.

Hale of dog: not/he/batchpfood/Tor his/companion.

A male dog does not get food for his companion.

One must be selfhsufficient and rely on nobody. One cannot

rely on friends or neighbours for food or other requirements.

5:11:63. "us-ema,

U a ' t .

Who/hall soldiers: he/hsed-to/hall/kgainst.

He who calls soldiers does it against himself.

Before calling for aid one must make sure that the helpers

will not turn the calling into obligations and slavery for

those who called.

-1§;lilg; reversive of -itg, call.

nun-gm.
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n. - b- Iork. Perseverance.

23322223,(to work), is the general word meaning all manual

tasks. Iggitg,and El¥1$!2.(1311122) are the nouns for all kinds

of work, Jobs, tasks, chores, etc. 2323;. means perseverance, pa-

tience, continuity in an undertaking; it is also used as an adverb

in ukubogba gauge, to work with perseverance.

Perseverance in work is one of the most consistently advised

qualities. Hardly anything in the lives of the Bemba could be ac-

complished without patience, whether it be tree lapping, field

clearing, fishing, hunting, pounding grain or cassava.

It is questioned whether activities like teaching, working at

the court, studying, or other mental efforts should be considered

as ukubogba (to work) and agitg (working). Ukusagbilila (to study),

ukufggda (to teach), gkglggbg,(to write), along with Jobs in offices

and administrative duties, do not imply the physical difficulties

of Jobs done in villages. Cultivating, building houses, sowing,

fishing and many more are manual labours which Bemba consider

truly working; they think that office work is like resting.

266. A we: a.

a. Where/be finger: it-is there/be garden.

b. Where there is a finger there is a garden.

c. Where there is a hand and desire to do some work, there

will be some results. Any effort however small brings

some success.

e. SM:8. wr:478-ggngg.

247. ggkgla 3333; we gbfigg: tabukgla bwangg.

a. Garden child of initiation-symbols: not/it/grow fast.

b. A garden is like a babe; it does not grow fast.

c. Any undertaking takes time, perseverance and hard work.
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.wa we as; a very small child; a new born infant.

”us—22m;-

Co d : a a we .

forest: it/repay who/it/kalk/in.

The forest repays those who walk in it.

Those who carry on walking in the bush will probably kill

game. Perseverance achieves success.

Slull. whim-m.

° t a a 3 o .

Country this: not of to/Tixpto teeth hoe.

This country is not to fix teeth on as a hoe does.

One can put a hes in the soil but not teeth. This country

is not a place to fix your teeth into as you would fix a

handle to a hoe. The land does not give unless one works

hard.

-_!;§ilg; applicative of -kg;§§; set a handle to a tool.

314:13. wr:Gin-m.

Ic e e a: ‘ we we .

What/bake-long road: 'laziness of to/kalk.

What makes the road long is laziness to go.

Laziness in walking makes the road appear much longer.

Lack of courage will ruin any undertaking.

-__;zg; causative of -lgpg; lengthen, make longer, be long.

snzie. use-$53.3. '

Ice utegsnwg: e cikgghe I :3.

What you/liked: it-is it/htrengthened ribs.

What you liked strengthens the ribs.

What you love and want gives you strength to work hard

in order to obtain it.

314:16.
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Igzggg: tagitalelwa mggg pg; gda.

Wealth: not/it/be-picked-up in/here like lice.

Health is not picked up like lice.

Wealth does not some by itself and is not found every-

where but demands much work.

WP:780-t§lglg,

as s ° ‘ e c b cis a.

Talk.nics: it/hleep/hade hyena on rubbish-heap.

nice talk made the hyena sleep on the rubbish heap.

Talking does not achieve much. Spending all the time

talking will not bring food, but sleep from hunger.

om, causative of -flg, sleep.

811321. 4.

we te f b : asam .

Fingers they/hatch dirty-things: they/heed-to/iash.

ringers which catch dirty things can be washed.

There is no dirty work and every kind of work must be done

properly. A person who has done some bad actions w regret

them and be forgiven.

SH:22. Ir:e7a-.gggg.

II1£222!!.£2!221..£§112!!§9

The-ones/pointed-out axe: not/theyyhre-cut-down.

The trees which are pointed out by the axe do not cut

themselves down.

Ihen a piece of work has been decided upon, it must be

carried out by hard work.

wrzess-musogtgg seggg.

d a° bwo mute e.

House you/hot/hleep: they/it/desire roof.

The house in which you don't sleep is desired by its roof.
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One may desire a house by looking at the roof and thinking

that it does not rain inside, though often it does. One

often desires what belongs to others if only it could be

had without work.

8H319-20e

cs a un ° ta c ac sa.

Bird which/is-clever here/in: not/it/haks nest would/

which/be-strong.

The clever bird does not build a strong nest.

A clever talker is often a poor worker. Mere talk does not

achieve anything.

SH: 20. WP: 574-9539;.

nggse sgigili; taship .

Snares two: not/they/miss.

Two snares do not miss.

It is better to make sure and be diligent if one wants suc-

cess. To succeed one must take precautions and work twice

as hard.

gukosg (352g: ; snare for birds.

SM:25. wrzass-lgkggg.

d wa: ts wa.

Hunger it-is I/hm-cultivatsd-for: not I/km-begged for.

Hunger means cultivating not begging.

Hunger must generate hard work, not begging. In time of

hunger, cultivation should be started instead of going

Macias.

-§igigg§5 applicative passive of -lim§; cultivate.

-231il§§5 applicative passive of -pg;g5 beg, ask for.

SH: 26. WP:sm-w.

u da a she e.

Days six: not/they/bqual/bach-other.
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There are six days which are not equal.

Days come one after the other but with many different pro-

blems and events. It is impossible to foresee the future,

and one must be ready to make up for hard days.

SM:27.

- r. - It O :;.’..°:d3 ’ ”4;:

Chameleon: which/Tinished wasps in one one.

The chameleon which finished the wasps by eating them one

by one.

  

Perseverance and steady work.achieve-all.

£3042: (sauna): mp.

mass—amm-

w c : tat b a t .

who/travel evening: not/he/bat sauce.

The night traveler does not eat sauce.

The lamy traveler will get only the rest of the food and

no relish sauce.

WP:779-m-e

Wm-

And at/hig: there/it/is-passed.

And at big things it is passed.

Difficult situations arise and difficulties are overcome.

No difficulty is unsurmountable.

VP3 582’Ms

  W~'.-9; ns:hm- a _up ,: !;L_59;. .o An~=v-‘ -;;bwe.

I/you/khow/hhould way of hill: I/you/hhow/hhould and

to/kvoid stones.

 

I must show you the way to the hill and how to avoid stones.

One may help but is not expected to do all the work. An infor-

med person should sst to work without expecting others to do

it.
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-§§gg§; avoid, shun.

514342. WP: 553'm3s

Nsh ba ° e c a.

I/delay to/ktand—up: stand-up with arrow.

I delay to go; I go with an arrow in the back.

The lazy person often gets into trouble. The person who

is slow to start work is often punished.

gigglg; shaft of arrow. ‘ékéflhki be lazy, delay, postpone.

(There may be a reference to the M, a small civet which

is supposed to be lazy in running away from danger).

mas-manu-

W-

workpvery-hard: it/be in/group.

To work very hard there must be a group.

Hard work is achieved while working with people in a group.

Communal work is easier than lone work.

-§g§e§gig; be active, work very hard.

WP:ew-M.

§21B22115_22B2B2i..£225312.5115512£23.2l2552219‘

Let/you/do a-little: he/took you/hit/bnly wife.

You do a little and can take the wife of the one who

does nothing.

To do a little work is much better than doing nothing at all.

Skxss. wrzssl-shigugita.

bu b o: ub e .

let/it/dawn here: he/redeemed sister.

There-is-no-dawn-here redeemed his sister.

The person who was not stopped by the dawn saved his sis-

ter from being brought at night to slavery. With patience

and perseverance one succeeds in achieving all.

SM:40. Wrz72-gg.
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a abwa : abw es s.

Not/there/is-forgotten honey: there/is-forgotten axe.

The honey is not forgotten but the axe is.

One does not forget pleasant things or happenings but ea-

sily forgets the difficult and hard ones.

Ub bwa ' tabu .

Farming of former-time: not/it/halm/hause-to child.

Former farming does not satisfy the present hunger of the

child.

Former crops from former work do not help during the ac-

tual famine. One must be perseverant and cultivate year

after year.

SH:51. '33‘3'2311l19

u : ala.

To/go-over log: to/kpread-legs.

To pass over a log means to spread the legs.

Any undertaking needs effort and courage.

inland: (m): 1.3. -_&asamss “mad 1....

SM:55. IP:96-gilg.

e ofu: o e .

To/threaten elephant: unless you/be with spear.

To threaten an elephant you must carry a spear.

To threaten and boast, one must have the courage and abip

lity to do it. Words are useless if one has no means to

carry on the proposed endeavours.

SM:57. IP:588—pgpgilg.

3 ° C u “s

To/hit/kuch: it/is to/pieroe barkscloths.

Sitting a lot ends by making holes in clothes.

Laziness brings misfortune. Without work nothing is
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achieved.

9mm (some: but cloth-

3“: 58s "3196-Ms

Uku ' a.

Sausage-tree: it/kleep/has-caused wild pig hunger.

The sausage tree made the wild pig to sleep hungry.

The wild pig had hoped that the pods from the tree would

fall by themselves and waited and then slept without eating.

We.(W: kind of tr" nth mains Pods

$11360. ":m7CMs

U ‘ e: 3 .

Laziness: it/make-yellow teeth.

Laziness causes the teeth to become yellow.

Starving is believed to make the teeth yellow and is often

attributed to laziness.

smea. erase-m.

U a a ‘ kuse .

Iasp it/bnded children: in to/bend one one.

The wasp finished the children sending them one by one.

The wasp saved up all its children by bringing them one by

one. Patience and perseverance achieve success.

W222(W): a kind of NP-

susao. wr:466-;glgggglgggg.

U u s : e e.

Spirit: not/he/give who/kat-down.

The protective spirit does not give to the one who Just sits.

God does not help the lazy person. To get something one

must help oneself.

SM:67. WP:ASl-.gp§ghi.
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278. U wes a ‘ .

a. Moon: not/it/is-found game.

b. The moon is not found in a game.

c. The moon is good but is hopeless in many undertakings. The

moon is helpful at night but does not make one find game,

so that one has to work hard to hunt.

e. SH:7l. W?:5l4-!!=ghi.

279. we u o b a o b : ‘nso tu t .

a. Ton of mutilation work where work: eyes of people not/

they/bat.

b. Iou the mutilated one, work; on-looking eyes won't eat you.

c. Whatever handicap a person may have, it isbstter to carry

on working and let people look and say what they like.

d. m, applicative of ~95, work.

e. SH:44. IF:577-ogbgla.

D. - c. Early work. Foresight. Prevention.

gkgggggililg,(to begin early, to do a Job in time and with speed),

is the verb used most often to mean that any endeavour must be started

early and carried on swiftly. Ekggglglg, means to rise and be ready

very early; ukutaggila is translated by to be ahead, to arrive

first. Ekwenekgla (to foresee, to think in advance), is not very

much in use. Ekgtggtggkggyg_g§ggghi, ut to a b a are

expressions meaning to think first or beforehand, and are current-

ly used.

In places where people seem to live on a day-to-day existence,

it would seem superfluous to speak.about foresight and prevention.

However, many times there are shortages of food, fire-wood, covering

materials for huts. People with foresight would always have a lit-

tle reserve, especially of foods, so much that a large, filled

grainpbin is more important than a large and beautiful house without

food reserve.
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b e e e .

Little/thing/ias-early: it-is it/killed mongoose.

The little early thing killed the mongoose. .

Diligence and early work pay. Active and early beginning

give better chances in hunting.

324:1. an22.1%.“.

Aka ° be c .

Little/thing/kas-early: it/katch dance of evening.

The little early thing could watch the evening dance.

By starting work early, one was then free to go to the

dance. Good opportunities favour the active person.

Egghg; a kind of dance.

SH: 2. IF:2am.

Aka : wa wa.

Little/first to/drink: not/it/drink dregs.

The first one to drink does not drink dregs.

The first one in a meal will get the best part. One early

at work is early at the beer party.

Mfundwa; dregs, sediment, deposit.

SM:6. 71:254-kgtggghi.

Al a : o bu .

He/bat one: and to/bury game-pit.

He eats one game and buries the game pit.

After having caught one animal, the improvident hunter

buries the game pit. Improvident persons care only for the

day forgetting that tomorrow will also bring hunger.

WP:394-lz!,

Ba : a e .

Hake-haste: in road not/in/yet/be-slippery.
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Make haste before the road gets slippery.

One must start on a Journey early before it gets rained

out. Early work always pays.

-g:;g;a; be slippery. greasy.

:759-tglglg,

f e c e o .

It/is only: it/is it/kwell/haused leg.

It does not matter made the leg to swell.

Lack of care may have disastrous results.

-£§l£yg, causative of -;;Ibg; swell, cause to be swollen.

suzio. vines-m.

e: amba a ula.

He/ktart-early/let: waters not/he/yet/bverflow.

Let me go early before the flood comes.

Let me prepare myself right now before the waters rise to

flood my fields and house. Prevention avoids the conse-

quences of disasters.

521552;,(hgg315333); torrent of water; water coming in

house due to rain. -23l3;g; overflow, flood, be in flood.

Irma-manna.

Mu a e: af s .

Who/begin long-time-ago: he/hsed-to/himself/help/huch.

He who begins early helps himself a lot.

An early beginner is a sure winner.

-W; reflexive intensive of -9__; help.

SH:87. ”HO-EA.

a a e .

I/khall/bat tomorrow: he/burnt back.

I shall eat tomorrow burnt his back.
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What you can do now, do it, since you don't know what the

future has in store for you.

wr: sea-m.

Ii511BI5E11..51§£B$1!§.§22.252129

Lazy person: he/is-speared where he/hat.

The lazy person was speared where he sat.

Laziness brings misfortunes. Misfortunes happen to all,

but more often than not to persons who are lazy and don't

0”.e

W: I". 'Me 1’. ‘1‘": clumsy.

momma-338-

Wals-

I/khall/ko and/you: he/ktart evening.

I will go with you starts in the evening.

when a person is traveling with another, he/khe must start

the preparations the evening before and get ready early

in the morning.

SH: 42. ”:19-339

owa or e be ete.

lot/things/Tinish to/taste-goed he/kent: let/ke/finish/

all they/him/haught.

Those things which are so tasty are not yet finished, and

finishing them caused the man to be caught.

The one who went before the food was finished, was spared,

but the enemies caught on with the one who wanted to finish

it all. In beer parties, the person who leaves early,

usually avoids trouble.

-£ipililg; intensive of -gipg; drink to the last drop;

eat to the end.

SH: 47 .
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0b ° es s .

The/lagging behind: it/oapsize/oauss drum.

Lagging behind caused the drum to fall in the water.

People who delayed had to paddle very fast and the drum

fell in the water. Lazy people get into misfortunes.

-ggghg, causative of -ggg§g; capsize, drown, lose in water.

It:sac-m.

Us we: .

Iou/htill/hre you/hre-digging tortoise: it/is/opened.

Iou are still digging to get the tortoise but the hole

is opened.

A person who is trying to dig in the tortoise hole but

leaves an opening unclosedfrom where it can escape. A

person who is foolish and improvident works without thinks

ins.

m; 53 stands for preposition subject.

Wrxl7ogfglgg.

E32I35212.25.§:B£21..le;2119

To/otayblong at ant-bear: vague-stares.

To stay looking at the ant-bear produces stares.

To stay looking at the ant-bear which works all the time,

brings nothing but fatigue. wasting time is useless.

Egpgg; ant-bear.

SH: 55. WP: 402-552”.

To/kill elephant: there/is thicket.

To be able to kill an elephant there must be a thicket.

To achieve certain difficult undertakings, the right con-

ditions must be present. It is useless to dream about is-

possible achievements.
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d. Lubgbg; thicket.

.s 5“: 56s "3362-;gbuba.

297. e o ° o f .

a. To/threaten elephant: only you/hrs and spear.

b. To threaten an elephant you must have at least a spear.

c. When starting an undertaking, one must foresee what will be

necessary to bring it to a successful end.

e. SH:57. 93:588-pgngilg.

298. e° ut‘ e .

a. root to/it/lift earlybmillet: to/it/put-down millet big.

b. To lift your foot means early millet;. to put it down,

late millet.

c. If you start cultivating early, you will have an early

crop; if you delay, the harvest will be late.

d. gggpggg; early millet. gglg_13§glg; late millet.

e. IP3367-lgkggg,

299. Um e wss ' w .

a. Child they/kre/him/shcwing moon: he/is-seeing finger.

b. When you show the moon to a child, he sees only your fin-

ger.

c. One must not expect a child to see far or understand dif-

ficult things. One must foresee the implications of cer-

tain undertakings and behaviours.

300. Usabingg kgwa: tegiging.

a. Who/intend to/kwim: mot/he/htand-up.

b. He who decides on swimming does not Just stand up.

c. Once something is decided upon, it shoud be carried on

without delay.

e. SM:74. WP:33-§1g5§.
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in. - d. Cooperation. Sharing. work in Common. .Giving.

Cooperation, sharing and work in common are necessary qua-

lities in villages which have a subsistence agriculture in a ra--

ther narrow locality. In a small village, it seems that everyone

knows what the others are doing. There are very few tasks which

are done by individuals alone; everything is done in common, from

building a house to pounding grain. People who have witnessed the

making of a dug-out canoe will attest to this fact. Usually, a

'fundi' (expert) is called to be in charge; he manoeuvres the

axe himself or tells an assistant what to do, always in view of

several spectators who talk.and give a hand if necessary. There

is no such thing as a lone 55321;,(carpenter) who would try to

make a canoe all by himself. The whole process, from choosing a

tree, bringing it to an adequate location, taking it to its

launching, is a series of operations necessitating the help of many

under the direction and instruction of the expert. Host activities

in rural areas are of this kind. Even in Jobs which could be per-

formed by one person, there is habitually a congregation of a few

people to talk with, to help or Just be there.

What has been said in Section B. --h. about togetherness

and sharing (pp. 206-210) applies here too, along with the

expressions gklggegyg,and gkggkggzg, which mean to divide, to

share. '

301. Abs 1 ab : .

a. People two and brains two: person one and brain one.

b. Tao people make two brains and one person only one.

o. work in common, in cooperation, is always better than

individualistic efforts.

e. Skxl. WP:395-“.
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b asasa.

Little-thing to/put-aside: it get/sour.

The little thing you put aside, gets sour.

Things which are kept exclusively for yourself and are not

shared often get spoiled. Refusal makes people bitter

and sour.

whee-m.

W0

Little bone it/refuse/much: little meat.

The little bone that you refuse; the little meat will be

refused also.

You refuse to give a little bone and people will refuse to

share meat with you later on.

WI:flog-M.

Ak e° b .

Little/dish of mulembwe (relish): it/follow its/

companion.

The little dish of relish follows another one.

A small gift calls for a return. One good turn deserves

another.

519$ (£31.33 ; diminutive of m a vessel made of a

dried pumpkin rind. M, relish ads of dry leaves.

“3259-3333.

u z a a .

Strength of M/aloneness: not/it/reach far.

The strength of one person only does not go far.

The strength of one cannot achieve much. To produce good

results, there must be work together.

Ines-m.

as a O. s

Brains you/are alone: not/they/go-around neck.
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Brains of one person do not know what is going on in the

back of your neck.

One man's brains do not go far. A single man's wisdom is

very limited.

o§§i3533335 go around, spin, rotate.

Sflz7. WP:607-.§gg.

C c wa bab e be c c w .

Work of two/persons; it-is-not to/be work you/are alone.

The work meant to be performed by two cannot be done by

one alone.

Some tasks have to be performed in cooperation. In mar-

ried life especially, chores must be dons by the two.

33:11. wrrllo-giggi,

c u e z a is .

What/you/give rat: it/htart at bladder.

What gives you the rat started by giving the bladder.

A small gift may bring a more important one. One should

not despise a small gift, since something more important

may follow.

mg: at.

arms. “319-953.

0 ala.

What/reveal man: it-is hunger.

what reveals a man is his behaviour in time of hunger.

Famine and other disasters reveal the real value of a

man. In time of suffering, people are asksd to share and

help one another.

~§ggglglg5 make known, unravel.

suzic. WI: asa-1.23.433.
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e we a- a.

that/liked game: it/is-holding/much.

What liked the gene is holding on to it.

When one wants a share in the meet, one must have had a

share in the kill and hold fast to it while it is cut.

To profit by a kill, one must have participated in the

hunt.

-;ka§11;lg; intensive of 9&5532. touch, catch, hold.

VFW-mum.

5ER2i!1§£..£§l2l2!2.l£32§9

The-one/help: not/is-given calabash.

The one who Just helps is not given a calabash of beer.

A little work is rewarded by a small remuneration. Sala-

ry or food is given in proportion to the work done.

-gg§:;;; applicative of -pg'§; take from, receive, help out.

"3245-Wo

W.

'The-one/give little-things: he/used-to/feed.

The one who gives a little feeds people.

The person who gives little at a time satisfies the

needs of people. Better to give a little than nothing

at all.

-I§gh§; causative of -§§h3; satiate, satisfy hunger,

help with food.

33:40. It: sic-m.

W-

Refusal: not/they/kake-equal.

Refusal is not returned.

Refusal should not be repaid by another refusal. If

someone refuses to share with you, you should not do the
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same to him.

.. vrzcz-m.

314. M-

a. To/give: to/put-aside.

b. To give is like to put aside.

c. To give is an investment. To give now is to prepare to

be given later.

e. W?:580-pg.

315-W(m).

a. Bee bad: the-one it/htayed at home (at flowers).

b. The bad bee is the one which stayed home (in the flowers).

c. The bad person is the one who stays home doing nothing or

Just caring for personal needs, or doing what he/hhe

likes.

e. SM:SO. Ir:387-lgg§ilg.

316s ‘ .3 . C.

a. That one it-is generous-person: not/he/be-stingy at

tO/ane

b. That one is the generous person who is not stingy in giving.

c. This is the generous person who does not count what he/hhe

a".e

d. §§2§l52§3 very generous person. -§§g§g; be stingy, re-

fuse to give.

   
II. _'____—_b& —' ,‘___‘!.. ~ baud ° i.e.}. :1; ,-{,_,L.-9‘1--0

a. Old-man who/hot/hhare, to/hxtract thorn: to/press down.

b. For the old man who does not share, you press down the

thorn which should be removed.

c. in old niggard will not be helped easily and if possible

will be harmed. Stinginess breeds hard feelings and

is repaid by wickedness.

317.
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-g§§;sha; share with. -§§ggglg; remove, extract.

-2;ai3§ighg; press down, hold down.

":IOG'Me

EI2l2I.lfihl.l!a§22§i..!§£2l§§29

Man bad of to/give: you/break-offbto.

When one has to give to a bad man, one breaks a piece.

The person forced to give something to a bad man, gives

only a small piece. A wicked person cannot expect gene-

rosity.

-§2ga; break off a piece; take out a portion.

IF: 729132.

H s us : a ta.

Husuku tree which/hot/Tall: they/usedpto/it/trample.

The musgkg tree which does not fall, they kick it.

When a person refuses to share, he/she is likely to he

badly treated.

SM:66.

C we ° a.

Child of generous-person: not/he/die hunger.

The child of a generous person does not die of hunger.

Generosity begets generosity.

smace. wr: 582-532.

we as be: ' at a taf .

Stranger who/hot/is-generous: and where he/come-from,

not/he/is-generous.

The stranger who is not generous, is not generous in

his own land.

A miser is a miser everywhere he goes, whatever the

stories he tells.

-gggp§; be generous, give generously.
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0 we a a a.

Who/refuse to/Tish: he/refuse and to/roast.

He who refuses to go fishing refuses to roast.

One who does not Join in the work, does not Join in the

meal.

-§;g; fish with basket.

coca; burn, bake, roast.

W?:l44-g;g,

Uggkupe gglgg tglabwa.

Who/give country: not/he/is-forgotten.

The person who gave you the country is not forgotten.

The person who is very generous is not forgotten.

wr:ao.-;gpg.

WW-

Iho/you/give he/you/be-heavy/hause: who/you/refuse

he/you/be-light/hause.

He who gives makes you heavy; he who refuses you

makes you light.

The generous person puts you in the situation of being

obliged to return the favour; he who refuses, removes

all further obligations from you. One always feels obli-

ged towards someone who has given gifts.

WP: 755‘sme

We s : s t a.

0f kitchen not/he/is-insulted: kitchen it/will/him/

r.d...e

The person who has a kitchen will not be insulted; he

will be saved by his/her kitchen.

A generous person who has been hospitable and fed people

will not be offended even when he/hhe behaves rudely;

his/her generosity will bring forgiveness and salvation
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in time of trouble.

d. p;g§;pg; fire-place, hearth, kitchen. ~23§il35 applicative

of -futa; pay, compensate, redeem.

C e "33‘7’We

D e - 9 e “the0 Working. HMSCI‘e m.e

Having enough food to eat and eating well are concerns of

subsistence agriculturists not as individuals, but as families or

groups, so.that every capable person must contribute to the common

effort. Only the very young, the very old and the very sick will

get food without somehow helping to get it. Food is not produced

by specialists, but by all. no wonder that people who want to eat

must also work for that food, and parasites are not welcome at all.

There were not many periods where there was a dire shortage

of food in the region but it happened when there was too much rain

or not enough, and when locusts ate the crops. For instance, after

the floods of 1962, many gardens and fields especially near rivers

and lakes were inundated; most of the crops in the Bangweulu swamps

and on the shores of the Lwapula river were destroyed. But there

were enough cassava and maize on higher fields to allow for the

bartering of flour against fish and meat which did not eliminate

hardship and suffering in several villages.

Hunger may happen at several times and under different forms

as when there is not enough flour or too little munani (relish)

which is in fact anything eaten with the g:gli,(mush), and in-

cludes meat, fish, vegetables). It is impossible to eat 233;},

(mush) alone. There may be too many people and not enough food

for all and some will be hungry. The fact is that many people

have experienced hunger (that is not having a good meal for one
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or several days), a few times during their lives.

326.

327.

328.

329.

‘0
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be

Ce

Little/pork little/its-companion: of in stomach.

The little thing which works with its companion lies in

the stomach.

To be able to work one must have eaten. One does not do

much on an empty stomach. workers will not work hard

at all if they are not well fed.

su:2. wr:35-bomba.

b ° c w .

Bad: it/looked-after chief soul.

The bad food took care of the chief's soul.

The food, though bad, kept the chief alive. Bad as it

may be, some kind of food is better than nothing and

keeps people alive.

c a but a: da .

What/is-big grain-bin: house not/it/is-big.

What is big is the grain bin not the house.

What is important is the size of the grain bin, not the

size of the house, especially if there is nothing to eat.

A lot of food is better than a fancy house.

NF: ZSl-m.

c bo tu: .

What/reveal man: it-is hunger.

What reveals a man is hunger.

Hunger gives the real value of a man who may be tempted

to steal or eat more than his share.

Sh:lo. W?:333-lgggl2lg,
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e s e: e e.

The/pickings of locusts: and the/hatings.

The gathering of locusts and eating them.

food is related to the work done; one cannot eat more

than what one has picked up. Food according to work.

aghg; locusts. (555333;, more often used).

"um-mm.

mbe e be: .

Cows to/be/hice skin: to/bat.

Cows to have good fat skin must eat.

To be healthy and good looking one must eat and eat well.

was. (II—422:); 1114.-

enova-mm.

We

Lion when it/is-finished: it/eat and grass.

The lion which has come to the end of its means, is for-

ced to eat grass.

When in hunger, a person will eat anything.

-zglglgg; applicative passive of ~pgla; reach, end.

SMSZSe

‘3 e

Hunger: not/it/is-lured beard.

Hunger is not influenced by a beard.

Hunger knows no age and gets to all even elders. Food is

not produced by anything but work and the absence of food

has the same effects on all.

-§;gg:g; passive of -§ggg§, lure, entice, influence.

83:26. Wr:270-§epg§.
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W.

Hunger: not/it/eat who stir.

Hunger does not eat the one who stirs himself.

work is the remedy for hunger. In time of famine, people

work harder.

-§g§3gz§; move,stir, do something.

IP:548-pgglg.

L: '3:!d'~ -;' 7:; -;us 1- _- 2881: K4; ..

Bad/herb to/improve gruel: it/is hunger wicked.

The bad herb to improve the gruel, it is a period of dire

hunger.

In time of need, one eats what one finds and cannot be

fussy. In time of hunger, any kind of relish is accept-

able. Hunger is the best sauce.

gglgkggggg; fibrous herb used mainly to make nets and

really not comestible.

SM:32. wr:26b-§glokogdwe.

  

Ub ° b a .

Eating-to-one's fill: not/it/iork little/kork.

Eating to satiety does not accomplish the little work.

Too much eating is not good for working. Eating all the

time will not produce the food required in the future.

IF836-bogzla.

WM.

Bellows to/hake-noise: it/is at charcoals.

The bellows to start squeaking, there must be charcoals.

To be able to start work, one must have had something

to eat. One cannot work on an empty stomach.

9222: (ism-a): hollow. aim (sagas): charcoal-

snzsc. ences-m.
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338. 0 e : ula we.

a. Poor he/grow-big stomach: not/he/grow-big mouth.

b. The poor has a large stomach and a small mouth.

c. The poor man thinks more about eating than about talking.

The poor man worries about food not about discourses.

e. 514:61.

339. 0 u we a° o e da.

a. Case of hunger: it/explain honest-man.

b. The case of famine explains the honest person.

c. Honesty is tried in time of famine when people suffer

together and when taking food is a serious crime.

d. -M; explain, interpret, show value.

e. 814:63. mam-m.

D . «- f . Begging. Self-Help.

m (to beg), is the word commonly used for all kind

of begging, for money, food, clothing, etc.; the derivatives,

ubupusg (the action of begging) and M,M (beg-

gar/s) are also used.

Beggars are often afflicted by some physical diseases; some

are lame, blind or very old; some are mentally retarded. What

is said about begging in proverbs dm not apply to them. It

was very rare to see able bodied persons begging. There are oo-

casionally very lazy people who try to get things from people all

the time; they are not accepted in the community, are repriman-

ded and often insulted. Self-help and self-reliance are the law,

and it brings independence and the possibility of enJoyin'g a

decent living. Still, there were and are a few beggars everywhere.
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There is however, a friendly begging which is rather a way of

exchanging and sharing things; people ask for gash; (tobacco),

a drink of beer, a hand-full of ground-nuts, etc. Because of the

present difference in living standard and wealth, several Bemba

persons have taken the habit of begging from salaried workers

fruits, meat, clothes, planks, etc. Children will ask for candies

(sweets) and money. This is because there is no possibility of

exchanging things when some people seem to have everything; the

only recourse is begging. For instance, an old man may come along

and ask for a pair of trousers; you probably say 'no' because you

need it; but he needs it more than you; that is alright but

it is yours and you must have and keep it; he will retort that

you only refuse and like to refuse (333§§g§_£zg.__ggg§gpi); if

you remember proverbs 3‘0 and 341, it would be very useful indeed.

This procedure may also be created to embarrass people who have more

than the maJority.

whatever the situation, people are advised to get for themsel-

ves what they need, and begging is not encouraged at all.

340. a : ta b use.

a. Oil of to/beg: not/it/huffice body all.

h. The oil that is begged never suffices to cover the whole

body.

c. Begging is not sufficient to fill all the needs. Beggars

often go hungry and should try to get by working what

they need. Instead of begging for things, get them yourself.

e. SH:7. W!:355-lgg§g.

341. We

a. Hunger it/is I/am cultivating: it-is-not I/am/begging/for.

b. Hunger means cultivating not begging.

c. If one goes hungry, one should start cultivating and not

b.8me
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.e 8“: 26s VF: S‘s-me

342. Us a- d a: taba m a d .

a. Who/hry-I/bat: not/he/be and case.

b. He who cries to eat has no court case.

c. A poor beggar is not causing trouble and has no case.

A beggar who begs to have food to eat is not troubled.

d. uglila-ngza; from -;ilg, cry and -lz§, eat.

e. WF:b6l- a- a.

343. U u 3 wa te bu a.

a. Who/is/given: not/he/build grainebin.

b. He who is given does not build a grain bin.

c. A beggar should not board and should beg only for what he

needs to survive. A beggar gets what he can and should not

hope to accumulate food.

.9 "3 ‘82-!22.1“e

D. " 8e Poor. Rich.

Elm: (We) is a mu person and assign (abe-

lgpgg) is used to refer to a poor one, materially and at times

physically, an infirm, a blind, or a crippled person, probably to

signify that those people are at a disadvantage and are often una-

ble to cultivate and care for their own needs. In every society

there are some members who are less favoured, being less intelli-

gent, less healthy, weaker; these find it much harder to exist and

share the obligations and pleasures of the community.

There are references to people of the capital (33353323)

and close to the chief as being ygkglggg§_(singular: gagglgggg),

not only rich, but important, honourable, powerful, which of
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course is often associated with government and influence. To-day,

government people are also being called M. In the past as

in the present, people as individuals could have more wealth or

power, but this came from being associated with a chief as a rel-

ative or a trusted worker. All had and have the obligation of

sharing and giving which comes from the Bemba ethics and from

the fact of constant uncertainty; the rich individual of to-day

will need the poorer relatives and neighbours sometime.

344. f : f a .

a. Variegated/pieces-of/cloth: not/they-come-from there/

0n.e

b. Variegated pieces of cloth come from many places.

c. lealth does not come from only one source. Wealth is not

reserved to one person or one place.

d. m; from om, be spotted, variegated.

e. SM:18,19. ”no-m.

345. Talwenda mubm.

a. Not/it/go poor.

b. The poor man does not go on a Journey.

c. The poor do not travel because they cannot afford it. A

traveler is not poor since he may get a lot of help.

d. W; Lu stands for lwegdo, travel.

e. 51:24.7. Imus-m.

346. : t a we.

a. Poor he/has/grown stomach: not/he/grew mouth.

b. A poor man has a large stomach not a large mouth.

c. A poor man cares about his stomach, not about speeches.

e. SH:6l. "um-m.
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da us s ° m d a.

Poor he/has-long hair: in heart it/hleep.

A poor man has long hair but his heart is quiet.

A poor man looks dirty and unkempt, but often his heart

is at peace. Peace and happiness are not Judged by money

and appearance. Money does not always bring happiness

and peace.

-;3;gp§lg; be tall, long.

su: 61. wr: 458-3939;.

0 n da: is u wa.

Knife of poor: it/be in mouth.

The knife of the poor is in his mouth.

A poor person may have to use a knife and steal to feed

himself. The poor may resort to violence to survive.

A pauper may know a lot and talk, because he has nothing

to lose.

IP:Sll-§3glg,
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B. POLITICAL LIEE

As already mentioned on pages 12 and 15, there are some differ-

ences in the applications of a similar political system, eXpecially in

relation to the intensity and exactness of its execution. All the

groups haMschiefs, a royal clan, some aristocratic clans, rules of suc-

cession, etc. The Bemba of Chitimuknlu are very strict in the order of

succession and the Paramount chief has great night and receives cor-

responding obedience and respect; on the other hand, the Nghumbo of

lake Bangweulu have chiefs who are not very powerful, can be elected

through various procedures and do not have much authority, and it is

still not clear who is the lawful senior chief among them; between

these two extremes, are the Kazembes of the Lwapula. Authority and

power exist, but to a different degree, whether one is a Bemba chief

or a Bisa chief.

However, proverbs are used in all groups, probably with more acu-

ity and relevance according to the needs of each region. Proverbs

stress the value of authority and also the duties to serve and go to

the people in order to understand their needs. People are reminded

of their obligations to obey and show respect. At the same time,

chiefs are criticised for making decisions which are useless, onerous,

capricious and oppressive. Chiefs and leaders who do their best and

perform their functions conscientiously, who are Just in their deci-

sions, benevolent and understanding, receive admiration and are obeyed.

Those who are harsh, unfair, stingy and proud can expect to be reprip

mended, Openly apposed and even deposed. A chief and a leader can

and do enJoy glory; they also bear the responsibilities of the well-

being of all. In times of drought, flood, locusts, diseases, povh

erty, they are blamed, accused and cursed. In truth, some chiefs have

nice houses, servants and several wifes; they can be lavishly received

during their village visitations and greeted with the right knee on the

ground (mud and dust); they can also be insulted for not doing their

.1011 and not caring for people. That 'mélange' of respect and cri-

ticism is clearly indicated in the follwoing proverbs.
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it - (a. Leadership. Authority. Power. Leaders.

gtgggglgghi,(leader) and the abstract noun pgptgpgglgghi,(lea-

dership) are derivatives of Ekatgpgglglg, to/guide, lead, show the

way, direct; these words are used all the time to mean everything

related to leaders and leadership. Amaka (strength, power) is widely

utilized to mean physical strength as well as any other kinds of

force.

Leaders of all categories were to serve the people and be

obeyed; the people chose them, kept them in power and could die-

pose of them.

349. Abggtu lisabi: likopkg g6nshi.

a. People fish: it/Tollow water.

b. The people are like fish; they follow the water.

c. People follow their leaders like fish the rivers. The

leaders must be good leaders because often their direct-

ives are followed blindly.

e. IH:1. Ir:345-lisabi.

360. ose b :tabe ac uc .

a. Greenpmamba two: not/they/htay antehill one.

b. Two green mambas do not live in the same ant-hill.

c. Two leaders cannot govern one place, Just like two mambas

cannot hunt successfully in the same ant hill. People came

not obey or serve two leaders and only one must be in power.

e. Ir:533-nggehe.

361. Ubufumu: bushegg agegghi.

a. Chieftainship: it/chew water.

b. Chieftainship can chew water.

c. A chief can do what he wants even decide to chew water if

he so desires. A chief in authority may decide to do as
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he pleases even if at times it makes no sense at all. Chiefs

may abuse their authority stupidly.

SM:60. Wr:42-gg;glg.

W.

Armpit: not/it/hurpass shoulder.

The armpit is not over the shoulder.

Everywhere there is a hierarchy, and it cannot be changed.

A second in command cannot over-rule decisions made by the

first leader.

Irxaol-kggpg.

0 we : awa.

Village of children: it/hlways/fall.

A village of children falls.

Where there is no leader, the place cannot last long.

In every village, a head-man or elder is required and

decisions cannot be left to children.

"3507-9512:-

0 us be a a.

Resident capital: not/he/is-bad feathers.

The resident of the capital is not bad looking with his

feathers.

The man who comes from the capital may have an unpleasant

message to convey, but his authority makes him acceptable.

IF: 34-52.

U n e: a o bwabuko.

who/preceded: it-is to/hhow crossing-place.

He who precedes is the one who shows the crossing place.

The leader must have experience and know where to go and

how to lead in the right direction. A good leader can

accomplish what he orders.
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d. Bwabggg; from ~223553 cross a river, wade across, ford.

e. '1‘: 749-333“.

356. Uwaoba ab : as .

a. who/paddle canoes two: he/used-to/hink.

b. He who paddles two canoes, sinks.

c. The leader must be in charge of only one village or one

group. Serving two masters will result in disaster.

e. Irzoa-gggtg.

E. - b. Responsibilities of Leaders. Duties of Hard Work and Service.

The obligations of the leaders, .orking hard for their people

and serving them, are expressed quite strongly. It is pleasant to

'wear the panache! but not always interesting to carry on the work

and bear the worries. There are harsh times, disasters, diseases

and deaths which can be attributed to chiefs; they can be accused

of using ggipggpgg (priests, medicine men) to harm people. They must

organize and direct communal Jobs which are never very popular.

There are no specific words to mean responsibility; pgitg,and

53L1l2_(lilggg) mean primarily Job, duty, task, chore; in.expres-

sions like g;_ggi§g_zgpg, a; ugligg wggu fzg, they can be trans-

lated as 'it 1s your duty, it is your responsibility'.

People may show external respect for their chiefsq-expressed

differently according to regions-, but they will not fail to re-

mind them of their obligations and demand things to be done regard-

ing water holes, schools, dispensaries, bus service, etc. Nowadays,

it is difficult to evaluate the roles of chiefs and whether they are

being displaced by elected local politicians and charismatic leaders.

357. e a a: o e a .

a. Little/Village it/used-to/burn: and owner village he/burn/in.
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The little village burns and also the owner of the village.

A leader must remain in charge and share the fate of his

people.

su:5. WP:250-§ggh;.

ete ° ci ba.

That/held drum: and to/turnparound it/has-known.

The person who beats the drum must also know how to dance.

The person who leads in the drumming, knows also how to

lead in the dance. A leader must have experience to govern

his people in all the necessary undertakings.

824214-15. VIP: 572-m. ‘

c e n o : o c es .

That/held drum: and song it/know.

The person who beats the drum must also know the song.

The person who leads the drumming knows also the accompa-

nying song. A leader must have experience and know all

the Jobs to govern well.

2am. stand- tor W-

e - w e .

Ancestor with feathers: ancestor with cases.

The ancestor who has the feathers has the troubles.

A person in authority has the honour but also the respon-

sibilities and worries.

snzis. Wrzsaa-ggalg,.

c a ca buso e: u b a b a.

Big/panache of messenger: they/him/put-on before-hand.

The nessenger wears his large feathers before-hand.

A messenger or a subordinate leader must always be ready

for work or service.

giggglg, augmentative of liggglg; feathers, panache.
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-gggbilg, applicative of -133333 give generously; stick

feathers in hair.

W!3u-Me

b wa ° wa .

Minister of shyness: not/he/finish cases.

The shy minister does not finish the cases.

One in authority must be bold enough to make decisions and

accomplish all of his duties.

33:30. NF:209-§§3;lg.

ba° wa .

At capital: not/in/is-put-for barkpcloth.

At the capital bark cloth is not soaked for you.

At the capital,.there is no time to soak your bark cloth

since one may be called up for service at any moment.

-_§;§;L133 applicative_passive of -g§;§§5 soak, put under

water.

SH:83. Ir:2-ggihg.

HI!B§§.RS£2£BIL..2.L!§°

I/teach deceitfulness: it-is it/Tall.

The preacher who teaches double-telk.andfifalls.

The person who teaches and preaches must be consistent with

his doctrines lest he himself transgress some rules. A

leader must practice what he teaches and demands. A leader

is not above the law and may be caught also.

5133§5_33§gghi, ’I teach. deceitfulness'means an inconsistent

and illogical person.

WP: 63-bn§03me

W-

I/hucceed leopard: he/hucceed and spots.

The successor of the leopard succeeds also the spots.
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The successor of a leader takes all the responsibilities,

duties and honours.

Egg, obsolete for EBELLI. leopard. gigglg,(gggglg); spot on

animals.

"was-mas.-

WW

lho/hot/reach to many: not/he/is-given name.

He who does not reach the people is not given a name.

The person who does not get to the people cannot be known

and is soon ignored. The leader who does not come near

the people is not honoured.

    

mus-amaa-

I‘m 9 -;s'uA - 5,44,: :4.” -: bfl:t_ t 9i;

who/protect birds he/used-to/get-tired: who/protect people

not/he/get-tired.

The person who protects crops from birds gets tired; not

the person who protects people.

The guardian of men sust be at his duty all of the time. A

chief in charge of his people cannot afford to get tired,

and his responsibilities follow him all the time.

-§g;pg; protect crops; scare away birds from garden.

su::1. WP:8-§§;gg.

Raginbfisa afwgle ngale: go gubgglabggla.

Matron'she/has/worn panache: and to/dance/dance.

The matron has the feathers and has to dance a lot.

The matron (at the initiation ceremony) has the honours but

has to work.hard and dance to exhaustion. Leadership and

honours rarely go without hard work.

oggglgpgglg5 dance with frenzy; exert.

msac-mama.
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0b u: a 3 ._

Chieftainship: it/red/make eyes.

Chieftainship reddens the eyes.

Hard work comes with honours and brings worries and lack

of sleep. The chief must spend long nights without sleep

to carry on his work.

WP=‘2-hn£3aap

Ub wa° abuts da

hardness mouth: not/it/govern house.

The harshness of the mouth does not govern a house.

Shouting and disputing is no good to rule a household.

To govern one must use kind talking rather than harsh words.

"3.5.9322.

bwa u .

Bow it/stretch: it/is-stretched to/break.

A bow which is stretched to the limit breaks.

An exacting person is often broken. A leader must be under-

standing and ready to make concessions before waiting for

the situation to break.

4135; be dry; as (m); stretch a skin.

SH: 52. Vina-gm.

Us wa mub ' wa.

Who/is-forged/for bad: who/lack mouth.

He who is forged for badly lacks a mouth.

If one needs work to be done, one must say how it must be

done. When needs be, one must talk and reprimand.

SH: 60. IF:IMO-m.

U I. a e

Shower of man: he/used-to/get-near.

Who wants to show man must get near.
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c. The person who wants to direct, lead, educate, must be

there to show how to do it.

d. W, from -Lm; show, instruct, oversee.

.e $1363. 'F:‘59-me

375. as w - a .

a. Village of severe-man: it/burn at side.

b. The village of the severe man burns from the side.

c. In a village where the head-man is too severe people will

not inform him of the incoming fire which will destroy his

village. A head-man must be kind and considerate if he

wants to preserve his village intact.

e. SH:65. IF:400-!gghi.

E. - c . Obedience and Respect Due to Authority.

m(to/obey) is used to refer to the situation where or-

ders or advice have been given and must be followed. m (to/

understand, to/hear) means that what has been said is accepted and

will be carried on. W (to/agree, to/believe) refers to

explanations or reasons given for a course of action which are re-

ceived as true often because of the authority or special knowledge

of the speaker. W (respect) is a derivative ofW

(to/respect) and signifies all forms of consideration and reverence.

Among the Bemba of Chitimukulu, there were many marks of respect

and deference which were shown to chiefs at every occasion, and not

only at official actions and ceremonies. Other ethnic groups like

the Bisa and nghumbo for instance, were far less demonstrative;

chiefs and their entourage were treated with the. consideration which

could be described as polite civility. Ihen chiefs did not do their

Jobs properly and abused their authority, some people would become

quite aggressive and arrange for their dismissal.
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The Bemba royal salute (ukutota Eggshi), lying on one's back

and clapping hands, is no longer practised; the standard greeting

is done on one knee down or both while clapping hands (ukutota

makuku) e

375.

b.

Ce

376.

as

b.

377.

b.

Ce

378.

a.

b.

Nshumfwa fya bakulu: amenene umwefu kwikoshi.

I/hot/listen those/things elders: he/grew beard at/heck.

 

I-do-not-listen to elders; he grew a beard around his neck.

He who does not listen to elders is liable to do very stu-

pid things. One must be obedient to elders.

SM:43. WF:331-likoshi.

Ubufumu: bucindiko bwine,

Chieftainship: it/respect itself.

Chieftainship is self-respecting.

Leadership to be respected must show itself respectable.

SM:50. WF:42-bufumu.

Ukuli ubukulu: bwine buyeba.

Where/is greatness: itself it/itself/say.

Where there is greatness, it shows itself.

Greatness is self-evident and does not need any speech or

further demonstration.

WF:46-bukulu.

Umutuka mfumu: tatuka imo.

Who/insult chief: not/he/insult one.

He who insults a chief, does not insult only one.

The person who insults one chief will insult other chiefs

and other people also. Insulting a chief means insulting

what the chief stands for: all the peeple and their coun-

try.

SM:41. WF:421-gfggg.
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go - do P“C.e

Icibgtg (peace) is a state which is wished and desired everyb

where but very strongly in places where wars used to destroy crops

and lives and brought lots of sorrow and misery. lg;22§g,means

tranquility, quietness and good understanding in families, villages,

and in the whole country. The greeting Oibote, “E3321 means

peace be to you, happiness and a good life.

379. : c t a s a.

a. Country: not/it/is-quiet as gruel.

b. The country is not as peaceful as gruel.

c. Peace and tranquility do not always reign in a coun-

try.

d. 393;; be at peace; be quiet.

e. Wh'lG-QSg.

380. U a ° e a .

a. Who/stay where/it/is-quiet: himself where/it-is-quiet.

b. he who stays where it is quiet, himself is quiet.

c. He who lives in a peaceful place is a peaceful man.That which

makes peace is not the place but the people living

there. Peace does not come from the place, but rather

from the people living in it.

e. IP:7AO-§glglg,
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F. MORAL VALUES.

Among Bemba speakers, there has never been an official code of

morality as found in some societies especially in the Near East. Still,

a collection of beliefs and attitudes controlled or at least influ-

enced the behaviours of the people. Myths, legends and stories would

narrate and declare how things were done and had to be done, the rights

and duties of groups and individuals; court decisions, based on oral

traditions often transmitted by experts in the field of legal proce-

dures, determined in practice the rights and wrongs. Proverbs, be-

cause they can be used by all and towards all, have a particular role

in maintaining the social order and conducts; they do not punish phys-

ically, but they ridicule and isolate the violators and offensors, those

who misbehave and those who fail to perfOrm good deeds. Proverbs act

more like warnings to induce conformity, reduce and correct abuses,‘

than strict precepts and regulations to be blindly obeyed. Many provb

erbs are exhortatlcns, counsels or statements about ethics and correct

conduct.

Proverbs extol positive qualities and ensuing practices like kindp

ness, meekness, gentleness towards all and particularly the blind and

infirm, pride, courage and the keeping of premises. On the other hand,

sayings censure negative attitudes and actions like stealing, hypoc-

risy, ungratefulness, egotism, suspicion, rash Judgment, anger, and

keeping bad company. Insults, even though they do not kill, are never

accepted mr condoned.

F. - a. Kindness. Gentless. Meekness. Special Treatments for

Blind and Infirm.

There are several sayings about the ideas of kindness and gentle-

ness. The adjectival suffix -ggg§,is translated by good, kind, beau-

tiful. Ukuwama means to/be-good, to/be-kind, to be nice and gentle.
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Ekggglpg,can be translated by to/be-kind, to/he-gentle, to/be-meek,

to/treat-kindly. gkppgkililg, is to/be-meek, to/be-humble.

The blind and infirm cannot fulfill the normal useful role in

their group and they have difficult times; they must be treated

with the attention and care required if they are to survive; in

several instances, they are favored and given special treatment as

in court cases.

381. wa ° waf .

a. Mouth not/it/is-heavy: what/is-heavy load.

b. The mouth is not heavy to carry; the load is.

c. A message is not hard to take to someone, while a heavy

load is. You may ask someone to take a message for you,

but don't ask him to carry a heavy load. Don't exploit the

kindness of people.

d. ggpgg§g_(];§g|2g), pole to carry two leads. flutegbo means

also meekness, affability, from e be, to/he-kind.

e. wuss-m.

332° Ia2223.$£2$22£§£__31£2223_.o

a. Blind it/hot/hee: it/used-to/walkpon.

b. The blind man who does not see, tramples upon.

c. A blind man does not see with his eyes but can always feel

with his feet. There are always some advantages sosewhere,

and a person has some hope in life whatever his/her

disadvantages.

e. WP: 437-92213.

383. a e e a.

a. Blind: it/took wealth to who/is-seeing.

b. The blind man took the wealth from the man who can see.

c. A blind man is often favoured and gets the possessions of

the man who sees. In court cases, the blind person is
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often advantaged over others.

'F: ‘37-!a:2e

Le e be a e e : a.

Blackpspider he/killed lion: in to/be-meek.

The black.spider killed the lion by being meek.

Gentleness achieves the most difficult tasks.

Lempglemba (gglgggglglpg); big flat spider.

SM:36; WF:319-lgn2§lgg§g.

Muse d ' be e .

You/laugh infirm: and/you it/will/you/laugh.

You laugh at an infirm and it will laugh at you.

One should never laugh at the misfortunes of others.

Ndelg, from -;333; be crippled.

Te ba : m e . .

Treat-well tortoise: it you/tie leg.

Be kind to the tortoise if you want to tie its leg.

To perform a difficult Job, one has to be kind and careful.

Kindness achieves more than force.

M(m); tortoise, turtle.

suns. wane-m.

WWI-1a.

To/get-out arm at hole: to/be-gentle.

To get the arm out of the hole; to be gentle to do it.

To get out of a difficult predicament, one must use gene

.tleness and patience.

Langfig,(§2§§g); hole in a tree.

53:55. WP:278-§g§g§g.

u u 3 e

To/take white-worm to hen: to/be-gentle.
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b. To take the white worm from the hen, means to be gentle.

c. Difficult undertakings require kindness and patience.

d. gipggggg’(fipgegda); large white worm.

e. SM:57. WP:ll§-ginggg§g=_

389. W.

a. Medicine of troubles: to/shut-up.

b. The best medicine against troubles is to keep quiet.

c. Often the best way to prevent more trouble and argument

is to keep quiet and say nothing; since hard words will

only aggravate the situation.

e. SM:67.

? e - b e FriCnd‘hipe Lost h1.ndlhipe

Ubucibusa is the abstract word for friendship while gipggg

(gagipggg) means friend as well as friendship. Like everywhere

else, friends are made among persons of the same sex, of similar

age and comparable working conditions. It is not rare to see a

few men going fishing together, working and celebrating together.

Similar observations can be made about women too. Friends may or

may not be related by kinship ties, though in villages friends

are also relatives.

390. 1233a .usglwe: kgbfilapg.

a. What/destroy friendship: to/take-from.

b. What destroys friendship is to take from.

c. Repeatedly taking things away from a friend will destroy

the friendship. Friendship must not be based on material

advantages and gifts.

d. Museln; friend, friendship.

e. SleS. wrzeae-gggglgg.
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391 . W-

a. Clan of house-flies: sore.

b. The clan of the flies is a sore.

c. friendship based on interest lasts as long as the interest

lasts.

e. SM:Ol.

F. -c. Pride. Courage.

This paragraph concerns itself with the positive side of pride,

that is the fact of being endowed with certain qualities of strength

and decisiveness which make a person stand for his/her rights. There

are also negative sides to pride and courage when these qualities

are not controlled by reason and common sense. Igilggg§,may be

translated by pride, conceit, haughty independence, ideas of~supe-

riority. Eggggipg, from gkgghipg,(to/be-strong) can be translated

as force, courage, bravery. At times, it is hard to distinguish

between courage and pride and the limits are usually drawn by the

observers who would conclude that pride replaces courage when some

action trespasses the bounds of reason. Moreover, what is pride

in a region, may be courage elsewhere.

392. se e wa: t ut .

a. Hoe not/it/is—sharp: what/is-sharp heart.

b. What is sharp is the heart not the hoe.

c. The tool matters little as long as there is courage to

work and achieve something. Courageous persons, whatever

the circumstances, will achieve something.

d. -235; be sharp, cut well.

e. Ir:3e6-ligglpg.
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e : b a c .

Ihat it/is-stubborn: not/it-lack wound.

What is stubborn does not fail to have wounds.

Stubbornness and pride may lead to trouble. Pride and

obstinacy often cause sufferings and troubles.

-Lglgp§; be stubborn, cling to ideas or habits, be proud.

cgaso (fflasg), from ~lasa (hit); wound.

WP:319-;g;§gg,

MAW-

Cleverness of roanpantelope: round-bundle at after.

The clever pride of the roan antelope and the round bun-

dle.

The roan antelope is clever but also very proud which

often leads her into trouble and to death. Being too proud

and too courageous may be dangerous.

W3(1W); round bundle used to describe

a man about to be buried.

WP:40-§ugegjeshi.

Ugglglg wa abwa; tagwa 53 3313.

Male of dog: not/he/die at leg.

The male dog does not die from a leg wound.

It takes more than a broken leg to kill a strong man.

A man of courage is not stopped by some slight discomp

fort. It takes a lot of adversity to stop a man of cou-

rage.

SM:63. IP:417-mbwa.
 

we : k e s .

You/be and troubles: those to/hake-hard tail.

You have so much troubles as to make a tail hard.

You are cheeky and proud like a young cock whose tail
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hardens when opposed and contradicted. (Said to a proud

and unreasonable person).

-Kosh§, causative of -§gsa; be hard.

wrtl49-gikgggg.

Promise.

Igilgzg (igilgzg), a promise, from ukglaza (to/promise)

means to give someone the assurance that some action or obligation

will be done or fulfilled without doubt. To go to the trouble of

making a promise usually means that some important business is at

hand and that it will be accomplished without fail.

397.

‘e
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Go
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b.

Akala o e aba.

Little/promise you/promised: not/they/Torget.

The little promise you promised is not forgotten.

If one promises something it must be fulfilled because

people will not forget it. You may pretend to forget what

you promised, but the people who heard you, will never

forget it.

WP:221-§§§gzg.

Out a: .

Who/baid I/iill/you/hook/Tor: he/bill/you/book/for.

Be who said I will cook for you, indeed he will do it.

When one has promised something, even it is something

trivial, it must be done.

SM:74.
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r.- .. Bad Company.

In every village, there are good people and bad ones, at least

as Judged by others. Bad people are those who use witchpcraft,

the lazy ones, the adulterers and the regular thieves; to these,

in some cases, may be added people using crude language and insult-

ing people. They must be avoided: being seen with them or worse,

being their friends, will surely bring trouble.

399. : a a .

a. Old-piece—of-cloth: not/it/is-put-near and fire.

b. An old piece of cloth is not put near the fire.

c. One does not put tow near the fire. Who loves danger and

bad company will perish.

d. §i§2’(£i§g); piece of old bark cloth.

e. WP:94-g;§g.

400. W-

a. Musuku bad: it/curse forest.

b. The bad gusgku tree which makes the whole forest to be

cursed.

c. One bad tree is enough to contaminate a forest. One bad

friend in a group is enough to bring trouble to all.

e. SM:66. WY:496-lgggkg.

401. Uwaenda-na ggoghg: 39 333323; ggubea.

a. Who/walk.and green-samba: and to/him/bhave he/him/bhave.

b. Be who goes along with a green mamba, can shave it.

o. By being always with a dangerous person, you will get

friendly and be like him/her.

d. Nggshe (pggggghg); the green samba, most feared snake in

Zambia.
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e. SM:77. WP:533-nggghg.

402. Uwanggg gggshe: aplggg go busuggg.

a. Who succeed green-samba: he/hucceed and venom.

b. He who succeeds the green samba, succeeds his venom.

c. Your friends and companions determine what you are and

what you do. A person who befriends snakes will do like

snakes.

d. 2233553; venom of snakes, same as pgggpghi.

F. - f e mute

The words luse}: (ggglg, maselg, figggglg , insults, big in-

fill“: %: t°/:'-n‘“']'te We t°/“tt.r mut‘o m

all very common expressions to describe language used to offend,

scorn and humiliate.

Insults are statements about events, true or false, descrip-

tions, accusations. Often insults include names of animals like

dog (523;) and goat (32353;), parts of the body, and not having

brains. When animals, parts of the body, not having brain,and

relatives are all put together, it becomes a very serious insult.

There are also words like gggpiti,orlghiggpi§;,(from stupid),

boys, and similar expressions of the colonial era, which are often

interpreted as insults.

Whatever the word or expression, if it is interpreted as an

‘insult', it may be serious, and at times, very grave. The in-

sulting person is taken to court and can be fined. Needless to

say that when a fine is paid, the memories of the case linger on,

and enmity settles in for a long time. Proverbs admonish people

not to care too much about insults; but the fact remains that

insults may have disastrous effects.
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e ° tea a o d .

Insults: not/they originate small/bore.

Insults do not cause a sore.

Whatever the importance of insults they do not hurt

physically. One must try and ignore insults.

SM:27. I?:387-l§gglg.

as t’ ° a .

Sayer is—not wicked: explainsr it-is wicked.

The sayer is not wicked but the spreader is.

The spreading of unfortunate events is worse than-act-v

ually divulging them. The one who utters the insult is

less guilty than the one who spreads the news about it.

SM:32. wr:37c-;ppgplglg.

gagging: lwebwa.

Bot/bill/he/forget he/is-told.

The one who is told off is not forgotten.

The person who is insulted will remember it. Insults are

never forgotten.

IF:304-lg§;.

Wm-

To/slander lion: it/is in bush.

To slander the lion which is in the bush.

To slander a man who is nearby. Slanders always reach

the slandered person. To speak against a person who may

be faraway but who eventually will hear about the insult.

SM:58.

0 b 3 ‘e

Ibo/is-slandered: therefore he/is-great.

Be who is slandered is great.

When a person is slandered, it is because he/hhe is
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worth it. A great person is not affected by slander;

on the contrary, it shows greatness.

.e 5H3”. 'F:7-2ge

F e " 8e StCalUSe TMOVCCe

Thieves are people who take the property of others not to

calm their immediate needs, but to get more than they actually

require, and so, deprive others of their rightful possessions.

There is no person more hated than the thief who is caught in the

act and is beaten up right there on the spot.

gkgipg (to/bteal) is the generic word for taking what does

not belong to the person taking it and not for immediate needs.

There are many words to designate a thief, umupgpu (abapgpg) being

the most widely used; but words like giggggpgg,(figutopgg , 22!?

m (M), $21.9. (my and many others are heard.

408. Icisgggg gkgglze landa; tabglapg.

a. Bushbuck where/it/bat lentils: not/it/lack/to.

b. Where the bushbuck ate lentils, it will come back.

c. A thief who has found food will come back. A thief

will remain a thief.

e. Wrzlal-giggpgg,

409. c a be: c a ob wa.

a. Orange of to/bteal: it/surpass at yours to/taste-good.

b. A stolen orange is better tasting than your own.

c. Things that are not yours appear better than your own.

d. Slea.
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‘10 . Wo

a. Thief; it-is at arm.

b. A thief is at the arm.

c. A person who is supposed to be a thief must be seen taking

the stolen obJect by his/her arm. If one accuses a person

of stealing, one must have material proof. A thief must

be caught in the act.

.. nun-m.

F e - he limes Hmcrily. All 1.3 R.V“l.de

m(to/lie),M (of lie) and ubgn (a lie) are terms

which mean that the statement expected was not said or is not exact

or does not correspond to reality. It is useless to philosophize as

to whether the Bemba speaking peoples require that the mental word

must correspond to the vocal word (as it is supposed to be in the

Western world) or not. Many people will say that on a lot of occae

sions, conversation is not about facts which are or are not, but

for the pleasure of talking; often people will say what seems to

be more appropriate at the moment whether it is the point expected

by the interlocutor(s) or one more suited to the time and place.

W(Who! We tom“. "for-

to a person who is unreliable and untrustworthy, who can be nice

in front of you, and betray you right after. Whatever happens

to the statements about facts, sooner or later all is made known,

and the liars are discovered.

‘11. We

a. Mouth one: it/play/at 2M and M.

b. One mouth can play the gpglg, and ggggéli,

c. With the same month one can utter praise and insult.
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The same mouth can be nice for you and can slander and defame

you. It is dangerous to listen to and trust nice words.

m; m; two different kinds of whistling with

mouth.

WP: 240-352;.

Lie woman: man your/friend you/will/walk with/him.

Lie to a woman but not to your companion.

One may lie to a woman who is not able to check what is

said, while the person you travel with knows what happened.

Bunting feats can be narrated to a wife or other women

but not to people you were with.

nae-pm.

bus ' a us .

Foods night: they/are-revesled at vomitings.

The foods of the night are known by the vomits.

One cannot hide the truth, because sooner or later it

will become openly known. Actions committed at night

or in the dark come to light sooner or later.

w; from 4.33;; throw up, vomit. -g&, be pier-

ced, be known, be revealed.

SM:l9. "nos-m.

Mu : s at b a.

You/hide death: wailings they/are-going-to/make-known.

You try and hide a death which will be made known by the

wailings.

Death will be known by the cries and wailings whatever

is done to try and hide it. Evident events cannot be

hidden. .

-M; open the eyes, reveal, make known a secret.

SM:38. ":402-m-
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E!!£il..hnlaliilas

Lie: it/hsed—to/bome-back.

A lie comes back sooner or later.

A lie is remembered and one day the truth will be known.

WP: lob-m.

e d e ° a we .

To/walk/into forest: to/look/Tor of handle.

To walk into the forest looking for a handle.

One can always find a reason or an explanation for one's

actions. There may be a pretext for every action, espe-

cially foul actions.

WP:322-m.

e bwa: u u be .

To/ball dog: and little/htick you/hold.

To call a dog while holding a stick.

To entertain or invite a person that you want to betray

or harm. To be a hypocrite.

-§3§bata; close the hand; grasp in the hand; hold firm.

wan-m.

U a a we t e m t : a us e

22m-

Case when it/passed at anus: and at to/it/harrate is/

where it/pass/hust.

The case which passed by the anus must mention the anus

in the narration.

To know the truth in a court case, nothing must be hidden

and even unpleasant events or items must be revealed.

Uwa 2‘21: telepggla ;; .

Of lie: not/he/iatch soldiers.

The liar does not watch soldiers.
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A liar is not sent to scout the movements of the enemies.

A liar is not trusted even in very important affairs.

5H375e

WW?

Be/eat your/bother is/hot wicked: wicked when he/baid

your/bother she/go where?

Be who eats your mother is not wicked; the wicked one

is the one 'who asked"where was your mother?”

To do a wicked action is bad but to hide it and pretend to

be friendly is far worse.

SM:76. WP:449-ggkgli.

Uwegda 33 abwa abepg: uwegga 35 bggtu tabepg.

Who/travel and dog he/lie: who/travel and people not/he/'

lie.

Be who travels with a dog may lie, but not one who travels

with people.

It is easy to boast about hunting feats witnessed by a

dog only, and much harder if men were there too.

'F3417-52!§e

Ungratefulness.

m(to/be-grateful, to/thank) is the word used in relation

to mtofulnum W.m.m(tO/th‘mk) ‘1‘.

used also. Gestures like clapping hands while bowing slightly were

also expressions of gratitude. Receiving obJects was done with

both hands and a little bending of the knees; even if nothing was

said, this was a manifestation of gratefulness without using words.

There was a large amount of sharing and exchange going on all
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and someone who would always receive and obtain things

without returning some of the favours was soon known as stingy and

ungrateful. The proverbs about ungratefulness remind people that

a person who is not grateful and ready to share is not to be trusted.

422.

Is

b.

423.

‘e

be

424.

b.

Ce

425.

D.

W-

You/thank: things/hre in cheek.

You are thankful while the foods are in your cheek.

The ungrateful person who profits by you but will do nothing

in return. Said about a person who is thankful as long as

the benefits of food or gifts are still felt.

SM: 41. With-m.

' e' e .

Leg you/bure sick: it-is it/you/kick.

The leg you cure will be the one which will kick you.

Ingratitude is often the reward of a good deed.

SM: so. wr: 283-£713.

e e uwa o u e .

To/receive of buttocks big: he/will/you/take seat.

To receive a person who has big buttocks and will then

take your seat.

To be kind to a person who then profits by your kindness.

To abuse the kindness of people.

SM:$7.

W.

To/grow/bause snake breasts.

To cause a snake to grow breasts.

To work for an ungrateful person. There are persons for

whom whatever good you do, they will turn against you.

SM: so. WP:(JO-m.
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426. e° l e e (53213).

a. Mercy: it/hte partridge (lizard).

b. Mercy destroyed the partridge (lizard).

c. Too much kindness may be dangerous. Mercy is at times

rewarded by hatred.

e. SM:59.

427. Ugunshgpya: uwalélike gala.

a. Who/hot/thank: who/to-be-fallow/caused garden.

b. Be who would not thank caused the garden to be fallow.

c. Ungratefulness caused your being left alone without help

to work on your gardens. Don't expect people to be gra-

teful for your good work and repay you.

e. WP:475-gggghggzg.

P. -‘J. Egotism. Selbeentredness.

‘gkpigglgg (to/oneself/love) is the best term to describe

egotism, the state and actions of thinking about and working for

oneself, often at the detriment of others.

There is a tendency to favour people who are self-sufficient,

who do and have things for themselves with perseverance and deter-

mination; this is reflected in some proverbs which could be inter-

preted as praising those who are selfbcentred. (Cf. contra, C - h. pp.

238-242). It is true that survival must be assured by ourselves

first. Concerns and worries must be about ourselves before being

concerned about the others; concerns and worries in Bembaland

meant staying alive. The following proverbs tell people to care

about themselves first.

‘28. W-

a. Who/btand-up: not/they/gather fire-wood.
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Those who stand up do not gather firewood.

Persons going on a trip do not gather firewood and do not

care for the needs and necessities of the people left behind.

:l99-igg.

a a: e o e .

Rain at to/go: is/there it/destroyed trees.

The rain before going, destroyed the trees.

The last rains often destroy the crops and so must do a

man going away; he must destroy crops and belongings. A

man going away must not leave anything for others to en-

Joy.

SM:22.

Ins a a mub o: fuf t .

Bunger of your/companion: not/it/hinder sleep.

The hunger of your friend does not hinder sleep.

Even if your companion is hungry you can still sleep well.

Each person must mind about his/her own hunger.

WP:548-gg§15.

figbngg; a; 3353 Egbiyo egetwe.

Let/dawn: it/is wife your/bompanion she/has-caught.

Let it be dawn; it is only the wife of your companion who

was caught by the lion.

Let sleep quietly since the misfortune happened to someone

else. Another'e trouble can wait.

SM:31. “272-35.

Mayo gpépgg na i5: nkakupépg.

My/hother me/carry: and I I/will/you/carry.

Mother carry me and I will carry you.

Do carry me now on your back if you want me to help you
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when you are old.

SM: 30. ”590-235.

433. Tabasha: 9323;.

a. Mot/they/leave: they/used-to/destroy.

b. They do not leave things; they destroy them.

c. People going away do not leave their belongings there

to be used by others; they destroy.

e. ”MSW-m.

434. Um e we mbwa: a a ub .

a. Male of dog: not/he/catch/for his/companion.

b. The male dog does not hunt for his companion.

c. One does not gather food for one's companions or neighbours.

d. -m, applicative of m; catch.

e. SM: 63. ”21%.

435. 0 e: ass to o b we.

a. Who/has-eaten-his-fill: he/indicate mush at mouth.

b. He who is satiated indicates the mush with his mouth.

c. The person who is satiated carelessly indicates where the

rest of the food is to those who are hungry. When hunger

is concerned, it is to each his own.

d. -So3tgla; applicative of “29.85.23 point, show.

e. SM:77. Haw-m.

1. - k. Suspicion. Judging Without Proof.

W (to/suspect, to/accuse-without-proof) and its

derivatives,W and 2mm (suspicion) are

extremely serious matters. As mentioned earlier (p. coo, proverb

410),W,a thief, it is by the arm, that is

that one must never be accused unless some physical proof and
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an eye-witness can be produced. Nothing will hurt a person more

than accusing someone of wrong doing without valid proof.

People must not be judged unless they are caught doing some-

thing wrong; then and only then can court actions be started.

People have good names and good reputationsas long as the contra-

ry is not proved. It is the not-guilty-until-proved system and it

pervades every situation in everyday life.

436. : s uswa u .

a. Bare: he/who/hot/is-missed in fables.

b. The hare who is not missed in the fables.

c. The rabbit which is always mentioned in the fables and

accused of being clever and bringing trouble. Some peo-

ple, like the rabbit in the fables, are often suspected

of foul behaviour due to their ways of being and acting.

d. mm (mm); fable.

e. WF:225-§§lplg.

.37. Wm

a. Where/is-receded water: there/is crocodile.

b. Where the water recedes, there is a crocodile.

c. From the lack of water in a hole, one may conclude to

the presence of crocodiles. Prom certain indications,

one may suspect someone or something.

d. -§313§3§;; reversive of -ghig§§; reach. -§hig§g§g, fail

to reach, withdraw.

.e 8“: 9e ”37m-Me

438. a ° , wa u .

a. gizg,tree not/he/bear-fruit: bunch of flowers.

b. The gizg’tree does not bear fruits, only flowers.

c. One cannot Judge a tree from its flowers nor a person
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by his/her exterior appearance.

gm (m ; a kind of tree.

SM:ll.

e a: e u .

In to/stare: it-is in/to-be-thrown-dust-into-eyes.

In looking too much is then that dust is thrown into the

eyes.

Being too inquisitive, too suspicious, may have adverse con-

sequence. Mind your own business.

SM:37. WP:354-355-;glg§gghg.

fl3_IS5.131I321121_.1£I!13511339

In soul of your/companion; not/it/is-entered.

Inside of your companion, one does not enter.

One is incapable of knowing what is going on inside ano-

ther person's head. One is not allowed to question the

thinking and desires of friends.

19;; stomach, inside, soul.

SM: 37. WP: 528-395.

mm-

Not/it/is-strong: calabash large.

The beer is not strong in a large calabash.

The size of the calabash does not determine the quality of

the beer. Quality is not Judged by size and appearance.

Don't Judge.

'.£I1I§5 applicative of -l3l§; be strong, heavy.

SM:46. Wr:ssaspgpp§.

‘ I ' e

Mot/ee/find fornicator: it/grew horns.

We do not find a fornicator with horns.

A rogue or thief has no recognisable signs and must not
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be Judged by appearances.

'1': 439-22212223-

Ubwen a s e: a f‘te.

Bole it/bnter/into samba: they/hoe at trodden-grsss.

The hole in which the samba enters is seen by trodden grass.

One can always recognize someone by his/hormonand habits.

A bad habit cannot be hidden and is traced by its effects.

-Bweggo; hole of rat. Mgfute; from -M trample

grass.

SM:52.

o be: e bu.

You/follow wild-pig: it/hte/you sweet-potatoes.

Follow the wild pig which ate your sweet potatoes.

Don't Judge too soon, and, before accusing people of ha-

ving stolen your goods, make sure it is not eosething or

somebody else. Do not accuse anyone before obtaining the truth

from some evidence.

WP: sot-m.

W.

Where/is meat: not/there/lack vultures.

Where there is meat, the vultures congregate.

Prom certain obvious signs, one may deduce accurately.

mam (m); name.

0: .

Honey-guide it/is/there: there/is hole.

If there is a honey-guide, there is a hole in the tree.

From the honey-guide, you may conclude the presence

of a hole in the tree and also honey.- Exterior appear-

ances often lead to concrete facts.

gig (W; honey-guide.

SM:59. WF:379-l§3i.
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447. Um o m a we a : 3 s uta wata we e.

a. Fire you/use-to/be-fetched at something; water you/fetch/

fetch only.

b. You get fire for a reason; water you can fetch anytime.

c. A pretext may always be found to explain some actions. (One

must have a good reason to go get fire in a house, while one

may go to fetch water without reason; to enter a house one

must have a very good reason, but not to go to the river).

d. -L§pgilgg; applicative passive of -l_pglg; fetch live embers.

e. WrzalS-Lgpgilg,

448. Wit a a

a. Do/hot/insult woman: not/she/yet/has-undressed.

b. Do not insult a woman before she has undressed.

c. Don't Judge by the exterior only. Before Judging, one must

know a person really well.

e. SM:78.

P. -1. Anger.

Eggkgli,(anger) from gkpkglipg,(to/get-angry) is more like a

state, a permanent quality in someone who often gets angry. Ekgfglgg

(to/get-angry) is the action of getting very upset or infuriated at

something or someone. To lose one's temper is interpreted as a sign

of weakness and demonstrates a lack of control over self and events.

In fact, anger never achieves anything and often generates contempt.

449. ° as e .

a. Anger: it/wear skin.

b. Anger wears out the skin.

c. Anger wears out even the skin in which the child is carried.

Bad temper and anger destroy everything, even people around.

e. WrtllO-gigggi,
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G. TRADITIONAL THOUGHTS

Any study of proverbs will reveal the existence of ideas and

remarks which cover dimensions of thought and belief not easily clas-

sifiable. Some statements cannot be entered in any category. The

headings which follow present some Bemba proverbs which appear to

be important and have not been included in the preceding sections.

Most of them could be refered to as popular wisdom, that is shared

experience and opinion about people and events.

Proverbs say that women's talk is non-sensical, but they must

be listened to in case some information of a culprit or evil-door

is revealed. Medicine men must be called up in time and treated

well. Differences in taste exist everywhere and must be respected.

Experience is learned by trial and error. Common sense is to be

used to measure the relative importance of different actions. People

acquire habits which they keep for ever. Discretion is advised at

all time; at times, it is better to keep quiet; on another occasion,

talking and argumenting may be required. Good luck and bad luck.run

side by side, and nobody controls his/her fate. To be happy and stay

happy, one must live well, profiting by every day as it comes. Sickp

ness and misfortune, along with Joy and happiness are shared by all;

most of the time, people reap as they sow as early pleasures often

bring later tears. For every human, death comes inexorably, for the

old and for the young; often indeed, the young are taken away before

the old. Death is not feared because it becomes serious only when

it is your own. Whether it is the life of a hen or a cow, it is

in the hands of the maker or owner.

As may be seen, this is not a logical description of a system

of beliefs and practices, nor a consistent and comprehensive 62%

position of considerations and Jugments, given local conditions;

rather, it is a series of disparate expressions and attitudes,

one could say, an existential approach to life.
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Women.

The role of women is very important in all Bemba speaking so-

cieties (Cf. proverbs 39-53). Women, most of the time, are by them-

selves, like at work and even during meals. But, there are occasions,

like traveling, walking to and from work, after meals, beer drinking,

around the fire in the evening, where men and women are together and

talk. Even alone, women can talk pretty loud so that other working

women can hear, whether in the fields or in the village. If men want

to listen in, it is up to them. '

450.

a.

0.

Co

451.

a.
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452.

a.

b.

Ce

Ifisosa abanakashi fza buwelewele: nomba uushiteshgko,

Ci Bubae

Things/say women of nonsense: but who/hot/listenyto fool.

What women say is nonsense; but he who does not listen in

is a fool.

Women are said to say brainless things at times; but in the

middle of it all, there is a lot of truth and information.

There is also some truth in women's rumours and people know

about it.

Ifza kuumfwa ku banakashi: filoca.

These/things to/hear at women: they/used-to/burn.

Things heard from women burn.

women's gossip and conversations are often harmful. A lot

of what women say is so true that it hurts, and it would be

foolish to ignore it.

WF:509-mwanakashi.

I a n humba: filasasa.

Those/things sterile-women: they/used-to/be-sour.

Behaviours of the childless woman are sour.

A childless woman is often very bitter, bad-tempered, and
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quite sad; she may complain all the time about her plight.

e. SM:19.. WP:573-pghglpg.

G . -‘b. Medicine Men.

Th- m.mm(W 1- th. udicin- Ina. tho

person responsible for the health of the people who come to consult

his. He may be very good indeed, and may have good knowledge of .

several medicines, using roots, herbs, leaves or whatever. For-

merly, the pghgggg’was consulting the spirits before prescribing

a remedy; to-day, some people say that some rural doctors do not

always have recourse to the spirits due to the influence of Chris-

tian missionaries. It is impossible to know for sure, but consulting

the spirits was an important part of the process of diagnosing not only

the ailment but also its causes and the ways to the cure.

453. W0

a. Medicine-man it/hot/die: it/used-to/hove.

b. The medicine man does not die but changes residence.

c. One must hurry up to call upon the medicine man who al-

ways moves from village to village.

e. VF:572-ggh§pgg.

454. In e: ut .

a. Medicine-man not/he/ate: medicine it/is at hill.

b. The medicine-man did not eat, the medicine is on the hill.

c. Treat your medicine man well if you want to get the medicine

you expect. Without food, a doctor cannot supply medicine.

e. SM:20. WP:572-nghgngg.

G r - c. Different Customs, Various Tastes.

Lliyglg, customs, ways of being and acting, differ from group
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to group and from people to people. Eggggpgg,(igiggngg), manner,

is used in the same way also. There are differences in what people

do and eat and like, and these should be respected.

455.
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be
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b.

458.

.e

b.

9e

A a b ° a .

Who/bat lizard: they/usually/get-near/each-other.

People who eat lizard usually live near one another.

People with similar customs live together. When living

with people, follow their customs; if they eat lizard,

then eat some too.

Mbglg; a kind of lizard.

Wrz4lS-gbglg.

ca uh t. a e

Stomach of wild-pig: it/like itself.

The stomach of the wild pig is liked by some.

Some people like some food. Tastes are not discussed.

WP:88-ci g.

' a s a.

Foods: not/they/be with remains.

Foods have no remains.

Poods are finished and nothing remains, and the relish is

never thrown away. (The 23331, mush, which is not finished

is thrown away to hens or dogs, because it cannot keep

till the next day).

W.

Relish which/be-may: discontent.

Relish of little value; dissatisfaction.

Always the same relish will cause bitterness. (This ap-

plies to both husband and wife who share in the work of

obtaining relish, fishing and hunting for the husband,

gardening for the wife).
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1.59.

460.

451.

d.

D.

Go

d.

b.

6.
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W a state of displeasure and unhappiness due to

constant dissatisfaction about something or someone.

m89-23m-

Rxperience. Trial and Error.

U e us b wa a a b .

Child who/not/yet/had-indigestion: he/eat eat only.

The child who h- never had indigestion eats and eats.

There are things which are learned through experience only.

To know something personally and well, one has to try and

discover how it works and what it is.

~53“, fros gm, here meaning be satiated, have

indigestion.

smca. nun-gm.

f wee esha: s wa se .

Things to/try they/try: wife nine she/se/cooked/for axe.

New things, they truly try; ny wife has cooked me an axe.

Sons people will try anything, even cooking axe-handles,

hoping they will turn out like cassava roots.

"sue-m.

- Ce Cannon 301180.

‘e

b.

Ce

W-

Iater: they/size-up with flour.

rm: ...-u. up water with flour.

To sake a good m (lush), one must neasure well the

aaount of water with the quantity of flour. There sust be

conon sense, balance and control in every undertaking.

SH: 8. “sass-m.
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W.

F.rry of old-time: it/uses-to/capsize.

in old pontoon often capsizes.

Something may have been good in the past, but may be dan-

gerous now. One must be careful and beremdy for changes.

Changes and iaprovenents must be carried on.

33:12. "273-233.

Habit.

To take up a habit, usually new to contract a bad habit.

m(to/acquire a bad habit) is the verb most commonly used.

There is no similar word that I know of about good habits. 919231.!

(w andm(M) signify ways, manners, customs.

463.

13.

Ge

46‘e

‘e

be

0e

a: e .

Anus it/break-wind: not/it/stop.

The anus which breaks wind does not stop.

One who has taken up a habit cannot stop it. Once a person

is used to doing something, he/she will not stop easily,

whatever the circumstances.

SM:24. utum-mg.

o ato a ° f .

Cock where it/pick white-ants: there-it-is it/will die.

Where the cock picks the white-ants, there it dies.

A person will die as he/she has lived. (Said about adulte-

rers who often return to their sane partners).

snzas. wr:4n,4sz-m.
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Ta bwe: .

not/there/bill/be-thatched: there/it/bill/leak.

The roof will not be thatched and will go on leaking.

When someone promises to repair the roof but never does

anything, it will always rain in the but. A way of

saying that whatever the promises of reforming, there

will be more of the same, because old habits die hard.

5mm. wrzlsl-fisbe.

Umu u we s fu° afwa ku s .

Hunter of elephant: he/die at elephant.

The elephant hunter dies by an elephant.

Habits are carried on until death. It is very difficult

to change life style.

Hupglu (bapglu); skilful hunter.

SM36‘e ‘

Ugugi 250 wasegggginaz gko ukagila.

Tree where it/incline: there/is it/Vill/fall.

The tree where it inclines, there it falls.

One dies as one lives. If you are contracting a bad habit

now, you may be sure you will die with it.

VF: ova-393m.

O . - h. Discretion.

There are several rules of étiguette in Bembaland, and one of

them is the care taken about entering neighbours' houses. One must

shout 'o ', to which the people inside answer '55:;33'. People

don't stay too near houses either, so as not to hear what is going

on inside.
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Ce
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We

House you/hot/kleep: not/they/het/ht ears.

The house in which you do not sleep in, they do not listen.

One is not supposed to listen to people's conversation

in a neighbour's house. One should be discreet at all

times and not try to find out other people's problems

and secrets.

314le-20. ”2755-395.

Silence and Conversation.

Conversation is very important among Bemba speakers (Cf.

Kaunda-Morris 1966:32; of. above, C.-g.pp.‘234-237). People must

take the time to be with people and talk. However, there are things

that must not be said and once in a while it is advisable not to talk.

469.

b.

Co

470.

b.

d.

W-

Houth it/is dog: they/hse-to/tie-up.

The mouth is like a dog and is tied up.

The mouth must be controlled and kept in a leash since

it can bite and be dangerous. Occasionally, one must

shut up.

SM: 5. WP: 240-m.

a abw bw s ka wa: et a o .

Frog it/hove-to-and-fro mouth: it/isnrevealing and things

it/hte.

The mouth of the frog moves from side to side and shows

what it ate.

Too much talking will reveal personal matters and secrets

which should not be mentioned.

-B!ebwesg§ agagwa (gglglg); move lips without sound;
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Ill-“Ce

WP: 60-bwebwgsh_a_ e

0 a we.

Conversation you/hot/hre/in: it/bpen mouth.

The conversation in which you are not spreads the mouth.

If you know nothing of an affair, don't talk, otherwise

you might get involved too.

-Tgngglg; open wide.

SM:21. WF:747-§gggglg.

Uwa wa: u a.

He/bf mouth: not/he/eat-mush-alone.

He who can talk does not eat mush without relish.

The person who can ask in time of needs will be helped. The

person who is a good conversationalist has many friends.

-§g§glg; eat mush alone, without relish.

IF:24o-kaggg,

Owe wa: u .

Who/travel with mouth: not/he/get-lost.

He who travels and talks does not get lost.

One who inquires and asks has no problem whatsoever.

1. Reflexion at Night.

W.

Dawn: it/have brain.

Dawn has brains.

One must take the night to think.about important matters.

Don't hurry up on a decision; sleep on it.

"365m.
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Go " k e GOOd .nd kd L‘ICke

gkgghgk§_(to be lucky) and gggghglg,(to be unlucky) are two

expressions very much in use. So many things happen, and why some

are good and others bad is the ever-unsolved problem. Why is it

that this good or bad thing happened to this person at that partic-

ular time and place? For Besba peoples, everything is somehow

caused by personal agents, which does not explain how misfortunes

hit some people without apparent explanation. People who behave

similarly do not fare the same at all. There is a strong attitude

of fatalism in the face of events which cannot be avoided no matter

what is tried or done.

475. has wa .

a. We who/hre-unlucky: evil-spirit it/follow and at to/beg.

b. We who are unlucky, the evil spirit follows us even in

begging.

c. when bad luck starts, it may continue in all kinds of ac-

tivity even if people took to begging instead of stealing.

If you are unlucky, whatever you do will bring bad luck.

e. WP:680-g§glg.

476. e ' at a t a .

a. w. who/hre-doomed: not/ie/follow bird might/it/us/ehow near.

b. We who are unlucky, we do not follow a bird which might

show us a place near-by (for honey).

c. When one is unlucky, nothing goes well, and there is not

even a chance of finding a honey bird.

e. IP:OaO-gh§l§.

477. 339;; gswa: citgla kn gwgla.

a. What/destroy winged-white-ants: it/bome at wind.

b. Ihat destroys the winged white ants comes from the wind.
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Misfortune can come from everywhere without notice, like

the wind which brings death to the winged white ants.

£293; (gags); winged white ant.

suzla. wr:mm.

s a a was .

Hadpluck it/used-to/rot: to/bnd-up you/rejoice.

Bad luck rots and in the end one rejoices.

Had luck comes to an end sooner or later, and there is

Joy then. Don't worry, bad luck does not last forever.

'1': sew-nam-

: s u .

Blind it/hot/trample: in days it/iill/trample.

The blind man has not trampled; in the days he will trample.

One should never get discouraged, even an unfortunate per-

son; good luck will appear and bring happiness. The blind

person may not have walked on nice things yet, but it will

come.

up: 437-3313.

s : s .

Days six: not/they/bqual/bach-other all.

There are six days which are not all equal.

Changes occur all the time and no two days are alike in

what they bring. Said to a person who has been unlucky for

a long time.

SH: 27. W:SSS-m.

b s wa: a use he a e a.

Monkey day it/is-going/hie: it/hiss branch they/hre/hlippers

The monkey the day it dies, Just misses on slippery branches.

Bad luck and death come unexpectedly even while doing things

one used to do.
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£21214: be smooth. army. slippery.

smaz. ”nee-m.

: a a.

Day you/hre-unlucky: and rest-of-food it/burn.

The day you are unlucky, even the cold food burns.

On an unlucky day, nothing goes well, even what is expected

to be fine.

SH: 52. WF:lOS-cubi;a.

Ub u ush e: o wa w .

Day you/hre-unlucky: you/get-drunk and wind.

On the day you are unlucky you get drunk with wind.

On an unlucky day everything goes wrong.

I?:263.§2;g,

Cwawa: u .

Who/has-fallen: they/him/laugh only, not/they/him/hit.

He who has fallen they laugh at him, they don't beat him.

People may laugh at others' misfortunes but should not do

anything to add to them.

SH:77.

Live v.11 for Happiness.

is for good or bad luck, happiness is not guaranteed to anyone

and comes by unexpectedly. However, a good life and the concern

for staying within the limits of reason, may help bring the happi-

sees that everybody longs. for.

485.

l.

b.

c.

b ' l .

Treat-well days: days and/they they/you/treat-well.

Treat the days well and they will treat you well.

Behave well and the days will bring happiness to you.
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d. -Temba; treat kindly, speak gently to.

0. 514348. ”WOO-gen“.

 

C. -'m. The Value of Time. The Present and the Future.

The idea behind time is that days are going by without any

visible regularity and nothing can be foreseen with accuracy.

Planning can be good but only up to a point since too many things

remain unknown, like what an egg will produce and whether tree

flowers will bear fruits or Just blossom. In fact, it is probably

better to care for the present moment without dreaming about the

future which has its own master.

486. : s s .

a. Days: they/have-made-supple skin.

b. The days made the skin supple.

c. Time will arrange everything. Time is an important factor

and will make the seemingly impossible possible.

e. SH:28.

487- W.

a. Days: not/they/hre-picked-up.

b. The days are not picked up.

c. Days are not chosen like fruits, and one takes what comes up.

488. W-

a. Hot/ie/knew: cock in egg.

b. We do not know the cock in the egg.

c. Many things are not known and cannot be foreseen. The

future is hidden and cannot be known.

e. WP: 340-“.

«so. Wo

a. who/lop Igpgnggrfruit-tree: not/he/htare at flower.
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b. He who lops down a fruit tree does not stare at the flowers.

c. One must care for the work at hand and at the moment, without

dreaming about the future.

d. m (M); a kind of fruit tree.

.. Incas-m.

G . - n. Sickness. Suffering. Pleasure.

M(m) is a disease of whatever kind; M

means to be sick, and as everywhere else, there is little to do in

time of sickness except hope that things will get better.

As mentioned before (p. 326), all forms of sickness originate

from personal causes. Some local medicines were taken, then recourse

was had to a TEE-Em (medicine-man) to discover the cause of the

disease and try to find remedies (cf. 1). 319).

Taking care of sick people is difficult especially when every-

body has daily chores (often away from home) whether it be getting

food, fire-wood or water. But some relatives would stay around.

Sick persons like to sit or lie outside in the sun if they can;

the houses may remain humid and chilly. It is also more relaxing

to stay out-side watching the movements and listening to the conver-

sations of passers-by. Relatives and friends will come around to

show their affection or care, and try, by their presence, to alle-

Viate the suffering. There has been and still is difficulty

in the hospitalization of people, because Burcpean hygiene and

treatment demand isolation, which is unthinkable for the Bemba.

Sick people like to be with their own, and need all the help possi-

ble to feel sustained, liked, needed. Human beings not only feel pain,

but they suffer also , and this must be done in common, like other

actions, from birth to death. (Cf. Kaunda 1966:4344).

1.90. e w : e us e .

a. Little/bone youfliked: it-is it/big/hade cavities.
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The little bone you liked enlarged the cavities.

The pleasure you have may bring some later sufferings. Ho

pleasure without pain.

flaggng,(g;§gng): hole, cavity left after the extraction

of a tooth.

SH: 2. IF:215m.

é§AlEE£.§§.3£3§2£..££23B£2§l§9

Little/hnimal of laughter: not/they/it/kill.

The little animal of laughing they do not kill it.

Going hunting and laughing will not make hunters find

games. Nothing is achieved with laughter and fun only.

VF:331-ggg§g.

sekase : e t a.

In laugh/laugh: it-is where/home cry/cry.

In laughing and laughing comes crying a lot.

Laughter and fun often end up in crying. Laughter accom-

plishes nothing.

wr: Gov-2.2mm.

a bw s .

To/hhase Jackal and laughter.

To chase a Jackal with laughter.

To do a Job without seriousness. (Among other things,

Jackals are supposed to be used to laughter, and this is

a stupid way of chasing them).

SH:58. IF:SSl-ggggg.

Umuc ha e : a o da.

Iho/hpin top: not/he/lack little/hora.

He who spins a top is not without sores.

Many pleasant things are followed by trouble and pain.

-_$££h.3 causative of - igda; dance, spin. 333253;: a spin-

m8 tOPe
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U : u e .

Blood: it/come-out at tattoo-mark.

mood comes out at the tattoo mark.

If you want pleasures and ornaments, you must pay the price.

m(5333.); from -m; write, tattoo mark, design.

WITCH-m.

W-

Sick: not/he/hide buttock.

A sick person does not hide his/her buttocks.

When one is sick, one forgets about evident customs and

practices. In time of sickness, one thinks only about ne-

cessary things like getting well again.

SH:63. whose-m.

WW-

Who/is with cold: not/he/is-shown fire.

He who is with fever is not shown to the fire.

a person in sickness knows what to do and should not

be told evident things to do.

SH:73.

G e " 0 e Du‘he

m (death) and gufwa (to/die) mean the end of the life as

known and experienced on earth. Death is feared but accepted as

inevitable; it is also desired in some cases mainly to punish a

guilty partner.

The body disintegrates in the ground while the 525.43; or m

(soul, spirit) lives on around villages and graves to become a

m(protecting spirit) or a 91'}. (bad spirit). (Cf. p.178).

Death brings separation and a state of pollution through which

the village, relatives, and very specially the married partner
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suffer, and from which they must be purified.

498.

499.

501.

b.

d.

6.

Ce

d.

‘0

b.

co

3.

b.

Co

a : e as a.

Green-fruit it/use-to/Tall: ripe-fruit it/htaybon.

The green fruit falls and the ripe one stays on.

The young people die while elders live on. Death knows

no age.

£§22§22,(g§22522); green, unripe fruit.

Liggggg,(mabogge);‘over-ripe fruit, rotting in tree.

IP:344-;;pglpg.

15$32_I!.2223!2i..$1§.2§§22§2l29

Death of your-friend: it/is little/laugh.

The death of your neighbour; it is a laughing matter.

Death is a serious matter when it comes to a close relative

or to yourself; otherwise, it is quickly discarded.

ékggggglg; from -se§§; laugh.

SM:22. WF:423-§1!3.

he be u: a c b .

Cow big: it/kill owner.

The big cow is killed by its owner.

The right to kill belongs to the owner; and so, God is the

master of life and death.

WP: 572, ave-mpg.

we ubus e wa° a so s .

Monkey day it/is-dying: he/hiss branches.

The monkey the day it dies misses the branches.

Death comes unexpectedly.

SM:32. WP:266-§gl_g,
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Su 0 o : ub u tabub a.

Keep neck: beads not/they/lack.

Thke care of your neck, beads are plentiful.

Take care of your life first and the fineries will take

care of themselves.

SM: 46. wt: tea-gm.

Takuzg mabwe: abantu e baygkg.

Hot/there/go stones: people it-is they/go/there.

Stones don't go there; people do.

Death is for men not for stones. Death is for intellip

gent beings only.

23;; samfwe: tggegeng ukubola.

we/hre mushroom: we/germinate to/rot.

We are mushrooms; we germinate to die.

Our lives are short and we grow to die.

Samfwe (basggfwe); small mushroom of short life.

WF:653-gagggg.

Umubili gutaba: ulglemba.

Body mutaba tree: it/hse-to/put-on-newbbark.

The body is like the gutgba tree which puts on a new bark.

The body has life with force to renew itself. As long as

there is life there is hope of continued existence.

£25233 (gitaba); kind of ficus tree.

WF:3lO-lglb§.

U u u us a e: e nwabo.

Arrow in sky it/huut only: onpground it/is at its-home.

The arrow in the sky hunts only; on the ground is its home.

An arrow flies for a short time only and soon comes down.

Life is short; the ground is the real abode.
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-;gggg; hunt, stroll, go for a walk.

SH:60. Wr:377-;gggg.

C ut u: a c .

Tree big: not/it/Tall as little/child.

A big tree does not fall like a little child.

An adult does not die like a child but makes known his/her

last wishes and suspicions regarding these who may have be-

witched him/her. The death of an adult is an important event.

SM:67. WP:SOl-|3§;.

H w us ob ° an we .

Tear which/hot/is yours: not/it/bvercome Jump.

The year which is not yours is simply not Jumped over.

There is no way you can avoid the year of your death.

2295 (2922): Jul-P. lup-

Sk:68. wr:c7-c;;..

0 ea : u e we e .

Spirit of hens: it-is at owner who/them/care-for.

The spirit of the hens are in the hand of the one who

cares for them.

The right to kill hens belongs to the owner. The right to

life and death belongs to the rightful owner.

SH:7l. WP:5l4-p_w_e9_.

Ush wa: we 0.

Who/hot/talk.death: it-is spouse fear.

He who does not talk about death is the spouse of fear.

People should not be afraid of sentioning death since it

comes to all, and speaking about it should make no dif-

ference.
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I. SUMMARY (REGAPITULATION) 0F BEMBA PROVERBS AND SAYINGS.

l. The Supernatural Life.

God is the maker of everything, the supreme protector and

helper of all. His power has no limits and he does what he likes

even if his activities are concealed.

God is immensely rich and does according to his heart's pleap

sure (ll). He is the blacksmith who forges for all (6). He is the

great succourer who has helped the wasp and prevented it from

bursting (12). God is hidden and covered with dry leaves (7);

where he cooks, there is no smoke (1). God is Just and does not

forget the person who stands on his/her feet (9). He is an un-

breakable bowstring (5).

In every undertaking, like digging a medicinal root, God must

be included (14). The worst which could happen to a man would be

to be undone by God (4), more or less like being unpcreated.

nothing can happen without God's decision, since the soul of man

like the soul of the hen lies with the owner and keeper (l7).

 

l. Apatebeta Lesa: tapafuka cushi.

4. Lesa akupankukile.

5. Lesa lushinga lwandi: ulushiputuka.

6. Lesa mufushi: tafulila umo.

O. Lesa: talaba ciminine.

ll. Lesa tumbanambo: mutima kayebele.

12. Ni Lesa tula: uwatulile mulondalonda nga aliputwike.

l4. Ukwimba kati: kusansha na Lesa.

7. Lesa: mufimbwa na mpukutu.
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An unknown spirit does not eat a man (16), and a good spirit

does not travel with an evil one (15). One who consults his pro-

tective spirit might suffer at most some mild itching sensation (18),

but nothing serious.

2. thily Life.

In General. The Home.

Your home even bad is desired and longed for (25). lhen going

back home, one is not stopped by the dusk or the falling night (23).

Going away on a Journey is bad, but coming back is good (28). The

wild animals go out for hunting, but they always come back to their

lairs (26).

Home is where one cares to stay and live. The little tail of

the goat sweeps where it lies (19). The little ant, at home, is

full of courage (21). The child who is not yours is not lured home

by mush and meat (29), because there is more to a home than food.

 

15. Umnpashi usuma: tawenda na ciwa.

16. Umupashi uwashibikwa: taulya muntu.

l7. Umweo wa nkoko: uli ku mwina uwashiteka.

18. Uwabuka mupashi wakwe: cifungalashi.

19. Akacila ka mbushi: kapyanga apo kalele.

21. Akanyelele pa mwabo: kaba no bushipa.

23. Akaya myabo: takelilwa.

25. Imyenu: bafuluka ne ibi.

26. Inama shilunga fye: shibwelela kwiteko.

28. Ulwabipa pa kuya: pa kubwela lwawama.

29. Umwana ashili obe: takongwa nshima na nama.



Marriage. Husband - Wife.

Married life has its good and inevitably its difficult times.

Like a new marriage, a new whistle peels off the lips (34). The

man who loves the mother enough to marry her must love also her

children (32).

Trees which are close to one another will not fail to squeak

on occasion (34). The gossip of the village hut is not sufficient

evidence to allow a husband to beat his wife (33).

In a friend's house, one does not expect a hot meal at night

(37) which is the privilege of the husband.

A man should marry cousins and avoid behaving like the wild

pig who, having no cousins, sleeps with sisters and nieces (36).

Mothers.

The little mother cow or the little mother elephant does not

abandon her child (41, 44), Just like the frog, which does not aban-

don her water hole (42). Bembaland without a mother who lives there

is a rather uninteresting place (43).

 

32. Icitemenwe nyina: na bena.

33. Ilyashi 1ya nsakac taliuminwa.mukashi.

34. Imiti ipalamene: taibula kulila nghwema.

35. Impulu ipya: isukulo mulomo.

36. Ingulube iyabulo mufyala: icena ne nkashi ne mwipwa.

37. Mu nghanda ya mubiyo: tamubikilwa buomba.

39. Akana ka mfubu ukwibila: ni nyina akalanga.

41. Akana nghombe pa mwana: takaya.

42. Icula na menshi ya ciko: tacaya.

43. Lubemba na noko: wabula noko twakubembula.

44. Nansofu pa mwana: taya.
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If one has still one's mother, there are tears in the eyes;

when she is gone, there are no tears left (55). A mother never

has dirty fingers and all she does is perfect (46). After your

mother's death, do not expect to have another one like her (48),

because the person who is not your mother will not feel your ribs

to see how thin you are (53) and will not touch your forehead to

see if the fever has come down (54).

The child of the hippopotamus learns to dive from its mother

(39).

The child who has never traveled praises his mother's cooking

whatever there is to eat (50). The child can be proud and refuse

the slave's breast, knowing that the mother is there (49).

Your mother is getting old; do not say that she has never

been a beautiful woman (45).

Even the wicked child does not forget his mother, whatever

“pp.” (51) e

 

45. Hoke akota, witila: taembele bulindu.

46. Hoke: tafita minwe.

48. Tapafwa noko: apesa umbi.

49. Ukukana lya musha: kano all us noko wa kuonkako.

50. Umwana ashenda: atasha nyina ukunaya.

5l. Umwana mubi: taluba nyina.

53. Ushili noko: akntonya mu mbafu.

54. Ushili noko: takutonya mutwe.

55. Uuli na nyina: e uuli na filamba mu mense.
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Parents. Children.

is desired for its nice skin,

The little lash (goat) standing on the other side of the river

only to find out, after having kil-

led it, that it is your own (58).

It is said: "beget"; it is not said: "look alike", and in fact

children can differ a lot from their parents (62).

does not engender another black samba (67).

back to the family track as a family trait (70).

Leave the child with the axe and after having hurt himself

he will put it away (68).

A dog does not die at the hands of its owner (64).

The large size and beauty of the hen come from the feathers

(72), like the mother's beauty comes from her many children.

offspring of the python soon scatters away (76).

married to a fat spider, the children will be fat spiders (78).

The children of a snake are also snakes (84).

 

56.

58.

62.

64.

67.

68.

70.

72.

76.

78.

Akana ka mfubu ukwibila: ni nyina akalanga.

Akabushi kali shilya: bakakumbwa mpapa.

Batila kafyalweni: tabatila kapalaneni.

Imbwa: taifwa kuli ahikulu wakwe.

Mamba: taifyala samba mbiye.

Hulekele mwaice isembe: nga aikoma aleliposa.

Tondo ukuuma mushita: ca pa luko.

Ubukulu bwa nkoko: masako.

Ubwana bwa nsato: bulasatula.

Ukupila tuntushe: na bans ni bantuntushe.

 

A black mamba

The small mouse gets

If one gets
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He who begets will not be eaten by dogs (86) and will have

someone to defend him. A child is like an axe; even if it hurts

you, you still carry it on your shoulder (79).

The children of the same litter do not bite each other very

hard (56). What is cultivated by your brother is not worth trying

to carve a spoon out of (75).

The little duiker will not forget the tree which fed its mother

and itself (40). Brains often come out of the little ant-hill to

go in the large ant-hill (61). The growing trees make the forest

(cs). The 11m. rat that my maternal uncle had would have been

mine if my tathor had had it (66). Th. child who did not inquire

ate his father's meal (80). The child of a beggar eats the day

the mother has_begged successfully (83). The white one (young

one) often brings trouble to the black ones(elders) (85).

 

40. Akana ka usha: takalaba muti nyina alileko.

56. Abana ba mbwa: tabapishanya memo.

61. Amano yafuma mw'ifwasa: yaya mu culu.

65. Imiti ikula: e mpanga.

66. Hakokotwa na yams: abs ni tata nga ampele.

75. Ubwalima mwana noko: tabubashilwa mwiko.

79. Umwana kasembe: nelyo kakukoma, wakobeka pa kubea.

GO. Unwana ashibusha: alile musumba wa kwa wishi.

83. Umwana wa mpumfi: ekuta bushiku nyina apulile.

84. Umwana wa nsoka: ni nsoka.

85. Uubutile: e uletelela ufitile.

86. Uwafyala: taliwa na mbwa.
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Elders .

The bowstring often does not break where it is weak (88). The

old monkey gets fruits from its children (89). The old grand-

mother does not have to prepare little branches for her grand-

children (90) because they love her without these services. The

old man's bow strikes where it lies (92) simply by experience and

Wilda. (0!. III. - 3.31derl).

ID‘I‘"e

Don't provoke your inelaws before having slept with your wife-

to-be (101). At the in-laws, it 1. as if'your neck was in danger;

you must scratch twice before doing anything (98). But your brother-

in-law can very well sit on your own bed with execra (96). He who

would not listen went to visit his mother-in-law with execra (99).

He who wants to beat his mother-in-law must hit her well (100) because

there will not be future opportunities.

 

88. Apo lusengeleke: taluputuka.

89. Holwe wakota: asabilwa na bena.

90. Hakulu wakota: tabika skunks ku beshikulu.

92. Ubuta bwa mukalamba: bulashila pa bulele.

96. Icine nkashi: cikala na mashinshi ku museugele.

98. Hu buko ni kwikoshi: bafwenako libili.

99. Hunshebwa: aile na mashinshi kwa banafyala.

lOO. Uwauma nafyala: amuumina limo.

101. Wikabala muko: taulalila.
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Thaily Duties. fidelity. Work. Understanding. Children.

The work which is intended for two persons should not and

cannot be done by one person only (103). "Pass over here!, this

is no way to talk to your life companion (109). Marriage gives

right to the loins but not to the head (117). Touchiness in a

family leads to death (106). To have children means to be ready

to wipe cuss (111).

This is a rabbit of many sleeping mats (108). The eyes of

the person whose partner commits adultery are many (102). What

you eat at night is made known later in the vomitings (104). In

a house of honey you may enter, but it is bad to dip the finger

in it (105). Adultery is like dung and one goes far to do it (110).

The adulterer does not take the house (113) and the children he

may have are not his.

 

102. Amenso ya mukundilwa: yengi.

103. Icinci wa babili: te kuba cinci uli weka.

104. Ifyakulyo bushiku: fitulikila ku malushi.

105. Inghanda ya buci balesgilamo: ciksli kutumpamo munwe.

106. Inkutu ya lupwa: itwala ku mfwa.

108. Hi kalulu wa matanda ayengi.

109. 'Pita uko': ts mubiyo wa nshila.

110. Ubucende mafi: tuposa ukutali.

113. Umucende: tapoka nghanda.

115. Abanakashi: mafi ya mpombo.

117. Icupo ca musana: ica mutwe caba na bone.
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Returning to a former spouse usually means failure (116).

The skin does not carry a slave (118), whatever the social status

of the mother.

The cows get married in the same stable (119) and people

should marry people of the same ethnic group. The little crocodile

grows in the reeds (122) and learns crocodile ways. The young

cock in growing up breaks its wing (120).

To stretch the legs into two directions killed the hyena

(121). He who wanted to catch fish in two places died in the

water (123). women are like dung of duiker (115), there are many

of them; if one does not please you you can try to find another

one elsewhere.

 

115. Abanakashi: mafi ya mpombo.

116. Akabwelelo: kalalya.

118. Impapa: taipapa musha.

119. Inghombe: shupana mwitanga.

120. Hukolwe pa kukula: epo afune pindo.

121. Ukutangalila kubili: kwaipeye cimbwi.

122. Umwana wa nghwena: akulila kn matete.

123. Uwaikete fibili: afwile ku meushi.
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3. Social Life.

Ancestors. Elders.

Where there are elders, the horns do not get twisted (128),

Just like tha.fire which is screened by elders is not very dan-

gerous (142). The ancestor does not get poisoned by mushrooms

(130) .

The old forehead by itself asks for an axe (132). An elder

asks by his eyes (139), without saying a word.

In the pocket of’an elder, there is always a little relish '

(136). When the little man starts dancing, he dances well (126).

You don't show the shady spot to an elder (141).

A piece of cloth does not remain new and beautiful for a long

time, but it lasts long as old (134). The old guinea-fowl often

brings trouble to the young ones (131).

He who refuses something to an elder does not g-ow old (143).

 

126. Akakulu kakulu kacinda amasha: kafenenkesha.

128. Apali abakulu: insengo tashipotama.

130. Icikolwe: tacikolwa bows.

131. Ilikanga likote: litalishe misolo.

132. Impumi nkulu: yalombele sembe.

134. Insalu taikokola ku bupya: ikokola ku bukote.

136. Ukulomba kwa mukalamba: menso.

141. Umukalamba: talangwa cintelelwe.

142. Umnlilo.ucingile abakalamba: taoca.

143. Uukanya mukulu: takota.
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Authority. Classes.

Greatness is not changed (145), it is. Where there is great-

ness, it speaks for itself (148). A chief does not beget another

chief (146) and greatness does not necessarily go from father to son.

A large tree is not climbed by the leaves (149) but by the bran!

ches. To subdue an important person, one must be meek.(l47).

When the bees are too few, they Join in with another hive (152).

A clan or a family based on beer only is like a small basket which

is easily broken (153).

A little bird can rest on any tree or branch of its choice

(150); it can also fly on its own without the help of large wings

(158).

w. commoners, we are not too bad as arrow-heads on a how (154);

in time of war, the aristocrats can readily make use of us as sol-

diers. Of course, the cock of the capital does not play with the

cooks of common villages (156); moreover he does not have to peck

in the sand to get food (157) like cosmon cocks must do.

 

145. Icikulu: tacalululwa.

146. Imfumu: taifyala mfumu mbiye.

147. Ukufutula mukulu: kunakilila.

148. Ukuli ubukulu: bwine buyeba.

149. Uuuti nkulu: tabunina ku mabula.

150. Akoni kekala muti katemenwe.

152. Shacepa nshimu: shingila lupako lumo.

153. Umukowa wa mu bwalwa kape: kalasapuka.

154. Pwe bapabi tuli mbule: tatubipilwa pa buta.

156. Hukolwe wa musumba: tangala na wa mfula.

157. Mukolwe wa musumba: ushikompe nsenga.

158. line tete: nshangila mu lya munghomba.
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15.831 L120.

One month alone is not enough to appreciate whether the peas

are good (162) and well cooked. A case is like an egg which looks

good from both sides (182); to Judge a case well, both sides must

be examined and at times two Judges are required.

The water which is spilled cannot be picked up again (166).

What lies low can always stand up again (169). One day is not

enough to rot an elephant (174). In fact, a case does not rot

(183), and sooner or later, it will come to life again.

The guilty mouth provokes itself and cannot keep quiet (161).

The mutilated person does not say the reason he/hhe has been pup

nished (165). The chameleon is eaten for a reason (173). While

the seek person went home with his/her ears (172), the proud one

was punished.

He who watched the fight, fought it (187). As a rule, a fight

does not cross the river (179) and must be kept as small as pos-

siblee

 

161. Akanwa kali milandu: kalaibalabala.

162. Akanwa kamo: takomfwa nshama ukupya.

165. Amakunkutu: tasosa ico bamutetele.

166. Amenshi ayaitika: tabakusa.

169. Ifilala: e fibuka.

172. Hunakilila: aile na matwi yakee.

173. Lufwinyiemba: aliwa pa kantu.

174. Ubushiku bumo: tabuboshe nsofu.

179. Ulubuli: talwabuka mumana.

182. Umulandu lini lya nkoko: uwamina mubili.

183. Umulandu: taubola.

187. Uulutambile: e ululwile.
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The chief does not eat vomit (170) that is, the same chief

does not hear the same case over again. The rat trap does not

spring twice (167) and a person is not punished two times for the

same offence. The affair of the wood-gatherers belongs to all of

them (185). The case of one sheep is compensated with only one

sheep (186).

A fine is paid when you are found guilty, that is, the day

you see the child of adultery, then you start looking for the skin

to carry that child (175).

Nobody should be accused lightly and one should run after the

wild pig which ate the potatoes before accusing the neighbours

(176).

The poor are famous and renowned as being dissolute (180).

The poor man dies with the law in his month (181) unable to tell

the truth which would have saved him.

 

167. Icikate mpuku: tacifutuka libili.

170. Imfumu: tailya cilukea.

175. Ubushiku wamona swans: elyo umone ne mpapa.

176. Ukonke ngulube: ikulile mumbu.

180. Ululumbi lwa mulanda: kukakata.

181. Umulanda: afwa ne fyebo mu kanwa.

185. Umulandu wa bateba: umo.

186. Umulandu wa mbushi: bafute mbushi.
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Tklking. Conversation.

"Good Morning“ built a village (194). The ears are beggars;

they beg and beg all the time (190) to learnmore and more.

a. who talks with people knows and has brains (196). a. who

does not listen to people does not sit at the council table (191).

The man who does not spend time in the rest hut covets the meal

of his companions (199). He who takes his problems to the rest-

but does not destroy (201) and learns the truth. He who asked did

not get poisoned by mushrooms (193).

The lion which is always alone does not see its own mistakes

(198). At the ford, people call the person who is experienced and

know the Job (195).

The large calabash of beer reveals a lot of little words (192).

You are asking about a dog as if it was dressed (197).

He who travels and talks with a mentally sick person, gets the

same disease (202).

 

190.

191.

192.

193.

194.

195.

196.

197.

198.

199.

201.

202.

Amatwi mapuli: yapulapula fye.

Icintomfwa: tekala ku muba.

Icitondo ca bwalwa: e nsokolola twebo.

Kabusha: takolelwe bowa.

Mwapoleni: akulila mushi.

betapo uo wishibe.

Uulanda na bantu: e wishiba mane.

Ulebuusha mbwa: ings ifwele.

Umukutu ali eka: taikutulula.

Umwaume ashiikala nsaka: akumbwe nshima ku banankwe.

Uwatwala pa nsaka: tonaula.

Uwenda no ulwele pa mutima: alambukilwa.

Pa cabu:
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Togetherness. Sharing.

The monkeys which know each other well share fruits (203).

It is easy to avoid and overcome a single house (205). The

elephant in front of many becomes a rabbit (206) . The lone monkey

does not play ball in front of many (207). The rat which is alone

can bring trouble to many (208). The buck which stands up can cause

trouble to those who lie down (209). '

To be many is beautiful; it becomes difficult at the time

of finding relish (211). To be many is good; I found my wife with

a little belly of fat (212).

The two little villages burn down together (213).

The wealth of the village is entrusted to a resident (204).

Hospitalitye ”3'01'1'. e

The visitor eats the fat guinea-fowl (219). The travelers bring

information about lion spoors (214). What went around reached its

destination; what went straight died on the way (217).

 

203. Bakolwe abaishibaua: bapelana mabungo.

204. Icuma ca sushi: babika no mukaya.

205. Inghanda imo: tayafya ukulamba.

206. Insofu pa bwingi: kalulu.

207. Holwe ali eka: tateya nghonso pa bengi.

208. Kwindi ali aka: asongela abali abengi.

209. Mumembe uwiminene: asongesha ishilele.

211. Ubwingi busuma: bwabifya pa kushinko munani.

212. Ubwingi busuma: nasanga mukashi na kafumo.

213. Utumishi utupalamene: tupya tubili.

214. Abenda: e baleta makasa ya nkalamo.

217. Akashokele kalifikile: akalungeme e kafwile.

219. Iceni eni: e cilishe kanga lya musuma.
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What visits you, eats you up (220). Abusing the hospitality

of people breaks the bridge (227).

The important visitor is like the fire-place; it produces

good meals for all to share (230).

Show a smoky place to a visitor and he will show you his teeth

(222). The stranger who does not know where the spring is, draws

water from a muddy pool (228).

The traveler is like a bone; it must be cooked early so that

it has time to soften (229). The visitors to monkeys eat what mon-

keys eat (231). The stranger who needs a large bark cloth sleeps

in his own bark cloth (232). "Cut your tail“; in a foreign land,

they do not go about with tails (223). "You my fishing kits",

sleep and let us see what the residents eat (225). The little

black.ant bites the resident, so you foreigner, beware (221).

Travelers are like a barkecloth, one piece, and must be tied up

together (216).

 

216. Abeni mi nkwa: bakakilwa pamo.

220. Icikupempula: e cikulya.

221. Kanyelele kasumo mukaya: we mweni cenJela.

222. Lango mweni ku cushi: alakulangako ameno.

223. Tete nsuka: ku calo ca bene tabenda na nsuka.

225. Ubwamba bwandi 1ala: tumone milile ya bakaya.

227. Umundemwa: ufuno bulalo.

228. Umweni ashishibe kwifwe: atapa pa cintimpwe.

229. Umweni lifupa: bamwipika kasuba kaciliko nga alinaka.

230. Umweni mukulu: lishiko.

231. Umweni wa kolwe: elyo 'to kolwe alyako.

232. Umweni wa mpapa ntali: asendama pa mpapa yakwe.
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4. Economic Life.

5.1:.h01Pe Self-reliant”.

The little rat is the little thing one has with the mush (233).

The fat hawk must be the one you killed yourself (240).

The little guitar that one borrows does not play all the tunes

one knows (234).

The cows in Ilala country have their owners (236) and must

not be coveted.

Soldiers called as mercenaries do not fight a good war (235).

The Jackal called the red ants to help and they covered his (238).

The he-dog does not catch food for another dog (244).

He who eats his own food is not afraid of the law (242) and

is not poked fun at by drums (243).

"I am the house fly and I can wash my back myself" (239).

 

233. Akafumbe: kantu kali pa bwali.

234. Akalimba ks kwashima: takapwa misango.

235. Ake wikete: eko bomako imbwa.

236. Ifita fya ksita: tafilwa nkondo.

238. Mumbwe aitilile mpashi: no kumubumba shamubumba.

239. Ndi lunshi: nsambila ku numa.

240. Pungwa ukunona: kano no wipeye.

242. Shiwalya kakwe: tominwa mbila.

243. Shiwalya kakse: talimbwa mu nghoma.

244. Umulume wa mbwa: taankila mubiyo.
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Work. Perseverance.

Where there is a finger, there can be a garden (246). The

forest repays those who walk in it (248). What a person likes

strengthens the ribs (251). Two snares do not miss (256). Hunger

means to cultivate and not to beg (257). Whatever big it may be,

there will be a way to pass over it and overcome it (261). "I will

show you the way to the hill and should I show you how to avoid the

stones on the way? (262)".

Dirty fingers can be washed (266). "Do-a-little" took the

wife of "do-nothing" (269). To pass over a log, one has to spread

the legs (271). To threaten an elephant, one must have a spear

(272). You, the mutilated one, carry on with your work; watching

eyes will not eat you (279).

There are six days which are not all equal (258). The house

in which you do not sleep, you covet its roof (254).

 

246. Apali umunwe: e pali ibala.

248. Conde: afuta abamwendamo.

251. Ice utemenwe: e cikoshe mbafu.

254. Inghanda ushilala: baikumbwo mutenge.

256. Inkose shibili: tashipusa.

257. Insala ni ndiminwa: te mpulilwa.

258. Inshiku mutanda: tashilingana shonse.

261. Rs pakulu: palapitwa.

262. Hkulange nshila ya lupili: nkulange no kulamba amabwe.

266. Iminwe ikate fibi: ilasamba.

269. Shimucita panono: apokele mwikalafye umukashi.

271. Ukucilo mulando: kutangalala.

272. Ukupangile nsofu: kano uli ne fumo.

279. We wa makunkutu, ombela umo ombela: amenso ya bantu tayalya.
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The trees which have been pointed out by the axe, do not fall

by themselves (267). What makes the road long is laziness in

walking (250). Nice talking put the hyena to sleep on the rubbish

heap (253). The clever fast talking bird does not build a nest

lhlch 18 hard and 80114 (255).

Who travels at night does not eat the good sauce (260).

Firming of old days does not calm the actual hunger of the

child (265). Honey is not forgotten but the axe is (270). Sit-

ting too much eventually pierces the bark cloth (273). The sausage

tree put the wild pig with its hunger to sleep (274). Laziness

yellows the teeth (275). '

A spirit does not give to a person who always sits down (277).

A garden is like a baby; it does not grow fast (247). People

cannot take hold on the country like a handle holds to a hoe (249).

One does not pick up wealth as one picks up lice (252). The

chameleon finished all the wasps one by one (259). "It-is-never-

dawn-here" saved his sister (264). The wasp saved her children

carrying them one by one (276).

 

247. Bukula, mwana wa mbusa: tabukula bwangu.

' 249. Icalo cine: to ca kukeikila meno luse.

250. Icilefye ushila: mulele wa kwenda.

252. Ifyuma: tafitolelwa mumo nga nda.

253. Ilyashi lisuma: lyalalike cimbwi pa cishala.

255. Inghuni iyacenJela muno: taipika cinsa acikosa.

259. Lufwinyemba: uwapwishishe malonda muli limo limo.

260. kwenda cungulo: tatobela muto.

264. Tabuca bumo: alubwile nkashi.

265. Ubulimi bwa kale: tabutalalika mwana.

267. Imisontwe sembe: taitemwa.

270. Tapalabwa mpuma: palabwe sembe.

273. Ukwikalisha: e kutule filundu.

274. Umufungufungu: walalika kapoli nsala.
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Early Work. Foresight. Lack.of Foresight.

The provident worker was on time to watch the evening dance

(280), and early enough to kill the mongoose (281). The first

person to drink does not drink the dregs (282).

The person who says "'Ill go with you” starts getting ready

the evening before (291). The person who did not stay to finish

all the food escaped; the person who finished all the food was

caught (292).

He ate one animal only and then buried the game pit (283).

He who says "I'll eat to-morrow" burnt his back (288) or ended

up in an abandoned village (289). The lazy person got speared

right there where he sat (290).

You are digging out a tortoise while the back hole is still

open (294).

A child is shown the moon but he sees only the pointing

finger (299) .

 

275. Umulele: ukashisha meno.

277. Umupashi: taupa wikele.

280. Akabangilile: katamba masha ya cungulo.

282. Akabangilile: e kepeye pulu.

283. Alya imo: no kushika bucinga.

288. Nkalya mailo: apile numa.

289. Nkalya: ni mu fibolya.

290. Nkatinkati: alashilwa apo ekele.

291. Nkaya nobe: abale cungulo.

292. Tafipwa ukulowa aliile: kamfipilele balimeikete.

294. Ucili uleimba fulwe: nakucenama.

299. Umwaice balemulango mweshi: alemouo munwe.
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Cooperation. Sharing. work in Common. Giving.

Two people and two brains; one person and one brain (301).

The brains of one person alone do not go around the neck (306).

You obtain a whole rat now, but it started by a bladder only

(208). The strength of being alone does not reach far (305).

The one who gives a little feeds a lot of people (312). To

give is to put aside (314). The child of a generous person does

not die of hunger (320). The person who gives you the country

is not forgotten (323). The person who gives to you makes you

heavy; the person who refuses you makes you light (324).

He who has a good kitchen is not insulted; his kitchen will

always redeem him (325).

What is big is the grain bin; the house does not have to be

big (328). The quantity of locusts picked up will determine how

much one will eat (330).

 

301. Abantu babili na mane yabili: umuntu use no lyano limo.

305. Amaka ya buweka: tayapela apatali.

306. Amano uli weka: tayashingauka ikoshi.

308. Icikupe mpuku: cibala ku cisu.

312. Hupa tunono: alatusha.

314. Ukupa: kubika.

320. Umwana wa mupe: tafwa nsala.

323. Uwakupe calo: talabwa.

324. Uwakupela akufinya: uwakutana akwangusha.

325. We shiko tatukwa: lishiko likamufutila.

328. Icikula butala: nghanda taikula.

330. Imikolele ya nshe: ne milile.
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Refuse a little bone and a little seat will be refused to you

later (303). The bad bee is the one which stayed home or in the

flowers (315) .

The elder who does not share will have the thorn of his feet

pushed in (317). If one has to give to a bad man, one breaks

a small piece only (318). The 232252 tree which does not drop

its fruits is trampled upon (319).

The stingy visitor in a foreign land is also stingy in his

homeland (321) .

He who refuses to fish refuses to roast and eat (322).

What reveals a man is hunger (307), Just like famine reveals

honesty (333). The lion at its wits end will eat grass (334).

Hunger is not influenced by a beard and old age (335). The poor

man has a big stomach but must have a small month (339).

 

303. Ake fupa katanisha: aka munofu.

357. Cinci wa babili: te kuba cinci uli weka.

315. Ulushimu lubi: luntu lushele ku mwabo (ku maluba).

317. Umukalamba ushifukisha, kubangulo munga: kutininkisha.

318. Umuntu mubi wa kuupa: wasuuako.

319. Umusuku ushipona: balaunyanta.

321. Umweni ashifumba: no 'ko atula, tafumba.

322. Uwakana ukwela: akana no koca.

333. Umulandu wa nsala: ulongole mpanda.

334. Inkalamo nga yapelelwa: ilya ne fyani.

335. Insala: taikongwa mwefu.

339. Umulanda akule fumo: takula kanwa.
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The oil which is begged never suffices to cover up the whole

body (340). The beggar does not build a grain bin (343).

Poor. Rich.

The poor man has a big stomach, but cannot afford to have a

big month (339) and defend himself in time of trouble.

He who cries and bags to eat has not court case (342). The

person who is given to does not build a grain bin (343).

Wealth, like variegated pieces of cloth, comes from many

places (344). The poor man does not travel (345) because he cannot

afford to.
I

The poor man has long dirty hair but in his heart all is at

peace (347).

The knife of the poor is in his mouth (348) and may use it

if he cannot obtain food.

 

340. Amafuta ya kulombs: tayakumana mubili case.

343. Umupelwa: temika butala.

339. Umulanda akule fumo: takula kanwa.

342. Umulila-ndya: taba na mulandu.

343. Umupelwa: temika butala.

344. Ifibalala: tafitula kumo.

345. Talwenda mubusu.

347. Umulanda alulubalo mushishi: mu nda, naulala.

348. Umwele wa mulanda: waba mu kanwa.
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Leadership. Authority.

People are like fish; they follow the water (349).

A village of children will fall (353). The person who leads

must show where the river can be crossed (355). Two black mambas

do not stay on one and the same hill (350).

The armpit is not over the shoulder (352). Chieftainship

chews water and can be autocratic (351).

Responsibilities of Leaders.

The teacher who admonishes is often the one who transgresses

(364). A person with a hard mouth does not succeed in governing a

house (370). The village of the severe man burns on the side (374).

He who does not get near the people is not given a name (366).

At the capital the bark cloth is not soaked (363), since one

may always be called for duty.

The person who is badly forged for lacks a mouth (371), and

should talk.and scold to obtain results.

 

349. Abantu lisabi: likonka menshi.

350. Bangoshe babili: tabekala culu cimo.

3:1. Ubufumu: busheta amenshi.

352. Uksapa: takucila kubea.

353. Umushi wa baice: ulawa.

355. Utangile: e kulango bwabuko.

363. Ku musumba: takwabikilwa nkwa.

364. kfunda buteshi: e iwe.

366. Hunshifika ku bwingi: tapelwe shins.

370. Ubukosa kanwa: tabuteka inghanda.

374. Umushi wa mukali: upya ku mbali.
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The village burns and also the head nan with it (357). Who

holds the drus knows how to dance (358) and knows the songs well

(359). The lady in charge of the initiation ceremonies wears the

panache and sust truly work for the honours (368).

The ancestor with the feathers is the ancestor with the

troubles and cases (360). Be who succeeds a leopard succeeds to

the spots (365). The protector of birds gets tired but not the

protector of people (367). Chieftainship sakes the eyes red (369)

fros overwork. The bow which is stretched too hard breaks (371).

The nan who wants to show and conduct nan sust get near (373).

Greatness is not advertisedzl it speaks by itself (377). He who in-

sults a chief does not insult his only but the whole country (378).

Peace.

A country is never quiet like gruel (379). He who lives in

a peaceful place is a peaceful nan indeed (379).

 

357. nkashi kalapya: no swine kashi apilano.

358. Icikete nghona: no kupilibuka nashishiba.

359. Icikete nghosa: no lwisbo cileshi.

360. Icikolwe ne ngala: cikolwe ne silandu.

365. Mpyana ngo: apyana na sahala.

367. uwa-ins nghnni alanaka: uwa-ins bantu tanaka.

368. Racinbusa afwele ngala: no kubwalabwala.

369. Ubufunu: bukashisha asenso.

371. Ubuta bwausa: bwaunina ukufunika.

373. Usulansishi wa luntu: alapalasa.

377. Ukuli ubukulu: bwine buyeba.

378. Ulntuka sfusu: tatuka inc.

379. Icalo: tacitalala ngo nusunga.

380. Uswikala patalala: swine apatalalika.
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6. Moral Values.

Kindness. Gentleness.

A sessage is not heavy to carry; what is heavy is a lead (331).

The black.spider killed the lion by neekness (384). Treat a

tortoise well if you want to tie its legs (386). To get the ars

out of a hole, one must be gentle (387), Just as one sust be to

take a worn out of a hen's beak (388).

The blind man took the wealth free the one who could see (383).

The clan of house flies is a sore (391). You say laugh at an

infirm person, but one day he/bhe will laugh at you (384).

Pride. Courage.

The hoe is not sharp; what is sharp is the heart (392). The

sale dog does not die from a leg wound (395). The supposedly clever

roan antelope stands up and ends in a round bundle (394).

 

381. Akanwa takafina: uwafina nuts-b0.

383. Inpofu: yapokele fyuna kn ulelola.

384. Lenbalcnba aipeye nkalano: nu kunakilila.

386. Tenba fulwe: ngo nukake ukulu.

387. Ukufunyo kuboko ku lupako: kunakilila.

388. Ukupoke cinsenda ku nkoko: knnakilila.

391. Unukowa we balunshi: cilonda.

392. Ilisesbe talitwa: icitwa, nutina.

394. UbucenJeshi bwa spelenbe: cifulukutu pa nuns.

395. Usuluse wa mbwa: tafwa kn kulu.
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Bad Coapany.

The old piece of cloth is not placed near the fire (399).

The bad luggkg'tree caused the whole forest to be cursed (400).

He who travels with a black.nanba ends by shaving a black.naaba

(401), Just like the person who succeeds to a gggggg_succeeds to

the venoa (402).

Mtle

Insults do not cause wounds (403). You slander a lion which

is right there in the bush (406). Who is slandered is great (407).

The sayer of insults and lies is not really wicked; the wicked

one is the person who circulateswhat happened (404).

Stealing.

Where the bushbuck.ate lentils, there it will cone back.(408).

The stolen orange is better tasting than the one in hand (409). A

thief is caught by the are (410).

 

399. Iciku: tacipelasana na nulilo.

400. Unusuku ubi: utushe spanga.

401. Uwaenda na gnoshe: no knnubea anubea.

402. Uwapyana ngoshe: apyana no busungu.

403. Insele: tashitula kalonda.

404. Kasosa te nukali: kalundulula e nukali.

406. Uksasbe nkalaso: 111 pa cisonso.

407. Uwayanbwa: ninshi akula.

408. Icisongo ukwalye lands: tabulapo.

409. Ilicungwa lya kwiba: licila pa lyobe ukulowa.

410. Hpapu: ni pa kuboko.
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Lying. Mom}.

With one and the ease south one can whistle different kinds

of whistles and tunes (411). Every lie will return (415). One

pretext to walk in the forest can be to look for a handle (416).

Hide a dead person, and the wailings will sake it known (414).

The hypocrite calls a dog while holding a stick.(4l7).

If a case passed through the anus, the description of the

case nust nention the anus (418).

He who eats your sother is not wicked; the wicked one is the

person who case and asked where has your nether gone? (420).

One can lie to a wonan but not to a traveling companion

(412). He who travels with a dog can lie, but not the person who

travels with people (421).

 

410. Akanwa kano: ulisheso spulu no nunsoli.

412. Bepo swanakashi: swan-e nubiyo nukenda nankwe.

414. Kufisa sfwa: salilo yalatunbula.

415. Ubufi: bulabwela.

416. Ukwendele npanga: kulengula ken nipini.

417. Ukwite abwa: na kanuti nufunbata.

418. Usulandu nga wapitile pa nputi: na pa kuushisika eko upite.

420. Uwenda na abwa abepa: uwenda na bantu tabepa.
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Ungratefulness.

Mercy ate the partridge and the lizard (426). You are thankful

as long as it lasts in the cheeks (422).

The leg you care for will kick you (423). Receive a person

with big buttocks and he/hhe will take your seat (424). It is

possible to do something as rewarding as making the breasts of the

snake grow bigger (425).

He who did not thank caused his fields to become fallow (427).

BSOti’Ie

"Mother, carry me if you want to be carried later”(432). Those

who go on a Journey do not gather firewood for those who stay (428).

The rain before going away ruins all the trees (429). People do

not leave anything before going away; they destroy (433).

The hunger of your conpanion does not disturb your sleep (430).

“Let the dawn case"; it is only the wife of your neighbour who has

been caught (431).

 

422. Hwanya: fili kwisaya.

423. Ukulu undapa sulwele: e ksakunyanta.

424. Ukupokelela uwa satako yakulu: akakupoke cipuna.

425. Ukuneshe nsoka asabele.

426. Uluse: lwelile nksale (nbulu).

427. Unanshanya: uwalalike bala.

428. Abaisa: tabateba nkuni.

429. Infula pa kuya: epo yone niti.

430. Insala ya mubiyo: taifufya tulo.

431. Kabuce: ni nuka nubiyo eketwe.

432. Mayo apapa: na ine nkakupapa.

433. Tabasha: balona.
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The male dog does not catch food for its companion (434).

He who is filled up shows the rest of the food with his

mouth, careless of the hunger of others (435).

Suspicion. Judgment.

Where there is a game there are vultures (445). The beer is

not stronger in a larger calabash (441). The hole into which a

black samba enters is recognized by trodden grass (443). Where

the water recedes there is a crocodile (437).

It is the wily hare which is not missed in fables (436).

In the heart of your companion, it is impossible to enter

(440). '

we don't find a fornicator who has grown horns (442).

To fetch fire in a house a pretext is needed; but to borrow

water no reason is needed (447).

Do not insult a woman before she undresses (448).

 

434. Umulume ws mbwa: tayankila mubiye.

435. Uwikwite: asontelo beali kn kanwa.

436.‘ Akalulu: sunshipuswa mu nshisi.

437. Apashintuka nenshi: pali inghwena.

440. Mu nda ya nubiyo: taawingilwa.

441. Tabulumina: nsupa mm.

442. Tatusanga mpulumushi: yasene nsengo.

443. Ubwendo bwingila ngoshe: bamona kn mafute.

445. Ukuli inama: takubula makubi.

447. Usulilo mulapwilwa pa kantu: amenshi mutapwatapwa fye.

448. Iituka mwanakashi: talafula.
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7. Traditional Thoughts.

'O‘Olle

What one hears from women burns (451). The complaints and

meanings of the barren woman are sour and sad (452). What women

say is nonsense, but who does not listen is quite stupid, because

the information is invaluable (450).

Medicine-Men.

The medicine man is not dead; he has changed residence (453).

The aedicine man has not yet eaten; the medicine is still on top

of the hill (454) .

Customs. Different Tastes.

People who eat lizard get together (455). The stomach of the

wild pig is eaten by some people (456).

Bad relish brings discontent and bitterness (458).

Foods are not left over and thrown aeay (457).

 

450. Ifisosa abanakashi fya buwelewele: nomba unshiteshako cipuba.

451. Ifya kunmfwa kn banakashi: filoca.

452. Ifya nghumba: filasasa.

453. Inghanga ishifwa: ilakuka.

454. lnghanga tailele: muti uli kn lupili.

455. Abalya mbulu: balapalamana.

456. Icifu ca ngulube: citemwa swine.

457. Ifilyo: tafyaba na cishala.

458. nhunani wabe: cifukushi.
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Trial and Error. Common Sense. Changes. Habit. Discretion.

They sure try a lot of new things; my wife Just tried to cook

an axe (460).

lhter is measured in proportion to the amount of flour (461).

An old pontoon capsizes (462).

The anus which breaks winds does not step (463). The hunter

of elephants is killed by an elephant (466). The tree where it

inclines, there it falls (467). The cock where it picks up white

ants, there it dies (464).

That roof will not be thatched and will keep on leaking (465).

The house in which you don't sleep, one does not put the

O” ‘t (‘58)e

 

460. lfintu kwesha besha: mukashi wandi anjipikile sembe.

461. Amenshi: balinga no bunga.

462. Icabu ca kale: cilabunsha.

463. Imputi isula: taileka.

464. Hukolwe uko atola bubenshi: eko akafwila.

465. Tapakafimbwe: pekaloka.

466. Umupalu wa nsofu: afwa kn nsofu.

467. Umuti uko wasendamina: eko ukawila.

468. Inghanda ushilala: tabateamo matwi.
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Silence. Conversation.

The mouth is like a dog; at times, it must be muzzled (469).

The conversation which is no concern of yours espands the mouth (471).

The frog moves its mouth to and fro showing what it ate (470).

He who has a mouth does not eat mush without relish (472).

Good and Bad Luck.

we who are unlucky, we do not find a bird to show us honey

near-by (476). The monkey, the day it dies, simply misses a slip-

pery branch (481). The day you are unlucky, even the cold food

left over the day before, burns (482); on days like that, you

could get drunk with the wind (483).

' a. who falls they 1..“ at him; they don't beat m up (484).

What destroys the winged white ants comes from the wind (477).

had luck rots and goes away and soon there is good luck (478).

There are six days, never equal (480).

Take care of the days and they will take care of you (485).

 

469. Akanwa ni mbwa: balaknlika.

470. Icula abwebwesha kanwa: aletula ne fyo alile.

471. Ilyashi ushiliko: litandula kanwa.

472. Uwa kanwa: takutula.

476. Fwe bashama: tatukonka nghuni aitulanga mupepd.

477. Icona nswa: citula kn mwela.

478. Ilishamo lilabola: ukusuka washuka.

480. Inshiku mutanda: tashilingana shonse.

481. Kolwe ubushiku alefwa: apuse misambo yatelela.

482. Ubushiku usheme: ne cimbala ciloca.

483. Ubushiku usheme: wakolwa no mwela.

484. Uwawa, bamuseka fye: tabamunma.

485. Tembe nshiku: inshiku nasho shikntemba.
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mae

Days are not picked up and chosen at will (487). We don't

know a cock in the egg (488). Be who wants to lop down a 52232;!

tree does not look.at the flowers, thinking of possible fruits (489).

Sickness. Suffering.

A sick person does not have to hide his/her buttocks (490).

He who has a cold and fever is not shown to the fire-place (491).

The little bone you liked to chew on enlarges the cavity

(492).

From laughing a lot comes crying a lot (494).

Kb who spins tops is not without finger sores (496).

Blood comes out at the tattoo marks (497).

 

487. Inshiku: tashisabilwa.

488. Tatwishibile mnkolwe mu lini.

489. Utema mnpundu: taceba kwiluba.

490. Umulwele: tafise tako.

, 491. Uuli ne mpepo: talangwa mulilo.

492. Akafupa utemenwe: e kakushe micene.

I 494. Hnli sekaseka: e mntula lilalila.

496. Umncinshi nsengwa: tabula kalonda.

497. Umnlopa: ufuma pa lulembo.
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“the

The body is like the I322: tree; it puts on new bark (505).

The big cow is killed only by its owner (500). The soul of

the hen belongs to the owner who cares for it (509).

He who does not speak of death is the wife of fear (510).

In fact, the death of your friend is a little laugh (499), because

only yours matters.

Care first for your own neck because there are plenty of

beads (502). The year which is not yours is not Jumped over (508).

Stones do not go; people go (503). The green fruit falls

while the ripe one stays on (498).

we are little mushrooms; we germinate only to die (504).

The arrow in the sky flies only; on the ground is its true

060d. (506).

 

498. Ilipombo lilapona: libonge lyashala.

499. Imfwa ya mubiyo: ili akasekelo.

500. Inghombe nkulu: ipaya cibinda.

502. Sungo mukoshi: ubulungu tabubula.

503. Taknya mabwe: abantu e bayako.

504. Tuli samfwe: tumenena ukubola.

505. Umubili mutaba: ulalemba.

506. Umufwi mu mulu ulunga fye: panshi e pa mwabo.

508. Umwaka ushili obs; taucilwa ibaka.

509. Umweo wa nkoko: uli ku mwine uwashiteka.

510. Ushilanda mfwa: ni muka mwenso.



CHAPTER V

COMPARISONS AND RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BEMBA PROVERBS

AND ZAMBIAN HUMANISH

In his book Political M th and E ic, Cuthberson depicts the

trouble he had, trying to "explain to laymen how dirty old-fash-

ioned politics could get itself involved with epic myths". His

answer was that "myth serves as the vehicle of political ideas"

(1975:1). The same skepticism could be raised concerning presumed

relations between proverbs and ideologies: how can common-sensical,

witty, practical and well-turned sayings be associated with polit-

ical assertions that are emotive, veiled, moral, and utopian? A

simple, if incomplete reply would be that proverbs are tribal, local

and specific pieces of ideology, while national political ideol-

ogies can be seen as attempts to invent national proverbs.

Societies give meaning to their lives by symbolic represen-

tations; proverbs and national ideologies are two mechanisms used

to that effect which can be compared and related. Comparisons here

mean simply points of resemblance and divergence, similarities and

differences; they provide common grounds for discussion about

origins, contents, form, results and functions. Relationships does

not include either essential causality or necessary concomitance

between proverbs and national ideologies. It is quite possible that

proverbs could exist without a subsequent national ideology and the

latter could be formulated where there are but few proverbs. However,

under relationships, it is possible to study the presence or absence

of links, parentage, dependence, comparable structure and roles

between proverbs and national ideologies. This inquiry might illu-

minate mechanisms by which ideologies originate and function, and

ways to formulate ideologies so that they might achieve some results.

This chapter will compare and discuss Bemba proverbs and Zambian

371
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Humanism in relation to tradition and modernity, orality and 'political

culture'; subsequently, their respective forms, contents, functions,

usages, aims, authorship, acceptance and results are examined. Nev-

ertheless, as may be expected, several observations originate from

intuitive impressions, assumptions and insight and are not theories

or hypotheses at all. Arguments and remarks are confined primarily

to Bemba proverbs and Zambian Humanism. When proverbs are related

to ideologies in general, it is only as conjectural considerations.

A. CONTINUATION AND ACCOMMODATION

'Continuation' implies the persistent flow of activities in the

directions already engaged in by a society and its institutions. It

is not mere repetition which is lifeless reproduction or monotonous

imitation, nor is it fixation which is an arrest signalling extinc-

tion. It is associated with traditional beliefs and practices which

endure through time. 'Accommodation' would be a process of adap-

tation which makes use of the past in new and modern circumstances,

advocating new solutions for change and improvement. Accommodation

yields to internal and external pressures especially those encoun-

tered by a newly independent state. However, it does not entail

revolutions or drastic alterations which would modify the character

of a society and its culture. For the purpose of this dissertation,

it is feasible to consider proverbs as 'continuation' and national

ideologies as"accommodation'. Zambian Humanism is described as

being inspired, to some extent, by local Zambian beliefs and values

as contained, among other symbolic forms, in Bemba proverbs.

Kaunda often alludes to the world-views and practices of the

traditional past which are integrated into Zambian Humanism; these

include social harmony, mutual aid, shared work, discouragement of

individualism, care for the orphans, the old and weak (1967:5-8,

12-14, 27-23, as, 38, 43; 1968b: 42-43; 1966:24-39). At the same

time, changes must be achieved and traditional practices modified
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to serve present conditions and needs:

"Culturally we are rich and now we must revive what we have

inherited from the past and with our political mould adapt it

as part of our general planning" (Kaunda 1967:30).

"Naturally, traditional African society and all its norms of

behaviour and social values cannot be transplanted into modern

Zambia. But this does not mean that there is nothing in the

values of traditional society which cannot be successfully

used to promote political, social and economic development";

(Kaunda 1968. Zambian Mail of Jan. 5th.).

"The past is past... From the past we came and from it we learn.

In the present we live and in it we apply the lessons and build

for the future" (Kaunda 1974:xv; cf. 1967:8).

Zambian commentators point<mm that traditional values should be pre-

served inasmuch as they serve as a basis for a better present:

"Nations forge ahead not by duplicating the work of the ances-

tors but by modifying past work in order to solve present prob-

lems... " (Kandeke 1977:54; cf. p. 56; Van velsen in Meebelo

1973318 and xi).

"Students of 'African philoBOphy' would be advised to seriously

examine African proverbs and figures of speech which are the

quintessence of eloquence that represents centuries of tribal

laws and philosophies, in the absence of written canons of

traditional philosophies" (Kandeke 1977:59).

Several writers on Zambia will agree that Zambian Humanism is "ground-

ed in African traditional, especially rural, values..." (Sklar 1975:

20) and that it "attempts to combine the advantage of modern technol-

ogy and welfare with the purported qualities of traditional Africa,

including the communal and man-centred life of the tribe" (Pettman

1974:40; cf. Martin 1972:111; Dumont 1969:126; Tordoff 1974:24).

The processes of social changes are called dynamics, dialec-

tics and processualism and include innovations and creations, but not

necessarily ruptures with the past. According to Balandier, Marxists

call tradition the "grands force retardatrice" (1974:175; no reference

given), indicating that innovations based on traditional values are

not rapid enough and that quicker sequences should be induced and

produced by the will of men (that is, some men). But, radical changes

in the domain of norms, values and the socio-moral can be accomplished

without separation from the past. In questions concerning social,
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political and nationalist sentiments, to eliminate the past is tan-

tamount to ignoring the origin of the present and to repudiating

important segments of a cultural identity, as Fishman and Pye explain:

"The past is frequently an influential modifier of present and

futureingenuity and nationalism has been one of the most common

and lasting interpretive links between the past, present, and

future of nationalities. As a result I have kept before me

the hypothesis that nationalist builders and planners (who may

differ in ever so many ways) tend to turn to and return to ma-

tionalist philosophies in the pursuit of their strivings, in

the language arena as in others" (Fishman 1972:xii).

"The problems of development, viewed in terms of political cul-

ture, involve less the gross elimination of old patterns and

values and more the successful discovery of how traditions can

contribute to, and not hamper, the realization of current na-

tional goals" (Pye 1965:19; cf. 11-12 and 516-517).

Like other new nations, Zambia wants to and must change. The present

condition is full of "frustration and vulnerability" (Pettman 1974:

235). Development based on European-style market model capitalism

seems too open to possibilities of exploiting fellow men by profi-

teering or otherwise exploiting at the cost of others' suffering.

So, Zambians remember their past social life which is envisaged as

better suited to bringing about equality and happiness; they recall

not only the good old days, but rather the best among the good old

days. (Cf. Chieng 1973358). Before Zambians is an image of an ide-

alised past as it must have been. Some fundamental principles on

which traditional life was constituted can provide support for the

changes made necessary by independence, urbanisation and surplus

production, and the coming together of several ethnic groups.

Proverbs are rather precise, well-turned, moral, commonpsen-

sical or philosophical expressions which are for the Bemba speakers

what the sagas are for the Norsemen, the Vedas for the Hindus, the

Pentateuch for the Hebrews, “that have served to inspire linguistic

groups with corporate consciousness and to render them true nation-

alities" (Hays 1937:17 quoted in Fishman 1972:50). These sayings by

the hundreds, and at times by the thousands, contribute to the es-

tablishment of a body of explanations, rules and directions which

give meaning to a society:
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"Poetry, songs, proverbs, mottos, and tales-these all involve

basically language behaviors and language products and both

history and authenticity are manifestly made and safeguarded

by their recitation. Over and over again one finds that both

the context and the form of vernacular oral and written liter-

ature are pointed to, by elites and laymen alike, as inspiring,

unifying, and activating nationalist stimuli" (Fishman 1972:50).

There are legends and tales narrated by the Bemba; but they vary

a great deal from region to region and are prone to more subjective

interpretation than proverbs. Nathhorst contends thata'll the meth-

ods to study traditional tales (from Propp, Dundes, Levi-Strauss

and Leach) "must be dismissed from the scientific debate" (1970:

71). It is certainly much more difficult and arduous to interpret

legends than proverbs. It is also true that this discussion is

limited to Bemba proverbs; a national ideology incorporates other

groups' proverbs as well. However, examination of several hundred

proverbs possessed and used by Bemba speakers can serve as a basic

guide-line for the study of relationships between traditional re-

sources and their reflexion in modern national ideology.

B. PROVERBS AND IDEOLOGIES. (Their Modes of Being and Existing).

As explained above (pp.38 ~48), proverbs exist in an area where

the unconscious, the communal, the implicit and the general both of

form and of composition meet the conscious, the personal, the axe

plicit and the particular in their usage and functions; they are

'langage' and 'parole'. In a parallel if different manner, ideol-

ogies are also made up of intuitive apprehensions and experiences,

idealisations and identifications of real conditions, where the so-

cial and the individual, the ideal and the material are constantly en-

meshed as inspiration, elaboration, circulation and application.

Both proverbs and ideologies, then, belong to the ideal and to the

practical, the rule and the application, the 'what-should-be' and

the 'what-is' without definite distinctions between the two aspects.

In their dual approaches, ideologies visualise and explain why and

project how society should be. Visions and desires are not only
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fancies of the irreal (possibly real), but imagined plans to enact

the possible. The apprehended link between the ideological and the

material is what can influence and modify the relations of men to

their conditions of existence, althmgh the ideological is not a

programme of actions, but a model for actions. For instance, there

is an actual relationship between hard work, cooperation, selfbre-

liance and some economic benefits. (Cf. Johnson 1968:78-80). In

ideology, this link is represented in the imaginary where all

persons work, cooperate, share and are selfbsufficient; in the

practice-material, many do not cooperate and few share yet. When

steps are undertaken to change the situations and determine spe-

cifically the application cf Humanism to concrete projects, the

process ceases to be ideological; it is no longer a vision and

a representation, but a definite plan to perform a series of ac-

tions with or without meaning. While the links between symbolic

conceptions and concrete applications are far from clear, it is

probable that the processes are concomitant and inter-influential

to such an extent that ideologies are often made up of ideal rep-

resentations to achieve material accomplishements. If it is easy

to recognise the existence of links between ideologies and their

applications, the understanding and explanation of the causal

and temporal relationships between the two are quite difficult;

in other words, how ideologies are at times actualised and capable

of practical results and what made them capable of performing the

transfer between the ideal and the material remain mysterious.

Proverbs are also representations of normative attitudes and

ideal behaviours which state what should be assented to and prac-

tised without determining what a person will do in a precise oc-

casion. The projection is clear enough; the application is left

to the liberty of choice of the individual under the censorship

of society.

Ideologies are centered on the ideational, the possible, vi-

sions of changes, dreams of accomplishments as possible reality;

proverbs are concrete situations offered as ideal. Ideologies
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often claim rationality or at least a certain logicality in their

description of the possible; they are prescriptions for the future.

Proverbs do not claim rationality nor accuracy of the situations

they cope with; they are affirmations for the present.

C. CIVILISATION OF ORALITY.

A civilisation of orality consists of using and placing greater

emphasis on the spoken word, the actual oral language, in all human

dealings, from conversation to arts. It does not imply that people

who are said to participate in a civilisation of orality do not use

literacy or, more precisely 'scripturality'. Depending on histor-

ical and geographical circumstances, social and personal character,

certain societies depend more heavily on orality; this may have

caused the appearance and development of some special characteris-

tics in their linguistic habits and cultural traits. Bozeman af-

firms that the condition exists even in places where literacy was

known and could have been adopted:

"Nonliteracy refers to a cultural condition in which language,

not being reduced to some form of writing, is used exclusively

for purposes of speech. Africa's approximately eight hundred

separate communities had existed for millennia in such a con-

text, remaining resistant to literacy as represented by Egyptian,

Arabic, and Coptic influences... (1976:69).

Negative labels using prefixes such as 'non' and 'il-' are often

employed to portray 'others' with the absence of some 'advanced'

quality or trait. The words 'nonpliteracy' and 'illiteracy' seem

to indicate some retarded or deferred develOpment in the evolution-

ary scale. At times, non-literacy is considered like some defect

or disease reckoned after malaria and dysentery as a national prob-

lem. These descriptions smack of "spiritual imperialism" and "oc-

cidentalo-centrism" by presenting 'others' not simply as different,

but as inferior by their lack of something and ignoring the pres-

ence of other qualities. (Cf. Augé 1979:15-16, 30-32, 157-160).

The positive features of orality are summed up by Houis:

"Il faut comprendre ensuite l'énorme difference qui exists
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entre la civilisation mondialiste d'origine eurOpéenne et la

civilisation traditionnelle de 1'Afrique a partir du critére

des techniques do communication. La civilisation africaine

est de ce point devue orale. L'oralité n'est pas l'absence

ou la privation d'écriture. Elle se définit positivement

comme une technique et une psychologie de la communication a

partir du moment on l'on refléchit sur trois thémes fondamen-

taux: 1a problematique de la memoirs dans une civilisation

de l'oralité, l'importance sociologique, psychologique et

ethique de la parole proférée, enfin la culture donnee, trans-

mise et renouvelée a travers des textes de style oral dont les

structures rythmées sont des procédes mnémotechniques et l'at-

tention" (1971:9; cf. p. 47; also Bozeman 1976:69-71).

It is not a question of exclusivity: the speakplisten-ear complex

does not ignore or repudiate the write-read-eye process. A cive

ilisation of orality would simply give greater value to the human

voice, the auditive faculty, the memory and the develOpment of cer-

tain forms of language to insure retention. These linguistic forms

will be found in special sounds and clusters of sounds, harmony and

pronounceability, and they differ from language to language:

"A sentence in one language accords with a certain style of

composition, as it were, and there are rules of harmony, counp

terpoint, and so on that govern its form and employment. In

another language, however, it would of course be largely dis-

cordant, and might very well be utterly and totally so"

(Needham 1972:237).

Whether African languages like Bemba possess mechanisms for the

greater develOpment of the techniques of oral communication, like

certain rules of syntax to realise harmony and rhythm is an open

question. (Cf. Houis 1971:65-69).

Proverbs, by their composition and usage, contribute to the

civilisation of orality. They are meant to be spoken, usually at

the right place and moment, in a conversation or a speech; they

must be enunciated in the proper form and mistakes have negative

effects. Even during some 'proverbfest', in which proverbs are

used to entertain, show off and demonstrate knowledge, the impor-

tant point is the oral production which includes retention, recall

and proper articulation.

Ideologies, as already explained, consist of opinions, de-

scriptions of adverse situations to be overcome, propositions of
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ideal situations. These are asserted forcefully and often dogmat-

ically to convince listeners. They can be composed and circulated

under the form of theories and treatises. Often, the most powerful

method of disseminating an ideology is through speeches, pronounce-

ments, official proclamations, broadcasts, ceremonies and anniver-

sary feasts. Again, one can conjure up the ghosts of Hitler, Mus-

solini and Churchill spreading their messages by haranguing at

every occasion, from military parades to official ceremonies. Be-

not suggests that Africa might be influenced by a long experience

of orality through a tradition of public discourse and ancient civb

ilisations which were essentially oral (I, 1975:30). In Africa

and elsewhere, leaders and particularly politicians make much use

of those "catch phrases, mottoes, aphorisms and partisan whoops that

are continually coined and used by every segment of society" (Trip-

;pn311979:59). The idea is to construct a proper sentence with a

convenient cluster of sounds and balance which will be easily iden-

tifiable, striking if not sensational, catchy if not profound, with

the possibility of being quickly identified with a programme, a par-

ty philosOphy, an ideal or a candidate. "The slogan, is, after all,

probably the best people mover this side of earthquakes, court or-

ders and guns" (Trippett:1979:59).

Basic ideas of Zambian Humanism were already expressed in public

meetings, as far back as 1959 (cf. p. 97), at the very beginning of

the Zambian African Congress, the successor of the African National

Congress and predecessor of the United Independence Party as con-

firmed by Kaunda:

"Our slogans became very popular. We invented and introduced

easy slogans so that all our followers could repeat them, for

the more people you had shouting them the better for the popu-

larity and membership campaign of the party" (1962:99).

With the call to freedom and the "one man-one vote" motto, there

were denunciations of British colonialism and Rhodesian control

through the hated Federation. After Kaunda's release from prison,

in early 1960, the main elements of Humanismp-the importance of

Man in society, unity, One-Zambia-One-Nation, coOperation,
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self-reliance-became common utterances at every occasion. A series

of assertions were enunciated and proclaimed in public appearances,

over the radio, and by all leaders, national and local. Even re-

cently, some of the catchphrases are preserved, including the fol-

lowing:

"If we want food, we must grow it

If we want a shelter, we must build it

If we want cloth, we must produce it

If we want a road, we must construct it" (Kaunda 1974:82).

Even where there is no possibility of growing cotton, where there

is no road as in the Bangweulu swamps, people will hear and repeat

the same statements, which shows that the model of representation

is the core of an ideology and not its description of precise actions.

Kaunda has now written several books on Zambian Humanism and

other Zambians are commenting on the doctrine (Cf. Zulu 1970; Mee-

belo 1973; Kandeke 1977). Most people in Zambia have never read

anything at all on Zambian Humanism, but they have all been exposed

to the ideology on countless occasions. Proverbs are also trans-

cribed and are becoming literary reading. In this section, the

immense importance and influence of literacy and 'scripturality'

are not denied or belittled, although the emphasis is put on the

value of orality which is often discankd as a negative element.

Both proverbs and ideologies are related primarily because they

share certain aspects of orality like verbal transmission, positive

evaluation of a proper style, and presence of listeners. They are

not destined to convince by the strength of their logic or ration-

ality, but by their appeal to passions like hope and security. Both

are bound to the mechanisms of oral language such as the auditory

faculty, memorisation, retention and recall and the special form

and structure of each genre.

D. mm: and summons

Form here means the manner of arranging the sequence of sta-

tements, utilising figures of speech and combining words and phrases
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in the production of special sounds and rhythm, in order to achieve

special effects like convincing and motivating. Structure refers

more precisely to the balance and symmetry of words and phrases

producing a certain rhythm. Some ideologies are composed and writ-

ten down as doctrinal treatises and pamphlets adopting the form des-

cribed above, at least to a certain point. However, most national

ideologies are composed to be transmitted orally and should follow

the rules of oral communication to be successful. Political cam-

paigns are accomplished in orality, from stately speeches to in-

timate meetings which require certain characteristics of perform-

ance to succeed. The perfOrmance does not depend solely or even

primarily on the brilliance or originality of thoughts, but on the

speaker's personality, tone of voice, gestures, delivery and other

auditory and visual symbols. The transmission of a political mes-

sage can be affected by the hair, teeth and make-up of the speaker,

and to a greater degree by his or her conviction, intensity, pleas-

antness, power, and the use of a well 'formed' text.

Proverbs are often endowed with a certain artistic character

linking them to poetry (cf. pp. 36-40; Jason 1969:414); their

form may include alliteration, assonance, parallelism and a balance

of acoustic patterns (Lord 1960:56-65). Proverbs are also prose be-

cause they are pithy statements expressing norms, values and beliefs.

Thus, proverbs are poetry and prose, an essential blend of form and

content, which is also characteristic of ideologies. Few if any

ideologies rest solely on the strength of ideals, logic and tight

analysis of problems. Their power comes from a certain style, a

formulation constructed with dynamic words, metaphors, comparisons

and other tropes. The form can be multi-faceted, that is modified

at will to appear to present cold facts and logical theories, as well

as to disguise the arousal of violence, hatred or love. There is no

uniformity of style for ideologies and the 'genre' will vary from

political speeches to religious sermons while using some charac-

teristics of orality.
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The qualities of orality and, more precisely the power of

words, are difficult to explain:

"... the absence of any analytical framework within which to

deal with figurative language has reduced sociologists to

viewing ideologies as elaborate cries of pain. With no notion

of how metaphor, analogy, irony, ambiguity, pun, paradox, hy-

perbole, rhythm, and all the other elements of what we lamely

call 'style' operate-even, in a majority of cases, with no

recognition that these devices are of any importance in cast-

ing personal attitudes into public form, sociologists lack

the symbolic resources out of which to construct a more inci-

sive formulation" (Geertz 1973:209).

More studs... should focus on the manner by which the potency of

words is culturally determined to affect the cognition, emotions

and needs of a group. For Edelman, linguistic structures and fig-

ures of speech evoke and create new perceptions and realities:

"A central theme in this literature (language as a dynamic

influence upon social relationships) is the power of myth

and metaphor to intensify some perceptions and screen others

out of attention. Language does not mirror an objective 'real-

ityi,but rather creates it by organizing meaningful percep-

tions abstracted from a complex, bewildering world" (1971:

65-66).

"It is through metaphor, metonymy, and syntax that linguistic

references evoke mythic cognitive structures in people's

minds... Even the syntax of a sentence can evoke a whole

structure of beliefs, perhaps in more subtle and powerful

fashion that metonymy and metaphor do" (1977:16-17; cf.

1964:116-125).

Edelman, in his research on political language and its symbolic

forms, has been confronted with "the challenge... to learn how

language and gestures are systematically transformed into complex

cognitive structures" (l977:3; cf. p. 20). The general study of

complex cognitive structures as being shaped by language forms

has not been fruitful and it may be more interesting to consider

specific genres like proverbs and slogans. For instance, Trip-

pett describes the force of slogans as follows:

"A first-rate slogan is potent indeed when properly contrived.

It becomes as easy to remember as it is hard to forget. It

plants itself in the consciousness by rhythm, rhyme, P1th or

brevity. Once there, it works not only by whatever imagery

it carries but-more-by latent emotions it mobilizes. It
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plays too on the verities and prejudices of its audience,

balming or inflaming them according to purpose. Just so, the

slogan lurks as a sort of floating hook in the psyche. Prop-

erly tugged, it can impel people to coalesce, to divide, to

fight, to sacrifice, to vote, to buy" (Trippet 1979:59).

Slogans like proverbs use rhythm, rhyme and brevity; they are

easy to remember, they mobilise latent emotions and may arouse to

action. In fact, these short rhythmic-rhymic phrases are often

used, from nursery rhymes, catechetical responses, proverbs, to

ritual formulae, although nobody seems to know the rules of their

formulations (Hayakawa 1964:83). Whether the inner mechanisms

are known or not, societies have ways to make their members memo-

rise and use basic information which must be learned about the

natural and suprapnatural worlds, the rules of behaviour, and the

principles of interactions between individuals. Studies and re-

search on verbal learning and memory retentions are performed

mostly under controlled laboratory conditions (Cf. Jung 1968:3;

Kausler 1973; Wickelgren 1977). These authors mention four

featureaused to enhance learning proficiency which are employed

in proverbs, slogans and other formulae: (1) paired associates,

syllables and sounds, clustering of sounds, pronounceability using

alliteration, assonance and parallelism and other devices to aid

the acoustic or semantic memory; (2) metaphors and hyperbolae

which facilitate the episodic memory; (3) reinforcements by way

of stimuli and circumstances of place and time, with rituals, re-

enactment of historical events, etc. to impress the imagination and

influence perception; (4) language of emotion, that is affective,

expressive, representative and figurative language to inspire the

hearers with the relevance and necessity of the subjects treated.

(Cf. Leone 1973:1277-1280; Edelman 197l:2 and 70; 1977:16-17).

It seems plausible to state that those verbal associations are

used as mnemonic devices and retrieval cues along with images of

speech and emotional re—inforcements to allow people to learn,

retain and use what has been heard and taught more easily than by

any other way. It is not surprising to find political leaders,
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religious preachers and advertisers making use of some rhythmic-

rhymic formulae not only to draw the attention of the listeners,

surprise and possibly interest them, but also to motivate them to

get involved, participate and act. The masters of advertisements

have discovered that orality has powerful qualities to influence

people. They did not have to wait for a scientific study of prove

erbs to coin 'clever' phrases in a balanced structural harmony like

"try it/you'll like it", "live it up/iith seven up", "don't toss/

ring Ross", which have a lot in common with a political catch

phrase like "I like Ike" and an English proverb like "rain before

seven /'fine before eleven". The Bemba language with the concord

prefixes of the nine noun classes and the many kinds of suffixes

for applied, causative, intensive, frequentative, reciprocal, re-

versive forms of verbs has great facility in shaping phrases with

alliteration and assonance. For instance akakulu kakulu kacinda

masha ( kafenenkesha (126) uses the concording particles; muli

sekaseka 4 e mntula lilalila (492) has a reduplicative verb stem.

Many proverbs have the balanced symmetry; ilisembe talitwa (

icitwa mutima (392); kakosa te mukali Z kalundulula g mgkgl; (404);

umupglu wa nsofu g afwa ku nsofu (466). Zambian Humanism pub-

lications attempt at formulating slogans such as:

A Humanist hand

Is a working hand

A helping hand

And a friendly hand. (A Humanist Hand Book. 1976:46).

From the study of forms of oral genres and ideologies, it can be

suggested than Humanism could be presented with a more expressive

language. Too many affirmations are declarations of what traditional

life was, and what should be done now in the transposition of that

life to affect changes. Practically no linguistic devices and few

figures of speech are used to help arouse interest and motivate. The

public speeches I attended were paraphrases of the same affirmations

referred to on pages 386 and 387, with attacks against the enemies

of Zambia, calls to vigilance and hard work, with a few repeated
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slogans from the crowd. The form of Zambian Humanism could be

improved upon so that the doctrine could be more easily recalled,

retained, and hopefully practised. (Cf. Edelman 1967:190; Verbs

1967:547). The problem of the official version of Humanism and the

translated versions will be treated later (pp.40l-405).

Bemba proverbs and Zambian Humanism may not use the same forms

nor use them with the same urgency; however, for both, some form

is required which may influence the value of the content.

E. CONTENT

Since the detailed content of Zambian Humanism and Bemba prove

erbs is presented in chapters III (pp. 103-120) and IV (pp. 172-

370), only general remarks and points of comparison are considered

here. Some repetitions are deemed necessary for the sake of clarity.

Zambian Humanism is proposed as the national ideology and is

made up of pronouncements about the socio-moral aspects for the build,

ing of the nation; it is based on a few observations and conclusions

professing to represent a consensus of what life should be and the

qualities and attitudes necessary to achieve the intended goals.

Like other ideologies, it is composed of declarations that explain,

try to convince and motivate, so that the people are encouraged to

conform to the suggested behaviours:

"I have great faith in the power of ideologies to condition

people's thinking, to mould their value system. That is pre-

cisely why we have devoted so much time to the formulation and

propagation of our own ideology-Humanism" (Kaunda 1969:62).

Humanism is supposed to be an analysis of Zambia's problems, providing

remedies to bring about improvements; it is an interpretation of

events with solutions to accomplish changes:

"we in the Party have clearly defined not only our philOBOphy

and principles, but also our objectives and policies... Success

does not just occur; it is planned and organised by members of

a community bound, not merely by law but also, by conscious

obligations, philosOphy, principles, objectives and policies"

(Kaunda 1974:130).
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Bemba proverbs are local moral and normative sentences ex-

pressed in a concise form; they are topical comments about par-

ticular situations and concerns, although their applications are

often broad and general. They contain a mixture of universal and

specific considerations grounded in local conditions. They seem to

exist in a stable condition of established order. They assert cat-

egorically the beliefs and practices of the people whose conduct

they sanction. While ideologies are mostly promulgated to impart

directives for change and improvement, proverbs appear to be pres-

cribing and prescribing what is. Ideologies demand reforms, exact

sacrifices for the present and promise ameliorations in a better

future; they promise; proverbs declare, confirm and sanction in

the present. As a rule, Bemba proverbs and Humanism express the

same basic understanding about life and how it should be lived as

can be seen by a brief review of major themes.

1. Spiritual life. Zambian Humanism professes that Man is the

centre of God's creation on earth. Proverbs assure Man that God

cares for every soul and that spirits protect as well as can harm

people.

2. Family life. In both Humanism and Bemba proverbs, individualism

is discouraged in favour of the family; the poor, the sick, the

old and orphans must be taken care of; what is important is Man,

not what Han does.

3. Social life. Both Humanism and proverbs state that elders must

be respected for their wisdom and experience not mostly for what they

do; hospitality and mutual support must be practiced. Proverbs

also hint at the existence of classes and denounce the aristocrats

and the rich who are priviledged in courts, have more food and

rarely work.

4. Economic life. Zambian Humanism as well as proverbs say that

all must work and become independent from the support of neighbours;

they must be prepared for times of hardship. Begging, stealing

and laziness are condemned openly. Peeple must share and help one
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another. For proverbs, hospitality must not encourage parasites

and lazy people.

5. Political life. Zambian Humanism is involved with national

re-construction, the well being of the whole nation, the one-party ~

state, participatory democracy, the end of factionalism, and many

more modern issues. In both proverbs and Humanism, leaders must

be respected and must perform their duties which are grave and

exacting.

6. Moral and traditional values. Both Humanism and Bemba proverbs

encourage and praise similar values and norms; Man's selfbrealisa-

tion is achieved in the community by sharing and cooperating; cour-

age, determination, discipline, kindness and honesty are qualities

to acquire; hypocrisy, ungratefulness, egotism and suspicion must

be eliminated because they cause dissension among people and bring

trouble to the whole community.

There are instances where facts are supplanted in favour of

ideal projections. For instance, Zambian Humanism affirms that

traditional society was classless (Kaunda 1967:3; Meebelo 1973:

86-87; 6, 48, 72), that Zambian society must be egalitarian

(Kaunda 1973:59-62; 1974:xiii, 21; Kandeke 1977:123), and

denounces the aristocratic workers and the new elite, who, influ-

enced by the capitalist philosophy, are endangering the 'class—

less' society (Kaunda 1974:19-21; log-110). In Bemba proverbs,

differences in privileges are mentioned: "we common people, we

are like arrowbheads; we are good on the bow" (154), that is, when

war comes, common people are very useful, although they are neglect-

ed in ordinary life to make place for the aristocrats; "the cocks

of the capital (the aristocrats) do not play with commoners and do

not have to pick their food in the sand as do the cocks in the vil-

18898" (155 and 157). Proverbs complain about the poor who have

little to eat and no power at all: "the poor man dies with the laws

in his month" (181); the poor, because they are powerless to defend

themselves, are accused of low moral standards (180); in reality,

their conscience is at peace (347). Chiefs are reminded of their
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duties and obligations (370, 373, 367-369); but some of them are

dictates who abuse their power; they are said to "chew water", that

is, they are hard-headed and irrational (351); their decisions can-

not be appealed and reversed (153 and 159). The poor and lowly, in

traditional society, seem to have been people at the bottom of so-

ciety, with little or no economic and political power. Another point

of disagreement between Bemba proverbs and Zambian Humanism concerns

sharing and community oriented dedication as apposed to selfbinter-

eat and egotism. Humanism contends that "the traditional community

was a mutual aid society..., individualism was discouraged..., all

must act together" (Kaunda 1967:5-60); it was a society "not based

on a profit motive, but on service to each other human beings" (Haun-

da 1967:35; people were "expected to share" (Kaunda 1968: Feb. 6

Zambia Hail, quoted in Meebelo 1973:35). There are several prov-

verbs about the duty of sharing (203-213), about working with others

in cooperation (301-325) and about hospitality (214-232). There

are also proverbs which eXpress approval of selfbinterest and per-

sonal satisfaction at times at the detriment of others. Proverbs

illustrate that the 'inclusive' family has limits in providing care

and food for orphans and poor children who are thin (51) and may

eat only when there is some left-over (83). Sharing was part of

reciprocal transactions among closely related peeple, a few neigh-

bours and friends. In any case, sharing was measured preportion.

ately with the other person's contribution (311, 310, 322, 318);

misers were treated harshly; the thorn in their feet was not re-

moved but pushed in a little more (317). Several sayings describe

egotism as the acceptable behaviour: "your sleep should not be

disturbed since it is only your friend's wife who has been caught

by the wild animal" (431; 430, 435); "those who are going away,

do not gather fire-wood for those who stay" (428) and "peeple do

not leave anything when they go away; they destroy everything"

(433); so, the man going away for a few years will destroy his

banana plantation; the reason they give is that the man has nobody

of his lgpgg_(family) or mukowa (clan), since he is living in his
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wife's village; that person has no obligation whatsoever, which

means that sharing occured among close relativesof the clan. The

idealistic viewpoint of Zambian Humanism criticises all the profb

iteers who should not exist in a humanist society. Proverbs are

more apt to accept Man as he is, with the tendencies fer selfb

preservation and self-satisfaction. Proverbs recognise that people

do not share with everybody except where inducement to do so is

inforced by strong social sanctions or very powerful rewards. Hu-

manism, because it proposes a doctrine for the building of the

nation, demands and expects a lot from the people and is in gen-

eral, more idealistic than proverbs.

Zambian Humanism started as the views and aspirations of a

handful of politicians, particularly Kenneth Kaunda. Since its

inception, the Zambian ideology has become redundant, rehashing

the same ideas; Zambia should be a Han-centred society; Mas as

the centre of all human concerns; society for Man; a mutual-aid

society, an accepting and inclusive community must develop; selfb

sufficiency; reJection of individualism, colonialism, capitalism

and tribalism; humanism is socialism; the one-party state and the

participatory democracy are like the traditional system of govern-

ment; the old and the sick are well cared for; the lazy, the

thieves and profiteers should be punished, etc.

This dissertation does not say that both contents of Bemba

proverbs and Zambian Humanism are similar and that they are in

direct dependence. It is simply mentioned that Zambian Humanism

is inspired in many instances by the general values as expressed

in the global message of Bemba proverbs, from family life, cooper-

ation, care and respect for the old, perseverance, hospitality, selfb

reliance, hospitality, foresight, etc. At the same time, it is ad-

mitted that there are discrepancies mainly due to the different

range of functions and purposes.
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F. FUNCTIONS AND PURPOSES

Proverbs act as bonds of unity among the people of the res-

pective tribes«and national ideologies aim at unifying the dif-

ferent groups. Proverbs are expressions which are considered

very special to a group; the ideas may be nearly universal

at times; they can be also unique and typical to a group due to

local conditions and linguistic forms. The knowledge and proper

use of proverbs may serve as an introduction into the intimacy

of the group by the unison of communication and understanding.

Usually, only Bemba speakers possess and use Bemba proverbs;

few others are willing to learn them. In any conversation, any-

where, the use of proverbs will manifest solidarity and a feeling

of belonging.

Zambian Humanism is spread all through Zambia:

"Humanism is propagated in the schools, colleges, armed for-

ces, and diverse public agencies. Besides the intrinsic ap-

peal of its grounding in African traditional, especially ru-

ral values, Kaunda's 'Humanism', presented as an indigenous

African doctrine, is intended to counter the potentially

dangerous effects of foreign ideological competition in

Zambia (Sklar 1975:20).

All over Zambia, even in the smallest and remotest village, prepa-

gandists, who may be politicians and party officials, explain and

glorify Humanism which is presented as being synonymous with Zamp

bia; people are asked to discuss certain topics and express their

opinion on how to become Humanists, which is equated with being

good Zambians. PeOple seem to agree with the basic ideas and

the moral applications; but, they are aware that Humanism is

not practiced by the preachers and the people who should be the

first to set the example. Humanism is then perceived as a device

to force the poor to work hard without evident reward. There are

certain proverbs used to criticise leaders or at least make com-

ments: Ubufumu: busheta amenshi (351), chieftainship chews water,
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people in authority decide what to do and often use their authority

stupidly; umulangishi wa mggtg; alapglama (373), the person who

directs, leads other people should get near to them and participate

in their lives and chores and sufferings (of. proverbs 349-374).

It is true that some Zambians have taken the places of the Euro-

peans, have good Jobs, are well off, do not seem to work hard for

all they possess, and they do not share. Rural peOple ask for fa-

vours and loans, but what they get are sermons about self-suffi-

ciency and hard work, as described by Dumont:

"Que reste-t-il d'autre a faire dans les villages sans espoir?

Aux nombreux groupes rassemblés, nous parlons des deux grands

slogans du gouvernement: "Retournez a la terre I" "Augmentez

votre production I" Eclat de rire general: "Parlons-en! Ils

nous fent rire les gros en Mercedes. Celui du Comité central

du Parti qui nous dit de roster au village, il a d'abord em-

mené toute sa famille—il est d'ici—a Lusaka! " (1980:60).

In spite of that, Humanism is discussed by all Zambians; the same

norms, obligations and ideals should apply to all. Whether accepted

or rejected, Zambian Humanism plays a role-even if artificial-in

creating a sense of nationhood, in making people believe in common

traditions, rights, obligations and problems.

Proverbs and ideologies help maintain social order because they

are instruments of social control. Proverbs are used to praise,

encourage, ridicule and condemn; they indicate the right conduct

which is approved by the community. Ideologies also prescribe

certain behaviours and censure others. Zambian Humanism attempts

to reinstate a social order which existed in traditional societies

with the accommodations and modifications to face the constraints

of the present. Changes are not embraced gladly unless some ad-

vantages. are foreseen; there may ensue opposition and rejection

from the subjects and pressure to conform from the leaders. 0n

the other hand, proverbs do not insinuate any obligation for change

because they affirm what must be done as already endorsed by the

community. If a rectification is in order, it is because it was

a situation in disaccord with what was already approved by the group.

Nobody can spread and impose proverbs; they are there for all to
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be used; nobody is really privileged and nobody is immune; a chief

can recommend foresight and early work (280-284) and the people can

tell him to come see his subjects and work harder too (366-388).

Examples can illustrate the efficacy of proverbs and ideol-

ogical statements to control behaviours and impose conformity.

On occasion, some U.N.I.P. organisers will require the people to

provide food, shelter and beer on the basis of humanistic sharing,

while their own efforts are limited to intimidation. People can

stop a car and tell the driver to bring them to a destination even

if the vehicle is already overloaded; to refuse to take them would

show a lack of cooperation. The owner of the car can retort that

it is anti-humanist not to be self-reliant, and that with self-help

one should be able to proceed on one's own steam or, rather, legs;

the argument can become heated by reminding would-be riders that

they should be at home or in their gardens working hard instead

of whiling away the time, loafing and visiting. A person can ac-

cuse another of being anti-humanist by not sharing cigarettes; of

course, the answer is that everyone who wants to smoke must be self-

sufficient and that it is anti-humanist not to be so; a humanist

should grow his own tobacco. These cases do not represent the

more serious instances of social control, but there is no doubt

that certain attitudes and activities are praised and encouraged,

while others are frowned upon and denounced. Quoting proverb 340

"the oil that is begged never suffices to cover the whole body",

in the above instances, could have diverse effects, like termi-

nating the discussion, arising admiration, or bringing the con-

frontation to a much more friendly level.

Zambian Humanism strives for the unity and the reconstruction

of the nation, political stability, the end of factionalism, equal-

ity, hard work, cooperation and improvements in the spiritual and

material lives of all. Proverbs for their part pronounce decisions

on personal actions affecting the community, dealing with both the

general and the particular in an absolute manner. Both proverbs

and ideologies are advisors and regulators of conduct. If proverbs
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are mostly equalisers,<xunsellors and moderators, ideologies are

mainly stimulators, activators and innovators.

G. ORIGIN AND CREATION

Why do societies have proverbs and national ideologies? How

can it be explained that some societies have thousands of proverbs

and others very few?:

"It remains a mystery, moreover, why some civilisations are

rich in proverbs and others are not. Why did the Incas, the

Mayans and nearly all the Indian tribes of North America pro-

duce such a meager crOp of proverbs, when the Spaniards, the

Samoans, the Arabs and the Chinese were minting them by the

thousands? The answers must await further exploration of the

greatest mystery of all: the processes of the mind" (Time.

March 14, 1969).

The same question can be raised about ideologies. Societies often

give themselves ideologies in periods of crisis including wars, con-

quests, dominations and other kinds of threats, interior or exte-

rior, real or fabricated. In most cases, ideologies serve to re-

build, revitalise, reorganise and save a nation from assimilation

or destruction. Ideologies appear to be among the stronger means

of rebuilding societies (wallace 1966:157-166 and 209-210; Johnson

1968:78; Bendix 1964:297). It may be that every society must pos-

sess some forms of communication where norms, values, world-views

and beliefs give meaning to their social system.

At first, it appears that proverbs and national ideologies are

created differently. The author or authors of modern ideologies are

known; there may be one principal author or a few collaborators who

shared ideas, experiences and, usually, suffering. Together with

their predecessors, they understood, in some particular way, the

conditions they lived in and formulated new explanations which sug-

gested solutions and remedies to ameliorate human existence. 0n the

other hand, the origin of proverbs is clothed with uncertainty. It

is hypothesised that a proverb was pronounced by one person, while

others may have adjusted the wording and corrected its meaning if
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necessary. It could be that one person phrased a sentence which

made sense and could be repeated without effort. It is possible

that a saying would be used for some time before obtaining a bet-

ter symmetry and pronounceability. At least among Bemba speakers,

it is inconceivable to imagine people who would be proverb makers

or composers; people questioned about that laughed at the idea.

It could be suggested that some people would have more talent to

coin some happy expressions which would later be repeated and then

accepted by the community. Along with proverbs, there are norma-

tive practices which have no known authors: who started a matrilocal

residence? who decided that the clan (mukowa) name would be trans-

mitted matrilineally? Similarly, most ideological doctrines become

anonymous with the passing of time. At some period in time, the

community seems to assimilate the authors and their creations to make

them its own. Furthermore, it seems that the question of creation

and authorship becomes important only with literacy. In most oral

compositions, no authorship is claimed or attributed to someone in

particular, as in the case for legends, myths, songs and proverbs.

(Comparable observations can be made about folk songs and folk tunes;

musical compositions are attributed to specific authors with the

practice of musical notation). Authorship receives special atten-

tion when books are written and must be attributed to someone famous,

like the Pentateuch to Moses, the Psalms to David and the Proverbs

to Solomon, although it is very difficult to demonstrate who actually

composed all or part of those narrations, songs and poetic works.

Oral works are not confined to the 'known' compositions, but exist '

'alive' through the singers, performers and reciters who re-produce

and re-create them. Oral compositions can be modified, simplified

and expanded according to the dispositions of the performer and the

audience; the general impression is that some oral compositions

belong to everybody, or that it was given by some ancestor or learned

from some divinity or spirit. In some cases, probably because of

the danger of distortion, societies will decree that songs, prayers

and myths must be memorised perfectly and recited word for word
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to have the desired effect. In civilisations of orality, the need

for powerful controls through cohesion and shared contributions sur-

passes the value and recognition of individual talent. Civilisations

of scripturality, even when they glorify individuals, apparently can-

not tolerate the situation of appearing to be directed and controlled

by mere humans; the compositions will in effect be attributed to

supra-natural beings who used the 'human authors' more as messengers

and scribes than creators. The true author is a deity; the humans

are intermediaries, transcriptors and prophets. It seems that the

influence and importance of human authorship are increased by 'scrip-

turality' with its individual character. Societies must intervene

to determine what is sacred, divine and unchangeable. Important,

indeed, essential oral works and written messages must be under the

control of the collectivity which hardly cares about individual 'au-

thors' even the inspired ones; what is of supreme importance is

collective control under special and divine guidance and assistance.

It seems easier to determine the creation of Humanism than to

determine the authorship of Bemba proverbs, although a closer exam-

ination will reveal similarities of origin. First, the fundamental

inspiration for both emanates from the traditions of the people. Sec-

ond, national ideologies like Humanism are, to a certain extent, reac-

tions to violent exterior forces which have threatened the specific

characters of their societies; they are fabricated by authors who

were familiar with the situations of privation and stagnation, and

could envisage solutions. In other words, national ideologies are

modern sayings, created in an opportune way to assure continuity

and adaptations to changes. Proverbs, are created 'organically';

this process does not possess mechanisms so that proverbs can res-

pond to sudden external influences as ideologies do; proverbs de-

velop with a problem and its solution. Ideologies face the problem

with a solution. Finally, proverbs and ideologies are submitted

to similar controls of popular acceptance in response to needs.

It is the society which controls, accepts, and sanctions both ideol-

ogies and proverbs that fulfil the requirements for development and

permanence.
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He ACCEPTANCE

Acceptance means the process by which a society initiates, as-

sents to, believes in ideas and world-views presented in myths, ideol-

ogies, proverbs, etc.

Proverbs are received when their content is consonant with the

attitudes, beliefs and customs of a society, and when their form is

agreeable. They become formulae which are added to the body of ex-

pressions concerning norms and values. Oral expressions can be sanc-

tioned to the point where their form takes such precedence over the

content, that their meaning and efficacy depend on exact recitation;

any mistake in the reproduction of the form can eliminate the effect

and can be deleterious to the performers and auditors alike. The

message, once approved and specified exactly by the community, is

dependent on the words and elocution. It would seem that originally,

these songs, proverbs and ritual formulae came into existence because

of a happy union between content and form which led to their formal

acceptance; both content and form were important. It would seem

that some institutions like ritual performances and songs must be

preserved from individual innovation. Once the general meaning has

been determined, the proper sequence of words and exact enunciation

are all that matters, and societies do not have to worry about per-

sonal interpretations and additions.

Ideologies, even when required by the needs of a society, must

receive some approval; this affords the conservative forces of the

group some time for reflexion and adjustment to accommodate to the

prOposed changes. Ideologies appear at first as experiments in

which the community is asked to coOperate under many different man-

ners of influence from charismatic leaders, physical force, prepos-

als of material benefits or eternal life. A new ideology develops

and grows with its acceptance. An ideology may be sanctioned by the

community as a whole, even if some segments of the pOpulation re-

jects it. With time, the ideology may become one standard form of
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directions, a set of basic principles which control the life of the

community. With both proverbs and ideologies, it is the people who

ultimately acquiesce to, confirm, tolerate, sanction, ignore and dis-

card them.

Another problem which concerns the acceptance of proverbs and

ideologies is the question of belief; how do people believe? what

is the evidence of belief? how can belief be observed? Needham

has indicated that "reporting what people believe in, the inner state

of individuals" is an impossible task. First, there is no consensus

as to what belief is and comprises. Second, what people do does not

necessarily correspond to what they believe in, and what they be-

lieve in cannot be correctly demonstrated by their actions. The

act of belief is a multi-sequential act: first an act of will to

consider the preposition, second an effort to study and understand,

and finally another act of will to accept or reject what has been

understood. Some statements can be understood and comprehended but

will be rejected because they conflict with other beliefs and are

perceived intuitively as false or faulty. Humanism is supposed to be

"a true reflexion of the thinking of all our people-that is, of

our society as a whole. Humanism in terms of policies implies that

the only safe repository of power is the people themselves" (Kaunda

1974:xv). But, Humanism is mostly a conception of the situation of

Zambia as envisaged by Kaunda, with his friends and advisors. Even

if it originates and develops in the middle of Zambian needs and as-

pirations, Humanism as presented officially, must be considered, stud-

ied and accepted. Few people disagree with the general doctrinal

statements concerning a united Zambia, the establishment of the Man-

centred society and obligations like sharing and working together.

But the abstract belief in principles does not suffice; actions and

accomplishments must follow, otherwise the validity of belief is

disputed. At first sight, it appears that Humanism is an object of

belief but not of action. Furthermore, people can accomplish what

Humanism asks for, without believing in it; they may be inspired

by some other reasons or motives. Actually, the belief in an
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ideology, its acceptance and the results observed remain difficult

to evaluate, because success and failure in the spiritual and moral

development of a society cannot be related with certainty to precise

causes or definite origins.

Important discrepancies between Bemba proverbs and Humanism must

be indicated. Proverbs are proverbs because they are accepted and pop-

ularised and consequently used; if they were not accepted, they would

not begin to exist; if they are no longer used at all they become

knowledge of some old people and experts. An ideology, on the other

hand, can be invented, disseminated in many different manners by

the authority of leaders and the power of the government. The leaders

can pursue the establishment of their ideas and ideals and try to im-

pose them on the people through propaganda and coercion. Zambian Hu-

manism-according to reports from missionaries who have worked in rural

areas_ and authors like Dumont-is not accepted in any practical way

which would enable to operate betterment of the Zambian condition.

Formerly, Bemba proverbs used to be taught in the 'gggkg' (open rest

hut) by men to small and young boys. People believed in those sayings

which were accepted as official statements. Even to-day, proverbs are

not dismissed lightly, although they are used less frequently. In com-

parison, most leaders do not believe in Zambian Humanism, except in an

official manner and if it serves them right. The sharing, self-reliance

and hard work are mainly for the peasants and the other poor. The elites

of Lusaka and other mining towns carry on with their enjoyment of luxury

articles while malnutrition is rampant (Cf. Dumont 1980:47, 89-91). The

aim of most is reaching the state of what is perceived as the English

civilisation with a car, a mansion, several servants and lots of sun-

down parties. Kaunda himself admits that Humanism is not accepted pos-

itively (cf. Kaunda 1974:110 and here page 139); elsewhere, he states

that "many of us still only pay lip-service to the philosOphy"; few

are committed to the practice of Humanism in their daily lives (1974:

130). The atmosphere of the nation is stifled by an air of fatalism

caused by greed. The international community will help. Meanwhile,
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an observer like Dumontcan point out that the country as a whole is

sinking in ever deeper moral defeatism:

"Certains commencent A s'interroger, les gens ne savent plus cu

ils en sont; ceux des villes comme ceux des campagnes sont de-

sorientés. Et le moral set has. "Il n'y a pas d'atmosphere",

gémissent les fonctionnaires-dont certains sont excellents-

qui dis lors se refugient dans l'apathie et se soucient plus

de leur bien-Stre et de leur famille que de l'intérSt national.

A quoi bon? Ils savent que quoi qu'ils fassent, ca no redres-

sera pas la situation que seule une ferme volonté politique peut

améliorer. "Pourquoi se serrer la ceinture tandis que d'autres

la desserrent?" (1980:87).

I. RESULTS

There is the tendency to gauge the acceptance and value of an

ideology by some of its alleged effects. Since ideologies are predom-

inantly in the domain of the ideal-spiritual-normative, their results

should be of the same dimension, that is immaterial, estimable but

hardly measurable. In truth, there is no satisfactory method to cal-

culate the amount or degree of belief in a doctrine, theory or ideol-

ogy, and no possibility of correlating with any precision belief and

material actions or physical events. For instance, Roman Catholics

have series of dogmas to believe in which should include specific prac-

tices; the Catholic Hierarchy has attempted to reckon the number of

believers by the number of sacraments received-—baptism, communions,

confirmations and marriages. Can they label as 'unbelievers' the

Catholics who take birth-control pills? Such measurements should be

only for the sake of statistics because there is no procedure to cal-

culate the number of believers and the amount of faith possessed by

each member. Similarly, evaluations of ideology are not conducted

on the value of principles and ideal in themselves, but on material

achievements.

Since proverbs by the thousands do not exist in every society,

where they exist, they must have a function; the same remark could

be expressed about national ideologies. When proverbs are used, the

results are multiple and include pleasure, surprise, change of be-

haviour and the end of an argument. Presently, proverbs like
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other local institutions of the Bemba are partly immersed in the effort

of nation building. It is possible that, on the national level, Bemba

proverbs inspire the reflexions and propositions of the formulators

of Humanism, but along with proverbs in other languages and possibly

legends and customs. In public meetings, proverbs are used very fre-

quently; no Bemba speaker would deliver a public speech without quot-

ing several proverbs. Among village people, proverbs are used mostly

by older people and educated persons, while in the Copperbelt area,

a kind of Bemba lingua franca, with many English words and expres-

sions, is very popular; proverbs are seldom used since too many

people do not have a good grasp of Bemba.

Zambian Humanism is still being spread, taught and discussed.

Fifteen years of existence may be old as far as ideologies go, but

young for the building of a nation. As suggested previously, there

is no adequate method to circumscribe, localise and identify mental,

spiritual and emotional items; people cannot specify the amount and

size of their feelings. If a basic theme like national unity is con-

sidered, it is possible to observe that great efforts were made to-

wards its realisation. It cannot be demonstrated that the Baushi

love the Ngoni, but in most places people seem to accept each other

as Zambians with far more tolerance than in 1960 for instance. Even

in Bemba strongholds like Mufulila, some housing sections are 'inte-

grated' and peOple mix quite freely with much less animosity than they

did before independence (1964). Often people will discuss the fact

that they should all call themselves Zambians and no longer Lozi or

Lala. There is still power play between groups for government power

positions and tribal animosity which could lead to serious conflicts,

as it does in Canada, Yugoslavia and many other countries with much

longer political life as unified nations. Furthermore, the achieve-

ments of Zambian Humanism must be put in perspective: there remain

obstacles to surmount like the lingering adverse effects of colo-

nialism and subjection, technical ignorance, habits of servitude,

and the loss and lack of responsibility, interest, self-respect and

identity (Kaunda 1966:50-52). Even Dumont (1980:46-115) does not
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refer to that situation and consequently does not take it into ac-

count at all. But, how long does it take for a colonised nation to

recover from personal and social suffocation? A good example can be

seen in Canada where the Quebecois have been subjected to about two

hundred years of rather mild semi-colonialism (compared to African

nations); it is only in the last decade or so that they have re-

covered enough to emerge from their lethargy and assume their iden-

tity (or some of it), resume the actualisation of 'near-free' people

and produce in the cultural and economic domains. How much more af-

fected were and are the Zambians. Ideologies whether officially pro-

posed or presented as aggregates of ideas, norms and actions affect-

ing many aspects of life, are essential to the re-birth of colonised

and subjugated nations if only to build up feelings of being standard

citizens and human beings who belong to a group with responsibility

and pride. That revival and renewal is often imperceptible and could

take generations before being observable. This does not belittle

the necessity, rather, the essentiality of technical and economic

programmes, far from it. But unless culturally destroyed peOples

re-animate their existence by the re-discovery of their 'soul',

giving meaning to their lives, they are doomed to a long stagnation.

Few authors discuss the inherent value of the ideal-spiritual-

normative ideals of Humanism preferring to evaluate economic ac-

complishments in Zambia. It is true that booklets on Zambian Hu-

manism often contain a section on 'implementation' which is pre-

sented as proceeding from idealistic-moral affirmations. The posi-

tion taken here in this dissertation is that there are no necessary

links between the ideal principles and the prOposed implementations

which are best understood as corollaries. The Soviet Union's five

year plans do not flow directly from Communism and still less from

Marxism and must make concessions to human and natural conditions;

otherwise, why would there be any difference between the economic

programmes of East Germany and China? Besides, there are aspects

like long term improvements and moral considerations which must not

be forgotten. Apter affirms that some progress can be made which
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is not readily apparent:

"A country may decide to concentrate its resources on building

up its educational infrastructure or a suitable network of

roads, ports, communications, or other facilities that will

guarantee industrial opportunities in the future. Such forms

of investment do not indicate 'growth' over the short run, but

a country that boasts such improvements is 'getting richer'

(1977:457)e

Most evaluations of economic development, growth and success are

measured from Western standards. The estimates bear on material

efficiency, emulation, monopolisation and accumulation of goods

which are proofs of success. Such evaluations imply that produc-

tivity is more important than family affairs. What is called pat-

ronage, nepotism and conflict of interest in the West, may be res-

pect of kinship values in some regions of Africa:

"In African countries where national wealth is meagre and gov-

ernments inefficient, and where personal, kinship and communal

honour stands above service to an abstract and often unknown

'public interest', it scarcely seems surprising that patronage,

nepotism, and other personal-particularistic forms of reciproc-

ity should persist between public officials and their relatives

and supporters (Jackson 1973:396).,

"Car la morale africaine condamne plus sévérement celui qui re-

fuse d'aider sa famille que celui qui, notamment dans ce but,

vole l'Etat" (Dumont et Mazoyer 1969:123).

Several social scientists stress the need for moral values and

human ideals in the development of societies:

"Le role du facteur moral dans le développement nous semble sous-

estimé par certains sociologues, comme par des économistes li-

béraux, qui souvent le nient... L'homme n'agit pas seulement en

fonction de ses intéréts a court terms, cette conception d'un

materialisme étroit parait beaucoup trOp sommaire" (Dumont et

Mazoyer 1969:69).

"In the end, it is widely seen today, all material advances

are pointless unless they preserve the meanings by which men

live, or provide satisfactory substitutes for the old meanings"

(Berger 1974:167; cf. Tordoff 1974:371; Shils 1968:75;

Geertz 1973:228-229).

Zambian Humanism cannot be gauged with accuracy as long as political,

economic and historical constraints and obstacles are not identified

and reckoned with, and as long as time and success are.not evaluated
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in African terms: "Let the West have its Technology and Asia its

Mysticism! Africa's gift to world culture must be in the realm of

Human Relationships" (Kaunda 1966:22; of. p. 66). Appraisal of

African ideologies should be directed towards the goals hoped for

by African themselves. In fact, Zambian Humanism may have ac-

complished some positive results in spite of many shortcomings

as summarised by Tordoff:

"The institutionalisation of these basic values of Zambian Hu-

manism (the importance of each individual human being, his wel-

fare, communal cooperation, social betterment and national

security, etc.) has already been taken some way. Democratic

forms have been preserved and local control over the economy

increased, while some social inequalities have been removed.

Steps have also been taken to bridge the rural-urban gap. But

the importance of Humanism is not just that it has provided

the guidelines within which improvements in the quality of

life may take place. Humanism has also led Zambians to begin

questioning themselves about the kind of society they want"

(Tordoff 1974:371).

At the same time-and eight years later-—it must be mentioned

that observable facts point to results, which are clearly negative,

that is, Zambian Humanism did not accomplish most of what it set

itself to do, at least in the domain of material improvements for

the 'common man'. It seems that people, in Bemba areas, used to

eat better in 1948 and in 1964, than they do now, even if there were

always some variations in quantity and quality of the foods, ac-

cording to regions and years. (Of. here, p. 274; Richards 1939:

x, xi, 34-37; Dumont 1980:48, 60-64). Dumont affirms that the

rural population of Zambia is more or less famished: "La majorité

de la population zambienne est plus ou moins sous-alimentée et les

gosses de Zambie meurent de malnutrition" (1980:47). Two mission-

aries-who have just returned from Zambia (May 1981) and must re-

main anonymous-told me that everything is going bad in Zambia: all

the cooperatives have stapped operation, the agricultural segment

is neglected, the roads in many rural areas are impassable, schools

and dispensaries have no materials. In this Dumont concords com-

pletely (1980:53-57, 62-64, 80-82). What is more tragic, is that

Zambia appears to be morally and socially sick:
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"La Zambie est malade, économiquement et socialement. Mine

31 elle paie trés cher le prix des principes a l'extérieur,

elle est a l'intérieur devenue une société sans ideal autre

que le profit immediat..."

"Jamais en Zambie on he rencontre la fierté d'étre africain,...

Société a la derive. Comment changer radicalement tout cela?

(Dumont 1980:110 and 111; of. here p. 398).

To sum up with Pettman, Zambia is a land of frustration, and Humanism

has not succeeded to any significant degree:

"Thus a vast gap between aspiration and capacity remained. A

continuing and compound sense of frustration, vulnerability and

impotence led to a growing reliance upon force at home, and to

moves towards a one-party state. The achievement of such a

state was hindered by the failure of Humanism as a mobilisation

ideology, by the conflicts within UNIP, and by the variety and

seriousness of other divisions within Zambia at large" (1975:

235 and 236).

J. PROVERBS, IDEOLOGIES AND LANGUAGE.

Zambians have been declaring ‘One Zambia, One Nation' for about

twenty years with the persistent hope of becoming 'a people and not

a population'. They have never been heard to shout 'One Zambia,

One Language'. Possibly, the Zambians realised that the linguistic

question was not of immediate urgency and that the foreign language

used in the Administration and Business was of world significance

and not in direct competition with any Zambian language. There is

some rivalry between groups especially when it comes to attempts

made at imposing one language in some areas; for instance, in Kab-

we (formerly Broken Hill), Bemba speakers try to promote their lan-

guage as official language as do the Tonga and Cewa speakers with

their own language. If the important national language like Bem-

ba, Tonga, Cewa and Lozi may strive for influence in certain urban

areas, there has been no serious effort to supplant English as the

official language of the nation. English is the second language of

the great majority of Zambians, but most of them cannot identify

with it as a psychologically immediate language (Geertz 1973:242).

Zambian Humanism in its official version is in English. Since ideol-

ogies are intimately linked with languages, this creates a problem.
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Even for the elite who are conversant with English, Humanism might

not be perceived as congenial, intimate, second-nature or attract-

ive enough to be received 'with immediacy'. Furthermore, what about

the translation of the major themes of Humanism into local languages?

Can the concepts be adequately translated to carry the connotations

and inspirations that the proper choice of words can have? What re-

mains of the official doctrine once it is diluted into local lan-

guages:

"Et l'on pout se demander si, on Zambie par exemple, il reste

grand chose de commun entre la pensée politique 'humaniste' de

Kaunda lui-mfime et la maniere dont elle est repercutée au ni-

veau des provinces" (Benot I, 1975:108).

It is also possible that the politicians and elite are, on occasion,

on a different level of abstraction when it comes to questions of

achievement and needs. This different level of abstraction is more

important than a semantic difficulty. (or. Converse 1964:2231; Benot

I, 1975:113). If Kaunda writes in a rather simple and clear English,

commentators like Meebelo and Kandeke do not shy away from a saphis-

ticated terminology for the satisfaction of the elite (Cf. Benot I,

1975:30-36). There is no doubt that great efforts should be made

to adapt theoretical abstractions to local conditions using local

languages. (Cf. Hountondji 1977:237, 245, 250-251). For instance,

Humanism in Bemba becomes either Ubuntu (the essence of Man) or

Ubwananm (the essence of dividing and sharing between one another).

Ubuntu means'humanity‘and in itself does not imply any theory or doc-

trine; the ideal that Man must be the central concern of all activ-

ities, before human institutions and theories, and above all pro-

 

grammes, has not been interpreted correctly in Bemba. Traditional

and local practices and world-views must be used as a starting point

to explain these concepts. Expressions like lupwa lumo (one fam-

ily) for the whole of Zambia, and bantu besu (our people) fer all

Zambians are borrowed from the clan and extended to the nation to

signify that all Zambians are relatives, like relatives of one clan

(mukowa). Fbrmerly, the expression Bonse Pamo (all together) was

used to mean Humanism, but most of the time, peeple in Bembaland

thought it meant all the Bemba together, and the Bemba only.
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Since proverbs and ideologies depend on the proper formulation,

symmetry and figures of speech, more emphasis should be given to the

importance of words and their capacity to move and convince when one

is formulating them. The message may be enhanced by the right com-

bination of words and sounds; often, it is not the message, but the

medium which creates better communicability and acceptance of the

attempt at persuasion. The value of sounds like the appreciation of

the rhythmical continuity in words and in the beat of drums varies

from culture to culture; it would be interesting to study compa-

rable patterns of sounds for possible similarities. Levi-Strauss

cites the example of the Hungarian who could visualise the vowels as

follows: 1, white; e, yellow; 6, dark yellow; a, beige; o, navy

blue; and u, red as fresh blood (1958:105). He could also have

quoted the verses of Rimbaud in his poem 'Voyelles':

"A noir, E blanc, I rouge, U vert, 0 bleu; voyelles,

Je dirai quelque jour vos naissances latentes".

Only '0' is blue for both the Hungarian and Rimbaud. If some peOple

like poets can visualise individual phonemes and describe them, it

could be because they are in a civilisation of literacy, where vision

is of prime importance. However, the auditory effect of vowels is as

important as their visual effect. Emphasis on visual effect is sup-

ported by the terminology to depict 'seen objects', sights and scenes

which uses words such as 'visualise', 'snvision', 'picture', 'view',

'see in the mind's eye', etc. In contrast, it is difficult to ver-

balise (at least in English and French) the process of recalling

sounds and playing them back in the 'mind's ear'l People hear all

kinds of sounds in their minds, from noises to music tunes, but there

seems to be no specifi:word like 'auditorise' or 'auralise’, and ge-

neric terms like 'conceive' and 'bring back to mind' must be used.

That reproduction of sounds in the mind may be facilitated by special

groups of sounds which makes it easier to repeat and memories phrases

with special emotional and intellectual effects. If words are arbi-

trary signs a priori, they can hardly be arbitrary a posteriori: in

the conceptualisation of the users of a language, words, because of
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a connotative force between sounds and meanings carry intuitive sig-

nification. Slogans, proverbs and verses take on added meanings be-

cause of the use of certain words and their combination. French-

men reuse Lamartine's verses and speak of softness, fluidity, move-

ment, melancoly, while Germans might recognise none of that. People

in Home could be aroused to loud applause and tears, love and hatred,

sacrifice and devotion by the speeches of Mussolini which expressed

nothing new and contained no profound ideas; for some, they were

forceful allocutions, and for others, vicious harangues. Ideologues

of all kinds, from politicians to preachers, present their messages

knowing quite well that the formulation and delivery of the oration

are of great consequence. The value of sounds and their arbitrari-

ness have been studied by Levi-Strauss (1958:230-231). He points

out that phonemes make sense only in combination, in relation with

each other: "it is the combination of sounds, not the sounds in them-

selves, which provides the significant data“ (in Lassa Vogt 1979:187).

This could be true not only for series of syllables, but series of

words. Levi-Strauss goes on to say that sounds are unrelated to

meaning: "Everybody will agree to the Saussurean principle of the

arbitrary character of the linguistic signs as a prerequisite for

the acceeding of linguistics to the scientific level" (ibidem p. 187).

The scientific level does not provide explanation as to the relation-

ship between sounds and their significance. What is learned is the

mechanical arrangement of phonemes and syllables. It does not ex-

plain at all why, in certain occasions, users of a language will pre-

fer a certain sequence of sounds to another. Still, Lévi-Strauss

acknowledges the value of sounds by admitting that poetry cannot be

translated, and the reason,which he does not give,would be that sounds

in themselves impart a meaning which is different from and above the

content itself. At the same time, he says that, for myths, sounds

are totallytnimportant and that any version and translation will do:

"Myth is the part of language where the formula 'traduttore,

tradittore' reaches its lowest truth-value. From that point of

view it should be put in the whole gamut of linguistic exp

pressions at the end opposite to that of poetry, in spite of
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all the claims which have been made to prove the contrary.

Poetry is a kind of speech which cannot be translated except

at the cost of serious distortions; whereas the mythical value

of the myth remains preserved, even through the worst transla-

tion... It (myth) does not lie in its style, its original mu-

sic, or its syntax, but in the story which it tells (In Lessa-

Vogt 1979:188; 1958:232).

It is probably true that in translation some of the "mythical value

of the myth remains preserved". However, one fact must not be over-

looked: for years, if not centuries, those myths were passed on

orally with linguistic manoeuvres such as alliteration, assonnance,

repetition and figures of speech to impress people and help them

memorise the story. If any translation or version suffices to reveal

the ideas and some of their structural arrangement, it represents an

exclusively mental Operation devoid of all sensorial activities. Trans-

lated myths may mean something to Levi-Strauss, but they could mean

very little to people who have known those stories in a certain ferm

and have memorised their particular sequences of words. By ignoring

the forms of myth, the combinations of sounds and sentences, the

rhythm and symmetry, Levi-Strauss may have neglected a very important

element in their total comprehension. Proverbs and ideologies, because

they are prose and poetry, cannot be understood and felt completely in

translations. They are like the expression used by Levi-Strauss: 'tra-

duttore, tradittore' which does not seem to signify the same thing

as translator-traitor, or 'traducteur-traitre'. Moreover, tight

logical statements of facts and rational arguments do not suffice

to persuade people. People do not operate by intelligence alone and

the content of a proverb or some ideological statements must not only

be in accord with the thoughts and desires of the peOple, it must also

be formulated in a way which will interest, strike their imagination

and help them memorise the formulae. A thorough study of the power

of words and sounds, the rhythm and symmetry of phrases, and their

delivery would be necessary to explore all the relationships between

proverbs and ideologies and their influence over humans.
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From general observation and appearance, it would seem that Zam-

bian Humanism has not been very successful yet, at least if compared

to other ideologies. Nazism, for instance, was far more successful

during its main period of existence. "How~ could the German people

have lent support to a movement with an ideology as brutal and au-

thoritarian as that of the Nazis" (Converse 1964:253)? It is too

simple to put the blame on the brutal methods of a sick man and a

few henchmen. The sick man was applauded and obeyed by a majority

in Germany. According to Dorson, the Nazis used folklore, rural

values and peasant qualities of old to establish the German spirit

of fortitude:

"The Nazis' use of folklore involved and interwove nationalism,

politics and ideology. As a nationalistic strategy, folklore

would restore the old peasant values of community bonds being

weakened by urban impersonality; hence political folklorists

sought to reverse the trend of migration from country to city.

Hitler considered the 'prsservation of our folkdom' dependent

upon the preservation of the peasantry... Ideology underscored

the special heroic qualities of the fighting German peasant,

qualities needed to expand Germany's political boundaries in

the drive for 'living space'" (1968-69).

Another example can be taken from the successful development of

Japan which evolved into an industrial nation within the shell of

traditional culture. Religion and education, community and family,

found their natural and practical expression in the state" (Apter

1964:24). They built and maintained identity and solidarity within

the bonds of mythical history, the cult to the Emperor, loyalty,

familial and national harmony:

"Theirs is an explicitly traditionalist ideology, embodying

instrumental ends, that was deliberately employed to make the

identity and solidarity problems simpler... Nationalism in

Japan was able to do what socialism in the developing areas

could not do: to serve its functional purposes while trans-

mitting a scientific temper“ (Apter 1964:26).

Feudal discipline, hard work and modest renunm'ation, will and intel-

ligence, patriotic mystique, unity of language, beliefs and aspira-

tions, national devotion, all contributed to the Japanese Miracle

(Cf. Dumont 1966:19-20; Welch 1967:69-90). These examples are
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not quoted in view of condoning abuses of crimes, but to illustrate

the force national ideologies acquire by being based on folklore

and traditional values. ‘

Bemba proverbs as a body of world-views, norms and moral di-

rectives constituted the basis for a general ideology; it united

the Bemba as a nation and gave them meaning and inspirations. The

Bemba are now one people with several other peoples in Zambia, and

it is the Zambia of all Zambians which needs meaning expressed in

ideals and purposes. Zambian Humanism is trying to continue, with

the necessary accommodations, to provide all Zambians with ideol-

ogical explanations, directives and motivation as existed in Bem-

ba proverbs for the Bemba. Zambian Humanism might not be as power-

ful and functioning as Zambians and observers would like it to be;

still, there is hope that the effort at finding inspirations and

directions will succeed in the future:

"It is clear that ideologies which do not seem operative in

practice must not be discounted by the observer on that ac-

count. Today's ideology, no matter how seemingly irrelevant,

may be tomorrow's reality. Culture, after all, provides the

vocabulary of the self-fulfilling prephecy. If people do not

organise the way they say they do, perhaps they are simply

waiting for the opportunity to do so. We must surely attend

to what people do, but we must not neglect what they say, for

what they say might indicate what they will do next" (Salz-

man 1978:633-634).



 

CONCLUSIONS

This is a study based on the belief that an ideology would help

to develop Zambia socially and economically, rallying Bemba, Ngoni,

Lozi, Tonga and even Whites, and succeed in satisfying the basic

needs of everyone: if a national ideology could exist and be func-

tional, it would help in the growth and development of a nation.

(Cf. Harris 1979:72).

This is a research made with the desire that it could be useful

to Zambians themselves. Zambian Humanism and proverbs interest many

people; a critique with suggestions for the improvement of the ideo-

logical doctrine could be beneficial.

This thesis is based on my intuitive perception (confirmed at

times by the proponents of Humanism) that the national ideology was

inspired by local beliefs and practices, and possibly on Bemba prov-

erbs as one source of traditional ideas.

Finally, this dissertation postulates that humans impart some

spiritual significance to the physical elements of their lives by

creating particular symbolic schemes which give meaning to their

existence. (Cf. Sahlins 1976:xii-xi; Berger 1974:11 and 37). In

other words, humans perceive and interpret realities in a culturally

specific manner with a distinctive cognitive and emotive configura-

tion of values. These particular interpretations of the world are

made up of beliefs, values and norms which are expounded in religious

doctrines and rituals, philosophical teachings, legends, proverbs,

laws and customs. At times, societies will give themselves ideolo-

gies, general or specific, to answer some needs. General ideologies

are statements which teach and prescribe the society's desired state

and describe the required behaviours to accomplish it. Basically, this

dissertation is concerned about ideologies, what they are, how they

come to exist and how they operate. In order to investigate that,

two forms of ideologies were examined, Zambian Humanism and Bemba

proverbs; they were compared and related to delineate similarities

4ll
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which might validate the claim that Zambian Humanism is not a meta-

morphosis or a drastic innovation, but a 'passage', a re-establish-

ment, with modifications, of the former tribal systems of values

which worked in the past and could work in the present.

The following findings appear to be the most relevant:

A. Definitions and descriptions were proposed to elucidate the

problem and facilitate the discussion.

1. A proverb was described as a concise statement about some moral,

philosophical, common-ssnsical, emotional fact that has some general

or specific value for the people who have accepted and popularised

it; it tends to be arranged in a harmonious and symmetric form

which seems to attract attention and facilitate pronounceability,

memorisation, retention and recall. The content of proverbs must

be significant to the peOple using them, even if they appear plat-

itudinous or pointless to outsiders. They are ideological sentences

which include general opinions, attitudes, recommendations and pres-

criptions of proper behaviour for nearly every aspect of life, from

family relations to political positions. They are associated with

civilisations of orality with the speak-listen-ear complex in which

the performance and the face-to-face situation are essential.

2. The discussion on ideology suggests that any theory and doctrine,

even after demonstration and understanding, must be accepted and be-

lieved in. After the assent to the ideology takes place, another

decision must be made before that ideology is put into practice.

Ideologies can be called general and national when they affect every

social institution like politics, economics, morality, religion, etc.;

they are specific when they concern one domain of human activity,

for instance, religion.

3. 'Traditional‘ does not mean only qualities, characteristics and

customs of the past, real or glorified, but 'passés'; it refers

also to the authentic, the true, the non-imposed, the non-European.

In several cases, 'traditional' should be replaced by local,
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referring to beliefs and norms which are held responsible for the

good functioning of pro-colonial societies and which should be re-

activated as driving forces for the present.

4. 'Spiritual' is used in opposition to and in conjunction with

'material'. It is the locally and specifically intelligent and

emotive way of perceiving, understanding, feeling, organising and

hoping; it is not only religious, mental or ideal; it is all that

which is expressed in symbolic representations to satisfy man's

needs for understanding his life.

B. The core of the dissertation consists of a collection of Bemba

proverbs and an outline of Zambian Humanism.

l. The proverbs were carefully scrutinised over several years to

discover their frequency of use, meanings and roles. The selection

contains the proverbs which are well known and frequently used.

It is my contention that proverbs are not separate entities, but

constitute an integrated body of information, which can charac-

terise the fundamental values and norms of a group. The advent

of urbanisation (by bringing people of different groups together)

and literacy are having an adverse effect on proverb usage which

contrasts with their continued use in rural areas. This body of

proverbs may serve not only as a repository of ideological state-

ments, but as inspiration to study and employ forms and features

of local wisdom.

2. Zambian Humanism is presented from documents and speeches of

Kaunda and commentators particularly Zulu, Meebelo and Kandeke.

Zambian Humanism tries to instil the traditional values of the

rural communities and adapt them to a market economy, a nation

of many groups under one political system.

C. The comparisons and relationships between proverbs and Humanism

reveal general agreement between them in content, at least on several

issues.
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l. The fundamental principles of Humanism are expressed in several

proverbs:

a. God is the master of all living things (16,17).

b. Man is the centre of society; Man for the community and the

community for Man (203, 250-252).

c. Work in cooperation; sharing (301-339).

d. Hard work and self-sufficiency (233-244).

e. Perseverance (246-279).

f. Early and provident work (280-295).

g. Duties of leaders (363-366; 374).

h. Respect for elders (90, 143, 139).

1. Many moral values including kindness (381-388), courage (392-

395), condemnation of egotism (428-433) and theft (408-410),

loyalty and patriotism (19 and 20), hospitality (214-232),

conversation (190-195).

Proverbs can make concrete declarations because they deal with real

life situations, the appropriate reactions to which have already

been decided and approved; ideologies propose what should be done

in an ideal future rather than what can be done in a real present.

In fact, this similarity might or might not affect the actual accep-

tance of Humanism. The links could be more 'natural' than causal,

that is, the continuation and adaptation of some basic values in a

changing cultural system. At the same time, the fact that some of

those themes can be found in most ideologies and possibly in proverbs

of other languges would not invalidate the suggestion that there are

legitimate relationships between Bemba proverbs and Humanism, although

this cannot be demonstrated from the data of this dissertation.

2. Zambia exists and must do so as one nation. The primary aim of

Zambian Humanism appears to be the unification of some seventy-three

groups and sub-groups under one flag. Although it is difficult to

evaluate the effects of ideologies on behaviour, one can observe, for

instance, that the Lozi of Barotseland speak less often of separation,

and that the Bemba are slowly accepting the fact that others in Zambia
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are Zambians. There are examples of tribalism, factionalism and

provincialism as in Spain and Canada, but in general, it seems that

Zambians are less divided than before Independence. It.is not pos-

sible to demonstrate that Zambian Humanism is directly responsible

for that state of affairs which could be linked with the personality

and influence of Kaunda, the fear of invasion by neighbouring states,

the unifying interests of the Capperbelt, etc. More and more, people

' call themselves Zambians and have greater opportunity to work outside

their region, and mixed populations are found in the smallest centres.

3. The objectives of hard work, sharing, self-reliance, providence

and the reduction in stealing, begging and parasitism do not seem

to have been achieved to any estimable degree. The two daily news-

papers contain the same discussion about and denunciation of Zam-

bian 'vices'. It is not the principles of Humanism which are im-

plicated, but the lack.of earnest personal participation in and

implementation of its obligations. When Zambian Humanism requires

sacrifice of personal energies, privileges and benefits, it has

not proved a success. Unless an ideology is strong and operative,

it cannot tilt the balance on the side of sacrifice when confronted

with the Option of personal well-being and enjoyment. In spite of

examples of cooperation, sharing and hard work in the building of

rural schools, roads and dispensaries, the cases of devotion for

the common good are too few to proclaim widespread adoption of

Humanism when it involves no personal advantage. It is possible

that the damage wrought by colonialism is such that it has deprived

Zambians of initiative and interest, an impact that will last many

years before being reversed by the comprehension and application

of the ideals and programmes of Humanism.

4. The results of Humanism are often evaluated in terms of mate-

rial accomplishments like poor agricultural output, continued in-

fluence and power of multinationals, meagre success of the para-

statals, and shortages of foods and commodities. For instance,

comparisons can be made between 1964 and 1981 to substantiate the
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frequent absences (not only shortages) of soap, cooking oil, canned

food, powdered milk, shoes and maize flour which occur now. Ex-

planations that include drought, difficulties with the former Rho-

desia, population increase and the elimination of the exploitative

farmers are cited; however, it seems that Humanism did not prevent

bad planning and worse administration that are the causes of short-

ages. Furthermore, the ideal-spiritual-normative aspects of Hu-

manism could be linked much more closely with specific and prac-

ticable implementations that hold some immediate or near-immediate

forms of reward. Zambians, especially in Bemba speaking areas,

suffered during the pre-independence years; but they could foresee

an important reward, independence. Now, constraints and privations

are exacted with the vision of 'One Zambia-One Nation', or the de-

struction of 'enemies', both long-term goals. People would be bet-

ter motivated by short term rewards including food to-day and money

at the end of the month.

5. Although there is no specific genre for ideologies, their for-

mulation, transmission and propagation use the force of the spoken

word through personal performances which capture the attention,

intrigue and control the mind and heart of the listeners; the aim

is to achieve reforms, to attain conformity and sacrifices for

the common good. In fact, the content can be anything that is appro-

priate and relevant for the peOple concerned. Unfortunately,

Humanism is presented in English in spite of the fact that the main

themes originate, in many instances, from the traditional societies.

Unless greater efforts are made by the leaders of every level of

responsibility to present Humanism in a more comprehensible language

and in local languages, it will not carry the weight that ideologies

possess.

D. The following propositions are opinions inferred from this re-

search and general anthropological knowledge:

1. An ideology like Zambian Humanism should include the following
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elements:

- There should be borrowing and inspiration from past local

world-views and values which used to give a particular mean-

ing to each group; this would smooth the transition to the

necessary accommodations demanded by changes like a market

economy, industrialisation, urbanisation, economic differ-

ences between regions, unemployment and many other effects

of modernisation.

- The content should be relevant and of some immediate concern.

- The form should imitate oral genres like slogans and proverbs

with sentences characterised by pronounceability, rhythm and

symmetry.

- The principal elaborator and prepagandist should possess cer-

tain qualities to impress and move people.

- There should be a few dedicated disciples ready to sacrifice

everything for the success of the ideology.

- Other symbols like flags, decorations, clothing and songs

should be used.

- Some practical plans as logical consequences of the ideology

should be specified in accord with the psychological and

physical capabilities of the people, including corresponding

rewards, material, moral or supra-natural.

2. Material (technical and economic) programmes have failed; how-

ever, they were prepoeed by Englishmen, Americans, Swedes, Hungar-

ians and others. Quite probably those plans were Western-biased

or unsuited to the quality of the soils, the rain-falls, the insects,

the level of knowledge of the farmers and other workers, the pres-

ence of profiteers. These plans have neglected the psychological,

social and cultural correlates that must accompany every movement

for change. The disparate tribes must become Zambians with a

culture which can contain and organise the meaning and value of

life. Such a culture is not a pre-condition nor a primacy; it is

a concomitant or co-existential side of every human phenomenon

alongside the material. In this dissertation, great emphasis has
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been placed on the ideal-spiritual aspect of a culture, not because

the material part is secondary, but because the spiritual side is

often discarded as if people were matter only who can work for

material rewards and dispense with ideological needs. As long as

there is no spiritual programme to accompany the material plans,

as long as lives have little or no meaning, there can be little

hOpe of improvement. Material plans have been tabled since 1965;

Zambian Humanism has been preached since 1960. The two components

should be much more closely interrelated so that they can be bal-

anced and made Operative by their practicality and their inner

force which would inspire and direct. Both programmes should be

revised and altered if need be to suit the actual conditions like

the capability of the people, their apathy due to many failed prom-

ises, the state of the soils, the price of cOpper, the capitalist

spirit and the shortages of foods and other items. Rapid indus-

trialisation and immediate agricultural self-sufficiency are un-

realisable as are the general moral demands for national brother-

ly love; Zambians are neither Germans nor Japanese, neither monks

nor Hutterites. Only a combination of spiritual and material pro-

grammes suited for Zambians will accomplish the desired ends of

a certain degree of development, some economic independence along

with a sense of well-being, satisfaction and happiness.

This dissertation has not been a research in the disintegra-

tion of a peOple; it is a study in the possible solutions for

the construction of a nation with a frame-work of meaning and moti-

vation to inspire and direct the people towards the establishment

of a new order in their country.

Civilisations are not destroyed; they disappear when they lose

their soul. Bemba society had a soul; the proverbs, among other

ways of control and direction, gave meaning to the people‘s lives;

Bemba proverbs are not really needed at the moment to unify the Bem-

ba; what is needed is something similar to unite all Zambians.
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AnthrOpologists are the experts on cultural systems which in-

clude the network of intricate relationships of functions between

the different institutions of a society, from marriage rules to rit-

ualistic formulae. The societies studied by Anthropologists existed

as living and working entities and as such were described and ex-

plicated; these societies were also affected by the powerful in-

fluence and domination of Western countries, and they could be ob-

served in their decline. If AnthrOpologists could explore and ex-

plain functioning societies as well as disintegrating ones, it could

be heped that they could understand the mechanisms which would con-

tribute to the creation and establishment of the cultural system of

a renovated society. These mechanisms include the mental and emo-

tional threads which animate ('anima' a soul) and inspire ('spirare'

a to breathe) the comprehension of the diverse cultural elements

weaving the web of a cultural system.

This dissertation in several ways is idealistic: it is a

preliminary attempt at understanding how emerging nations could

impart meaning to their cultural systems, so that their societies

would have a soul again, and live.
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SUMMARY

1. We know that ideologies work, or we think they do, although

other forces could be responsible for their alleged effects. But,

if they really produce results, we don't know how and we don't

know why. If they were reducible to mechanical formulae that could

be discovered, ideologies could be voluntarily and successfully

contrived.

2. Proverbs and national ideologies are insufficiently researched

and their 'mélange' of discursive and intuitive elements, wedding

of content and form, employment of concrete and imagery, their

combination of ideas and emotions has not lent itself to any pre-

cise methodology.

3. Proverbs offer a wide range of comments about many facets of

the traditional life of the Bemba speaking groups which are an

important part of the Zambian pOpulation.

4. There is nothing Objectionable about the principles and prop-

ositions of Zambian Humanism; they have not been proved false or

invalid, although they are quite idealistic. If the Zambians would

accept and practise those principles, Zambia would be a very nice

place to live.

5. It can be said that the values and norms of Zambian Humanism

are much the same as those found in Bemba proverbs.

6. Zambian Humanism accommodates certain principles from proverbs

to modern conditions extending them to all Zambians and to Zambia

as a whole.

7. Zambian Humanism may have helped reinforce the spirit of unity

needed for the building of a newly independent nation, as well as

imparting a sense of pride in being Zambian.

8. Other prOpositions like increased cooperation, hard work, equal-

ity, sharing, the care of all and by all for the common good,
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recommended by the ideology of Zambian Humanism, cannot be shown to

have affected the daily life of the people, as yet.

9. The reasons for the apparent or real lack of success of Zambian

Humanism would be the following: (a) too many external and internal

constraints such as dependence on foreign companies and loans, inter-

national finance, lack of careful planning, indifference of managers,

egotistic bureaucrats, an inefficient civil service, a greedy elite,

etc.; (b) the idealistic character of Humanism which demands too

much too soon; when humans are offered the choice between enjoy-

ment and sacrifice, many will prefer self-satisfaction unless phys-

lical, moral or supernatural rewards for sacrifice are certain or

believed to be certain; (c) the style and form of Humanism does

not interest, surprise, convince and motivate the peOple.

lO. Ideological statements are often constructed in a particular

form or structure which envelope an acceptable content.

11. Even if this research is primarily concerned with ideological

aspects, it recognises that programmes of development and growth

should be a mixture of the ideological and the technical with real-

istic aims capable of bringing short-, medium- and long-term results

and rewards.

12. It is possible to have ideologies devoted to exclusively tech-

nical and material plans which would be comparable to the programmes

employed to build pyramids, at a heavy human cost. There might not

be any adequate manner to evaluate ideologies, but human.well-being

and the possibility of choice should be two criteria.

13. The impossibility of demonstrating concrete manifestations of

the value of Humanism in Zambia does not invalidate its philosophy.

It could be that indeed, Zambian Humanism, in its present form, has

little value. However, it could be that Humanism, translated into

the every day idiom, could have a marked effect on goal attainment

by manual workers and peasants in the nation. Further, Zambian Hu-

manism, if translated into daily behaviour by the upper echelons of

business and government, would provide models of selflessness for all.
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